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PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PENSION BENEFIT PLANS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTAT.vES, SUBCOMMITrEE ON OVER-
SIGHT, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS; AND SUBCOM-
MITTEE ON LABOR-MANACEMENT RELATIONS, COMMIT-
TEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittees met at 9:55 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room

2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William Clay (chair-
man of the Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations) and
Hon. Charles B. Rangel (chairman of the Subcommittee on Over-
sight) cochairmen, presiding.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Prm relean o TuMday, Nov. 1. 1983]

HON. CHARLE B. RANGEL, (D., N.Y.), CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT, COM-
MFEmE ON WAYS AND MEANS, AND HON. WILLIAM CLAY (D., Mo.), CHAIRMAN, SUB-
COMMITFTE ON LABOR-MANAGEMENT RzIATIONS, COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND
LABOR, U.S. HousE or REPRESZNTATIVES, ANNOUNCE A JOINT HEARING ON CERTAIN
IssuEs REGARDING PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PENSION BENFrr PLANS

The Honorable Charles B. Rangel (D., N.Y.), Chairman, Subcommittee on Over-
sight, Committee on Ways and Means, and the Honorable William Clay (D., Mo.),
Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations of the Committee on
Education and Labor, announced today that the Subcommittees will hold a joint
hearing on certain issues regarding public employee pension benefit plans (govern-
mental plans). The hearing will be held on Tuesday, November 15, 1983, beginning
at 9:30 a.m. in Room 2261, Rayburn House Office Building.

The Subcommittees will receive information from invited witnesses on the
growth, scope and financial status of governmental plans and whether additional
federal disclosure, reporting, or fiduciary standards for such plans aie appropriate.

The Subcommittees will also receive information concerning provisions of the In-
ternal Revenue Code which relate to governmental plans. Under present law, a pen-
sion plan, including a governmental plan, is tax qualified if it meets certain require-
ments of the Internal Revenue Code. Tax qualified plans and employees covered by
them receive favorable treatment under the code.

For those who wish to file a written statement for the printed record of the hear-
ing, six copies are required and may be submitted by the close of business Monday,
November 28, 1983, to John J. Salmon, Chief Counsel, Committee on Ways and
Means, U.S. House of Representatives, Room 1102 Longworth House Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20515. An additional supply of statements for the printed record
may be furnished for distribution to the press and public if supplied to the Commit-
tee office prior to the hearing.

Mr. CLAY. The committee will come to order.
I understand that Mr. Rangel is on his way, but we are going to

start without him this morning.
The subcommittee begins this morning what has become over the

years a familiar ritual: taking testimony on issues relating to State
and local pension plans.

(1)
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In every Congress since the enactment of the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 [ERISA], a bipartisan bill has
been introduced to establish minimum reporting, disclosure and
fiduciary standards for State and local pension plans.

Originally the bills bore the acronym "PERISA," but last year
the name was changed to "PEPPRA'-the Public Employee Pen-
sion Plan Reporting and Accountability Act-to reflect the true
nature of our pro posal.

Too often people assumed, incorrectly, I might add, that the bill
was simply all of ERISA applied to public plans.

Instead, the proposals were far more limited in scope than
ERISA and were far less burdensome or costly to pension plans. Al-
though no bill has yet been introduced this Congress, we anticipate
introduction soon.

In every Congress, our subcommittee has dutifully held hearings
in which the proponents of the legislation argue that Federal legis-
lation is essential to assure that plan participants and taxpayers
get complete, comprehensible, and current information about their
plans and that those plans are well managed and the assets are in-
vested prudently.

On the- other hand, opponents of the legislation argue that Feder-
al legislation is unnecessary and undesirable.

Today's hearing, however, promises to be quite different from
those held in the past.

First, we welcome the joint participation of the members of the
Oversight Subcommittee of the Committee on Ways and Means, led
by its distinguished chairman, Charlie Rangel of New York.

And second, we welcome the participation of the Internal Reve-
nue Service in our oversight activities.

Many State and local officials seem unaware that their plans are
already subject to Federal regulation through the Internal Revenue
Code. We look forward to hearing about the Service's efforts to en-
force the current Federal requirements.

We welcome all the witnesses today and look forward to an in-
formative and interesting morning.

Are there any other opening statements?
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLE'-. Mr. Chairman, just briefly.
I join you in welcoming everyone here to the beginning of these

hearings.
I would comment I have a number of constituents here from the

great State of Texas, some of whom are from the great Third Con-
gressional District of Dallas, others who live in the suburbs of the
southern portion of the city of Dallas and the city of Austin.

I am looking forward to the hearing this morning and the infor-
mation that will be provided. It seems to me that as we begin the
hearings, the burden of proof for the need for Federal legislation
should be on the proponents of that Federal legislation.

No doubt there are problems with individual systems around the
country. It seems to me that most pension systems, public employ-
ee pension systems, are sound and if not sound, many systems have
taken substantial actions to provide for their own solvency.

Generally, while I look forward to the information provided, I am
generally skeptical of the need for additional Federal legislation,
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but I do look forward to the information to be provided this morn-
ing.

Thank you, Chairman Clay.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. No questions.
Mr. CLAY. Our first witness this morning is the Honorable

Kiliaen Townsend, State representative, State of Georgia, on behalf
of National Conference of State Legislatures.

Mr. Townsend, welcome to the committee.
Your entire written statement will be included in the record

without objection. You may proceed as you desire.

STATEMENT OF HON. KILIAEN TOWNSEND, STATE REPRESENTA-
TIVE, STATE OF GEORGIA, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL CONFER-
ENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
Mr. TOWNSEND. First of all, my name is Kil Townsend. I chair

the Pension Committee of the National Conference of the State
Legislatures.

I must admit 10 or 15 years ago when I first got into this
unglamorous, unsexy subject as a legislator in Georgia I had to
come up with something and this seemed to be one area nobody
seemed to want to fool with. I realize the needs and neglect in this
area.

Georgia was a big offender. I am here to tell you those days are
over. We have had 10 or 12 years of constant effort through the
State legislators meeting with the NCSL. We have two members
from each State on our pension committee which has now been
made a permanent committee of NCSL.

We have had five members such as Representative John Bragg
from Tennessee, Jim Clark, senator from Maryland who have
served as chairmen of our pension committee and also on President
Carter's Presidential Commission.

I think I can sit here and say without reservation that there has
been progress made in every State in the country. Admittedly, that
progress has varied. Some States need more reform, some States
need an awful lot.

Reform in some cases may require more money which is always
a problem in any State budget. Most States now have pension com-
missions or legislative committees to see that the system is proper-
ly funded, that they are actuarially sound, reports are made every
so often to the legislature and, of course, they have gotten onto the
municipal and county systems and the multitude of systems any
State has-and these cause problems also.

In addition to the usual State teacher and State employee sys-
tems, there are all sorts of municipalities that have systems, some
of which are partially or totally unfunded. States are passing laws
every year that affect systems. We see progress in this area, how-
ever, and amazing progress in the last few years, that is, since 1978
or 1979.

A lot of the reports you will have are based on things of 4 or 5
years ago. I dare say you will see another four or five States initi-
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ate reform measures during the next regular sessions. We in Geor-
gia have taken these measures in the last year.

First of all, in Georgia you can't pass a retirement bill now in 1
year. You have to wait a second year before it can be acted on. You
also have to appropriate money for the additional cost or it is void
at the end of that session.

If the municipality does not comply with these new require-
ments, the State can withhold funds from the city or county. Nu-
merous States, New York, Massachusetts, California, have all done
really positive things in this direction.

The problem is, in my opinion, that you are faced with the same
problems in the Federal pension systems and, in fact, you have the
worst problem of all and you are the principal beneficiaries of on.
of these systems.

The minute you change the age level at which people retire or
you make disability requirements more lenient, and particularly
when you add COLA's you will upset an otherwise sound system. A
COLA particularly is the most devastating thing that has hit both
the Federal Government and the State government as to the
soundness of the pension system.

Unlike the Federal Government, we in the States have limited
COLA's after a few bad experiences, Maryland is one in particular
where they figured out with a full cost-of-living provision by the
year 2000 it would take 50 percent of all the Maryland operating

udget to fund the pension system.
So the State of Maryland reversed itself and restricted COLA's to

3 percent. Most States now have a 3- or 4-percent cap on any
COLA.

Therefore unlike the problem you have with military and the
Federal civil service, we won't be doubling pensions in a matter of
5 or 6 or 7 years, depending on how fast inflation is compounded.

Whereas the Federal Government is faced with over a trillion
dollar unfunded liability right now and is going up to $2 trillion at
the rate of $4 billion a week, just the Federal pension systems, just
about every State pension is being funded now virtually on a 40-
year basis.

States are changing the liberal age mistake on new retirement
systems. In my opinion military credits are very costly and, unlike
the Federal system, some States are cutting out military credits. To
make the system sound, to protect the very public employees we
are worrying about, we have to make it financially sound, and that
is being done.

In my opinion there are simply too many systems in the States
to effectively regulate them from Washington. Some States have
over 1,000 pension systems. In Georgia we have several hundred. If
we send in a piece of paper simply once a year from 10,000 to
15,000 systems, it will simply mean a big warehouse full of paper.

NCSL has encouraged its members to press for pension reform in
their States. I think you will find that we are doing the very things
that public employees feel need to be done to bring about reform in
their system. In my opinion, we also do have to represent the other
110 million taxpayers who do not belong in these public systems
but have to pay the bill.
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I think the average State legislator now realizes he has been
passing on the cost to future legislatures. Much of the regulations
that you can think of or would like to have, such as reporting and
minimum requirements, are now being done at the State level
where it should be done and they are the ones that are financially
responsible for the taxes to make up any of these deficits.

State legislators are the ones who are now concerned, which I
admit wasn't true years ago. I think we have something here that
is past its time as far as being necessary and something that would
really accomplish nothing at the State level except more paper-
work, more requirements, more Federal intervention, more bu-
reaucracy.

This cannot be handled out of somebody's small office. This kind
of reporting will be overwhelming. We are suggesting as people on
the firing line at the State level that we State legislators are will-
ing and are going to undertake this task that you want done one
way or another, we would like to think that you will continue to
respect our wishes in this matter.

We are not trying to be a roadblock and be difficult. We feel we
are being practical. We are beginning to get the job done which
certainly needs to be done.

If you have any questions, I will be glad to answer them if I can.
[The statement of Mr. Townsend follows:]

STATEMENT OF REPESENTATIVE KILIAN TOWNSEND, STATE LEGISLATOR, STATE OF
GEORGIA, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My name is Kil Townsend, State
Representative from the 24th District, State of Georgia. I appear before you today as
Chairman of the National Conference of State Legislatures' (NCSL) Committee on
Pensions.

The National Conference of State Legislatures is the official Bi-partisan represent-
ative of the nation's 7,500 state legislators. NCSL seeks to foster interstate coopera-
tion and to assure a strong voice for states in the Federal decision making process.

On behalf of NCSL, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today and
share our concerns and experiences regarding public employee retirement systems.

The NCSL Pensions Committee, which I chair, has been the focal point for activi-
ties of the legislatures aimed at improving pension plans in the states. As a commit-
tee we have urged state legislatures to establish special joint pension committees to
review and make recommendations for reforming their individual retirement sys-
tems. As legislators, the 70 members of the NCSL Pensions Committee have been in
the forefront of recommending changes in their state systems and are responsible
for many of the significant improvements in state pension systems over the last
decade.

State legislatures share the goal of this committee of insuring adequate security
for state and local employees in their retirement years. To achieve this goal, we
have undertaken significant steps to rectify the shortcoming of our employee retire-
ment plans and have urged all states to work to improve the funding and manage-
ment of state pension plans.

Despite the similarity of purpose between state legislatures and the Congress, we
must disagree with the methods proposed in earlier PERISA legislation and more
recently in PEPPRA legislation. It is our belief that state government is the appro-
priate level to deal with employer-employee relations in the area of government em-
ployee compensation.

Federal legislation, designed to regulate public employee retirement plans, repre-
sents an intrusion of the Federal Government into affairs that are without question
within the province of state government. Federal regulation in this area is not only
inappropriate but also impinges on the division of powers set forth in the Constitu-
tion.

An Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) study evaluated
the underlying question of which level of government should control public pension
systems. Based on this study, entitled "State and Local Pension Systems-Federal
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Regulatory Issues", the Commission concluded that state and local retirement sys-
tem should be exempt from ERISA type requirements. The study expressed oppose.
tion to all forms of federal regulation of state and local plans. Thus in specifically
focusing on Federalism as a major issue, ACIR decided the question in favor of state
control.

It is our concern that additional federal legislation may impose disclosure, report-
ing and fiduciary regulations on state and local pension plans and give substantial
regulatory power to a federal agency. The legislation would add yet another ievel of
bureaucracy and administrative paperwork and increase costs at a time when con-
certed strides have been made by the Administration and Congress to reduce the
regulatory burden on state government and all our citizens.

i voicing our concerns, we do not intend to minimize the problems which still
are present in some state employee retirement plans. State officials have long recog-
nized the need for reform of state and local pension systems. The fat that NL
created a pensions committee is a clear reflection of the recognition of the need for
state improvement in the pension area. In conjunction with the establishment of
NCSL, a Pensions Task Force was created to respond to interests in this subject
among state legislators. The work of the Task Force and the efforts of the many
state legislators who participated were instrumental In publicizing the need for
reform of state plans. In more than half of the states, the Task Force held seminars
and provided technical assistance for state legislators. In 1980, the Task Force was
elevated to one of the ten standing State-Federal Committees of NCSL. The Commit-
tee has continued the work of the Task Force and formally endorsed the principles
of pension reform which are attached to this statement.

fn recognition of the need for pension reform, many states have adopted legisla-
tion or implemented procedures to initiate the process. In 1975, only four state legis-
latures had standing legislative committees which dealt with pensions. As recently
as 1978, only r, dozen states had pension commissions. As Appendix A shows, more
than thirty states now have pension commissions, or legislative pension committees.
These pension bodies server. as a source of expertise on state pension policy and are
an important element in providing information -ieeary to implement reform
strategies.

States have adopted a variety of approaches in improving their state and local
pension plans. Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey and Washington have created state
administered plans for local governments and require municipsities to cease creat-
ing new plans. Wisconsin has joined the states of Hawaii and South Dakota in im-
plementing a single consolidated plan for all public, employees. The state of Florida
requires all local governments to prepare actuarirl valuations every three years and
to submit them to the state for review. These valuations must include a 40 year am-
ortization plan for unfunded liabilities which are the basis for contributions to the
local plan. Failure to comply with these conditions result in a declaration of finan-
cial emergency and temporary assumption of local budget authority by the state.
This approach answers the soundness of local pension plaus and guarantees the pen-
sions of public employees. In 1982, Florida's annual report on local retirement sys-
tems noted that overall the program is working well and local governments have
been cooperative.

The st-ate of Texas established in 1979, an independent Pensions Review Board as
permanent oversight pensions body. The authorizing legislation required that all
pension legislation have an actuarial analysis showing present and future cost obli-
gation. All public retirement systems must registe- with the Board and submit
semiannual reports which contain summaries of the benefits available, the current
financial status, and the actuarial conditions of the systm. All members in the
system must be provided with a summary of plan benefits, a summary of change in
acts affecting contributions, benefits or eligibility, ard annual statements of the
amount of a member's accumulated contribution.

While there is a diversity of state experiences, some trends have emerged. As
shown in Appendix B, state administered systems cover about 90 percent of all state
and local pension participants. According to surveys NCSL conducted in cooperation
with the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations in 1979, these sys-
tems have extensive reporting and disclosure requirements.. The large majority of
them require regular actuarial valuations, audit reports to states and employees,
and fiscal notes. Some states require this reporting by statute, others do it by ad-
ministrative regulation, and still others by policy or custom.

Our pension surveys showed a wide variety or approaches to pension reform. All
of these approaches represent improvement in current plans andprogress toward a
common g.al of ensuring protection of pension benefits while not placing an unnec-
essary burden on pension costs on current and future taxpayers.
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States have a long and successful record of improvement in state and local retire-
ment plans. In light of the continued activity in the states and the long list of ac-
complishments, it is our belief that the level of government best suited to control
public employee pension plans are the states and local governments. We urge you to
continue the work which was initiated by the Congress to reduce the regulatory
burden on state government rather than to impose a new and unnecessary regulato-
ry structure.

Once, again, I'd like to thank you for the opportunity of appearing today and
assure you of NCSL's interest in maintaining a dialogue with you in any future de-
liberations regarding public employee retirement systems.

NCSL PUBLIC PENSION REFORM PRINCIPLES

The National Conference of State Legislatures encourages state legislatures to
give high priority to the study of public retirement systems and to take the follow-
Mg corrective actions:

1. Create permanent pension review committees, with sufficient staff and actuar-
ial assistance to analyze pension problems and recommeud legislative changes;

2. Reexamine current benefit provisions and revise to eliminate abuses;
3. To avoid duplication of benefits in those state plans having Social Security, in-

tegrate state and local pension plans with the federal Social Security System;
4. Discourage the early retirement of employees on unreduced pensions, based on

unsound fiscal policy;
5. Provide fo low-up screenings of disabled retirees to determine whether individ-

uals are still disabled;
6. Given the cost implications of inflation, "cap" automatic cost-of-living adjust-

ments of retirees;
7. Encourage "portability" of plan membership for persons who shift jobs within

the state and its political subdivisions;
8. In order to avoid conflicting objectives, do not amend or establish pension plans

through collective bargaining;
9. Provide adequate funding of established benefit costs and front-end funding of

amended benefit costs;
10. Establish flexible guidelines for the management of investments and determin-

ing fiduciary responsibilities, especially those related to advisors, brokers and custo-
dians with the ultimate objective of instituting the prudent person rule;

11. Provide uniform actuarial reports, financial statements and management sum-
maries to state legislature on an annual basis;

12. Require regular financial audits be performed by an independent auditor;
13. Regular actuarial valuations should be conducted using accepted assumptions;
14. Require fiscal impact statements (fiscal notes), when establishing or amending

pension plan benefit provisions;
15. To achieve uniformity of benefits, support state regulation and/or public pen-

._ ion plan consolidation of state and local retirement systems; and
16. Pribiiit substantive changes in pension benefits or contribution by a body

other than the state legislatures unless guidelines have been established to govern
the actions of such a non-legislative entity.

APPENDIX A

STATES WITH PENSIONS COMMISSIONS AND/OR LEGISLATIVE PENSIONS COMMIrrEES

Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Lou-
isiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska,
Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.

APPENDIX B

Percent of total State-local employees covered by State administered systems

A labam a ............................................. 89 Connecticut ........................................ 81
A laska ................................................. 98 D elaw are ............................................ 93
A rizona ............................................... 92 Florida ............................................... 90
A rkansas ............................................ 97 G eorgia ............................................... 84
C alifornia ........................................... 78 H aw aii ................................................. 100
C olorado .............................................. 78 Idaho ................................................... 100
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Percent of total State-local employees covered by State administered uytems-
Continued

Illinois .................................................
Indiana ................................................
Iowa .....................................................
K an sa s.. ... ................ .
K entucky ............................. ..
Louisiana ............................................
M aine ... ................. o............
M aryland ............................................
M assachusetts ...................................
M ichigan .............................................
M innesota ...........................................
M ississippi ..........................................
M issouri ..............................................
M ontana .............................................
N ebraska ............................................
N evada ................................................
N ew H am pshire ................................
N ew Jersey .........................................
N ew M exico .......................................

74
87
96
95
96
90

100
81
57
84
91
91
99
99
70

100
99
99

100

New York ...........................................
N orth Carolina ..................................
North Dakota ....................................
Ohio .....................................................
Oklahom a ...........................................
Oregon.... .............. .....................
Pennsylvania .......................
Rhode Island ......................................
South Carolina ..................................
South Dakota .....................................
Tennessee ...........................................
Texas ......... o........ .. .............
Utah ....................................................
Verm ont .............................................
Virginia ..............................................
W ashington ........................................
W est Virginia ....................................
W isconsin ...........................................
Wyoming ......................

Mr. CLAY. Thank you. Before we begin to ask questions, first of all,
the Ghair would like to recognize the newest Member of Congress
and welcome him to the committee, Congressman Charles Hayes
from the State of Illinois.

Mr. HAYES. Glad to be aboard.
Mr. CLAY. We will also at this point recognize the cochairman of

this joint hearing, Congressman Charles Rangel of New York.
Mr. RANGEL. I apologize for being late.
The Subcommittee on Oversight of the Ways and Means Commit-

tee is glad to respond to the request by our colleague Bill Clay, to
review some of the issues concerning public employee pension
plans. This is the first time that the Ways and Means Committee
has taken a look at some of the questions that have been raised.

While we are not here to legislate, it is abundantly clear that
these are importAnt questions concerning the tax treatment of
public plans. Mr. Clay's subcommittee has done a great deal of
work on other issues such as disclosure requirements and appropri-
ate fiduciary standards. I understand that legislation will be pro-
posed on these issues and we look forward to reviewing all of these
questions involved.

[A prepared opening statement of Mr. Rangel follows:]
OPENING STATEMENTo o HON. CHARLEs B. RANGE!, CHAIRMAN, SUD0OMM1rrrE ON

OVERSIGHT, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

I am pleased to join today with Chairman Clay and the other members of the Sub-
committee on Labor-Management Relations to begin an examination of certain
issues regarding public employee pension plans.

Governmental plans are a major source of future retirement income for more
than 11 million state and local workers and their dependents. With assets of $245
billion, public employee pension plans pay out more than $13 billion in benefits an-
nually.

In 1974, the Congress enacted the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) to safeguard the interests of pension plan participants and beneficiaries. In
general, governmental plans were excluded from major provisions of ERISA. Since

73
99
96
99
89
95
78
87
99
97
83
92

100
96
85
94
98
90

100
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1974, there has been continuing debate over the need for Federal sandards. A con-
ressional study, mandated by ERISA, has been issued and legislation introduced
ut not enacted. The purpose of the hearing today, however, is not to consider par-

ticular legislative proposals, but rather to raise essential issues and questions relat-
ed to governmental plans. For example, we are interested in receiving information
on their financial status and on provisions of the internal revenue code which relate
to public plans.

The Committee on Ways and Means is particularly interested in the tax treat-
ment of governmental plans. Under current law, "qualified" pension plans, includ-
ing governmental plans, receive the tax preference of deferral for employer contri-
butions and for earnings from pension funds until such funds are distributed to re-
tirees.

In general, for tax qualification, governmental pension beriefits, contributions,
and coverage must not discriminate in favor of highly paid officials and employees.
In addition, trust investments and income must be for the exclusive benefit of em-
ployees and beneficiaries. As a practical matter, however, these requirements have
not been enforced by the Internal Revenue Service. We are interested in the appro-
priateness and consequences of applying these requirements to public plans.

While the Committee on Ways and Means has not previously reviewed public em-
ployee pension plans, we share jurisdiction with the Committee on Education and
Labor. Thus, the Subcommittee on Oversight is pleased to join in this examination
of the fundamental issues involved.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Representative Townsend, the bill we reported out in the Educa-

tion and Labor Committee last year is very different from the first
bill introduced in 1975. Yet your testimony is virtually identical to
the testimony given by oLher NCSL representatives many times inthe past.While in some cases consistency is a virtue, I really suspect that

the reason your testimony never varies, regardless of what the bill
looks like, is basically that you are just opposed to a bill.

Is that correct?
Mr. TOWNSEND. No, Mr. Congressman.
As I say, I agree that 7 or 8 years ago, even 4 years ago, perhaps,

a lot of States were dragging their heels. I am updating that testi-
mony as the chairman.

I was on the NCSL pension task force for 10 years. I am the first
to admit when we started out we could meet in a telephone booth
with those who were interested, and we did many times meet over
breakfast, four or five of us.

Now we have good attendance from different States. They each
report every year as to what his or her State has done. We go all
around the room to each member. It is just amazing as I see each
year how many States are doing something.

I think I can honestly say that I don't know of a State which has
done nothing. Many States have done drastic things just like Geor-
gia. Georgia has started a whole new retirement system, giving plan
members an opportunity to switch over if they want to in order to
make the new system sound, eliminate the military credit and all
the things that we really can't afford to give.

Mr. CLAY. You stated in your verbal testimony a few minutes ago
that you could state without fear of contradiction that all States
were making significant progress.

Now you say that none of them are dragging their heels now as
they did originally in 1975. I note you have listed the States with
rension commissions and/or legislative pension committees. You
isted Michigan as one of those States.
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Is it true that Michigan's commission is neither funded nor
staffed?

Mr. TOWNSEND. I think there has been a political problem in
Michigan. Actually, the Michigan pensions committee, it is not in
being yet. I don't know about the history of what happened, but it
was a political problem.

So, you may be correct, that the pensions committee has yet to
be implemented in Michigan.

Mr. CLAY. It will take them 4 years to resolve the political prob-
lems and not have to drag their heels.

Mr. TOWNSEND. Congressman, in my opinion it is like Congress,
it is hard to get anything done in this area because it is not hiter-
esting. You and I know it is passed on to the next legislature.

The money is owed and not collected, it is a sort of hidden budget
item. It is hard to get people to react to it. It has taken us years in
Georgia to get significant legislation.

I think most States are rolling along now and doing something
and shouldn't require any more prodding. At the local level if plans
won't appropriate money or won't insure the benefits, I doubt if
there is anything that the Federal Government can do except set
up a lot of regulations and maybe sue the State.

It is a very expensive business. These have been bad years the
last few years, yet we went ahead and put $30 million more a year
in the State employment system.

The reason that some States were in the dark, is that they were
getting reports that the plans were sound. Georgia got the same
thing. When you have in-house actuaries, you sort of get whatever
one wants to hear.

We went outside and hired outside actuaries to show the State
employee system was $1.2 billion unfunded. Nobody believed that.

We hired a second outside actuary and a third. We now know it
is $1.2 billion unfunded when we thought there was none. So, now

--w-are-putting $30 million a year into it to fund it over a 40-year
period.

This is the kind of thing you have to do in each State. In my
opinion there is nothing that the Federal Government can do about
this. I don't think the Federal Government is going to be helping
the State employees or taxpayers, you are not helping anyby if
you simply ask us to report to Washington and withhold highway
funds or however you could enforce it.

We in Georgia can withhold funds from municipalities if they
don't agree to do what we want them to do. We are in a position to
do that. I don't see how this kind of bill can do the very things that
need to be done, namely, to make States or local governments con-
tribute to the fund if there is not enough in the kitty.

Mr. CLAY. When you compare the inability of Michigan to re-
solve its problem in 4 years with our inability here in the Congress
to resolve problems, I will say to you without fear of contradiction
that if it took us 4 years to resolve the problem, we would be ac-
cused of foot-dragging or heel-dragging or however you characterize
the progress of the States.

Let me ask you one other thing.
In your testimony you attempted to equate this bill with provid-

ing certain powers to the Government to come into your States and
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impose on you increases in benefits. You talked about the COLA
and what that would do to the plans and reducing the age of retire-
ment, et cetera.

I don't know of any bill which has been introduced that would
have required that.

Mr. TOWNSEND. That was not my intention.
I meant those are the problems that States are faced with as the

Federal Government is faced with similar problems in iLs pension
systems. These are the problems that need to be addressed to pro-
tect the funds for the employees, to see that the funds are adequate
to pay the benefits.

I did not mean you would do that.
When you mentioned your 4-year solution, Congressman, in my

opinion you have not solved your problem in the last hundred
years. You are now faced with a trillion and a half dollars unfund-
ed and nobody is doing anything about the COLA, the benefits,
military, congressional pensions or early retirement.

In my opinion that is why the Federal Government is going down
the tube $4 billion a week right now. Your funds are slipping that
much.

We in the States are putting in additional funds where we are
slipping. You may not want to hear this, but the Federal Govern-
ment has a problem that is greater than the national debt and its
pensions have a bigger yearly deficit than the national debt itself.

The States really are doing their part. If you total up the States
unfunded liabilities it is not a trillion and a half like the Federal
Government, it is in the several hundred billion dollar area.

Mr. CLAY. Let me say to the gentleman that the only reason that
you are able to quote those figures is because we already are in
compliance with what we are asking the States to come into com-
pliance with. The Federal plans do report and disclose.

That is simply all we are asking you so that we can quote to you
what your liabilities are, what your investment plans are, whether
they are good or not.

I think the people who contribute money to your plan have a
right to know what you are doing with that money. It is just as
simple as that.

You can quote the figures for the Federal retirement pension
plan, but the only reason you can is because we do report and we
do disclose. If you had to do the same thing, then I could sit here
and quote your unfunded liabilities also.

Mr. TOWNSEND. My point is, Congressman, that the thrust of
what we are trying to do is protect the public employees.

Mr. CLAY. From knowing how you invest their money. That is
what you are trying to protect public employees from.

You come here and oppose a simple bill that requires disclosure
and reporting. I know what you are trying to protect the public em-
ployees from, from knowing how you invest their money. It is as
simple as that.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I thought the point of the bill was the reporting
which, as you say--

Mr. CLAY. Anddisclosure.
Mr. TOWNSEND. And disclosure.

30-519 0-84--2
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My point is that what the State employees and Federal need to
do-the State can't print money, they have to know they are going
to get paid and the system is sound. They have to know that the
State is willing to do something about it and are doing something
about it.

Mr. CLAY. Your argument, sir, is that they have to know that the
system is sound, yet you don't tell them what the system is. You
don't report, you don't disclose.

How can they make a determination that the system is sound
when you have all the information?

Mr. TOWNSEND. Not in Georgia, not in most States now, Con-
gressman. You are right, they probably used to.

Mr. CLAY. If they are in compliance with what we are suggesting,
I don't know why you oppose it.

Mr. TOWNSEND. Why would we need it if they are already com-
plying? It works both ways.

The amount of paperwork and the bureaucracy is the issue now.
What I am stressing is that what we need to do and are doing
would be to stop giving away money we don't have, stop giving
COLA's, stop giving lower age reductions, stop big disability bene-
fits. We have to stop that.

That is the problem.
Mr. CLAY. This bill does not deal with that, sir. That is the point

I am trying to make.
Mr. TOWNSEND. My point is that we don't need a bill because

those are the areas where we feel we are improving.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Mr. Rangel.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Chairman Clay.
Representative Townsend, you don't have any problem with the

Federal Government having some oversight responsibility as re-
lates to the tax treatment that is given to investments by public
employers, do you?

In other words, there are certain Federal standards that exist in
the law which have to be complied with without any additional leg-
islation.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I agree. The IRS is doing that and can do that
without this bill.

Mr. RANGEL. Earlier you spoke about the intrusion of the Feder-
al Government into the affairs of the States if we enacted some ad-
ditional reporting and make certain that the funds are being used
for the use and benefit of the employees.

It would seem to me this would be something that local and
State governments would welcome, not only in order to continue to
enjoy the support of the employees, but also to make certain that
they are working within the spirit and framework of the Internal
Revenue Code.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I agree we don't need this bill. The IRS can set
up regulations as to what qualifies.

Mr. RANGEL. I commend the job that your association has done
in terms of improving public plan reporting. Would you agree that
the joint task force that has the responsibility to report to Congress
concluded that many of these pension plans were deficient?
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Mr. TOWNSEND. That is what I am saying, you need to update it.
Every year you would have to check the legislation. Just like ours,
we just passed our bill, in that all public pension systems have to
make fu disclosure, and report regularly.

It is an improvement. I think you will find this is going on
almost every year that the legislatures are meeting. Right now I
think you will find the others too, are catching up.

Mr. RANGM. It seems odd to me to see my colleagues in Govern-
ment, even though it is not the Federal Government, resisting
what I thought the public officials should be rather proud of, and
that is to disclose what they are doing with other people's money.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I agree, Congressman, and we are making those
disclosures in almost every case now. I admit you can dig up a
little State that is not doing anything.

Mr. RANGEL. I am not making myself as clear as I want. But in
the Congress we are subject to a lot of criticism as relates to our
own conduct.

We then move forward in order to protect ourselves and create
regulations and committees for ethical conduct in order to make
certain that we not only investigate possible wrong doing, but that
we also address the perception of wrongful conduct. It just appears
to me that employees just want to know that the people who have
the responsibility and the fiduciary responsibility are protecting
their pension plans for future years when they retire and as a
former State legislator, I would think that your association would
say that while it is not "necessary", we would welcome public dis-
closure of what we are doing with money that doesn't belong to us,
how we are investing it, and making certain that the investments
are prudent and it is made primarily for the employees and not for
other interests that public officials may have.

I don't see why you are resisting this. Even though we don't
intend to act on legislation at this time, I assume that your posture
is not one that all State legislatures support.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I will say this. You can get a list of four or five
who don't comply, disclose, et cetera. We have explained it to their
legislators on the NCSL. They have gone home and seen that these
things are done.

Virtually all of them are doing some kind of improved reporting.
It may not be as often as you might want and it might not be accu-
rate. It has been our experience you can't get good figures.

Mr. RANGEL. Besides the argument of Federal intrusion in the af-
fairs of local and State government, you don't see where we would
be doing anything more than duplicating what you have said is al-
ready being done by the local and State officials.

Mr. TOWNSEND. That is true and getting just a warehouse of
paper. It is a tremendous job, there are so many systems.

Mr. RANGEL. With credibility that is being lost in all forms of
government, local aad State as well as Federal, it would seem to
me that a little extra ppe:work and giving employees the feeling
that their moneys are properly being invested and allowing us in
the Congress to know that we are giving tax exemptions to pension
plans that are indeed qualified would be supported. I am certain
this is not something that we will get public resistance on from
State legislatures or a question on election time.
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Mr. TOWNSEND. Just mentioning elections, our State is in a tre-
mendous turmoil about pensions. As you may know, you can retire
at age 45 on full salary with involuntary separation from Govern-
ment. It has had a lot of publicity.

What the bone of contention is is the cost. The taxpayer wants to
know that we are not granting too big benefits and if we grant
them, we will put the money in year to year.

I think one thing, you start putting the money in or cutting ben-
efits or reporting every year, that's what the problem is. It is like
your reporting a problem to us, if we don't do anything about it,
what good is it to the State or local employees.

I am saying the State is getting actual experience and doing
something about it. I am talking about putting money in and stop
granting ridiculous benefits which is the problem the Federal Gov-
ernment is faced with.

You may require better reporting but not doing anything about
cost containment. We are doing something about solving the prob-
lems of pensions funding.

Mr. RANGEL. It seems to me that if we are concerned about the
taxpayers, as we have to be, you should allow them to know that
these plans are not going to go belly up and the State legislatures
will not be coming to them for funds to bail out a system.

If you can do it up front for them, I am certain they will under-
stand, by election time they will monitor these obscene benefits
and at the same time know that the States are fulfilling their re-
sponsibility to their fellow citizens who happen to be Government
employees.

Mr. TOWNSEND. Which make up only about 10 percent of the tax-
payers.

Mr. RANGEL. It does not make them any less citizens.
Mr. TOWNSEND. No. I am speaking for the other 90 percent who

are taxpayers, and we need these systems to be made sound so
there will not be any surprises.

I don't know of any State that knows they are in terrible shape
that is not doing something. Massachusetts and California are in
terrible shape but are starting to fund.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, let me apologize for running in and out. I have had

to do this because of the other meetings I have to attend.
I did want to make the observation in fact that in 1974 when we

were considering ERISA, I offered an amendment to make it appli-
cable to public pension plans as well as the private sector.

The amendment passed, by the way, in committee. It held for 1
day and then the very next day a motion to reconsider was carried
and that amendment was taken out of the bill.

At that time I recognized the need for Federal regulation of
public sector pension plans. I also realized at that time it wasn't
just as simple as making ERISA with all its provisions applicable
to the public sector, but still I made the point that I thought was
important.
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Subsequent to the passage of ERISA, with the help of staff, I did
draft what we called PERISA, the Public Employee Retirement
Income Security Act, which was introduced in several Congresses
earlier.

I was joined in cosponsoring that by our former colleague, Phil
Burton, in the past Congress and I am happy to see that there is a
move toward bipartiEan support of such a measure in this Con-
gress.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairmen, both Mr. Rangel and Mr.
Clay, for scheduling these hearings that I hope indicate that this
Congress may see the passage of legislation to impose reasonable
re aulations on the States.

am going to have to run to another committee, so I am not
going to ask any questions.

Let me say that the outline of the legislation we have had in the
past, if passed would be a catalyst to get the States to do what they
should be doing, rather than to oppose Federal regulations, to put a
regulatory scheme for reporting and disclosure and fiduciary stand-
ards into place.

The reporting and disclosure part would be applicable to the
States only if they didn't have their own reporting and disclosure
mechanism in State law.

We would also make the Federal law effective sometime in the
future, 4 or 5 years in the future, to give the States an opportunity
to put into place their own regulatory scheme.

They might never need to have the application of Federal law.
Some forget, but it is true, we have Federal regulation of insurance
in law, but not in practice, because the States were able to provide
their own regulatory process and every State has done so. I see this
legislation working in much the same manner.

Mr. Chairman, the studies done by the pension task forces in the
past which have been updated in the private sector show a very
desperate need for this type of legislation.

Again, I want to thank both of you for your interest in this.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
I want the record to note that the gentleman has to run to an-

other committee meeting. So, I say to him, "Run, John, run."
Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Duncan.
Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I gather that you want to leave jurisdiction basically to the

States and local government; is that right?
Mr. ToWNSEND. Yes, because what we have done since Mr. Erlen-

born's original thrust 10 years ago-I am the first to admit we
probably needed some prodding at that time. I think we have had
sufficient prodding.

Mr. DUNCAN. What problems do your State pension systems now
face that motivates all this interest?

Mr. TOWNSEND. Just money. The problem is money, if that is
what you mean. It is the same problem you have on Federal pen-
sions.

Mr. DUNCAN. We probably have a worse problem than you.
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Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes, far worse, you are a trillion and a half un-
funded. You have a real problem because you are only dealing with
7 million people and have a trillion and a half liability whereas
social security has 110 million people and has only a 6 trillion li-
ability.

Your situation is really a disaster.
Mr. DUNCAN. We are not in a good position to tell you how to

run your business.
Mr. TOWNSEND. The worst thing is this COLA business. We hope

you will consider a COLA cap in not only social security, but all
pension systems.

Congressmen are retiring at the age of 45 or 50. In civil service
you have 70,000 civil service employees getting over $50,000 retire-
ment right now. These pensions will be 100,000 in 10 years or less.

The COLA thing is bleeding you +o death. I am saying get hold of
these problems. I think you will find that we are.

It is money. It is limiting the benefits. We have been among the
worst ones.

Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAiES. I am just learning and listening. I am vitally inter-

ested in this whole area. I am going to read your statement to
become more familiar with it as time goes on.

I gather that you are opposed to Federal legislation.
Mr. TOWNSEND. I am saying that we would have welcomed your

help 10 or 12 years ago in a sense because we couldn't get the
States off the stick. But I think we are moving now, I know ours is,
and some of the others are.

You have been very helpful. But I don't think we need any bill
at this point.

The idea of just having regulations on hand will do some good in
case it is needed is a new wrinkle, but I am not sure we need that.

Mr. HAYES. How do you propose to protect the investments of the
individuals?

Mr. TOWNSEND. Where they put the money?
Mr. HAYES. That is right.
Mr. TOWNSEND. Most States are putting in a prudent rule theory.

That is not really a help. Is it prudent to buy Chase Manhattan
stock and Bank of America when they are making loans to South
America?

The prudent rule is a hindsight kind of thing. It is hard to criti-
cize. You buy stocks, stocks go down or you buy bonds and bonds go
down.

It is a very difficult problem to protect the funds. Of course, we
are interested, but who has the magic? Some States have done
better than others. It is very important. We have obligations in
these pension systems, billions of dollars are not funded throughout
the country among a lot of the States.

The California Sltate teachers system alone has $10 billion under-
funded. They have t4, start putting more money in.

I think the States are aware of this now. It is ridiculous for the
Federal Government to be telling us to make the systems sound
when the Federal Government doesn't want to put any more
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money in. Perhaps, there isn't any money to put in the Federal
system, but we are putting more money in at the State level.

Texas has put so much money in that they have a surplus. So
progress is being made there.

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETT. To follow up on Mr. Duncan's question and your

last statement, I suppose you are saying if we were to persist in
providing the so-called Federal assistance or Federal help by this
legislation, perhaps the States could assist us by getting two addi-
tional States to adopt the call for a constitutional convention to
balance the budget?

Mr. TOWNSEND. Yes. The only problem is that it is an off-budget
item. I don't think the average Congressman knows he has another
$200 billion pension deficit yearly off budget.

Mr. BARTLET. On two items you clarified. This legislation may
in fact cause additional problems for States than the problems you
are trying to solve.

One would be that there is a danger that-these minimum re-
quirements of reporting and disclosure could become the States'
maximum requirement; that is to say, the States would begin to
assume if they can comply with Federal law, they will have done
their job and not take additional steps to cure that problem.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I think that is a real problem. Politicians like to
do something that doesn't cost money. As I say, it would be sort of
indirect approval of the system.

Mr. BARTLrrr. Do you know of any States that still have a prob-
lem as far as disclosure and reporting where it is not known in the
State what the unfunded liabilities might be?

Mr. TOWNSEND. I would seriously doubt it now, as accurate as
the public employee systems are. A lot of States are unionized.
They are insisting on full disclosure and in many States they are
on the investment board. They have a teacher or State employee or
several other employees on the board.

Mr. BARTLETr. Do you have any estimate as to the -cost of this
legislation to State plans in terms of the paperwork or complying
with the Federal requirement?

Would it have some additional administrative cost?
Mr. TOWNSEND. It definitely would because there are so many

systems. It is not just a matter of getting 50 States. It is a matter of
thousands of systems. It is going up every day. We have several
hundred in Georgia alone.

I think it would just be a duplication and additional cost to
comply. If I am going to send reports every month of every year,
who is going to come down to see if the reports are correct.

We can do that and we can withhold State plans as we plan to
do. It is in our bill. I have a copy of a bill I will submit for the
record. This is much more strict and a lot of other States are doing
the same.

[The bill follows:]
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HS 219/AP

H. B. No. 219 (AS PASSED HOUSE AND SENATE)
By: Representative Johnson of the 72nd

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED

AN ACT

I To amend Title 47 of the Official Code of Georgia 31

2 Annotated, relating to retirement, so as to provide minimum 32

3 funding standards for retirement or pension systems for 33

4 employees and officials of the State of Georgia and its 34

5 political subdivisions; to provide for a short title; to

6 provide for a statement of purpose; to provide for 35

7 definitions; to provide for controlling legislative 36

8 procedures in connection with bills amending or creating

9 retirement or pension systems; to provide procedures, 37

10 requirements, and other matters relative to the foregoing; 38

11 to provide an effective date; to repeal conflicting laws; 39

12 and for other purposes.

13 BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF GEORGIA: 42

14 Section 1. Title 47 of the Official Code of 45

15 Georgia Annotated, relating to retirement, is amended by 46

16 adding at the end thereof a new Chapter 20 to read as 47

17 follows:

18 "CHAPTER 20 50

19 ARTICLE 1 51

20 47-20-1. This chapter shall be known and may be 54

21 cited as the 'Public Retirement Systems Standards Law.' 55

22 47-20-2. It is the purpose of this chapter to 57

23 comply with the provisions of Article III, Section X, 58

24 Paragraph V of the Constitution of Georgia requiring the 59

General Asser.ibly to enact legislation to define funding 60

,6 standards to assure the actuarial soundness of any

H. B. No. 219
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- retirement or pension system supported wholly or 61

2 partially from public funds and to control legislative 62

3 procedures so that no bill or resolution creating or 63

4 amending any such retirement or pension system shall be

5 passed by the General Assembly without concurrent 64

6 provisions for funding in accordance with the defined 65

7 funding standards.

8 47-20-3. As used in this chapter, the term: 67

9 (1) 'Accumulated retirement system benefits' 69

10 means benefits that are attributable under the 70

11 provisions of a retirement system to employees'

12 service rendered to a specific valuation date. 71

13 (2) 'Actuarial accrued liability' means that 73

14 portion, as determined by a particular actuarial 74

15 cost method, of the actuarial present value of 75

16 retirement system benefits and expenses which is

17 not provided for by future normal costs. 76

18 (3) 'Actuarial assumptions' means assumptions 78

19 as to the occurrence of future events affecting 79

20 retirement system costs such as: mortality,

21 withdrawal, disability and retirement; changes in 80

22 compensation and national pension benefits; rates 81

23 of investment earnings and asset appreciation or

24 depreciation; procedures used to determine the 82

25 actuarial value of assets, and other relevant

26 items.

27 (4) 'Actuarial cost method' means a procedure 84

28 for determining the actuarial present value of 85

29 retirement system benefits and expenses and for

30 developing an actuarially equivalent allocation of 86

31 such value to time periods, usually in the form of 87

32 a normal cost and an actuarial accrued liability.

33 Acceptable actuarial cost methods are the 88

4 aggregate, attained age, entry age, frozen attained 89
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- age, frozen entry age, individual aggregate, 90

2 individual level, individual spread gain and unit

3 credit methods.

4 (5) 'Actuarial present value' means the value 92

5 of an amount or series of amounts payable or 93

6 receivable at various times from a retirement

7 system, determined as of a given date by the 94

a application of a particular set of actuarial 95

9 assumptions.

10 (6) 'Actuarial present value of accumulated 97

11 retirement system benefits' means the amount as of 98

12 a valuation date that results from applying

13 actuarial assumptions to the accumulated retirement 99

14 system benefits, with the actuarial assumptions 100

15 being used to adjust those benefits to reflect the

16 time value of money (through dlscounts for 101

17 interest) and the probability of payment (by means 102

18 of decrements such as for death, disability,

19 withdrawal, or retirement) between the valuation 103

20 date and the expected date of payments.

21 (7) 'Actuarial valuation' means the 105

22 determination, as of a valuation date, of the 106

23 normal cost, actuarial accrued liability, actuarial

24 value of assets, and related actuarial present 107

25 values for a retirement system.

26 (8) 'Actuarial value of assets' means the 109

27 value of cash, investments, and other property 110

28 belonging to a retirement system, as used by the

29 actuary for the purpose of an actuarial valuation. 111

30 (9) 'Actuary' means an actuary who is enrolled 113

31 under Subtitle C of Title III of the federal 114

31 Emplo),e Retirement Income Security Act of 1974,

33 P. L. 93-406.
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1 (10) 'Amortization contribution' means the 116

2 excess in total employer and employee contributions 117

3 over normal cost.

4 (11) 'Beneficiary' means a person receiving cr 119

5 entitled to receive a benefit pursuant to a 120

6 retirement system.

7 (12) 'Benefit' means any benefit, including 122

a disability benefits, which is paid or payable to a 123

9 beneficiary under a retirement system.

10 (13) 'Benefit increase' means a change in or 125

11 amendment to a retirement system which results or 126

12 will result in an increase in the benefits being

13 paid or which will be paid to a beneficiary or 127

14 potential beneficiary under a retirement system and 128

15 includes any change in a retirement system which

16 decreases the requirements for becoming eligible to 129

17 receive a benefit and any change which grants or 130

18 authorizes a member or members of a retirement

19 system to obtain additional creditable service 131

20 under the retirement system for service rendered in 132

21 a capacity other than as a member of the retirement

22 system.

23 (14) 'Employee' means officials and employees 134

24 of the state or of any department, board, bureau, 135

25 commission, authority, or other agency thereof and 136

26 the officials and employees of a political

27 subdivision or any agency thereof who are or who 137

28 become members of a retirement system.

%9 (15) 'Employee contribution' means that part 139

0 of the compensation of an employee which is paid by 140

1 or on behalf of an employee as a contribution to a 141

2 retirement system.

3 (16) 'Employer' means the State of Georgia for 143

4 any retirement system financially supported in 144



1 whole or in part by appropriations made by the 145

2 General Assembly, by the proceeds of a tax levied

3 by law enacted by the General Assembly, or by fines 146

4 and forfeitures or portions of fines and designated 147

S by law as a source of funding for a retirement

6 system; and, for any retirement system supported in 148

7 whole or in part by the funds of a political 149

a subdivision, 'employer' means the local governing 150

9 authority authorizing or providing for the local

10 zi .Irement system.

11 (17) 'Employer contribution' means: 152

12 (A) Funds paid by an employer to support 154

13 financially a retirement system;

14 (B) Public funds, whether by taxes, 156

15 fines and forfeitures, or other sources, 157

16 devoted to the financial support of a

17 retirement system; and

18 (C) Any other funds, other than employee 159

19 contributions, used to support financially a 160

20 retirement system.

21 (18) 'Legislatively controlled retirement 162

22 system' means a retirement system in existence on 163

23 January 1, 1984, which was created by an Act of the

24 General Assembly and which may be amended only by 164

25 an Act of the General Assembly.

26 (19) 'Local governing authority' means the 166

27 council, board of aldermen, board of commissioners, 167

28 commissioner, or other person or body of persons 168

29 entrusted by law with the administration,

30 management, and control of the fiscal affairs of a 169

31 political subdivision.

32 (20) 'Normal cost' means that portion of the 171

33 actuarial present value of a retirement system 172

34 benefits and expenses which is allocated to a

4k
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- valuation year by the actuarial cost method used 173

2 for the retirement system.

3 - (21) 'Political subdivision' means any county 175

4 or municipality of this state.

5 (22) 'Reti.ament bill' means any bill or 177

6 resolution introduced into the General Assembly 178

7 which creates or affects a retirement system.

8 (23) 'Retirement system' means any retirement 180

9 or pension plan or any other plan or program which 181

10 exists on January 1, 1984, or which is created or 182

11 established on or after that date, and which is

12 maintained by an employer or maintained pursuant to 183

13 law or other authority of an employer for the 184

14 purpose of paying benefits to employees or their

15 beneficiaries after employees cease active 185

16 employment by retirement, disability, death, or

17 other termination. The term 'retirement system' 187

18 shall include any plan or program which creates a

19 retired position, commonly referred to as 188

20 'emeritus,' and provides a salary for the retired

21 position in lieu of a retirement benefit. The term 189

22 'retirement system' shall not include an individual 190

23 retirement account or other plan which provides for 191

24 an individual account for each participant and for

25 benefits based solely upon the amount contributed 192

26 to the participant's account and any income, 193

27 expenses, gains, and losses and any forfeitures of

28 accounts of other participants which may be 194

29 allocated to a participant's account.

30 (24) 'Retirement system administrator' means 196

31 the board of trustees or other body or individual 197

32 having responsibility, either by law or by other 198

33 authority of an employer, for the management and

34 administration of a retirement system.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

(25) 'Unfunoed actuarial accrued liability'

means the excess of the actuarial accrued liability

over the actuarial value of the assets of a

retirement system under an actuarial cost method

which so provides.

ARTICLE 2

47-20-10. (a) In order to assure the actuarial

soundness of each retirement system, the minimum annual

employer contribution for each retirement system, unless

-- excepted by Code Section 47-20-13, shall be the sum of

the amounts determined under paragraphs (1), (2). and

(3) of this subsection minus the amount determined under

paragraph (4) of t:is subsection.

(1) The normal cost of the retirement system

for the year; plus

(2) The amounts necessary to amortize:

(A) The unfunded actuarial accrued

liability over a period of 40 years in the

case of a retirement system in existence on

January 1, 1983, based on the first actuarial

valuation of the retirement system which is

made on or after January 1, 1984; or

(B) The unfunded actuarial accrued

liability over a period of 30 years in the

case of a retirement system which is created

or established after January 1, 1983, based on

the first actuarial valuation of the

retirement system; plus

(C) The increase, if any, in unfunded

actuarial accrued liability over a period of

20 years for any such increase which occurs

ifter January 1, 1984, during any year as a

result of changes made in the provisions of
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I the retirement system affecting active 230

2 employees; plus

3 (D) The increase, if any, in unfuncad 232

4 actuarial accrued liability over a period cf 233

5 15 years for any such increase which occurs 234

6 from experience under the actuarial

7 assumptions applicable to the retirement 235

S system; plus

9 (E) The increase, if any, in unfunded 237

10 actuarial accrued liability over a p4riod of 238

11 30 years for any such increase resulting from

12 changes in actuarial assumptions applicable to 239

13 the retirement system; plus

14 (3) 1! not ot'hervise included in the 241

15 calculations under paragraphs (1) or (2) or (1) and 242

16 (2) of this subsection:

17 (A) The amount necessary to amortize 244

18 over a period of ten years in equal annual 245

19 installments the increase, if any, in unfunded 246

20 actuarial accrued liability resulting from

21 benefit increases granted during the year to 247

22 beneficiaries under the retirement system; or

23 (B) The amount necessary to pay the 249

24 amount of increase in benefits granted during 250

25 the year to beneficiaries under the retirement

26 system on a current disbursement or pay as you 251

27 go basis; minus

28 (4) The amount: 253

29 (A) Necessary to amortize the decrease, 255

30 if any, in unfunded actuarial accrued 256

31 liability over a period of 20 years for any

32 such decrease which occurs after January 1, 257

33 1984, during any year as a result of changes

34 made in the provisions of the retirement 258

35 system; plus
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1 (B) Necessary to amortize the decrease 260

2 in unfunded actuarial accrued liability, if 261

3 any, over a period of 15 years for any such 262

4 decrease which occurs from experience under

5 the actuarial assumptions appl.-.%able to the 263

6 retirement system; plus

7 (C) Necessary to amortize the decrease 265

8 in unfunded actuarial accrued liability, if 266

9 any, over a period of 30 years for any such 267

10 decrease resulting from changes in the

11 actuarial assumptions applicable to the 268

12 retirement system; plus

13 (D) In excess of the minimum annual 270

14 employer contribution required by this Code 271

15 section which accumulates after January 1,

16 1984; plus

17 (E) Employee contributions for the year. 273

18 (b) In the case of a retirement system which uses 275

19 a formula related to the compensation of the members of 276

20 the retirement system as a basis for the calculation of 277

21 benefits under the retirement system, the amortization

22 amounts required by subsection (a) of this Code section, 278

23 except for the amount determined under paragraph (3) of 279

24 said subsection (a), may be determined as a level 280

25 percentage of future compensation. If such level

26 percentage amortization is used, the actuarial 281

27 assumption for future annual payroll qrowth shall not 282

28 exceed the actuarial assumed valuation interest rate of 283

29 the retirement system less 2 1/2 percent. If such level 284

30 percentage amortization is used, the amortization of 285

31 increases and decreases in unfunded actuarial accrued 286

32 liability under subsection (a) of this Code section need 287

33 not be reflected in the amortization contribution 2418

34 otherwise determined if the amortization contribution eo
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detei-'ned is at least 4 percent of the nfunced 289

actua-.al accrued liability for the period up to January 290

1, '989, and at least 4 1/2 purcent of the unfunded

actuarial accrued liability after January 1. 1989. 291

(c) In determining the minimum annual employer 293

contribution under subsection (a) of this Code secticn: 294

(1) All benefits which it is reasonable to 296

anticipate will be paid from the retirement system 297

because of the current active members and payments

to beneficiaries shall be taken into account; and 298

(2) All costs, liabilities, and other factors 300

under the retirement system shall be determined by 301

an actuary on the basis of an actuarial cost method 302

and actuarial assumptions which, in the aggregate,

5 are reasonable, considering the experience of the 304

S retirement system and reasonable expectations, and 305

7 which, in combination, offer the actuary's best

3 estimate of anticipated experience under the 306

9 retirement system.

(d) Upon completion of the first actuarial 308

1 investigation of a retirement system after January 1, 309

2 1984, and for each subsequent actuarial investigation,

3 the minimum annual employer contribution required by 310

4 this Code section shall be increased by an amount 311

5 equivalent to the interest earned on such minimum .nnual 312

6 employer contribution, based on the actuarial assumed

7 valuation interest rate applicable to the retirement 313

a system, from the date of such actuarial investigation 314

9 until the date the minimum annual employer contribution

0 is made to the retirement system. This subsection shall 315

1 not apply to a retirement system to which annual 316

2 employer contributions are being made in excess of the 317

3 minimum annual employer contribution required by this

4 Code section.

30-519 0-84--3
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1 (e) In no event will employee contributions of 319

2 active members of a retirement system be used to pay 320

3 benefits to beneficiaries under the retirement system.

4 47-20-11. In the case of a retirement system of a 322

5 political subdivision, if the minimum funding standards 323

6 provided by Code Section 47-20-10 would cause a severe 324

7 financial hardship to the political subdivision if

8 implemented on January 1, 194, such minimum funding 325

9 standard may be phased in over a period of four years 326

10 beginning on January 1, 1984, for funding the normal 327

11 cost and over a period of seven years beginning on

12 January 1, 1984, for funding the total required minimum 328

13 employer contribution. The provisions of this Code 329

14 section shall not apply to any retirement system of a

15 political subdivision which is created or established on 330

16 or after January 1, 1983.

17 47-20-12. (a) The retirement system administrator 332

16 of each legislatively controlled retirement system, 333

19 based on the findings and conclusions of the actuary of 334

20 the retirement system, shall submit a certification to

;I the Governor and to each member of the General Assembly 335

22 by not later than July 1, 1984, stating whether or not 336

23 the retirement system is currently being funded in 337

24 conformity with the minimum funding standards set forth 338

25 in Code Section 47-20-10.

26 (b) Based on the certification provided for by 349

27 subsection (a) of this Code section, any legislatively 341

26 controlled retirement system which is not being funded 342

29 In conformity with the minimum funding standards set

30 forth in Code Section 47-20-10 shall not be amended or 34j

31 changed in any manner to grant any benefit increase 344

32 until such time asthe retirement system administrator,

33 based on the findings and conclusions of the actuary of 345

34 the retirement system, issues a new certification to the 346
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1 Governor and to each member of the General Assembly 347

2 stating that the retirement system is being funded in

3. conformity with the minimum funding standards set forth 348

4 in Code Section 47-20-10.

5 (c) Based on the certification provided for by 350

6 subsection (a) of this Code section, the retirement 351

7 system administrator of any legislatively controlled 3 2

a retirement system which is not being funded in

9 conformity with the minimum funding standards set forth 353

10 in Code Section 47-20-10 shall not take any action to 354

11 grant a benefit increase Until such time as a new

12 certification provided for by subsection (b) of this 355

13 Code section is issued by the retirement system 356

4 administrator. The provisions of any law relating to a

I$ legislatively controlled retirement system which 357

6 authorizes the retirement system administrator to grant 358

7 benefit increases from time to time is amended to

8 conform with the requirements of this subsection. 35

9 (d) Any retirement bill introduced into the 361

;0 General Assembly in violation of subsection (b) of this 362

.1 Code section shall not be considered by the House or 363

.2 Senate or by any committee of the House or Senate. Any

,3 retirement bill in violation of subsection (b) of this 364

.4 Code section which is enacted by the General Assembly, 365

S whether or not the bill is approved by the Governor, 366

6 shall not become law and shall be null, void, and of no

7 force and effect and shall stand repealed in its 367

.6 entirety on the first day of July immediately following 368

9 its enactment.

0 47-20-13. The minimum funding standards specified 370

1 by Code Section 47-20-10 shall not apply to a retirement 371

2 system which holds actuarial assets in excess of 150 . 372

3 percent of the actuarial present value of the

4 accumulated retirement system benefits. 373
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1 ARTICLE 3 376

2 47-20-20. (a) In the case of a retirement system 379

3 of a political subdivision, unless excepted by Code 380

4 Section 47-20-13, neither the local governing authority

S by ordinance or resolution or other action nor the 381

6 retirement system administrator shall take any action on 382

7 or after January 1, 1984, to grant a benefit increase 383

S under any retirement system of the political subdivision

9 until anitual employer contributions to each retirement 384

10 system of tne political subdivision are in conformity 385

11 with the minimum funding standards specified by Code 386

12 Section 47-20-10. The local governing authority of a 387

13 political subdivision shall not take any action after

14 January 1, 1984, to create or establish any new 388

15 retirement system until all existing retirement systems 389

16 of that politJcal subdivision are being funded in

17 conformity with the minimum funding standards specified 390

18 by Code Section 47-20-10. This limitation shall not 391

19 prohibit a local governing authority from creating or 392

20 establishing a now retirement system as a successor to

21 the existing retirement system or systems of the 393

22 political subdivision if the resulting now system and 394

23 the remaining obligations under the previously existing

24 system or systems are funded in accordance with the 395

25 minimum funding standards specified by Code Section 396

26 47-20-10. The membership of such a successor retirement

27 system need not be confined to the membership of the 397

28 previously existing retirement system or systems. 398

29 (b) Unless excepted by Code Section 47-20-13 and 400

30. subject to the provisions of Code Section 47-20-11, 401

31 after January 1, 1984, the annual employer contribution

32 to each retirement system of a- political subdivision 402

33 shall be in an amount equal to or greater than the 403
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minimum annual employer contribution required by Code 404

2 Section 47-20-10.

3 47-20-21. (a) The retirement system administrator 406

4 of each retirement system of-& political subdivision 407

5 shall comply fully with the requirements of Code Section 408

6 47-1-3 requiring the employment of an actuary and the

7 completion of actuarial investigations once every three 409

8 years. In addition to the other requirements specified 410

9 by Code Section 47-1-3 for such actuarial

10 investigations, each such investigation shall express 411

11 the actuary's opinion, which shall be supported by such 412

12 analysis as the actuary determines necessary, of the 413

13 status of the retirement system with regard to the

14 minimum funding standards specified in Code Section 414

15 47-20-10. Each such actuarial investigation shall also 415

16 include an analysis of each change in or amendment to

17 the retirement system since the previous investigation 416

•18 and shall identify any change or amendment which granted 417

19 a benefit increase.

20 (b) If an actuarial investigation or a financial 419

21 report which is submitted to the state auditor under 420

22 Code Section 47-1-3 shows that an amendment or change 421

23 was made in a retirement system of a political

24 subdivision granting a benefit increase in violation of 423

25 subsection (a) of Code Section 47-20-20 or shows that a

26 retirement system of a political subdivision is not in 424

27 conformity with the requirements of subsection (b) of 425

28 Code Section 47-20-20, it shall be the duty of the state 426

29 auditor to notify the director of the Fiscal Division of

30 the Department of Administrative Services; and it shall 427

31 be the duty of the director to withhold any state funds 428

32 payable to the applicable political subdivision until 429

33 the actuary of the applicable retirement system

34 certifies to the state auditor and to the director that 430
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I employer contributions to each retirement system of the 431

2 political subdivision are in conformity with the minimum

3 funding standards specified in Code Section 47-20-10. 432

4 (c) The report on the condition of local 434

S retirement systems submitted to the Governor and to 435

6 members of the General Assembly pursuant to Code Section 436

7 47-1-4 shall include a separate list of each retirement

a system of each political subdivision which is not in 437

9 conformity with the minimum funding standards specified 438

10 by Code Section 47-20-10 and a separate attachment

11 giving a full explanation of any action taken pursuant 439

12 to subsection (b) of this Code section.

13 ARTICLE 4 442

14 Part 1 443

1 47-20-30. As used in this article, the term: 446

16 (1) 'Amendment' means any amendment, 44

17 including a substitute bill, made to a retirement 449

18 bill by any committee of the House or Senate or by

19 the House or Senate.

20 (2) 'LC number' means that number preceded by 451

21 the letters 'LC' assigned to a bill by the Office 452

22 of Legislative Counsel when that office prepares a 453

23 bill for a member of the General Assembly.

24 (3) 'Nonfiscal amendment' means an amendment 455

25 to a retirement bill having a fiscal impact, which 456

-26. amendment does not change any factor of an

27 actuarial investigation specified in subsection (a) 457

28 of Code Section 47-20-36.

29 (4) 'Nonfiscal retirement bill' means any 459

30 retirement bill other than one defined by paragraph 460

31 (S) of this Code section.

32 (5) 'Retirement bill having a fiscal impact' 462

33 means:
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1 (A) Any retirement bill having the 464

2 effect of creating or establishing a new 465

3 retirement system; or

4 (B) Any retirement bill granting a 467

5 benefit increase under a retirement system or 468

6 affecting employer contributions, employee

7 contributions, the normal cost, or the 469

8 actuarial accrued liabilities of a retirement

9 system.

10 47-20-31. No retirement bill may be introduced by 471

11 any member of the General Assembly unless, at the time 472

12 of its introduction, the bill has printed thereon in the 473

13 upper right portion of each page of the bill an LC

14 number. Once a retirement bill is presented by the 474

15 Office of Legislative Counsel to a member of the General 475

16 Assembly, neither the Office of Legislative Counsel nor 476

17 any person shall make any change in the retirement bill

1s prior to its introduction into the General Assembly 477

19 unless the bill is returned to the Office of Legislative 478

20 Counsel and that office assigns a new LC number to the 479

21 bill.

22 Part 2 482

23 47-20-32. (a) A nonfiscal retirement bill may be 485

24 introduced at any regular session of the General 486

25 Assembly, but it must be introduced during the first ten 487

26 days of a regular session. As a condition precedent to

27 the introduction of a nonfiscal retirement bill, the 488

28 member of the General Assembly who intends to be the 489

29 primary sponsor of the bill must present an exact copy

30 of the proposed bill, which must bear an LC number, to 490

31 the state auditor. If the state auditor finds that the 491

32 proposed bill is a nonfiscal retirement bill, said 492

33 officer hall provide a written certification to that
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1 effect to the member of tho General Assembly who intends 493

2 to be the primary sponsor of the bill. Such 494

3 certification shall specifically Identify the proposed

4 bill by reference to the LC number. If the proposed 495

S bill is introduced into the General Assembly, it shall 496

6 have attached thereto the original of the certification

7 of the state auditor that the bill is a nonflacal 497

8 retirement bill. If the LC number on the bill as 498

9 offered for introduction is different from the LC number

10 shown on the state auditor's certification or if the 499

11 bill as offered for introduction does not bear an LC 500

12 number on each page of the bill, the bill may not be 501

13 accepted for introduction by the Secretary of the Senate 502

14 or the Clerk of the House of Representatives, and the 503

25 bill may not be considered by any committee of the House 504

16 or Senate or by the House or Senate.

17 (b) If the state auditor is unable to determine 506

18 that a proposed retirement bill presented to him under 507

19 subsection (a) of this Code section is a nonfiscal 508

20 retirement bill, said officer shall not issue a

21 certification under said subsection, and the bill shall 509

22 be considered a retirement bill having a fiscal impact 510

23 for all purposes under this article.

24 47-20-33. (a) After its introduction into the 512

25 General Assembly, a nonfiscal retirement bill may not be 513

26 amended in any manner to cause the bill to become a 514

27 retirement bill having a fiscal impact. Any amendment

28 to a nonfiscal retirement bill shall be submitted to tie SIS

29 state auditor. Any such amendment shall be submitted 516

30 to the state auditor by the chairman of the committee,

31 if a committee amendment, or by the presiding officer of 527

32 the Senate or House if the amendment was made by the 518

33 Senate or House. If the state auditor certifies in 519

34 writing that the amendment does not cause the bill to
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1 become a retirement bill having a fiscal impact, the 520

2 bill, as amended, may continue in the legislative 521

3 process as any other bill. If the state auditor will 522

4 not certify that the amendment does not cause the bill

5 to become a retirement bill having a fiscal impact or if 523

6 the state auditor issues a written opinion that the 524

7 amendment will cause the bill to become a retirement

a bill having a fiscal impact, the bill's progress in the 525

9 legislative process will end, and the bill shall not be 526

10 considered further by either the House or the Senate and 527

11 shall not be passed by the General Assembly, and, if

12 passed by the General Assembly, the bill shall not 528

13 become law and shall be nu.l, void, and of no force or 529

14 effect and shall stand repealed in its entirety on the

15 first day of July immediately following its enactment. 530

16 (b) If a nonfiscal retirement bill is amended to 532

17 cause the bill to become a retirement bill having a 533

18 fiscal impact, the amendment may be removed or changed

19 by the committee which made the amendment, if a 534

20 committee amendment, or by the Senate, if that body made 535

21 the amendment, or by the House, if that body made the 536

22 amendment. The version of the bill, with the amendment

23 removed or changed, shall be submitted to the state 537

24 auditor. If the state auditor certifies in writing that 538

25 the version of the bill presented to that officer is a 539

26 nonfiscal retirement bill, the bill may continue in the

27 legislative process as any other bill, unless it is 540

28 subsequently amended, and, in that event, this Code 541

29 section shall apply to the subsequent amendment.

30 (c) A nonfiscal retirement bill which is not 543

31 amended during the legislative process may be considered 544

32 as any other bill.
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Part 3 548

2 47-20-34. (a) Any retirement bill having a fiscal 551

3 impact may be introduced in the General Assembly only 552

4 during the regular session which is held during the 553

5 first year of the term of office of members of the

6 General Assembly. Any such retirement bill may be 554

7 passed by the General Assembly only during the regular 555

8 session which is held during the second year of the term

9 of office of members of the General Assembly. 557

10 (b) When a retirement bill having a fiscal impact 560

11 is Introduced, it shall be assigned by the presiding 561

12 officer of the Senate or the House, as the case may be, 562

13 to the respective Senate or House standing committee on

14 retirement. If a majority of the total membership of 563

15 the respective committee is opposed to the bill on Its 564

16 merits, no actuarial investigation provided for in Code

17 Section 47-20-36 shall be necessary, and the bill shall 565

1 not be reported out by the comittee and shall not be 566

19 adopted or considered by the House or Senate.- If a 567

20 majority of the committee wishes to consider the bill 568

21 further and votes in favor of an actuarial investigation

22 of the bill, an actuarial investigation shall be 569

23 required as provided in Code Section 47-20-36. No 570

-4 retirement bill having a fiscal impact may be reported

25 out of the committee to which it is assigned or may be 571

26 considered or adopted by the House or Senate unless an 572

27 actuarial investigation of the bill is made.

28 47-20-35. (a) A retirement bill having a fiscal 574

29 impact which the committee wishes to consider shall 57S

30 first be perfected, if necessary, by the committee. The 576

31 committee may delay further consideration of the bill

32 until after the clbse of the regular session during 577

33 which the b,11 was introduced, but the cosittee shall 578
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complete its consideration of the bill for submission to 578

2 the state auditor under Code Section 47-20-36 by not 579

3 later than the first day of July immediately following 580

4 the close of the legislative session. If the committee 581

5 delays consideration until after the close of the

6 session, it shall be authorized to meet not more than 582

7 five days during the period beginning with the day 583

a following the close of the session and ending on June 15

9 immediately following the close of the session for the 584

10 purpose of considering and perfecting the bill. If the 585

11 bill originated in the Senate, the House Committee on 586

12 Retirement shall be authorized to meet jointly with the

13 Senate Committee on Retirement to consider and perfect a 587

14 bill during the period following the close of a regular 588

15 session, and, if the bill originated in the House, the 589

16 Senate Committee on Retirement shall have the same

17 authority. for attending meetings of their respective 590

18 committees as authorized by this subsection, the members 591

19 of the Senate and House committees on retirement shall

20 receive the expenses and allowances provided by law for 592

21 members 'of legislative interim committees. If a 593

22 retirement bill having a fiscal impact is changed by the

23 committee to which it is assigned, such change shall be 594

24 accomplished only by a substitute bill, and no committee 595

25 amendment to the bill, except by substitute, shall be

26 authorized.

27 (b) Immediately after a retirement bill having a 597

28 fiscal impact has been considered and perfected as 598

29 provided in subsection (a) of this Code section, the 599

30 chairman of the committee to which the bill was assigned

31 shall transmit an exact copy of the bill, as perfected 600

32 by the committee, when applicable, to the state auditor. 601

33 The copy submitted to the state auditor shall bear an LC 602

34 number. The submission of the bill to the state auditor
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1 shall have attached thereto a letter signed by tne 603

2 chairman of the committee requesting the state auditor 604

3 to make or cause to be made an actuarial investigation

4 on the bill.

S 47-20-36. (a) If an actuarial investigation of a 606

6 retirement bill having a fiscal impact is requested 607

7 under Code Section 47-20-35, it shall be the duty of the 608

8 state auditor to complete or cause to be completed such

9 actuarial investigation by not later than December 1 of 609

10 the same year during which the request for the actuarial 610

11 investigation was made. The actuarial investigation 611

12 shall include, but shall not be limited to, findings on

13 the following factors as such factors are relevant to 612

14 the retirement bill under consideration:

15 (1) The dollar amount of the increase in 614

16 unfunded actuarial accrued liabilities which will 615

17 result for the retirement aystoa affected if the

18 bill affects an existing retirement system; 616

19 (2) The dollar amount of unfunded actuarial 618

20 accrued liabilities which will be created if the 619

21 bill creates a new retirement system;

22 (3) The dollar amount of increase, on an 621

23 annual basis, in the normal coat of the retirement 622

24 system If the bill affects an existing retirement

2S system;

26 (4) The dollar amount, on an annual basis, of 624

27 the normal costs which will be incurred if the bill 625

28 creates a new retirement system;

29 (5) A statement of the current employer 627

30 contribution rate in effect for the retirement 628

31 system if the bill affects an existing retirement

32 system;

33 (6) A finding of whether or not the current 630

34 employer contribution rate under paragraph (5) of 631
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this subsection is in conformity with the minimum 631

2 funding standards specified by Code Section 632

3 47-20-10;

4 (7) A statement of the recommended current 634

5 employer contribution rate if, under paragraph (6) 635

6 of this subsection, the current employer

7 contribution rate is not in conformity with the 636

a minimum funding standards specified by Code Section 637

9 47-20-10;

10 (8) A statement of the employer contribution 639

11 rate, which must be in conformity with the minimum 640

12 funding standards specified by Code Section 641

13 47-20-10,- recommended if the bill amends an

14 existing retirement system;

15 (9) A statement of the employer contribution 643

16 rate, which must be in conformity with the minimum 644

17 funding standards specified by Code Section

18 47-20-10, recommended if the bill creates a new 645

19 retirement system; and

20 (10) A statement of the dollar amount of the 647

21 annual employer contribution which will be 648

22 necessary to maintain the retirement system

23 affected or established by the bill in an 649

A4 actuarially sound condition.
5 s(b) Upon its completion, an actuarial 651

.6 investigation shall be submitted by the state auditor to 652

.7 the chairman of the committee which requested it along 653

.8 with the following:

9 (1) A statement that the actuarial 655

0 investigation is for the particular retirement 656

1 bill, identified by LC number, submitted to the

2 state auditor and that subsequent changes in the 657

3 retirement bill will invalidate the actuarial 658

4 investigation and the findings included therein;

5 and
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1 (2) A summary of the actuarial investigation 660

2 which shall include the relevant findings specified 661

3 in subsection (a) of this Code section.

4 (c) The chairman of the committee, upon receipt of 663

5 the information provided for under subsection (b) of 664

6 this Code section, shall cause the material submitted to 665

7 such chairman under paragraphs (1) and (2) of said

a subsection to be printed by the Secretary of the Senate 666

9 or the Clerk of the House of Representatives, depending 667

10 on whether the bill is a Senate bill or House bill, in 668

11 sufficient quantity to attach a copy thereof to all

12 printed copies of the bill. The original of such 669

13 material shall be attached by the Secretary of the 670

14 Senate or Clerk of the House of Representatives to the

15 original version of the substitute bill, as perfected by 671

16 the committee under Code Section 47-20-35, if 672

17 applicable, or to the original version of the bill as

16 introduced if the bill was not changed by the committee 673

19 prior to its submission to the state auditor for an 674

20 actuarial investigation.

21 47-20-37 (a) When a retirement bill having a 676

22 fiscal impact has had an actuarial investigation 677

23 pursuant to Code Section 47-20-36, the bill may be 676

24 considered at the next regular session of the General

25 Assembly. If the bill as originally introduced was not 679

26 changed by the committee and the original version was 680

27 submitted to the state auditor for an actuarial

28 investigation, then the original version of the bill is 681

29 the only one, except as otherwise provided by subsection 682

30 (b) of this Code section, which may be considered by any 683

31 committee or by the House or Senate. If the original

32 bill was substituted by the committee and the substitute 684

33 version was the one submitted to the state auditor, then 685

34 that substitute bill is the only one, except as
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1 otherwise provided by subsection (b) of this Co-e 686

2 section, which may be considered by any committee or by 687

3 the House or Senate.

4 (b) After completion of an actuarial 689

5 investigation, any amendment to a retirement bill having 690

6 a fiscal impact shall be out of order and shall not be 691

7 allowed either by a committee or by the House or Senate,

a except for a nonfiscal amendment. Any amendment to a 692

9 retirement bill having a fiscal impact shall be 693

o submitted to the state auditor by the chairman of the

.1 committee, if a committee amendment, or by the presiding 694

2 officer of the Senate or House if the amendment was made 695

.3 by the Senate or House. If the state auditor certifies 696

4 in writing that the amendment is a nonfiscal amendment,

.5 then the bill as amended, with the state auditor's 697

.6 certification attached to the original of the amendment, 698

7 may continue in the lf slative process. If the state 699

A auditor will not certify that the amendment is nonfiscal

.9 or if the state auditor issues a written opinion that 700

0 the amendment changes any factor of an actuarial 701

,1 investigation specified in subsection (a) of Code 702

.2 Section 47-20-36, the bill's progress in the legislative

3 process will end, and the bill shall not be considered 703

4 further by either the House or Senate and shall not be 704

S passed by the General Assembly, and, if passed by the

6 General Assembly, the bill shall not become law and 705

7 shall be null, void, and of no force and effect and 706
shall stand repealed in its entirety on the first day of 707

9 July immediately iollowinq its enactment.

(c) An amendment to a retirement bill having a 709

1 fiscal impact which affects a factor of an actuarial 710

2 investigation specified in subsection (a) of Code 711

Section 47-20-36 may be removed or changed so that no

such factor is affected by the amendment by the 712
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I cor..nxtee which made the amendment, if a commit-ee 713

2 amenment, or by the Senate, if that body made the

3 amendment, or by the House, if that body made the 714

4 amendment. The version of the bill with the amendment 715

5 removed or changed shall be submitted to the staz*

6 auditor. If the state auditor certifies in writing that 716

7 the factors of an actuarial investigation specified in 717

8 subsection (a) of Code Section 47-20-36 are not changed 718

9 by the version of the bill submitted to that officer,

10 then that version of the bill may continue in the 719

11 legislative process unless it is subsequently amended, 720

12 and, in that event, this Code section shall apply to the 721

13 subsequent amendment.

14 ARTICLE 5 724

15 47-20-50. (a) Any retirement bill having a fiscal 727

16 impact which is enacted by the General Assembly and 728

17 which is approved by the Governor or which otherwise 729

18 becomes law shall become effective on the first day of

19 July immediately following the regular session during 730

20 which it was enacted, but only if the enacted bill is 731

21 concurrently funded as provided by this Code section.

22 If an enacted bill, including one approved by the 732

23 Governor, is not concurrently funded as required by this 733

24 Code section, then such bill may not become effective as 734

25 law and shall be null, void, and of no force and effect

26 and shall stand repealed in its entirety on the first 735

27 day of July immediately following its enactment.

28 (b) When a retirement bill having a fiscal impact 737

29 amends a retirement system having employer contributions 738

30 funded from appropriations by the General Assembly, then .739

31 appropriations for the first fiscal year of

32 effectiveness of the bill, after it becomes law, must 740

33 include funds to pay the amount determined by the 741
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• ct.a 4 •l investigation under paragraph (10) of 741

2 subsection (a) of Code Section 47-:0-36, and future 742

3 appropriations for subsequent fiscal years must include 743

4 an amount necessary to maintain the actuarial soundness

5 of the retirement system in accordance with the findings 744

6 of the actuarial investigation. Any limitation on the 745

7 rate of employer contributions that may be included in a 746

8 law which is the source of authority for a retirement 747

9 system affected by this subsection is amended to the

.0 extent necessary to comply with the requirements of this 748

.1 subsection.

.2 (c) When a retirement bill having a fiscal impact 750

,3 amends a retirement system having employer contributions 7S1

.4 funded from portions of fines and forfeitures, then, if 752

s necessary to produce funds to pay the amount determined

.6 by actuarial investigation under paragraph (10) of 753

17 subsection (a) of Code Section 47-20-36, either:

.8 (1) The retirement bill having a fiscal 755

19 impact or parallel legislation, which must become 756

20 effective concurrently with the retirement bill,

21 must revise the portion of fines and forfeitures 757

22 designated for employer contributions to pay the 758

23 amount determined under paragraph (10) of

24 subsection (a) of Code Section 47-20-36; or 759

25 (2) The General Assembly by direct 761

26 appropriations must supplement employer 762

27 contributions from fines and forfeitures to the

28 extent necessary to pay the amount determined under 763

29 paragraph (10) of subsection (a) of Code Section

30 47-20-36.

31 (d) When a retirement bill having a fiscal impact 765

32 amends a retirement system having employer contributions 766

33 funded from the designation of the proceeds of a tax 767

34 imposed by law, then either:

W0-619 0-84- 4
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(1) T.e retirement bill having a fiscal 769

2 impact or parallel legislation, which must become 770

3 effective coiicurrently with the retirement bill,

4 must revise the tax as necessary to pay the amount 771

5 determined under paragraph (10)-of subsection (a) 772

6 of Code Section 47-20-36; or

7 (2) The General Assembly by direct 774

8 appropriation must supplement employer 775

9 contributions from the tax to the extent necessary

10 to pay the amount determined under paragraph (10) 776

11 of subsection (a) of Code Section 47-20-36.

12 (e) When a retirement bill having a fiscal impact 778

13 mends a retirement system having employer contributions 779

14 funded wholly or partially from the funds of a political 780

15 subdivision, that political subdivision shall have a 781

16 duty to produce funds as necessary to pay all or its

17 proportionate share of the amount determined by 782

18 actuarial investigation under paragraph (10) of 783

19 subsection (a) of Code Section 47-20-36.

20 (f) When a retirement bill having a fiscal impact 785

21 creates a new retirement system, then employer 786

22 contributions in conformity with the minimum funding 787

23 standards of Code Section 47-20-10 and in conformity

24 with paragraph (10) of subsection (a) of Code Section 788

25 47-20-36 must be made to the retirement system either by 789

26 direct appropriations by the General Assembly or by

27 another source of employer contributions specifically 790

28 provided for in the bill creating the new retirement 791

29 system.

30 47-20-51. No provision of this chapter generally 793

31 and no provision of Code Section 47-20-50 in particular 794

32 shall:

33 (1) (reate or be construed to create a 796

34 contractual right to a retirement benefit or a 797
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:.itractual right in the provisions of a retiremt.-t

system law which does not exist independently of 798

the provisions of this chapter; and

(2) Impair, alter, or diminish or be 800

construed to impair, alter, or diminish a 801

contractual right to a retirement benefi- or a

contractual right in the provisions of a retirement 802

system law which exists independently of the 803

provisions of this chapter.

ARTICLE 6 806

47-20-60 (a) The state auditor shall be 809

authorized to employ or contract with actuaries and 810

other personnel to carry out the duties assigned to that

officer by this chapter. Upon their approval by the 811

Legislative Services Committee, expenses incurred by the 812

state auditor in carrying out such duties shall be paid 813

from funds appropriated or available to the legislative

branch of the state government. When authorized to do 814

so by the Legislative Services Committee, and such 815

authorization may be on a continuing basis by direction

of the Legislative Services Committee entered upon its 816

minutes, the legislative fiscal officer upon 817

certification by the staue auditor of expenses incurred

to carry out the duties assigned to that officer by this 818

chapter, is authorized to expend legislative funds to 819

pay such expenses.

(b) Retirement system administrators, state 821

officials and employees, and officials and employees of 822

political subdivisions are authorized and directed to 823

cooperate with and assist the state auditor in carrying

out the duties assigned to that officer by this chapter. 824

47-20-61. The enrolled Act resulting from a bill 826

which is subject to the legislative procedures provided 827
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1 by this chapter shall have attached thereto the original: 828

2 or a true and correct copy of all certificates and 829

3 summaries of actuarial investigations submitted by the

4 state auditor pursuant to the requirements of th:s 830

5 chapter.

6 47-20-62. This chapter shall become effective on 832

7 January 1, 1984. Only nonfiscal retirement bills may be 833

8 introduced at the 1984 regular session of the General 834

9 Assembly. Retirement bills having a fiscal impact which

10 were introduced at the 1983 regular session and which 835

11 ara still pending at the 1984 regular session shall be 836

12 subject to the requirements of Code Section 47-20-50, 837

13 except that the amount determined by actuarial

14 investigation under paragraph (10) of subsection (a) of 838

15 Code Section 47-20-36 shall be determined by the 839

16 director of the Office of Planning and Budget and the 840

17 state auditor pursuant to Code Sections 28-5-42 and

18 28-5-43, relating to fiscal notes."

19 Section 2. This Act shall become effective on 843

20 January 1, 1984.

21 Section 3. All laws and parts of laws in conflict 846

22 with this Act are repealed. 847
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Mr. BRTm'rr. The pension task force voted, in their opinion,
there is uncertainty and variation with the regulatory statutory
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code governing these plans.

Do you see that ambiguity and do you think there is need for
clarifying legislation to make sense out of the existing regulatory
scheme?

Mr. TOWNSEND. I think a lot of States thought they couldn't
comply and we have had a lot of people worrying. I think you will
find that most, if not all States have complied or can Comply with-
out a whole lot of changes. We don't hear a lot of static about that
part of it any more.

Mr. BARTLmrr. As far as uncertainty or ambiguity with the exist-
ing Internal Revenue Code, you don't see that as a problem?
h.er TOWNSEND. It has not come to a head yet either because they
have postponed compliance. I am not an expert on clarifying IRS
regulations.

Mr. BARTumr. I thank the chairman.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Mr. Bartlett.
When you were talking about people out in California who repre-

sent employees on the fund committee, is it true that one of the
directors of the fund out there just recently ran off with over $50
million and there may be no fiduciary law in California that can do
anything about it? There may be a criminal statute.

Mr. TOWNSEND. He ran out with $50 million?
Mr. CLAY. Yes.
Mr. TOWNSEND. I take your word for it if he did. I didn't know

about that. I didn't see that in the paper.
Mr. ClAY. Well, that is true.
Mr. TOWNSZND. They don't have any bonding -requirement?
Mr. CLAY. I doubt it.
Mr. TOWNSEND. I don't understand how you could prevent a

crook running off by this paperwork, how that would stop fraud.
Mr. CLAY. Fiduciary standards would make him personally

liable. They may know where he is. They just can't get the $50 mil-
lion.

Mr. TOWNSEND. He is not liable?
Mr. CLAY. No.
Mr. TOWNSEND. They are not going to prosecute him?
Mr. CLAY. They would have to do it under a criminal statute, but

I doubt they can get the money back.
You mentioned $10 million unfunded liability for the teachers'

plan in California.
Did you realize that just recently the Governor announced he

was only going to contribute $1 this year to that unfunded liabil-
ity?

Mr. TOWNSEND. I know they had a big thing about proposition
13. I don't know how you cure that, really.

Mr. CLAY. He couldhave signed the bill that required him to do
something about that underfunded liability, but he vetoed the bill.

Mr. TOWNSZND. Your regulations would not go to that.
Mr. CLAY. You have been sitting here telling us about all the

progress that is being made. The only reason that the public knows
that the Governor is offering to contribute $1 this year to that un-
funded liability is because the State law requires him to report.
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In most of the States you are sitting here protecting, there is no
requirement that the Governor say what he is going to contribute
to the unfunded liability.

All we are saying to you with this piece of legislation is that we
ought to have a standard and it ought to be uniform across this
country.

People who contribute and taxpayers who subsidize ought to
know what is happening to their money.

Unless there are other questions, I want to thank you for your
testimony.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I want tc thank you for your efforts. I am glad
you have focused so much attention on the whole pension problem,

r. Chairman.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Pickle, did you have any questions?
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, I don't think I have many questions

at this time. We have several panels and I have some representa-
tion from my State which I want to hear.

I take it, Mr. Townsend, you are saying we ought to have stand-
ards for protection, but it can be done by the States just as well as
by the Federal Government.

I have an innate feeling that there are some things that can be
done without Federal Government interference. If the States can
do it and are doing it, then that protection is offered. The State leg-
islature can always respond to any violation.

I am going to listen to all the testimony, but I think there is a
problem with respect to underfunded liability and that this will
probably be the most critical problem facing the American people
in the next 10 years.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I agree with you entirely.
Mr. PICKLE. It is very serious. I think most of the members will

try to ask themselves, is there protection, will there be protection
of these funds?

If there is protection on a State level, then I am one who is led to
say let us let the States do it, but I want to be certain about that.

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Rangel.
Mr. RANGEL. I want to thank you, Representative Townsend.
I agree with Mr. Pickle that it is not abundantly clear whether

the Federal Government is already enforcing existing law which
relates to their responsibility to these unfunded pension funds or
whether or not the investment has been proper.

One of the reasons why I believe the IRS has been reluctant to
enforce the law is because unlike the private pension sector here,
only the employees would suffer as a result of withholding prefer-
ential tax treatment.

There may be a call on us to give some pretty definite guidelines
as to how far the Congress is prepared to go in enforcing the law.

I would hope somewhere along these lines your association would
be of some assistance in how to enforce existing Federal law be-
cause if we are not doing our Federal responsibility and we have to
rely on your association, I think the taxpayer is losing out on the
local and State level.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I agree We will be glad to cooperate and get up
any statements you need from the different States. We will do that
on our part and will be glad to push in those areas that are not-
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Mr. RANGEL. It takes a lot of political courage to resist protection
for the employees.

Mr. TOWNSEND. In all honesty, this position is not difficult for me
because virtually no State employees live in my district. I am
always kidded by the teachers. They say, "Kil Townsend is in the
district, but the only teacher constituents he has are three head-
masters of three private schools."

I do feel strongly about this subject, and I have spent a lot of
time on it in the last 15 years. I am glad to see this much interest.

At the Federal level you could not interest anybody, as you
know, 10 or 15 years ago on this subject.

Thank you.
[Subsequently, the following was submitted:]

SUPPLEM 9WARY STATEMENT Or REPRzsENTATIVE KLAN TOWNSEND, STATE LmGLA-
TOR, STATE OF GEORGLA, ON Bzmiw or Tx NATIONAL CONFRENCE OF STAT! LuoIS-
LATURU

Thank you for this opportunity to submit an additional statement for the record.
In response to Mr. Rangel's first question, I want to emphasize my view that In-

ternal Revenue Service regulation of state and local retirement systems is inappro-
priate. I am not, for one thing, convinced that Congrem intended for IRS qualifica-
tion standards to apply to state and local governments My understanding is that
when Congress in 1926 provided a tax preference for pension plans, the rationale
was to avoid any disincentive for savings within private pension plans. The same
rationale does not apply to a state or local government because it does not, as spon-
sor of a retirement system, constitute a taxable entity; thus the statutory ground for
IRS regulation may be unsound. In any case the constitutional ground for IRS regu-
lation of public plans is unsound. The IRS has no business regulating public retire-
ment plans because personnel compensation including pension rights is fundamen-
tal to state sovereignty and under our constitutional system should be left to the
states. And, federal interference would be bad poicy in any case. The IRS has no
expertise in this area and ought not to blindly apply private sector rules to state
and local governments absent any evidence of serious abuse of the kind that
prompted Congress to enact ERISA legislation covering private plans. Furthermore,
as Mr. Rangel correctly pointed out, te-only people who would suffer as the result
of withholding preferential tax treatment from state and local pension plans would
be public employees.

In response to Mr. Rangel's second question, I have additional information on the
funding of state and local pension plans. According to an analysis of 1982 census
data by the Employee Benefit Research Institute, sate and local government pen-
sion plans are better funded than they were in 1977, as assets increased more than
13 percent per year during that five year period. Contributions for state and local
pension plans increased by more han 10.5 percent per year during the same period.
And total assets in state and local plans increased from $124 billion in 1977 to more
than $245 billion in 1982.

Using the ratio of plan assets to annual benefit payments as an indicator of finan-
cial status, state and local pension plans appear sound with a funding ratio of 15.6:1.
This represents an improvement over the 14.6:1 funding ratio for gate and local
plans in 1977. It also compares well to private pension plans which reported a fund-
ing ratio of 14.2:1 and to the federal retirement system which reported a funding
ratio of 5.2:1.

Finally, in response to Mr. Bartlett's question, I have additional information lat-
ed to state reporting procedures. The National Conference of State Legislatures in
cooperation with the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations conduct-
ed a survey in 1979 of state and local government pension systems and determined
that reporting and disclosure requirements were extensive for the large state sys-
tems that involve 90 percent of all state and local pension participants. Most states
required regular actuarial valuations, audits, fiscal notes, and reporting to employ-
ees. A table summarizing the NCSL/ACIR survey findings is attached.

More recent information of state reporting requirements has been developed by
the National Council on Teacher Retirement. (The NCTR study is attached.)' The

I The study has been retained in the commi tee ftile.
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NCTR study of twelve state teacher retirement plans conclude. that state regula-
tion of reporting, disclosure, and fiduciary standards of public pension plans is more
than adequate. All of the plans are reviewed by an auditor and by an independent
actuary. Such reviews are annual in most of the surveyed states. State pension
review commissions in 10 states review plans for fund performance, including the
actuarial valuation. All twelve states publish summary plan descriptions and
annual reports that satisfy the relevant requirements of the proposed House legisla-
tion. In addition to the state requirements specifically relating to the retirement
plans, all of the plans are subject to other reporting requirements including open
records laws, sunshine laws, freedom of information acts, and state administrative
procedure acts.
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Table 10
STATE REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR MA."

STATE-ADMINISTERED SYSTEMS
(based on ACIR-NCL sumey, 11)

Regular

Actuaral Regular- To Sat
Valution Audi and/or Local RguWa

(Frequency (Frequency (Frequency Roports
Required, Required, Required, Avalale

If Not IINot If Not to FLscal
State Annual) Annal) Annual) Employee Note

Alabama Yes Yes' 2(2 yr) Yes Ye3  Yas
Aasoka Yee'(2-5 yr) Not Yess - Yes
Aizona Yesa(1-2 yr) Yes? Yes8 Yes$ -
Adtkanas Yes(2 yr) Yes, Yes -I e;;

46 California Yes Yes Yes - Yes
Colorado Ye".1 No.1 Yes" Yes"1 V9i11
Connecjcu Yes (2-5 yr) YesI Yes Yes t Yes
Dolae Yes17(2 y') Yes'" YesT Yes7.3 YS
Fkda Yes(3 yr) Yes" Yes Yes' Yn53
Georgi Yost, Y"21 Yes Ye62 ves
Hlwld Yes No Yes Yes 140

* The frequency required by statute may not be the ame as that which prevails in practice Moreov
are recorded as having no statutory requirOment, though in practice they have regular rtlii-r&l
And reports. a indicated in the footnotes. In ma.,iy cases the information roftrs only fA . giP
local-admlnistered retirement sytems-though in most cases. the maotr ocal.adm-r.034. -,. ;,
As a reul of these caveats. one muet be very careful in inerproting this informaon.

Percent ree to al local administered systems, whie survey data may porta only to z " ..- ef

'By state auditor or ain committee.
'In practice, annual, dependent audits are pWormed.
information sent or distributed to employees. annually.

"Roleru to Alakla Public Employees' Retirement System (PERS). every two years. tea, hers
years.

' Rofors to Alska PER&S
* Refers 10 Arizona Stle Retirement System (ASRS). annually; and public safety system. 9 - rq
'Refes ASRS andih t p scalymeym.
Rifteto AMR.
R*red for MRS. not f pub safety system. b it provides mt estimates as a mn2. -.

'i1n practice, some oovrsiWa mesum -aneatted throu- without fica nowe.
"Refe to PERA.
"Judicial division exempted byw but folowe law in practice. •
3 Report must be fied, however, with lislative audit commiteo. and in practice, the retiram
anuL opondem auditor.
In practice. two rorts We sent annual o *ach employee. thou tre are no requvements.

,1The frequency requked veres wtong the system.
"Refers to state employees, rewement system.
"Refers to the public officers' and employee pension plan.
,Benefit Improvemente mut aleo be accompanied with first yeaw full funding in aWopriations.
,Slte auditor conducts ongon a udt.

Public hearng Is also reired prior to enactment.
"Refle o of Employese' RPiierent Sysw ol Gorgla.
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Table 10 (continued)
STATE REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJOR

STATE-ADMINISTERED SYSTEMS
(based on ACIR-NCSL survey, 1S79)

RepW"W Paem of
ftgwu* RsPOM .- Total
Actued , eguaW " To Sa 6Wb44s
Valuaion Audit ndr Loal fgulin E mloyes

(Frequency (Frequency (r.-muency Reporte Covemd
Requirld, I equiA e, equird, Avsllls by Local

IF Not 11Not iNOt b Pleca Admiieftued
states Annual) Annual) Annuar Employees Noise System

Idho Yesn NoR." NoM29 Yes" Yes" 100%
Illinois Yes Yes"(3 yr) Non Non Yes 74 -
Indln Yes"(S yr) No Yes" Yes" No" 97
Iowa Yes"&(2 Yr) -3" Yes"(2 Yr) Yesm yes 96
Kana Yes Yes 3 Yes Yes Yes 34 95 47
Kentucky Yes 3(1-2 Yr) No" -36 -"s Non 96
Lousisna Yes 37 Non Yes(2 Yr) - Yes 90
Maine Yes4 Yes"40.4 Yes Ye 100
Maryland Yes (2 Yr) Yes" 3 Yes Yes 61
Messachusette No4 Yes 4(3 Yr) Yes Yes"4 No"t 57
Mlchlgsn .. No0 Yes"*(3 Yr) No No No 64

it Refers to PEAS.
s3 Not by statute. but in practice. yes.
", Information sent or distributed to employee. annually.
"6 AN systems have independent uodits. except Downatate Fire and Poklce Sslem wics e iW by StaeW Ineranc

Department.
"6 No requirement for annual report, except f-actuais valuations which ae repotied to the Depsrtment of Insurance.

recVs t,;7, :& :.00 arG*We5 sysh.i. PE s." ,- e teachers' lunid (TRF). They are ale required to have actuinal
investigations PERF prepares actuarial valuations for all other system at Its own discretion.
All systems report annually to PERF. which summarnZes repo s to the legislature and Governor.

"t Refers to the Iowa PEAS, and the public safety system. Noe required of the liuds" System, by statue.
"The judica system has biennial actuarial valualiona as a matter of practice
"Require for low& PERS. not specified for other systems. PEAS audited by state auditor or private CPA.

32 Reports are public information. PERS must repot specfically to employees.
" By state a itor.
" Includes tocat poke aW fire charter ordinances.
2Kentucky Employees Reirement System (KERS). and the State system lot po i" d county employees (SPAS and

CERS) must have annual valuation, teachers' system (KTRS) i biennial. Regular valuaions not rired of gudi
system (JAS).

"KERS, CERS. and SPAS we required to Wu annual reports evlal to Vt*h KlK S JSAl We nat required
to do so.

" Survey formation insuffint to detrine frequency, en o some msht system, N not sec rhlly fuWed, may be
excluded from requirement.

SO Limited audits performed by legislarve at~6rs staff.
"By legs"ature's n-house ictuanal saff.
'* Refers to the Mie State Retirement Sysitem.
"Annual audit by state auditor, independent audit every four years.
" In practice. yes-every three years.
4B By state Division of Insurance.
, includes information distributed or sint to employees annually.
4s In practice, yes
i* By leg:slalve auditor.
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Table 10 (conbnued)
STATE REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJOR

STATE-ADMINISTERED SYSTEMS
(based on ACIR4NCSL suvey, 1t79)

EXMUhlT*
Regular- Percent of

R"egulir Reports - Total
Actuaria Regula TO Soa" Ss-o.cal
Valuition Audi an/or Local Regular Employees

(Frequency (Frequency (Frequency Reports Covered
Requii, Required, Requred, Available by Local.

11 Not If Not If Not to Flsal Administered
Stats" Annual) An.wa) Annual) Employees Notes Systems

Minnesota Yes4 Yes"(1-3 Yr) Yes Yes" No" 91%
M iss l Yes" No" Yes" - ye QQ
Missouri yesre yes"s Yes.s YeSsl Yes40 75
Montana Yes (2 Yr) -Yes 99
Nebreka Yes" Yes Yes'1 Ys. Yes 70
Nevlld Yes (2 Yr) Yes (2 Yr) Yes Yes" Yes 100
New Hmpshis YesU No'' Y93 Yes"5" y"3 99
New Jersey Yes" Yeso Yes Yes Yes 99
New Mexico No"s' Yess Yess - Yel& 100
New York Yees YesS"" Yes 5 Yes" Yes" 73
North Carolina Yes Yes" No" NoW Yes 99
North Dakota Yes"(3 Yr) Yeses Yes Yes" Yes 96
Ohio Yes7(5 Yr) No" No" No" Yes 99
Oklahoma Yes"o YessLa" Yes" Yes" . Yes 89
Oregon Yes7(4 Yr) Ys"" Yes79 Y94es". No&&" 95

"Excluding several wel stale plans.
Relers to the two mtor systems. PERS and the fghway and safety petrol system (MHSPAS).

* Refers so the issour Stae Employees ReWient Syseom.
"By state audrtor.
"Refers to actuanal row.
"t Refers to the five maoi systems adminstered by the Neraska Publi Employees Reuretent Board
"Roors to New Hampshre Retirement System.
"Curreny undergo fR comprehensive audit. periodic aumbto re expected in future.
"Some as systems may not be required by ten. Iu In prsace. they have annual valuations.

Not by stote; bo In praeie. yes
"Refers to PERA.

1Re1,s o stae employee system and sale police and fire System.
" Annual Independent suAt. beginning iMO. Quinquennial audm by State Insurance Depedmeilt.
a I requested. is"a notes must be supplied.
o'Roers to al systems m inisted by the Retirement en Health benefits Dvrsion.

b Sy slow sudtor.
sReports ae made on specfi resueot, except for actaial reports w e annual. AN Information open to public.
"Annual vslutions-in practice.
"s Teacher system audited by stale suitor, ou ae Independent audits.
" Information sent or distributed to employee
"Annual valuations awe not required by statut, except tor the police snd fire fund (PFDPF). Experience stufes, every

live years, are required. In prsctce. annual vsuaons are required by board action.
lIn practice. by stale &udto once every one or two years.

"Reers to the two laqesl systems. PES and teachers.
Refers to PERS.



Table 10 continued )
STATE REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJOR

STATE-ADMINISTERED SYSTEMS
(besed on ACIR-NCSL survey, 1979)

EXHIBITe
Regua"r Percent o

Regul. Repo Tooa
Actuarial ReguW " To Sat Sta-Lom
Valuation Audit and/or Local Regula Employees

(Frequency (Frequency (Frequency Repoft Covered
Reiquind, Requrd. Requird, Available by Local-

N Not IfNot " Not to Fiscal Adminielmed
States Annual) Annual) Annual) Employos Notes Systemns

Pennsylvania Yes"7 Yes"(1-2 Yr) Yes" Yes Ye 78%
Rhode Island Yes -Y ye Yes" Yes" 87
South Carolina Yes NoM Yes ye" Yes 9
South Dkot Yes (2 Yr) Yes (2 Yr) Yas"(2-4 Yr) Nor 7 Yes 97
Tennessee Yes"7(2 Yr) Yes"T. es" Yes""0, YeT 83 49
Texas Yese - a Yes 63 Y s3 Yes 92
Utah Yes"(6 Yr) -as Yes No" Yes 100
Vermont Yes Yes" Yes - No" 96
Virginia Yes'?(2 Yr) Yes 00 Yesr -4 Y088 85
Washington -.... 94
West Virginia __Yes"(5 Yr) No Yes m Yes go
Wisconsin Yes" Yes Was Yes" Yes ." Yese 90
Wyoming Yes 9(6 Yr) Yes0 Ye" - Yes 100

11 Refers to stale employees' and public school employees System&.
"2 Municipal system irnopendentty ite, d annually. state empiloyeesan public echoo4 systiemsa, every two years by

st8te luditor
3 Relfer to state employees'. p"blc school. and municipal systems.

'"A;; frgulations changing benefits must include funong as welt
"lnfrequon audits
"Actuarial and audit repons to legislature every twO years. investment peromance reports every four years.
"Not by statute, but in practice, yes
"i!nornation distributed or sent to employees
•Reter* to the Tennessee Consolidated Retirement System
i By Stat auditor
e, Reters to lo major statewide systems, including state employees (ERS). teachers (TRS). municipal employees

(TMRS) and cOunty and district employees (TCDRS) Judicial system excu ded from reifrements
62 ERS. TiS and judicial systems ar auitled regularly, at discretion of state auditor. AN other systems required to

have annual ineopendont audits
e3 Annual reports required of ilt systems except judici system.
"iIn practice. every two y ers.
"Frequency of audits unclear from urvey ainawer. State auditor has performed 0Its11 in pes. ndopenderl std

expected next two yeafs.
0 By state sudilr or by independent CPA.
i? Refers to the Virginia Supplemental Retirement System-the maor statewide retirent syseli.
"Relers to PERS and teachers systems.

Peers to major state retirement system.
oActuarial investitons ae required every two years. valuabone every il satrs.
Rp p r to legsistve maneement councl every month.

SOURCE ACIR completion. based on answers to ACIR-NCSL survey. Suomier 1979; Source for EXHIBIT Is U.S.
Deoanment of Commerce. Bureau of me Census. 1977 Censue of Governments No S. No I Employee.erlrenenf
Systems of State and Locei Govenmetnts. Washinglon. DC. U S Government Piting Offi, T976.
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Table 11
STATE REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR LOCAL

ADMINISTERED SYSTEMS
(based on ACIR-NCSL survey, 1979)

Regular"
Audit

(Frequency
Required,

It Not
Annual)

Yes
YeS
Yes
No'
No

Not?

No
-a
-7

Regular
Reports
To State

and/or Local
(Frequency
Rolquired,

" Not

Yes
Yes'
Yes
Yes$

yes o
Yes I
Yes'"(2 Yr)
-n
yes
-20

Regular
Reports

Available
to

Employees

EXHIBIT ""
Percent of

Total
State-Local
Employees

Covered
by Local-

Fiscal Administered
Notle Systems

-' Yes 22%

Yes" Yes$ 10
NO? Yes 26
Not 0  No' 3
-- Ye 4

Yes,$ 5
Yest5 No 0  4
- Yes 10
_n No 16
Yes 2 s Yes 9
- Yes 22

- - 13
No No 17
Yes Yes a

* The frequency required by statute may not be the same as that which prevails in Practice Moreover several states
ae recorded as having no statutory requirement though" in practice they have regular actuarial valuation Salsut
ad re os, as iniicated in the footnotes In many cases the information rters onli to a subset of the t14a1 o4
tradmnlr reoment system-though in most cases, the malor st4e-e&dma4etd syseme are included

As a ree of thess caveans, one must be very careful in irlierpreing fiie infomasion.

Percel ren lWo &@ sa admlrstwed systems. wieti marvey data may pertain only to a suee of auch sem.

SOUACE: ACIN oopullaidon. based on answers to ACIR-WCL survey. Summe 1979. Source for EXHISJT ti U.S.
Dspetimet of Commrmce. Iurau of he Census. 1P7 Cenws of Govemmentls. No. 6. No 1: Emsloye -
heofemen Syaems of Stae and Local Goverrnmet. Washirinon. DC. U.S. Governments Prining Oftice.
1978.

Regular"
Actuarial
Valuation

(Frequency

If Not
Annual)

Yes
Yes (3 Yr)
Yes
No
Yes'(5 Yr)
Not'
Yes 16(3-5 Yr)

-n
Yes (1-4 Yr)
Yes 2N2-4 Yr)
Yes
No
Yee (3 Yr)

stows

Florida

Indiana
Iowe

Kana

Loubelnd

Tenniee
TeI

NO NO
Yoe Yes
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Tabie 11 (continued)
STATE REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR LOCAL

ADMINISTERED SYSTEMS
(based on ACIR-NCSL survey, 1979)

Footnotes

Annual report of finances of systems s published by stale comoptfoller
'Independent auditS required from all City systems monitored by stale auditor WClv ii g eCoal O, 1r1Ks5
iCc-pirsoens-ve sct.srial reports reQuired to be submniloed Ic Department of Aam,nstralon b,-.W.or, o' Ret.remnlt
which' reports annually |0 the legislature
i lnformeaton distributed or sent so employees, aninuly

* Actuaial impact study prepared pnor so frecured public hearwig boeloe any change of breets FuN funirog s aleo
F*Quled of benefit changes

* Rers to actuarial repot whioc is sent so Departmet of insurance. Pen i Division
Not by statute but in practice yes
All local syslems report to PEAF which perform actuarial %aluato r at is discretion for the" systems PERF suml-
manzes repons to Slate Legielature
Only the report i referred to in footnose I

,C Most volunlar'ly Supply employees wth nlormalhon
* Refers to police and fir systems which must have aciarial investgat.ions every five years

Local Police And r r lt report annually to City council Ouncuennal actuaia analyses reportled t0 stlae co"r ms-
sooner of nsurvnce
Local SyS'emS must report annually IC rhe KPIERS board (wh-ch Presumably perlorma acuarla.e anaslysesi

* Local systems repco , C,ty cierk annwaily
Local Police ano- charger Ordinances cannot De charged urtil tere is an actuaries ana&;sis Fscsa ntmes per.
roomed by Bu.0el [),vtDr n Of Department of Administration bases on ,nlornation supplied by lPERS
Sec no class Cry and uroan county police tre and Civil service syslms aare required to have actuarial aluations
egery five years Thrd class City polce and Ire-evOry three years th.ro Class crty C Vil service- req1u.re but mnef5-
n it IreCwenc Frsi class C,:y pclce arc Ire-no sttulory reqrerient
The excel C-1 r.cvoe secOnd cls; cily police and ira urban COunty poliCe and fri systems which 'tust have
annual a.o s *Jy competent accountant

'$Urban County end seCond arid Ioo ClasS cily police and fire systems report annually to County ¢r City councilS Urban
county an so-Ono class City Civil service systems report Io Maevofr ousrerl First cl"a, city rystyeml- 'e,.o e

r'ent

Lrban COnty and second Class city systems must publish synopsis of report for ostributon among members or
-'Sl posi cop es *hDee mmbrs report No other reQuirements
N Not by slarlre but rr pfachce General Assembly purchased actuarial analyses ol all local proposals in 1970 session
Rt re'tntr 1S5e- supported by public funds must submit hnrical statements before each leg-slat,ve sillon

1 '. Ic, a ,ca, sv5s s gos iblly tot county systems
i "s C~aSS c es rave annual valuations local police an salar-eo fire systems-every two years volunteer ire

sgm's-e.~'~ 'Our years
.'st are aic ir: 0 ter oy statute or by practice on a regular bass Inci.dIng police and tire funds whiCh must have
a&--al roeope~ce- a.cs tO quality for state aid
Sv' c s 5 rec. red to be sent to employees
Pians *itr, less han 50 Memoers-every four years. plans with more than 50 members-every two years

i" Police a fire plans using subsidy are audited other local systems have no such requiremne
"O1ly reports required are acluar.a reports, which go So the Community Affairs Department
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Mr. CLAY. The next witnesses will consist of a panel, Alicia Mun-
nell and Suzanne Taylor.

Without objection, your entire statements will be included in the
record. You may proceed as you like.

STATEMENT OF ALICIA H. MUNNEL L, VICE PRESIDENT AND
ECONOMIST, FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF BOSTON

Ms. MUNNELL Good morning, Congressman Clay, Congressman
Rangel.

I am Alicia Munnell. I am a vice president of the Federal Re-
serve Bank of Boston. I have worked in the area of private and
public pensions for several'years and served on the Massachusetts
Retirement Commission which is an oversight body for Massachu-
setts' public pensions.

I want to make it very lear that the views I express are my own
and not those of the Federal Reserve Board or Federal Reserve
System.

Ten years ago Congress was in the process of enacting major leg-
islation designed to protect employees' pension right. and to
strengthen the financial status of the Nation's private pension
system-an effort that culminated in the passage of the massive
and exceedingly complex piece of legislation, the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 [ERISA]. Although public plans
had been included in early drafts of the proposed legislation, their
coverage was subsequently dropped pending the completion of an
extensive study. Some of the major reasons for this decision includ-
ed the dearth of information on public plans, the relative lack of
complaints from public plan participants, and the concern whether
the Federal Government had the power to regulate the pension
plans of States and localities.

Most of the informational gaps and policy issues were addressed
in the report of the congressionally mandated study, which was
published in March 1 978. This first comprehensive survey and
analysis of public pension plans concluded that serious problems
existed at all levels of Government in reporting, disclosure, fiduci-
ary responsibility, and funding. The study also concluded that Fed-
eral regulation was necessary and desirable and that constitutional
authority existed for regulating most aspects of public plans.

Today, nearly a decade after the passage of ERISA and 6 years
after the publication of the congressional study, no legislation has
been enacted to regulate public pension plans.

Yet, despite some improvement, many of the problems cited by
the 1978 study still exist and some new ones are emerging. This is
a good time to reexamine the issues confronting public pensions
and to ascertain those areas where Federal legislation would be ap-
propriate and beneficial.

In my view there are three major areas in the public pension
arena that present persistent problems.

The first is the continuing lack of information for plan partici-
pants and taxpayers.

The second problem is the existence of pockets of seriously un-
funded plans.
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The third problem, which is a new one, is the potential adverse
impact on fund performance from the emerging trend toward social
investing.
.All of thesq areas would benefit either directly or indirectly from

the passage of Federal -reporting,, disclosure and fiduciary stand-
ards.

Let us turn first to the problem of lack of information. State and
local government employees' retirement systems constitute an im-
portant component of the Nation's old age economic security mech-
anism. According to best estimates for 1982, they covered almost 12
million active and terminated participants, paid annual benefits of
roughly $16 billon to nearly 3 million retired employees and other
beneficiaries, received annual contributions from employers and
employees of approximately $30 billion, and held roughly $265 bil-
lion in assets for future benefit obligations

The true dimensions of the State and local pension universe are
not known, however, since no systematic procedures exist for gath-
ering information on these plans. At the most basic level, it is un-
clear how many public plans exist. The 1978 congressional report
cited roughly 6,000 plans, yet the annual census of governments re-
ports on only 3,075. Beneficiary and coverage data are also unavail-
able on any reliable basis. Moreover, the assets of public plans are
only roughly known, since many plans wore market valuations
even for marketable securities and instead show only original cost
figures. While some information is available on the aforementioned
characteristics of public pension plans, no data at all are generally
available on the funding status of the 6,000 public pension plans. In
other words, no present reporting structure exists to determine the
extent to which assets are being put aside to fund current benefits.

In addition to the lack of descriptive data, benefit provisions and
other information are often not provided to plan participants on a
regular basis. The 1978 congsional study revealed that a sub-
stantial fraction of plans failed to disclose plan descriptions, plan
amendments, statements of employee contributions or information
on accrued benefits. A recent survey of the major public pension
plans in New England revealed that serious deficiencies remain in
the amount, format, and quality of information that some plan ad-
ministrators provide to their members.

The pertinent question for those with power to regulate is wheth-
er this lack of data makes any difference to people other than aca-
demic economists. Those against regulation argue that most public
employees are covered under large state systems that are generally
well managed. Moreover, these groups point out that there have
been no plan terminations nor flood of participant complaints as
was the case with private plans and, hence, no compelling national
interest that warrants Feeral oversight or regulation of State and
local pension plans.

On the other hand, it is difficult to understand how state and
local political processes can work effectively without adequate in-
formation. A basic conflict of interest exists between the goals of
elected officials and sound financial management of public plans-
inadequate reporting and disclosure, particularly of cost informa-
tion, allow public officials to grant generous benefit increases and
shift costs to future taxpayers. Such practices can be controlled
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only if citizens have accurate information on the cost of benefit in-
creases and the extent to which assets are put aside to cover future
plan commitments.

For disclosure of financial information to be effective, however,
taxpayers must be able to compare how their plan is doing relative
to other funds of similar size. Only Federal regulation can insure
that comparable and meaningful information on the Nation's nu-
merous State and local pension plans will be reported to a central
agency on a regular basis.

Underfunding in the public sector is the second major problem.
Public pension plans are less well funded than private plans.
Recent calculations indicate that the aggregate public plans have
put aside assets to cover only 60 and 65 percent of future benefits.
Aggregate data, however, mask significant variation in the degree
to which various States and localities fund their plans. For exam-
ple, a recent study of the major public pensions in the New Eng-
land States revealed that assets as a percent of actuarial liability
ranged from a high of 95 percent in New Hampshire to a low of 22
percent in Massachusetts. New England, as a whole, stands out as
an area of substantial underfunding with a regional ratio- of assets
to actuarial liability of 27 percent compared to the roughly 70 per-
cent ratio for the Nation.

Although pockets of substantial underfunding continue to exist,
Federal imposition of ERISA-like funding standards for public
plans is probably neither desirable nor feasible. First, some contro-
versy surrounds the degree of advance funding needed for public
systems, since they are supported by governments with perpetual
life and the power of taxation which sharply reduced the likelihood
of default. Second, a question exists whether Federal funding
standards for public plans would be constitutional, since they could
have a significant impact on the costs of running State govern-
ment-a function that is protected by the 10th amendment.

On the other hand, some degree of funding is desirable at the
State-local level to:

One. Enforce fiscal responsibility through explicit recognition of
the long-term costs of proposed benefit changes;

Two. To insure that adequate revenues are available to fulfill
future pension obligations;

Three. To allocate pension costs as benefits accrue so that they
are financed by the generation that enjoys the services of public
employees, and

Four. To strengthen the position of State and locvl governments
in financial markets to avoid excessive interest costs as a result of
low credit ratings due to large unfunded liabilities. Every argu-
ment points to at least covering so-called normal coscs.

To overcome the propensity for elected officials to defer pension
costs, taxpayers must have a clear idea of the current status of
their pension systems and tie price tags associated with proposed
)enefit increases. Taxpayers also need to) compare their systems
with ones of equal size and maturity in other States. Unfortunate-
'y, not all plans have regular actuarial valuations and when valu-
ations are available they are not usually comparable. Not only do
'.he actuaries employ different actuarial cost methods, but even
when the same cost method is used, different economic assump-

30-519 0-84----5
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tions affect the outcome. The New England study revealed that the
actuarial reports for many of the individual systems were so com-
plicated, the use of terms so ambiguous, and the assumptions so
variable, that it was impossible to understand the implications of
the final numbers or discern the cost impact of changes in benefit
provisions. Standardization is sorely needed in the reporting of ac-
tuarial information for public pension plans and this can be accom-
plished only through Federal regulation.

The third problem area is the emerging interest in social invest-
ing and the potential adverse impact of that type of investing on
the public pension fund's performance as people begin to recognize
the potential power of the more than $1 trillion of assets in the Na-
tion s pension plans.

Many have seen this rapidly growing fund as a mechanism for
achieving socially and politically desirable objectives. While the ini-
tial debate focused on the merits of excluding companies with so-
cially undesirable characteristics from pension portfolios, recent ar-
guments have centered on the desirability of greater diversification
of pension investments by including assets that would foster social
goals, such as economic development and homeownership.

Efforts are well underway in the public sector to use State and
local pension assets for the pursuit of socially oriented goals. A
recent survey of the Nation's State-administered pension funds re-
vealed that, as of June 1983, 31 States have undertaken some form
of targeted or social investment. By far the most prevalent form
was the purchase of publicly or privately insured mortgage-backed,
pas-through securities to increase the supply of mortgage funds
for homeownership. In addition, five states--Colorado, Delaware,
Michigan, Ohio, and Washington-have dedicated a small portion
of their portfolios for venture capital activity.

Although advocates of social investing generally contend that
these goals can be achieved without sacrificing the overall return
on the pension portfolio, a recent survey of the experience of public
funds with privately-insured, mortgage-backed securities showed
that fund managers frequently failed to exact appropriate returns
on very standardized investments, in the presence of obvious
benchmarks, once they focused on social considerations. Specifical-
ly, between 1980 and 1982 at least 10 States invested in privately-
insured, mortgage-backed securities that were significantly riskier
and less liquid than the Government-insured 'Ginnie Maes" at
yields that were generally below the Ginnie Mae rate.

Although this sacrifice of return could have been avoided if the
managers carefully compared the risk and return characteristics of
the privately insured, mortgage-backed certificates with those on
comparable securities, other social investing options may be more
difficult to evaluate. The most basic requirement, however, in any
evaluation will be data on the current performance of the pension
fund. Such information is rarely available, however, since assets
are seldom reported at their market value. In the New England
plans, none of the financial reports provided market value data for
their assets with historical information that would provide observ-
ers with a basis for evaluating the effectiveness of their investment
managers. Without Federal regulation, pension fund administra-
tors will not provide information annually on the market value of
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pension assets, since they do not want to be held responsible for
fluctuations in the value of those assets.

The advent of social investing also requires a clarification of the
guidelines for investment decisions, so that returns are not sacri-
iced for the sake of social considerations. The "prudent man"
standards currently applicable to administrators of private plans
are far more detailed and comprehensive than the statutes govern-
ing public plans. Most States attempt to regulate pensions by a
combination of constraints, those which specify a general standard
of conduct and those which restrict the types of investments. The
latter are generally referred to as legal lists. Because of the reli-
ance on two criteria, the laws governing more general fiduciary re-
sponsibilities are often not specific with respect to whom the stand-
ards apply and the penalties for fiduciary misconduct. Precise
standards and penalties are urgently needed as pension managers
attempt to introduce social considerations into their investment de-
cisions. This goal can most easily be accomplished through Federal
regulation.

In conclusion, State and local pension plans represent an impor-
tant component of the Nation's .retirement system, yet inadequate
information is provided to both participants and taxpayers, serious
underfunding in some plans could lead to situations where legisla-
tors may have to choose between raising taxes to confiscatory
limits or reneging on benefit commitments to public employees,
and the advent of social investing threatens the returns earned on
pension fund assets. With such a large and growing pension
burden, the Nation can ill afford either benefit increases without
price tags or assets that are not invested for maximum returns.
However, current reporting, disclosure, and fiduciary standards
cannot prevent either outcome.

Federal regulation for public pension plans would be very benefi-
cial. Moreover, proposed Federal legislation would not materially
increase the reporting and disclosure costs of State-administered
pension systems. The State systems already generate mounds of
paper; the legislation would not require a greater volume of mate-
rial, but rather improving the quality and consolidating the infor-
mation already provided. Many States could satisfy substantially
equivalent requirements and gain an exemption from the Federal
reporting and disclosure requirements.

The legislation could have a significant cost impact at the local
level if each locally administered retirement system were forced to
have an actuarial valuation every 3 years and meet the other re-
quirements. It seems unlikely, however, that the numerous locally
administered plans in States such as Connecticut, Massachusetts,
or Penns; Ivania will adopt this approach. Rather, the passage of
PEPPRA would probably hasten the consolidation of these small

plans into an expanded municipal system, following the patterns of
states such as Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, and Rhode

Island. Even in the absence of Federal legislation, consolidation is a
desirable development, since it could improve the portability of
pension benefits, reduce administrative expenses, and enhance in-
vestment opportunities.

Despite the apparent need for good reporting ani disclosure re-
quirements, opposition to Federal standards is strong, particularly
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in the New England States and Texas. One important source of the
opposition appears unrelated to the legislation itself. Administra-
tors of public plans tend to link the introduction of Federal report-
ing and disclosure standards with mandatory Social Security cover-
age. Although the two proposals are totally unrelated, the percep-
tion that Federal legislation might hasten the day for universal
Social Security probably explains the vehemence of the opposition
in States such as Massachusetts.

Despite the opposition from plan administrators and State and
local officials, the passage of Federal reporting, disclosure and fidu-
ciary standards would benefit public employees covered by State
and local pension plans as well as the taxpayers who must pay for
a large portion of the costs.

I urge you to enact such legislation.
[The prepared statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF ALICIA H MUNNELL, VICi PRESIDENT AND ECONOMIST, FzDERAL

Rsvvz BANE OF BOSTONI

THE NEED FOR FEDERAL LEGISLATION IN THE PUBLIC PENSION ARENA

Ten years ago Congress was in the process of enacting major legislation designed
to protect employees pension rights and to strengthen the financial status of the
nation's private pension system-an effort that culminated in the passage of the
massive and exceedingly complex piece of legislation, the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). Although public plans had been included in
early drafts of the proposed legislation, their coverage was subsequently dropped
pending the completion of an extensive study. Some of the major reasons for this
decision included the dearth of information on public plans, the relative lack of com-
plaints from public plan participants, and the concern whether the federal govern-
ment had the power to regulate the pension plans of states and localities.2

Most of the informational gaps and policy issues were addressed in the report of
the congressionally-mandated study, which wao published in March 1978.3 This first
comprehensive survey and analysis of public pension plans concluded that serious
problems existed at all levels of government in reporting, disclosure, fiduciary re-
sponsibility and funding. The study -Iso concluded that federal regulation was nec-
essary and desirable and that constitutional authority existed for regulating most
as" of public plans.

Today, nearly a decade after the pensage of ERISA and six years after the publica-
tion of the congressional study, no legislation has been enacted to regulate public
pension plans. Yet, despite w.,me improvement, many of the problems cited by the
1978 study still exist and sore new ones are emerging. This is a good time to reex-
amine the issues confronting public pensions and to ascertain those areas where fed-
eral legislation would be appropriate and beneficial. My remarks this morni'ig will
focus on the need for legislation to regulate the reporting, disclosure and fictuciary
standards for public plans.
I. Why public plans need Federal regulation

The main problems in the public pension arena are the continuing lack of data,
the pockets of seriously underfunded plans, and the potential adverse impact on
fund performance from the emerging trend toward "social investing." All of these
areas would benefit, either directly or indirectly, from the passage of federal report-
ing, disclosure and fiduciary standards.

Lack of information- State and local government employee retirement systems
constitute an important component of the nation's old-age economic security mecha-
nism (see Table 1). According to best estimates for 1982, they covered almost 12 mil-

l The views expressed are solely those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the official
position of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston or the Federal Reserve System.

2 For further discussion of these isues see Raymond Schmitt, "Retirement Systems of State
and Local Governments-Dimensions of the Pension Problem," Library of Congress, Congres-
sional Research Service (February 3, 1976), p. CRS-1.

3 Pension Task Force Report on Public Employee Retirement Systems, House Committee on
Education and Labor, 95 Cong., 2 sess. (GPO, March 15, 1978).
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lion active and terminated participants, paid annual benefits of roughly $16 billion
to nearly 3 million retired employees and other beneficiaries, received annual con-
tributions from employers and employees of approximately $30 billion, and heldroughly $265 billion in assets for future benefit obligations.

TABLE I.-MAJOR U.S. RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, 1982

m is Conbi mAM

tM~eEa flf wakeis prW*nt(emf (veMi) -bam

Social secure y' ........................................................... 35.4 $156.2 115.0 $145.7 $24.8
Private P SO ............................................................ 10.3 48.7 49.9 269 4 670.5
State and cal pen w is .................................................. 2.9 15.7 116 299 2642
Federal ciian retirement systems ................................. 1.9 19.2 4.6 23.8 99.5
M ilita y retirem ent systemm ............................................ 1.4 15 4 2.1 ....... ... ................

,x~ In Ouebiq mwanc
a Estimated by At assummn that I 1982. eriws made 94 po w tol cmtntubms to prwa pMi W hilabon m uql.m

contnbutms ($65.2 bltm) pvd by the Department Comnwce
Souces 1983 A ua Re of the Oad ol Trustees ci the f Od-Age ae k lmsawi aid ( k lsace Trust Fun

eetd Pte iOtt, 1983), p 68, 75, Boyd o Gownon of tk F-al A-s" H Fo nmmts, Ast &W Lasw a
p195942, p 24. Suri y of Current Bmu ess. I iy 1983. tulti 311. IC, lo. A Pia e castng Model. Final kut to hINatm kobtute on Agmns mid the Pres~t's Convsw on Pa Pofct Ocit 191. Doionedl, of Dhm. A Cmart fteivvnol

The true dimensions of the state and local pension universe are not known, how-
ever, since no systematic procedures exist for gathering information on these plans.
At the most basic level, it is unclear how many public plans exist. The 1978 congres-
sional report cited roughly 6,000 plans, yet the annual Census of Governments re-
ports on only 3,075. Beneficiary and coverage data are also unavailable on any reli-
able basis. Moreover, the assets of public plans are only roughly known, since many
plans ig,,ore market valuations even for marketable securities and instead show
only original cost figures. While some information is available on the aforemen-
tioned characteristics of public pension plans, no data at all are generally available
on the funding status of the 6,000 public pension plans. In other words, no present
reporting structure exists to determine the extent to which assets are being put
aside to fund current benefits.

In addition to the lack of descriptive data, benefit provisions and other informa-
tion are often not provided to plan participants on a regular basis. The 1978 con-
gressional study revealed that a substantial fraction of plans failed to disclose plan
descriptions, plan amendments, statements of employee contributions or informa-
tion on accrs~ed benefits (see Table 2).' A recent survey of the major public pension
plans in New England revealed that serious deficiencies remain in the amount,
format, and quality of information that some plan administrators provide to their
members. 5

4 The Pension Task Force Report has been subject to severe criticism because of its focus on
the number plans failing to meet certain standards rather than on the number of participants
covered by such plans. Indeed, if data on total plans were the only information reported by the
Pension Task Force, the results of the study would have been extremely misleading. The Task
Force. however, avoided most of the interpretive problems associated with focusing on the
number of plans rather than participants by analyzing plan practices by the size of the pension
system. Such an approach reveals that even among large plans, that is, plans with 1,000 or more
participants, automatic disclosure of plan information to participants was not universal.

6 Alicia H. Munnell and Kristine M. Keefe, PEPPRA: Do New England's Public Pension Sys-
tems Need Federal Regulation?, Special Study, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, October 1982.
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TABLE 2.--DISCLOSURE BY STATE AND LOCAL PENSION PLANS: PERCENT OF PLANS PROVIDING
INFORMATION TO PARTICIPANTS BY SIZE OF SYSTEM

six d W"m kMWj. Upm Tom

PNtxwb fuiWhd Om derbm
LO P .................................................................................................. 4.5 11.5 22.4 1.6 100
miafi v ................................................................................................. 15.4 65.4 18.7 .5 100

S a .................................................................................................... 23.8 40 .6 27.3 8.4 100
Particwb ts turiW I pt medm :ts

tLg .................................................................................................... 8.4 55.4 33.2 2.9 100
M di m ................................................................................................. 11.0 57.1 28.0 3.& 100
SmA .................................................................................................... 21.0 42.7 26.6 9.8 100

Psrt@sbfurMd =swm*t o ue* *mftio=
L P ..................................................................................................... 2.1 81.9 13.1 2.7 100
M ed m ................................................................................................ 7.0 72.1 19.8 1.8 100
S ..................................................................................................... 9.1 40.5 39.1 10.8 100

Prtcq t fwnW d ftrmat on toed nl t
L p .................................................................................................... 8.2 33.8 55.9 2.1 100
M edim ................................................................................................. 14.3 40 .1 45.1 .5 100
Sm d ..................................................................................................... 21.0 21.0 48.3 9.8 100

Sew. Pnm Task Fgu 170 a PA€ Fjj 0 IllU SjI, fhm C1t a Edt w W L*, 95 Cn. 2 = (M.
15. 1971), tib 12, O 211-21

The pertinent question for those with power to regulate is whether this lack of
data makes any difference to people other than academic economists. Those against
regulation argue that most public employees are covered under large state systems
that are generally well managed (see Table 3). Moreover, these groups point out
that there have been no plan terminations nor flood of participant compaints as was
the case with private plans and, hence, no compelling national interest that war-
rants federal oversight or regulation of state and local pension plans.'

TABLE 3.-DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS BY SIZE OF STATE-LOCAL PENSION PLAN, 1980

-01 - *004 - **mK
Nmff PIMW NAWN PeOat

M s em s ...................................................................................................... 5,78 100.0 11,157,183 100.0
LI of pVmWW:

Sta -a mm tel ................................................................................... 554 9.6 9,312,538 84.0
L aC n is . ................................................................................ 5,234 90.4 1,785,245 16.0

10,000 mmv ber or mam ...................................................................... 124 2.1 9,814,552 88.0
5,000 ..................................................................................................... 60 1.0 462,233 4.1
1,000 ..................................................................................................... 206 3.6 510,002 4.6
500 ................................................................................ ..................... 187 3.2 140,384 1.3
200 ......................................................................................................... 291 5.1 99,565 0.9
10 ......................................................................................................... 33 2 5.7 50,617 0.5
Le than 100 mn f ........................................................................ 3,448 59.6 80,435 0.7
U nkn w ................................................................................................. 1,134 19.6 ..............................................

S arcu Ak e N . w d ad k abu E m K uii wpIP pf& Do 4 ws (E s P ik h u iu * fti New Fudw kq p w a r . * 8 9i am(m avn w , FWe Am Wi. of IMP Supb-w/OcIM. NW Sam Om g bern i u TO Fmr kWer em Piicamk~iumaEt 1 n m Do m , a F ca. ad Ldb, 95 (Onr, 2 m (Mr. 15, 1971), Tid F-2. p 349 Is ov ad d
= Uadw m0i0m m 1975. NWm n act.. d $Cho ia va m Insli s in n of Il Mhmu N fd sb ad M W

a U . hDm d ti Cm P#k 6 ol ia 1960, GEN Nb. I (J 1961). T=L '. 9 adik (phpui i 1975, GE75
Ni 1 (Am 1975). Tab 3, p. 9.

* See statements in Hearings on the Public Employ a Retirement Income Security Act of
1980, H.R 6525, before the Task Force on Welfare and Penon Plans of the Subcommittee on
Labor-Management Relations of the House Committee on Education and Labor, 96 Cong., 2 es.
(GPO, September 30 and October 1, 1980), pp. 461-472, 601-09, 641-652, and 1116-1132.
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On the other hand, it is difficult to understand how state and local political proc-
esses can work effectively without adequate information. A basic conflict of interest
exists between. the goals of elected officials and sound financial management of
public plans-inadequate reporting and disclosure, particularly of cost information,
allow public officials to grant generous benefit increases and shift costs to future
taxpayers. Such practices can be controlled only if citizens have accurate informa-
tion on the cost of benefit increases and the extent to which assets are put aside to
cover future plan commitments. For disclosure of financial information to be effec-
tive, however, taxpayers must be able to compare how their plan is doing relative to
other funds of similar size. Only federal regulation can insure that comparable and
meaningful information on the nation's numerous state and local pension plans will
be reported to a central agency on a regular basis.

Underfunding in the public sector.-Public pension plans are less well funded
than private plans. The Urban Institute calculated in 1980 for a sample of 100 large
plans, which covered 70 percent of all participnts in public plans, that the aggre-
gate ratio of assets to actuarial liability was . percent.7 Taking into account that
smaller plans, not included in the sample, tend to hold relatively less assets than
large plans, the ratio of assets to actuarial liability for the public pension universe
as a whole is probably closer to 65-70 percent. Based on this estimate, the aggregate

TABLE 4.-PLAN ASSETS AS A PERCENT OF ACTUARIAL LIABILITY AND ACCRUED VESTED BENEFITS
FOR NEW ENGLAND'S MAJOR PENSION PLANS, LATEST VALUATIONS, 1978-81

Assets as a pwcmt of
Sta system ktuari km:sed

kty vested neflts

Connecticut ............................................................................................................................................. 2 7 .5 (1 )
General e ployees ......................................................................................................................... 14.5 20.6
Teachers ............................................................................................ ............................................. 36 .6 51.2
Participating local districts ............................................................................................................. 90.7 (')

M aine ....................................................................................................................................................... 24 .3 2 4 .3
General em ployees .......................................................................................................................... 30.5 30.5
Teachers .......................................................................................................................................... 2 8 .0  3 $ .0
Participating local districts .............................................................................................................. 58.8 58.8

M assachusetts ............................................................................ : ............................................................. 21.9 26.6
General em ployees ......................................................................................................................... 24.9 29.3
Teachers ......................................................................................................................................... 2 5 .7 32 .5
Participating local districts 4 .................................................................................................. ..... 18.4 22.3

New Ham pshire ...................................................................................................................................... 95.2 100 .0
General em p ees ....................................................................................... ................................. 95.7 100.0
Teachers .......................................................................................................................................... 9 8 .1 100 .0
Participa ing local districts a .......................................................................................................... 89.9 100.0

R hode Island ............................................................................................................................................ 34 .5 4 2.5
SGeneral em ployees ....................................................................... ..................................... ....... 39.2 45.8
Teachers ........................................................................................................................................ 25 .6 33 .8
Participating local districts .............................................................................................................. 75.6 76.7

V erm on t ...................................................................... ............................................................................ 6 9 .4 8 4 .5
General em ployees ......................................................................................................................... 56.0 76.1
Teachers ....................................... .................................................................................................. 8 5 .3 9 1 .3
Participating local districts .................................................................................................... ...... 50.9 100.0

New England ............................................................................................................................................ 26.7 6 32.7

Not avadile.
Thewe I ky reave to assets of the * Teaes ' System am m late part from the l ca o m the system, as of 1947, of the"0dTexhr'. Sysem" fo *wc nm motributiors were made ewew 1924-1945 This had is now boe ret by ftlslative arlaton. M

fuci 1982 this approratbon totaled $12.1 mon and m fscal 1983 wil total $13 2 mdio. The new teers system is em fud on the
basis of nomal cot pls 30-yev amrt4aaion beinni m 1970. The ratio of assets to actuarial kablty and to acrud benefits was 35.7 prOsnt
la the new system.

, Includes n=nwsd as wel as vested benefits.4 Lad pin are covered by state statute, bit ar depmnde* n adimstered
a Systems fo poke an ir ghts (nly.
6 New England rato excdu the one Canncticut system for widv n f re was proved on a&z,-W vested beneft
%9M.c Alcis H. 6un" aNd knitine I. Wye. " MRA Do Now Englan's Putik Penio System MWe Fedni Regulation?", Now Englan

Ecanomc Review, FWd9 Rer Sa* of Bost. Septer/(kt 1982.

S'The Urban Institute, The Future of State and Local Pensions, Final Report, mimeo (April
1981), Table 18-5, pp. 18-22.
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unfunded liability for state and local plans in 1983 is roughly $100 billion, a figure
somewhat below the $150-$175 billion cited in the 1978 congressional study, perhaps
reflecting the trend toward increased funding in the public sector.

Aggregate data, however, mask significant variation in the degree to which vari-
ots states and localities fund theirjplans. For example, a recent study of the major
public pensions in the New Enland states revealed that assets as a percent of actu-
arial liability ranged from a high of 96 percent in New Hampshire to a low of 22
percent in Massachusetts (see Table 4). New England as a whole stands out as an
area of substantial underfunding with a regional ratio of assets to actuarial liability
of 27 percent compared to the roughly 70 percent ratio for the nation.

Although pockets of substantial underfunding continue to exist, federal imposition-
of ERISA-like funding standards for public plans is probably neither desirable nor
feasible. First, some controversy surrounds the degree of advance funding needed
for public systems, since they are supported by governments with perpetual life and
the power of taxation which sharply reduces the likelihood of default. Second, a
question exists whether federal funding standards for public plans would be consti-
tutional, since they could have a significant impact on the costs of running state
government-a function that is prQtected by the 10th Amendment.

On the other hand, some degree of funding is desirable at the state-local level (1)
to enforce fiscal responsibility through explicit recognition of the long-term costs of
proposed benefit changes; (2) to insure that adequate revenues are available to ful-
fill future pension obligations; (3) to allocate pension costs as benefits accrue so that
they are financed by the generation that enjoys the services of public employees,
and (4) to strengthen the position of state and local governments in financial mar-
kets to avoid excessive interest costs as a result of low credit ratings due to large
unfunded liabilities. Every argument points to a least covering so-called "normal
costs."

To overcome the propensity for elected officials to defer pension costs, taxpayers
must have a clear idea of the current status of their pension systems and the price
tags associated with proposed benefit increases. Taxpayers also need to compare
their systems with ones of equal size and maturity in other states. Unfortunately,
not all plans have regular actuarial valuations and wLen valuations are available
they are not usually comparable. Not only do the actual :z:s employ different actuar-
ial cost methods, but even when the same cost method is used different economic
assumptions affect the outcome. The New England study revealed that the actuarial
reports for many of the individual systems were so complicated, the use of term so
ambiguous, and the assumptions so variable, that it was impossible to understand
the implications of the final numbers or discern the cost impact of changes in bene-
fit provisions.' Standardization is sorely needed in the reporting of actuarial infor-
mation for public pension plans and this can be accomplished only through federal
regulation.

The potential impact of social investing on fund performance. -Increasing recogni-
tion of the potential economic power of the more than $1 trillion of assets held in
the nation's pension plans has caused many to see this large and rapidly growing
source of funds as a mechanism for achieving socially and politically desirable objec-
tives. While the initial debate focused on the merits of excluding companies with
socially undesirable characteristics from pension portfolios, recent arguments have
centered on the desirability of greater diversification of pension investments by in-
cluding assets that would foster social goals, such as economic development and
homeownership.

Efforts are well underway in the public iiector to use state and local pension
assets for the pursuit of socially oriented goals. A recent survey of the nation's
state-administered pension funds revealed that, as of June 1983, 31 states have un-
dertaken some form of targeted or social investment (see Figure 1).' By far the most
prevalent form was the purchase of publicly or privately insured mortgage-backed
pass-through securities to increase the supply of mortgage funds for homeownership.
In addition, five states-Colorado, Delaware, Michigan, Ohio and Washington-have
dedicated a small portion of their portfolios for venture capital activity.

' Munnell and Keefe, PEPPRA, Table 5, p. 27.
' Alicia H. Munnell, with the assistance of Lynn E. Blais and Kristine M. Kefil, "The Pitfalls

of Social Investing: The Case of Public Pension and Housing," New Engleawd Ec*,nomic Review
(September/October 1983), pp. 20-41.
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Although advocates of social investing generally contend that these goals can be
achieved without sacrificing the overall return on the pension portfolio, a recent
survey of the experience of public funds with privately insured mortgage-backed se-
curities showed that fund managers frequently failed to exact appropriate returns
on very standardized investments, in the presence of obvious benchmarks, once they
focused on social considerations. Specifically, between 1980 and 1982 at least 10
states invested in privately insured mortgage-backed securities that were signifi-
cantly risker and less liquid than the government-insured "Ginnie Maes" at yields
that were generally below the Ginnie Mae rate (see Table 5).

Table 5. yields e bU te Nse's as Comprod vith 'Cidse Nss" ead Treasury Deds

Yields
Comi iate Amoust Alter-atsiv

Date rublic Plan (8illoes ) NaS Mse lavgetwe t preed
fixed Rate C1im29 Noe

10/27/O0 Teekhers Retireomnt System of Texs. *20.7 13.57" 13.322 40.01S
10/31/80 MNssscbuetts $ile fpleyees' SAW

Teachers Retirement Sylegus 19.1 13.39 14.13 -0.54
2/24/81 Alsbasa State elpeyeeo sod Taachere,

et arrest Syete 20.0 13.60 14.70 -1.10
3/24/81 "ich1ua. Slate Employees' sad Tocher'

Ntetireal sSystems $6.61 14.70 -0.9
4/ 3181 ~Alabao State lspleyee' nd Teachers'

et tromost Systeme 22.9 13.95 14.62 -0.67
4/24/8 Soutk Creliu ietsireeat Systems 30.1 14.5% 13.54 -0.98
7/16/81 Alaema State mpleyees' sad Teachers'

etireost System 5.9 16.02 16.36 -0.34
8/11/81 mey York State Eapleyee' Rstitget

Syetew 21.. 15.03 16.73 -1.75
21 4/82 Ne York tat* Teacher' letlrement

System 28.2 16.52 17.13 -0.61
2/ 3/82 South Carolia Retirement System 2A.2 14.76 17.13 -2.17
4/ 6/82 Massachusetta Stale "Ployee, sod

Teachers' setiramat Systema IS.( 13.56 16.2s -0.69

Fixed Kets
2nd ortglae Cinnile Ra.

3/22/1 Teachers' etiremest System of Teae 15.5 17.08 13.14 +1.02
11/23/81 Alabamo State Eoployees, Md Teachers'

latiresemt System 23.8 16.39 15.12 41.27

2/ 4/2 Teachers' letiremst Systae of Teas 7.1 17.83 17.13 40.70

Fixed Sal
Id low Glnni M e

7/16/51 Alabea State Emplees' sad Teachers'
eRlireast System d/ 16.65 16.36 #0.29

3 yr. Adjustable
le ora 3yr. T!aur

4/10I Kass Public Empaoes Istirsesut fund 14.6 1N.I1 139T 0.76
1/20/81 lases Public Employees' atiremest Fund 32.0 16.17 11.46 40.7

10/20I81 lassie Public Eployeeo' Ratireweot Fund 10.5 16.17 15.46 40.73

Early
Omnerahip
Nortsaite 10 yr. Treasury

3/26/82 Alabama State Eployets' aod Teachers'
retirement Systems 8.00 15.82 13.88 41.96

414/82 T"chers' Betrest System of Oklahoma 20.4 16.79 13.85 40.96
7/22/82 Alabama Stale Eployess snd Teachers'

letir ~at Systems 3.6 11.30 13.+2.
10/23/82 Alabem State Ksploysee' sad Teachers' .9

Retirement Systems 3. f/ -

Adjustable
Balence
ortsllea

9/ 1/$1 Utah Slote tireast fyotews 18.4 10.03 N.S.
10/ 5/81 Utah State etirmost Syetsl 32.0 10.05 ".a.

leurce: Alicia 1. Nhmall with the asistasce of lyam I. Alsis sad ristlus N. Kleaf. 'The Pitfalls of Social
Ioesltiagi The Case of Public Pesaiss snd Dousing," Now o9Eland Econemic Keview. Federal reserve lak of Deate,
September /Octoher 103.

Meo!8e Ross are privately Smeared mortsga.-bcked securities lised by NUIC Mortgae Nerketieg Corperatiee. a
euobe$ary of GI~C lovestmat Cerp rtle.

td equvleft yield.
c¢mmmt cemittsd.
dPsrt of the 15.9 sillioe package thet ficluded fied rate marta oes a primary resideces.
tftte based oe tke yield em 7-year Treasurles.

Although this sacrifice of return could have been avoided if the managers careful-
ly compared the risk and return characteristics of the privately-insured mortgage-
backed certificates with those on comparable securities, other social investing op-
"ions may be more difficult to evaluate. The most basic requirement, however, in
any evaluation will be data on the current performance of the pension fund. Such
information is rarely available, however, since assets are seldom reported at their

0
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market value. In the New England plans, none of the financial reports provided
market value data for their assets with historical information that %lould provide
observers with a basis for evaluating the effectiveness of their investment manag-
ers. Without federal regulation, pension fund administrators will not provide infor-
mation annually on the market value of pension assets, since they do not went to be
held responsible for fluctuations in the value of those assets.

The advent of social investing also requires a clarification of the guidelines for
investment decisions, so that returns are not sacrificed for the sake of social consid-
erations. The "prudent man" standards currently applicable to administrators of
private plans are far more detailed and comprehensive than the statutes governing
public plans. Most states attempt to regulate pensions by a combination of con-
straint., those which specify a general standard of conduct and those which restrict
the types of investments (see Table 6). The latter are generally referred to as "legal
lists." Because of the reliance on two criteria, the laws governing more general fidu-
ciary responsibilities are often not specific with respect to whom the standards
apply and the penalties for fiduciary misconduct. Precise standards and penalties
are urgently needed as pension managers attempt to introduce social considerations
into their investment decisions. This goal can most easily be accomplished through
federal regulation.

Table 6.-Legal limitations on pension fund investments, 198i

PRUDENT MAN ONLY-6 STATES

Delaware Indiana teachers retirement system
Idaho Nevada
Maine South Dakota

PRUDENT MAN WITH RESTRICTIONS-31 STATES

Alaska Nebraska
Arizona New Hampshire
Arkansas New Jersey
California New Mexico
Colorado New York
Connecticut Ohio
Hawaii Oregon
Illinois Pennsylvania
Indiana Public Employees Rhode Island
Kansas Texas
Kentucky Utah
Massachusetts Vermont
Michigan Virginia
Minnesota Washington
Mississippi West Virginia
Missouri

LEGAL LIS ONLY-13 STATES

Alabama North Carolina
Florida North Dakota
Georgia Oklahoina
Iowa South Carolina
Louisiana Tennessee
Maryland Wisconsin
Montana

NO STATUTORY RESTRICTIONS-1 STATE

Wyoming

Source: Alicia H. Munnell, with the assistance of Lynn E. Blain and Kristine M. Keefe, "The
Pitfalls of Social Investing- The Case of Public Pensions and Housing," New England Economic
Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Bodon, September/October 1983. Based on authors' survey of
state-administered pension funds and The Pension Task Force Report on Public Employee Re-
tirement Systems, Committee on Education and Labor, 95 Congress, 2 session (GPO, March 15,
1978), pp. 445-471.
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Il Conclusion
State and local pension plans represent an important component of the nation's

retirement system, yet inadequate information is provided to both participants and
taxpayers, serious underfunding in some plans could lead to situations where legis-
lators may have to choose between raising taxes to confiscatory limits or reneging
on benefit commitments to public employees, and the advent of social investing
threatens the returns earned on pension fund assets. With such a large and growing
pension burden, the nation can ill afford either benefit increases without price tags
or assets that are not invested for maximum returns. However, current reporting,
disclosure, and fiduciary standards can not prevent either outcome. Federal regula-
tion for public pension plans would be very beneficial.

Moreover, proposed federal legislation would not materially increase the reporting
and disclosure costs of state-administered pension systems. The state systems al-
ready generate mounds of paper; the legislation would not require a greater volume
of material but rather improving the quality and consolidating the information al-
ready provided. Many states could satisfy "substantially equivalent" requirements
and gain an exemption from the federal reporting and disclosure requirements. 0

The legislation could have a significant cost impact at the local level if each local-
ly administered retirement system were forced to have an actuarial valuation every
three years and meet the other requirements. it seems unlikely, however, that the
numerous locally administered plans in states such as Connecticut, Massachusetts
or Pennsylvania will adopt this approach. Rather, the passage of PEPPRA would
probably hasten the consolidation of these small plans into an expanded municipal
system, following the patterns of states such as Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine
and Rhode Island. Even in the absence of federal legislation, consolidation is a desir-
able development, since it could improve the portability of pension benefits, reduce
administrative expenses, and enhance investment opportunities.

Despite the apparent need for good reporting and disclosure requirements, opposi-
tion to federal standards is strong, particularly in the New England states. One im-
portant source of the opposition appears unrelated to the legislation itself. Adminis-
trators of public plans tend to link the introduction of federal reporting and disclo-
sure standards with mandatory social security coverage. Although the two proposals
are totally unrelated, the perception that federal legislation might hasten the day
for universal social security probably explains the vehemence of the opposition in
states such as Massachusetts.

Despite the oppition from plan administrators and state and local officials, the
passage of federal reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards would benefit public
employees covered by state and local pension plans as well as the taxpayers who
must pay a large portion of the costs.

I urge you to enact such legislation.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Ms. Taylor.

STATEMENT OF SUZANNE TAYLOR, PH. D., COORDINATOR OF
RESEARCH, CONNECTICUT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Ms. TAYLOR. Thank you for inviting me.
I am sorry Congressman Erlenborn is not here because I testified

way back in pre-ERISA days why the public employees should be
separated from coverage under that legislation.

Nonetheless, I would like to thank him for his efforts. Pending
ERISA type legislation has given me much opportunity to continue
to study the problems of the public sector.

I would like to introduce myself a bit further. I work for the Con-
necticut Education Association, and I have been on a sabbatical
leave conducting research for the Pension Research Council at the

10 Both bills introduced in 1982 to regulate public plans included a feature that allowed an
exemption from the federal reporting and disclosure reouiremento for plans in states with sub-
stantially equivalent requirements. To gain this exemption, the governor of a state must certify
to the Secretary of Labor that not only is the state law substantially equivalent, but that the
state can administer the law adequately and will collect the annual reports required under its
law and provide them to the Secretary of Labor.
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University of Pennsylvania, Wharton School. It is this research on
which I have been asked to testify about and explain to you.

It occurs to me I am one of the few who has been looking, with
some objectivity, as to what is going on around the country in
public pensions. The book in process, which I am writing, will be
published this summer and called "Governance and Financing of
Teacher Retirement."

In addition to teachers these systems sometimes include munici-
pal employees, and sometimes all sorts of other State government
workers because the systems are often under one manager. There-
fore, while I chose to segregate basically teacher retirement sys-
tems, I was also given a bird s eye view of what exists in the entire
United States, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia.

I did not go to Samoa, although I was doing phenomenological
research similar to that done by Margaret Mead as somehow pen-
sions are not yet coming of age in Samoa. Nor did I go to Hawaii or
Alaska, but I did travel to 25 other States.

Mr. CLAY. Did you go to the island of Grenada?
Ms. TAYLOR. No; my remarks may be more informal than those

of Alicia Munnell's, due to the short notice, as your counsel Phyllis
Borzi heard me speak in Phoenix last week and suggested I share
some of this information with you.

There are many States who are not reporting and disclosing in-
formation and who are not doing what they should. I want to offer
you some reasons as to why that is occurring.

I think there appears to be a correlation between the independ-
ence of the structural organization of the public employee's system
and their ability to provide adequate information on which to judge
the merits and fiscal soundness of the system.

In fact, I thought it would be of interest to note that the most
recent publication of the Illinois Public Pension Law Commission
which is working and struggling with oversight responsibilities has
a contradictory statement in it, which says:

The Commission believes that, as a the first step in achieving adequate funding,
meaningful and complete disclosure is required of the funding requirements and the
financial position of retirement systems. Interested parties, such as government offi-
cials, taxpayers, and members of the systems should be able to assess the true finan-
cial condition of a public retirement systems. It should be possible to determine
whether the current financing arrangements are sufficient to meet the funding re-
quirements of the system or whether the system is incurring hidden debts which
will be passed on to future generations of taxpayers. (p. 41 Report of the Illinois
Public Employees Pension Law Commission 1981-83.)

It also says on page 42:
A number of retirement systems do provide substantially all the information nec-

essary to adequately disclose the financial position of a retirement system. But in
some cases, even though all the necessary information is disclosed in the annual re-
ports, these annual reports are not publicly available. Thus, interested parties may
not be able to assess the financial position of the retirement system even though the
necessary information is available.

In one instance the State of Washington sent me their only copy
of an annual report. It took 3 weeks to come across the country.

In Illinois, itself, while the teacher's system has an annual
report, much needed information is missing, and I brought copies
with me-this is their annual report. Moreover, in collecting actu-
arial valuations from systems all over the country, only Illinois had
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none in writing, although it paid $40,000 for it. There are abbrevi-
ated notes in the annual report, put there at the insistance of the
executive director. I commend Illinois for working harder to try to
get better figures on what is going on. As one of the largest pension
systems in the country, it is a poor example of disclosure on fund-
ing adequacy.

Yet the report of the Illinois Pension Law Commission says they
don't want Federal legislation to mandate disclosure because they
will get it themselves, but they have not passed it through the leg-
islature yet. They seem to say thank you for threatening them with
Federal regulations, so it might be easier to pass State laws, but
they have not done it yet. -

I would say that Illinois is definitely an exception on terms of ac-
tuarial valuation. Although other systems did not provide adequate
information, they did have actuarial valuations which I was able to
look at.

Before I give you a quick summary of who did what, I would like
to share with you the system's organizational structure which I
think makes a difference.

I had asked earlier for an outline (see attached) that I brought
with me to be reproduced for you. I will refer to that in the follow-
ing. Basically there are three classifications of systems in the gov-
ernment structure.

One has corporate characteristics and one has government char-
acteristics, with many systems somewhere in between. I won't be-
labor the point of what the characteristics are except to say in gen-
eral there are some systems in this country that act like private
corporations.

Many of the systems in this country are really government agen-
cies subject to all the usual bureaucratic strangulations and depri-
vations associated with a lack of funds.

The five corporate systems which I identified in my study, are
Colorado, Ohio, Alabama, New York State, and Texas. These sys-
tems virtually decide how thay will spend their money, with few
government controls. Therefore, in general, they do a very good job
of reporting and disclosure.

We also have, some examples of their reports and you will hear
from Texas, itself, telling you what ai good model Texas can be.

There are also quasi-corporate systems, such as California, Illi-
nois, and Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania s school employees system is a good example of
adequate disclosure as you can see by its reports.

There is a booklet that shows employees what their benefits are;
it is updated. There is sufficient counseling given to them. There is
an annual report. Also it is published in sufficient quantities that
people can have it if they need it.

California also publishes an excellent annual report. It is in very
limited quantities and, in fact, their director told me that the legis-
lators have told him not to send them copies unless they request it.

There is definitely a serious problem in California which you al-
luded to earlier and they do not have the wherewithal to imple-
ment the responsibility that they have been given.
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Mr. CLAY. For the record, can you tell me the exact amount of
money that was missing or improperly invested? I thought I re-
membered reading $100 million.

Ms. TAYLOR. I thought you were about accurate, but it was half
that amount, $50 million.

By the way, California does have its own fiduciary standard. It is
perfectly possible that the board members will be liable and will be
sued for concurring with the recommendations of the subcommittee
that made the recommendation to invest that money in that way,
against the wishes of the staff.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Ms. TAYLOR. There are then mid-corporate-government systems-

Maryland, which some of you may know about, New Mexico, and
Arizona.

Maryland is a very new structure which keeps changing its mind
on how it ought to be organized. In the beginning I thought it
might be a structure worth looking at as a model of equal balance,
but it changes so rapidly, there is not time to study the effects of
the organization.

Maryland separates the investment responsibility from the ad-
ministration responsibility but in that manner still retains one
board with responsibilities and control for both functions.

In all of these pension systems that I have talked about so far
the investment responsibility and administrioil of the employees'
benefits are under the same board.

With the government agency format they ara separate and that
makes things much more difficult because of dealing with two or
three different agencies, usually one for administration and one for
investments.

By the time you get to the States of North Carolina, Virginia,
and Tennessee, we find out that these are like the public corpora-
tions, but they in fact function like government agencies because
the State treasurers, in general, have very strong control over how
these systems will be run.

In the government systems it is interesting that in three of them
the State is the trustee. In the instances of all the others there is a
board of trustees with some degree of representation by benefici-
aries or participants on the board.

In general where there are plan participants or beneficiaries as
trustees, they are in the public corporation type sector. The further
down you go toward it being a government agency, the less you get
representation on the board by the employees.

Florida is unique in that it does not have a board of trustees for
the administration function, but it has a board of trustees oversee-
ing the investment operation, which is Government. Florida, by the
way, in the area of disclosure in terms of its administration has an
adequate package of information. It is "Everything You Might
Want To Know And More" about Florida's pensions for teachers,
State employees, and municipal workers.

Not everyone in Florida is pleased with the system as it is, but if
they read all the available literature, they will know what is going
on.

In terms of South Carolina, they also separate administration
from investments and do not have trustees other than a board of
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control which is made up of the Governor, controllers, and three
other elected State officials. Again, they invest basically in bonds.

In terms of reading what is happening in benefit administration,
you have to look at a different report than the ones that tell the-
employees what is happening to their money.

Washington State did not make a required payment of over $200
million for 2 years into their pension fund. This past June 30 it did
make the payment with interest, due to some pressure by employee
groups, I feel.

It has issued a new report on its investment structure "the first
annual" because what it has done is abolish the employee partici-
pation in the administration angle and started putting them on the
investment board.

They have also required five investment experts to serve on the
15-member council, which will make investment decisions for the
State of Washington. However, how often that committee exercises
its authority will actually depend on the people who monitor it mid
the availability of periodic reports.

Washington, by the way, is one of only three States which have a
State actuary, New York City, New York State, and Florida also
have in-house actuaries, although Florida also uses an outside actu-
arial firm. Otherwise, external actuaries are utilized by the re-
maining States.

The three midwestern States, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michi-
gan-you asked about Michigan-do not have adequate reporting,
to my thinking.

There really is not that much to bring you in terms of what is
available. There is more in the investment area than there is in
the benefits area and employees would have some difficulty know-
ing what their rights are.

Re Michigan, as you asked, why didn't that oversight type com-
mission get funded? As I understand it from Congressman Span-
iola, it was viewed as retribution to him personally for his involve-
ment in some other'-pension activities that were occurring, which
displeased his colleagues-Representative Spaniola is and has been
chair of the Michigan State House Pension Committee.

However, I understand now there is a movement afoot in the
current legislature to fund the study commission and to extend its
life.

Certainly it would appear that more disclosure is needed in
Michigan and in the northeastern States of Connecticut, New
Jersey, and Massachusetts. The last three are perhaps the worst
examples of disclosure and reporting, I have found.

One of the things I would like to say is where you have a reve-
nue-dispersing agency which is the agency that is used for disburs-
ing employee benefits, and thus responsible to provide the annual
statement, the Government does not like to spend money to give
away money, so less care is given to doing an adequate job for em-
ployees.

The Government, however, will spend money to make money. In
general, investment overseeing is better run than is the revenue-
dispersing side of the agencies. There is great need for much more
help and assistance in New Jersey.
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New Jersey's plan description for employees looks like this. It
was last published in 1973. Certainly it would not comply with
ERISA. Instead the New Jersey Education Association publhes an
explanation of what happens to the teachers pensions. The annual
reports are typewritten and mimeographed, but not sufficiently de-
tailed, and distributed in very limited quantities.

In Massachusetts I have been waiting 2 years to get a copy of the
annual report, because there is no money to publish the annual
report.

I can give you an example of Connecticut, my own State, whose
report is also a mimeographed one furnished to the Government. It
is the most incomplete report I have seen anywhere. Again, invest-
ment information is separate from the revenue disbursing function
in Connecticut, with much more comprehensive investment data
available.

I am going through this very fast. If you have some questions, I
will be glad to answer them or I will be glad to make further infor-
mation available.

I want to conclude with the fact that when I ask what does all
this mean in terms of structure, it means that funding is the most
serious problem for everyone, and without that disclosure it is diffi-
cult to know how serious the problem is. Illinois is the best and
worst example.

In terms of adequacy of benefits and needs of members and what
is happening to the investments, the way in which, again, all these
are approached really ought to be looked at through the structure
and I have developed a chart on this.

In some instances, for example, legislators themselves serve on
the board of trustees and vote. The only State I know of in the
country where this exists is Pennsylvania. Legislators actually
vote, only on the board of trustees of the State employees, and al-
though they sit on the school employees board, they may not vote
on that board.

Clearly we are talking about a different situation where legisla-
tors are involved with what happens to both State and local pen-
sion systems.

I should like to point out there are several large city systems for
teachers, including New York City, Denver, Chicago, and Washing-
ton, D.C.

The D.C. pension plan is unique in that there are three separate
governments involved. The complexity of regulating it is over-
whelming.

It seems to me the basic thing you are asking for, the provision
of information is not impossible to achieve and certainly is much
needed for everyone to know what is really happening in the public
sector with their money. It is not only taxpayers' money, but Mem-
bers' money as well.

Thank you.
Mr. CLAY. I would like to thank both of you for confining your

remarks to the subject matter on which the committee is holding
hearings and not diverting it to a debate about Federal employee
pensions.

I also serve on the Post Office and Civil Service Committee. For a
while I thought I was in a Post Office and Civil Service hearing

30-519 0-84---6
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when our last witness and some of the Members of Congress got
through discussing pros and cons of the Federal employee plan.

Let me ask you, you say it was your opinion that taxpayers and
public employees would benefit if PEPPRA were enacted.

Would you elaborate on that?
Ms. MUNNELL. We did a study for the New England Statee. I

have to tell you my notion before I started was that probably the
New England States satisfied all the requirements of PEPPRA al-
ready.

I was wrong; they did not. In Massachusetts it is impossible to
et a copy of the financial report. We had to go and Xerox it for
47.60. That was the cost of the report for the State system alone.
For the State and teacher's sy stems you have to really negotiate

to get the actuarial valuation that was done for 1979. Even the
plan descriptions were not kept up to date. Plan amendments were
not.provided on a regular basis.

In areas where you have serious underfunding you will not get
any action until people are familiar with how pensions are fi-
nanced. There is no way to get information on the status until in-
formation is provided generally and this will not be done without
Federal regulation.

Mr. CLAY. It is your opinion there is still considerable heel drag-
ging among the States?

Ms. MUNNF..L. There definitely is. It has been documented. They
have not done the job they are required to do.

Mr. CLAY. Will you elaborate further on the statement you made
about some of the reasons why local officials, State officials, are op-
posed to this legislation?

Ms. MUNNELL My views on the reasons for opposition are de-
rived mainly from conversations and conjecture. I think that one of
the components of PEPPRA that causes the most discomfort among
plan administrators is the requirement to publish assets and
market value every year. Once that is done people are going to
look at that number and ask what happened from last year and
somebody is going to have to answer.

Currently it miimpossible to find out how the pension funds are
performing in many of the New England States; no one is asking
ow that money is invested and how well it is doing.
Given we are entering the era of social investing where the deci-

sions are becoming even more complex, you certainly want the tax-
payers to have access to information they can evaluate as to what
is being done with their tax dollar.

Mr. CLAY. In terms of social investment, you would not be op-
posed to it if you could reap the same amount of earnings in terms
of investing in housing and other developments?

Ms. MUNNELL. I am not against good things.
Mr. CLAY. As opposed to investing it in casinos?
Ms. MUNNELL. That would be fine. The study we just completed

showed that once plan administrators take their eye off the mark,
which is maximum return, that they tend to make mistakes. If
social investing is going to be done, it has to be done carefully and
has to be carefully structured so that the pension plan will not for-
feit earnings.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
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Mr. Rangel.
Mr. RANGL Let me congratulate you for doing such a thorough

research job which almost flies in the face of some unpopular pvlit-
ical views.

I hope you share that with my colleague in Government who is
still with us because obviously they have taken a position, but per-
haps the data you have accumulated has not been available to
them.

Having said that, I would welcome the opportunity to have the
representative of these State associations come back before the
committee once he has had access to the information that both of
you have so adequately provided to us this morning.

Has either one of you had an opportunity to review the responsi-
bility under existing law, of how our tax laws relate to public pen-
sion funds?

Ms. MUNNELL. No, I have not.
Mr. RANGEL Obviously there is not too much enforcement be-

cause the sanctions are against employees since the governments
really don't enjoy tax exemptions. They already have it as an
entity.

What branch of government do you believe should provide the
oversight in protecting the investment of pension funds, reporting
and disclosure?

Ms. MUNNELL. I think it has to be done at the Federal level be-
cause it is not going to be done at theState level.

Ms. TAYLOR. I would say if you wish to have a plan whereby you
get better tax benefits for your employees, write and get a letter of
qualification from IRS. It seems to be not difficult to get a letter of
qualification.

In the private sector it is much more difficult to get a letter of
qualification to qualify a plan in the private sector.

I would hope you would go further to find out if it is actually
true or not.

Mr. RANGEL. The IRS is reluctant to enforce existing law where
the penalty falls merely on the employee through no fault of their
own from mismanagement and, of course, the Government entities
would not be adversely affected.

If we did have legislation and clearly saw a violation of the rules
of nonperformance of responsibility, what penalty would either one--
of you suggest as relates to tax exemption where already the public
entity is immune?

Ms. MUNNELL I think that is not the way to go. PEPPRA has
some provisions for suit and civil fines for not satisfying require-
ments of ERISA on reporting and disclosure. That seems to be the
way to handle violations of that type.

Ms. TAYLOR. I think I would concur at this point. It is very, very
difficult to penalize government if they are nonprofit organizations.
If they are profit organizations, that is a different matter.

On the other hand, if it becomes public knowledge that govern-
ment is not obeying Federal law, I don't know, I would like to see
what happens in the court.

I would be interested to discuss it further.
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Mr. RANGEL. I was very serious in my recommendation and I
hope that Representative Townsend recognizes the spirit in which I
have made it.

I am going to ask staff to make the testimony available to him
and we will keep the record open in not only fairness, but in order
to make certain we have a full record for your response to the in-
formation as relates to unfunded State plans.

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I concur with the chairman of the Ways and Means Subcommit-

tee. We ought to leave the record open. I do believe the subcommit-
tee needs to know with some additional precision what States have
made progress, what States are providing reporting procedures to
their participants, and some of the questions raised here.

I think that would be very helpful.
On page 3, Ms. Munnell, I am a little unclear, about the top

paragraph as to what you mean. You state that: "No present re-
porting structure exists to determine the extent to which assets are

ng put aside to fund current benefits."
I suppose you are concerned that rf0 reporting structure exists

that is a national compilation or do you contend that most plans
have no reporting structure to determine the extent that assets are
being accumulated?

Ms. MUNNELL. Those plans do have actuarial valuation, but not
necessarily every 3 years. There is no way to have it compiled in a
single area or document so that one can look over at what is hap-
pening in the State and local areas. There is no national compila-
tion. The only way to get information is to contact every single
plan and get their actual valuation.

Mr. BARTLETT. My question is, can you define for us what nation-
al interest would be served by national compilation?

I clearly understand what interest in served by employees to
have a reporting of the assets of his or her own plan, but in terms
of the national compilation, will you define the national interest
that is required for such compilation?

Ms. MUNNELL. The degree to which pensions are funded has an
impact on national savings and capital accumulation which is
something everyone is interested in and that type of analysis can
only be done when you have accurate information on what is going
on in the whole public pension arena.

Mr. BARTLETT. You specified three different areas where you
think there are problems with local plans right now, lack of infor-
mation at the national compilation level and also lack of informa-
tion submitted for individual employees, underfunded plans, and
social investing.

Would you propose that this legislation solve all three problems
or would you limit it only to the lack of information?

Ms. MUNNELL. My commerats were not designed to indicate that
the legislation can solve all three problems. I think the proposed
legislation would have the beneficial impact on all three areas. It
would not eliminate problems. You cannot eliminate funding prob-
lems with disclosure aid reporting, but it would help move taxpay-
ers in that direction.
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Mr. BAaTLmr. Do the two of you fid the phenomenon of unwise
social investing-by unwise, I mean social investing that does not
obtain comparable return-do you find that an increasing or de-
creasing phenomenon in the last 2 or 3 years?

It was a rather novel experiment, I understand, 10 years ago.
Do you find that social investing without comparable return to

be increasing? -
Ms. MUNNELL. This is where there is very, very little information

available. We did a survey of the State-administered plans this
summer and that was the first comprehensive survey of social prac-
tices.

The survey revealed not that plan administrators always sacri-
fice returns for social considerations, but it is possible to document
particular types of securities that they purchase at rates that were
not comparable in terms of the liquidity and risk characteristics of
the security.

Mr. BARTLTT. For example, Mr. Woodruff asked me if in the
morning paper I noted that taxpayers of California could save hun-
dreds of millions of dollars per year by increasing the return of
pension portfolios to reasonable levels.

I am not familiar with what the taxpayers of California are
going to do about that now that they have the knowledge, compli-
ments of the Washington Post.

Ms. MUNNELL. I think Mr. Woodruff is here.
Mr. BARTLETT. Do you know what the phenomenon is in Califor-

nia? Do you believe California taxpayers will take note of hundreds
of millions of dollars of hemorrhage in the fund.

Ms. MUNNELL I am not familiar with the investment practices in
California.

Ms. TAYLOR. Could I suggest that a similar problem occurred in
Texas. It is hard to predict what taxpayers will do, but if Texas had
funded $200 million that they decided to cut back from the funding
of the system for the next 2 years, y.u would have earned more
money and had more to invest and, therefore, saved the taxpayers
money.

It is a difficult concept to push, but if you spend more money,
you will have made more money from investment earnings.

In general, taxpayers don't want to pay taxes. Instead of social
investing being the most difficult problem right now, it is govern-
ment trying to borrow pension funds to use to balance their budget
or to lower payments to the funds to keep taxes down now.

That is the trend I see around the country, or not putting the
money up and not understanding that they ought to have the
present generation pay for the present generation's salaries.

I would suggest that PEPPRA ought to be stronger and have
some stronger funding standards in it.

Mr. BARTLErr. As I understand it, Texas did have some serious
problems and took action, in essence, as I understand it, to comply
with what that legislation would require.

I am trying to get a handle on how many States-I am not cer-
tain there is contradiction between your two testimonies-how
many States would be exempt from this legislation? That is to say,
how many States are already complying with the legislation of re-
porting and disclosure?
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I hear on the one hand almost everyone is already complying
and on the other hand, no one is.

If we were to adopt this, how many States would be exempt or at
least exempt with only a modest change?

Ms. MUNNELL. I did a detailed study comrng provisions of
PEPPRA with what goes on in the New Englad States. None of
the New England States woaild be exempt.

Ms. TAYLOR. That is correct. Futher, on my research, in 30 other
States approximately half of those States would not be exempt.

There are a substantial number of States that would stilibeaf-
fected and could benefit by having legislation that would force
them to report and disclose in an orderly and conventional fashion.

Mr. BARTLEr. So, the statement on top of page 9 that:
"Many States could satisfy 'substantially equivalent' require-

ments and gain an exemption from the Federal reporting and dis-
closure requirements."

That means many States would satisfy it now or could satisfy it
easily?

I guess I am not clear as to how difficult it would be for States to
satisfy the requirements of the disclosure requirements.

Ms. MUNNELL. Some States would require substantial, effort.
Some like Maine, would be :elatively easy to bring up to speed.

Connecticut is mind-boggling. We couldn't even find the number
of local plans. There are supposed to be 155, plans, but nobody has
a list of them. The division could only provide a list of the 459
towns and municipalities with asterisks by the 727, towns that
belong to the municipal system. The only way to find out whether
the remaining entities have their own pension plan is call each
town.

Mr. BARTLETT. It would be a substantial burden for the States to
comply with this legislation?

Ms. MUNNELL. They should do it.
Mr. BARTLETT. I understand it. I am trying to understand what

.... impact it would have.
Ms. MUNNELL. It varies.
Ms. TAYLOR. I think you ought to realize that you are affecting

municipal legislation as well as State legislation. The State plans
probably cover the largest percentage of the employees you are
talking about.

Of those States, I would Venture a third could easily qualify with
what they are doing now. The rest would have a great deal of diffi-
culty, but could do it without a loss of money because they are al-
ready doing it.

They are not making much of the documentation available, but
somebody knows what is happening. It is just the rest of the world
does not know what is happenin.

Mr. BARTLETT. So approximately one-third is complying?
Ms. TAYLOR. States. Not municipalities.
Mr. BARTLETT. Would you require the "prudent man" rule to be

,-4_znmplemented?
MS. MUNNELL I think this is a good idea.
Mr. CLAY. Mr. Pickle.
Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, what is the chair's plans with respect

to time?
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Are you going to try to continue this afternoon?
Mr. CLAY. Yes, we have invited a number of witnesses. I would

like to be out of here by 1 o'clock, if possible.
Mr. Pimcuu. That is a goal to be desired, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Munnell, you submit that some 10 States had invested in pri-

vate insured mortgage investments riskier than government-in-
sured "Ginnie Maes.' Then you give a chart to show the type of
investment.

Is this a finding of fact by a panel or by your research? Where do
you get that information?

Ms. MUNNKLL Please don't blame it on the Federal Reserve
System. It was on research we did by contacting the individual
plan administrators.

Mr. PicKuz. In the various States?
Ms. MUNNELL. In the various States. Speaking to them directly

and doing sort of a "deep throat" kind of activity with MGIC Mar-
keting Corp., sending them data saying is there any incorrect infor-
mation on this sheet? They circle some incorrect information and
we deleted that material from the study.

Mr. PICKLz. Has the Federal Reserve in Boston asked that this
information be compiled?

Have you done this on your own?
Ms. MUNNZLL I did it on my own.
Mr. PCK. You are with the Federal Reserve of Boston. Are you

speaking for them or just yourself?
Ms. MUNNELL. I was very careful when I introduced my re-

marks-
Mr. PicKiz. I would hope if you have information, data, statistics

that show some of these States have invested in mortgages riskier
than Ginnie Mae, that this information be turned over to the Fed-
eral Government.

Has the Federal Government expressed any interest or have you
reported this? --

Ms. MUNNELL It is in an article that came out in a recent Feder-
al Reserve Bank bulletin.

Mr. PcKLz. Mr. Erlenborn and I probably had more to do with
the Federal Government granting the right to make investments in
these mortgages than any two Members of Congress. And both of
us took a lead on ERISA 10 years ago. Since then, I have been very
active in pension investigation.

I was glad to see the administration allow the investment of
these funds in the housing area.

If it is not being administered properly, I think that ought to be
reported. I think the administration would want to look into it very
carefully.

I had not heard there was any question about poor investment. If
there is poor investment policy, I think you ought to report that.

Ms. MUNNKLL. There is nothing intrinsically wrong with the in-
vestments. It is that managers were not diligent in extracting a
market return.

Mr. PIcKu. The inference is that poor investment is due to State
control.

I question that inference.
Ms. MUNNELL. I do, too.
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Mr. CLAY. We certainly want to thank you for your testimony.
The next witnesses scheduled are from the Internal Revenue

Service, but Congressman Rangel has requested that he be here
when you give your testimony, Mr. Winborne. So, we will go on to
the next panel, Gerald W. McEntee, John J. Sweeney, Linda Tarr-
Whelan, and Harold Schaitberger.

STATEMENT OF GERALD W. McENTEE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOY-
EES, AFL-CIO, ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES M. LOVELESS, LEG-
ISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE AND WILLIAM B. WELSH, DIREC-
TOR, DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION
Mr. McENTEz. Good morning, Chairman Clay and distinguished

members of the Subcommittees on Oversight and Labor Manage-
ment Relations.

We appreciate the opportunity to present the views of AFSCME,
the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employ-
ees.

I am Gerald W. McEntee, president of AFSCME.
We appreciate the fact that our written statement will be in the

record.
I would also like to note that included with our written state-

ment is a copy of an independent study on State and local pension
plans which, incidentally, was released yesterday.

The study, entitled "Dollars and Cents: The Case for State and
Local Pension Reform," was commissioned by AFSCME and pre-
pared by Thomas Woodruff, former Executive Director of the Presi-
dent's Commission on Pension Policy.

We believe the study is of such paramount public interest that
we are sending a copy of it to each and every member of Congress.
In our view, it graphically documents the scope of the crisis con-
fronting state and local government retirement systems.

Chairman Clay and Chairman Rangel, we commend you and the
other members of the subcommittees for holding these hearings be-
cause they focus on a serious and troublesome problem.

The exhaustive report of the House Education and Labor Com-
mittee's task force on public pension plans, the report by the Gen-
eral Accounting Office, the new Woodruff study and the reports of
numerous other Government and private studies all underscore
one essential fact: Our State and local public employee retirement
systems face a major crisis.

More than the fiscal stability of these plans is at stake. The prob-
lems afflicting these plans threaten as well the many people who
depend on them for their current or future economic security.

And, as you are well aware, the-problems are of such magnitude
that they threaten the basic fiscal integrity of State and local gov-
ernments. We believe that certain conclusions are inescapable.

Many public pension systems are dangerously underfunded.
There is no comprehensive and uniform set of principles that ade-
quately safeguard the operation of State and local plans. Fiduciary
protections are most often inadequate.

Meaningful standards for reporting and disclosure are notable by
their absence. Until this time the Federal Government- has done
little to protect the millions of participants who are affected.
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I want to poiit out that unlike their brothers and sisters in the
private sector who are protected by ERISA, State and local govein-
ment workers have virtually no Federal protection for their retire-
ment income.

It seems to me a commonsense proposition that the assets of any
pension plan belong to its participants, that the assets should be
invested for the exclusive benefit of the plan participants and bene-
ficiaries and that individuals who control those assets should be
held under law to a high standard of behavior.

In fact, all this is the case in the private sector. Unfortunately, it
is by no means a settled proposition in the public sector. Conflict-
ing and ambiguous State and local laws and court decisions have
created much uncertainty about the legal rights of participants in
public pension plans.

As a constructive means of addressing the public pension crisis,
the union I represent strongly supports the enactment of minimum
Federal reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards and public
sector tax qualification requirements for State and local govern-
ment retirement systems.

This type of legislation was known in the past Congress as
PEPPRA, the Public Employee Pension Plan and Reporting and
Accountability Act, which was reported out of the Education and
Labor Committee.

In our view, PEPPRA type legislation does not constitute a radi-
cal approach to resolving the fundamental problems that threaten
State and local government pension plans.

It carefully limits the degree of Federal instruction to State and
local affairs by giving the States responsibility for administration
and enforcement of certain of PEPPRA's provisions.

It does not constitute nor should it constitute a whole extension
of ERISA to public plans. Instead it recognizes the unique charac-
teristics of such plans.

We also want to emphasize that the PEPPRA legislation does not
mandate the existence of a State or local plan. Neither does it
mandate the level of benefits to be provided.

What it does do is attempt to provide some practical assurances
that the benefits promised under a voluntarily adopted plan are in
fact secure.

We believe it is a bill which clearly is in the interest not only of
participants and beneficiaries, but also of the public at large be-
cause that public has every right to know how well State and local
government pension plan assets are being managed.

In essence, all that AFSCME asks is a simple right to know, a
simple right to know that public employee pension plans are being
operated openly and honestly and a simple right to know that
public employee pension plans are being well managed and operat-
ed without fiduciary abuse.

The millions of State and local government workers and retirees
who are counting on these plans for their retirement income de-
serve no less.

Thank you for the opportunity to express our concerns on this
issue which is a major legislative priority of our union.

At the end of the testimony of the panel we will be pleased to
answer any questions.
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[The statement of Mr. McEntee follows:]
STATEMENT OF THE AMEIuCAN FEDErATION OF STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL

EMPLWYEn

Chairman Rangel, Chairman Clay and distinguished members of the Subcommit-
tees on Oversight and Labor-Management Relations, I am Gerald W. McEntee,
President of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME). I am accompanied by William B. Welsh, Director of AFSCME's Depart-
ment of Legislation and by Charles M. Loveless, Legislative Representative. We are
here representing the more than one million members of AFSCME who work in
state and local governments across the nation.

We are pleased to appear before the Subcommittees today to present our views on
whether there is a need to enact minimum federal reporting, disclosure and fiduci-
ary standards for state and local government retirement systems.

AFSCME believes that a major crisis currently faces public pension plans and
their participants. State and local government pension plans face problems which
threaten not only their own fiscal stability and the rights of plan participants and
beneficiaries but also the fiscal integrity of state and local governments as well. The
benefits design of many of these plans is illconceived, and many are dangerously
underfunded. No comprehensive and uniform set of legal principles exist to ade-
quately regulate state and local government plans. Conflict of interest problems are
pervasive, and the absence of meaningful reporting, disclosure and fiduciary stand-
ards is the order of the day. A coherent federal regulatory framework which recog-
nizes the unique problems and characteristics of state and local plans has yet to be
established.

The scope of the crisis confronting state and local government pension plans is
graphically documented in an independent study of the state and local plans which
was released yesterday. The study, Dollars and Sense: The Case for State and Local
Pension Refijrm, set forth below as Attachment A, was commissioned by AFSCME
and was prpared by-Thomas Woodruff, former Executive Director of the Presi-
dent's Commission on Pension Policy. It pointedly indicates that the management of
state and local pension funds is frequently characterized by conflict of interest, re-
strictive state laws, political manipulation and unprofessional portfolio manage-
ment.

We believe the Federal Government has a responsibility for insuring that mini-
mum reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards are met by state and local gov-
ernment retirement systems. As noted in the exhaustive Pension Task Force Report
on Public Employee Retirement Systems, issued in May 1978 by the House Commit-
tee on Education and Labor (Pension Task Force), public employee pension plans
with combined assets now conservatively valued at over $260 billion exert substan-
tial influence on the political and economic affairs of the nation. We strongly concur
with the central conclusion of the Pension Task Force Report and the report of the
President's Commission on Pension Policy that current regulation of state and local
plans is inadequate and that federal legislation must be enacted to protect the vital
national interests involved. In our view, the adoption of uniform federal standards
of fiduciary conduct and of reporting and disclosure such as proposed in the Public
Employee Pension Plan Reporting and Accountability Act (PEPPRA) which was re-
ported out of the Education and Labor Committee in the 97th Congress is necessary
in order to protect plan participants and the public from the wasting of plan assets
and plan mismanagement. We set forth below, in greater detail, our reasons for sup-
porting such legislation and our views concerning some of the major problems
facing state and local government pension plans.

I. CURRENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE PRACTICES OF STATE AND LOCAL PLANS ARE
TOTALLY INADEQUATE

The Pension Task Force Report concluded that one of the most disturbing fea-
tures of most state and local plans is that important benefit and financial informa-
tion is not reported and disclosed to plan participants, public officials and taxpayers.
In many instances, the Report stated, plan participants are not even informed of
their basic benefit rights through a simple plan booklet, not even to mention being
apprised of the financial condition of the plan. Specifically, the Pension Task Force
Report found that approximately 40 percent of the state and local general employee
plans surveyed do not regularly furnish participants with booklets or other material
describing plan provisions; plan participants in approximately 18 percent of the
plans were unable to obtain plan descriptions even upon request. And where plan
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descriptions were furnished, the Report noted, their utility as disclosure devices
varies widely; most are either too brief or elaborate.

The Pension Task Foroe Report further found that over 70 percent of all public
plans and over 60 percent of the federal and the largest state and local Flans do not
compute the market value of plan assets and thus were unable to supp y this infor-
mation for the Task Force survey. In addition, the Report discled that approxi-
mately one-quarter of the state plans and 40 percent of the local plans surveyed do
not have actuarial valuations performed on a regular basis; indeed, it was found
that 5 percent of the state plans and 25 percent of the local plans have not conduct-
ed an actuarial valuation within the past ten years. Certaintly, as was emphasized
in the Report, a regular actuarial valuation is essential". .-. if a true understanding
of a pension plan's emerging pension costs is to be realized." Pension Task Force
Re ~rt, p. 158.

=#e the Pension Task Force Report cited numerous other shortcomings in state
and local plan reporting and and disclosure practices,' suffice it to state that the
majority of state and local pension systems do not provide for regular, meaningful
reporting and disclosure. The result has been that such systems ".... are not oper-
ated in accordance with the generally accepted financial and accounting procedures
applicable to private pension plans and other important financial enterprises." Pen-sion Task Force Report, p. 3. Due to the absence of strong reporting and disclosure
requirements, few pension plan participants and beneficiaries have a realistic as-
sessment of their pension entitlements or of the strengths and weaknesses of their
retirement systems.

Two recent studies by public pension experts corroborate the Pension Task
Force's position that reporting by most public plans, including many of the largest,
is inadequate. The national accounting firm of Coopers and Lybrand, in a survey of
the financial disclosure practices of 46 major municipal public employee retirement
s"stems found seriousos deficiencies (to) exist in the extent to which key informa-
tion is reported and reviewed, creating great potential for abuse." 'Coopers and Ly-
brand found that: 76 percent of the annual reports studied did not disclose the actu-
arially computed value of unfunded vested pension liabilities; 63 percent did not dis-
close the accounting policies related to their plans; 35 percent did not disclose their
funding policies; and actuarial assumptions used in a number of the valuations ap-
peared invalid.

A study released in 1981 by the Urban Institute on the annual reports of 86 state
and local plans representing more than 20 percent of public plans having 1,000 or
more members also expressed serious concern regarding the reporting and disclo-
sure practices of state and local plan administrators and sponsorig governments.'

The Urban Institute study noted, for example, that ". . . current financial report-
ing does not provide sufficient information to judge the financial performance of
many of the funds ... Many plans do not disclose the current market value of plan
assets. (nor do they typically provide information that would permit the evaluation
of investment manager performance."4

In a study of New England's public pension plans released in September 1982,
Alicia H. Munnell and Kristine M. Keefe found serious deficiencies to exist in the
way New England's public pension system report and disclose important pension in-
formation to plan participants, public officials and taxpayers. Explaining the diffi-
culty of surveying state and local government pension systems in the New England
states, Munnell and Keefe state: The task of acquiring reporting and disclosure doc-
uments from the various state and local plans often involved con several gov-
ernment agencies within each state for information on a single plan. While we ini-
tially intended to include locally as well as state-administered plans in this survey,
this goal soon Proved impossible. Although the various plan administrators of the
state systems were receptive to the numerous inquiries and requests, most could not
provide any specific information about the locally administered plans within their
state. The lack of knowledge regarding the existence and operation of independent
plans was most apparent in the State of Connecticut. For instance, while the Pen-
sion Task Force Report states that Connecticut has 155 locally administered sys-
tems, the state retirement system does not maintain a list of the number or location
of those local plans. The division could only provide a print-rut of the 479 local po-

For exmple, the Report found that nearly one-hird of all state and local plans surveyed,
including 37 percent of the larger plans, do not provide for an annual system audit of any kind.

Coopers and Lybrand, Financial Disclosure Practices of the American Cities II: Managing
Pension Costs (New York: Cooper. and Lybrad, 1979), p. 6 .

' The Urban Institute, The Future of State and Local Pensions (1981).
4 Ibid., pp. 16-17.
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litical entities reporting for social security purposes with a red asterisk beside those
77 entities that belong to the State Municipal Retirement System. Apparently, the
only way to find out if the 402 remaining entities have their own pension plans
would be to contact each one directly.&

It should be emphasized that the lack of regular, systematic reporting and disclo-
sure practices does not merely pose a problem for plan participants and benefici-
aries; taxpayers, investors and even government officials are kept in the dark re-
garding the true costs and investment practices of the plan. As was noted by Louis
M.Kohlmeier in his study of the asset management practices of state and local pen-
sion funds: Most public pension plans make financial reports of some kind to the
legislature, to the governor or mayor, to employees and/or to the general public.
The great majority of such disclosures are wholly inadequate to allow legislators,
employees or the public to judge the inadequacy of fund administration.... Rarely
do reports disclose (investment information capable of being analyzed).

Accordingly, the ". . . potential for abuse is great due to the lack of independent
and external reviews of the operations of many plans." Pension Task Force Report,
p. 3.

II. EI rTNG FIDUCIARY PROTWTIONS FOR PUBLIC PLAN PARTICIPANTS ARZ INADEQUATE

Like those of their private sector counterparts prior to the enactment of ERISA,
the legal rights and remedies of public plan participants are controlled by state and
local law. In calling for the adoption of a uniform federal standard of fiduciary con-
duct for public plan fiduciaries, the Pension Task Force Report found that state and
local control over the management of plan assets frequently has been inadequate as
are the existing legal protections for public plan participants. Conflicts of interest in
management and investment practices and other clear examples of fiduciary mis-
conduct have occurred due to the absence of a uniform standard of conduct applica-
ble to public plan fiduciaries. While thereee is virtual unanimity within the pension
community that those who have control of pension plan assets should be held to
high standards of behavior and should face liability upon failing to satisfy that
standard ... throughout the universe of state and local government retirement sys-
tems there is a virtual absence of clear guidelines in this vital area." Pension Task
Force Report, p. 188.

Kohlmeier's study of state and local pension asset management practices, noted
rtbove, documents the prevasive nature of conflicts of interest in the management of
state and local government retirement system. The study points, in particular, to a
recurring tendency on the part of plan fiduciaries to manage and invest plan assets
in manner consciously calculated to benefit interests other than those of plan par-
ticipants and beneficiaries. Kohlmeier stated: One of the most persistent conflict-of-
interest situations in the management of public pension funds results from the
policy, followed by many plans, of hiring local bankers, brokers and investment ad-
visors and the practice of investing in local securities, even though better or lower
cost services and higher yielding investments may well be available outside local
boundaries.'

And, as noted in both the Pension Task Force and Kohlmeier studies, thishs in-
vestment and management proclivity becomes undesirable when plan trustees and
fiduciaries favor locally oriented service providers and investment despite the fact
that such investments may not be in the best interest of the plan and its partici-
pants." Pension Task Force Report, p. 191. Indeed, whether mandated by custom or
statute, this policy frequently has operated to the substantial detriment of plan par-
ticipants and beneficiaries.

An additional example of widespread fiduciary abuse documented in both the
Pension Task Force and Kohlmeier studies is the absence in many state and local
plans of professional investment management. Typically, investment professionals
are not on the board of pension fund trustees which under statute is generally re-
sponsible for plan asset administration and investment management. Needless to
say, the placement of investment and management and asset administration respon-
sibilities in the hands of non-expert officials". . often produces investment policies

' Alicia H. Munnell and Kristine M. Keefe, "PEPPRA: Do New England's Public Pension Sys-
tems Need Federal Regulations?" New England Economic Review, September-October 1982, pp.
11-12.

4 Louis M. Kohlmeier, Conflicts of Interest: State and Local Pension Fund Asset Management
(Twentieth Century Fund 1976), pp. 9-10.

'Ibid.,p. 23. See also Michael T. Leibig and Robert W. Kalman, "How Much Federal Regula-
tion do Public Funds Need," Pension World, August 1978, p. 22, and the Pension Task Force
Report, pp. 190-192, which discumes the Kohlmeier study.
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practices that are significantly less valuable than that expected from profe-
siona investment advisors and managers, and generally found in private sector
plans." Pension Task Force Report, p. 190. To the extent that the plan consequently

ldsa lesser return on its investments, it is of course the plan participants and
ic ii that suffer.

Contrary to the view espoused by some opponents of federal reform action, reform
of state and local pension plan fiduciary requirements is moving slowly, and the
prospects for significant improvement in the foreseeable future are not encouraging.
A recent update of Appendix 5 of the Pension Task Force Report, prepared by the
Congressional Research Service, which reviews current legal restrictions on the ac-
tivities of public plan fiduciaries confirms the fact that there has not been a "recent
upsurge in reform activity.$ Attempts at reform are too often thwarted by local
business or political interests. N

IU. CURRENT KDZRAL-STAT3 RBOULATION OF STATE AND LOCAL PLANS IS WHOLLY
INADMQUATE TO PROTECT THE INTERNS OF PUBUC PLAN PARTICIPANTS

In their ajticle, "How Much Federal Regulation Do Public Plans Need,' set forth
below as Attachment B, Michael Leibig and Robert Kalman concluded that the cur-
rent statutory and common law framework applicable to state and local retirement
systems has failed to provide an adequate means of protecting the interests of plan
participants and beneficiaries. They stated: For the most part, private remedies are
technically available. Common law, and often, statutory fiduciary protections do
exist. State freedom of information and consumer protection systems are available.
These remedies, however, are cumbersome and expensive. They are not designed to
provide specific remedies to pension participant or beneficiary problems. Fiduciary
duty litigation against the state systems face difficult separation of power and sover-
eign immunity problems. For the most part, these problems cannot be overcome
without sophisticated, expensive legal skills.' 0

Leibig and Kalman's conclusions reinforce the findings of the Pension Task Force
that the states have generally failed to establish clear fiduciary standards and effec-
tive legal remedies for plans and plan participants in the event of fiduciary miscon-
duct. Ten in those instances where state statutory law appears to provide signifi-
cant protection for plans and plan participants, the law frequently has been judicial-
ly interpreted in such a manner as to limit its actual protective effect.

The Federal Government already has certain important responsibilities for regu-
lating state and local pension plans, but it has largely neglected its responsibilities.
In another article by Leibig and Kalman, entitled "Federal Policies Toward State
and Local Pensions: Benign Neglect or Negligence?"," set forth below as Attach-
ment C, various of these responsibilities are catalogued: the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice's public pension obligations, the Department of Labor's public pension policies
and other areas of federal involvement particularly in the areas of preventing fraud
and enforcing fiduciary duties. See also Part II of the Pension Task Force Report,
entitled "Federal Law Presently Affecting Public Employee Retirement Systems,
pp. 7-42.

Certainly the most significant body of federal law presently applicable to state
and local plans is the system of tax qualification requirements found under Internal
Revenue Code Sections 401(a) and 501(a). However, the enforcement of these require-
ments generally has been neglected in the public sector, indeed, according to the
Pension Task Force Report, "enforcement of the qualification standards against
ublic plans has been for the most part non-existent.' Pension Task Force Report, p.
. In this regard, Robert Tilove noted: Some difficulty arises when rules designed

for corporate pension plans are applied to public plans. However, with rare and only
very recent exception, the rules have in fact not been applied, except when question
has been formally raised. The answer is given, at least in the first instance, by the
local director of the Internal Revenue Service. Consequently, answers differ from
one state to another, as is to be expected when a complex set of rules written to
assure even-handed treatment of corporate executives and the rank-and-file in pri-
vate industry is applied to public plans. Many public systems have never asked for

of Con'reiional Research Service, An Analysis of the Fiduciary Responsibility Requirements
the r Pension and Retirement Plans for Employees of the0 States (April 4, 1919).
' Michael T. Leibi and Robert W. Kalman. "How Much Federal Regulation Do Public Plans

Need," Pension World, August 1978, p. 22.
"0 Ibid., pp. 24-25.
"Michael T. Leibig and Robert W. Kalman, "Federal Policies Toward State and Local Pen-

sions: Benign Neglect or Negligence," Employee Benefits Journal, Fall 1978, p. 16.
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rulings as to whether their plans qualify; they and their members have simply as-
sumed that there is no problem.Nonenforcement by the Internal Revenue Service has in fact been the rule. If en-
forcement were attemped, it would confront the question whether to assess most
state and local judges for thousands of dollars of back taxes because of their superi-
or benefit& Awkwardness has arisen-at least until 1973-only for those system
trustees or officials meticulous enough to ask for a ruling."2

The Internal Revenue Service's lack of enforcement of the nondiscrimination and
other plan qualification requirements can also be graphically illustrated by the Pen-
sion Task Force Report's finding that over 80 percent of state and local systems
were either unfamiliar with the application of the tax qualification requirements to
public plans or, for whatever reason, neglected to apply for qualified status. The
Task Force survey further found that only 23 percent of the local plans applied for
and received favorable plan determination letters in the past and that the great ma-
jority of these determination letters were issued over five . ears ago, raising the in-
ference that they may not be up to date.

The Pension Task Force Report included a comprehensive examination of federal
law presently affecting public sector plans. The Report noted that, in many in-
stances, the precise impact of these laws on public plans is not yet clear and that
inconsistent interpretation and enforcement of various federal legal requirements is
not uncommon. "The absence of any single federal agency to coordinate the admin-
istration and enforcement of the various federal laws relating to retirement
income," the Report stated, "has precluded the development of a unified national
policy ,with regard to either public employee retirement systems or private pension
plans.' Pension Task Force Report, p. 2.

IV. THE PEPPRA BILL NOT ONLY SERVES AS AN EFFECTIVE FEDEkAL RESPONSE TO THE
PUBLIC PENSION CRISIS BUT MINIMIZES THE DEGREE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INTRU-
SION IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

Legislation along the lines of the Public Employee Pension Plan Reporting and
Accountability Act (PEPPRA) which was reported out of the Education and Labor
Committee in the 97th Congress must be enacted to regulate the operation of state
and local government retirement systems. This legislation which we believe recog-
nizes the unique problems and characteristics of public pension plans is necessary in
order to effectively deal with the major national problems enumerated above. It
should be emphasized that the current PEPPRA bill does not mandate the existence
of a state or local pension plan or the level of benefits to be provided. Instead, it
merely seeks to provide some assurance that benefits promised under a voluntarily
adopted plan are paid and that the plan is operated without discrimination, dishon-
esty and fiduciary abuse.

In our view, PEPPRA only serves as an effective federal response to the public
pension crisis but minimizes the degree of federal government intrusion in state and
cal government affairs. This measure would establish minimum federal reporting

and disclosure and fiduciary standards for state and local government pension
plans. The bill contains specific authorization for state governments to have respon-
sibility for administration and enforcement of certain of PEPPRA's provisions. If a
state's laws in the areas of reporting and disclosure, bonding, civil and criminal pen-
alties and protection of participant rights are "substantially equivalent" to the re-
quirements of the federal legislation, the state may apply for authority to assume
the responsibility in those areas. This will insure that the scope of federal regula-
tion is kept to a minimum and avoid unnecesary duplication of paperwork.

State and local plan compliance with a uniform federal reporting and disclosure
standard is urgently needed in order to protect the rights and interests no only of
plan participants and beneficiaries, but also of the public at large. While ERISA im-
poses certain minimal reporting requirements on public plans, the report and disclo-
sure practices of most state and local plans fall woefully short of the standards es-
tablished for private plans under ERISA. State and local plans must be required to
provide a meaningful, yet understandable, explanation of the rights and responsibil-
ities of plan participants and beneficiaries. Plan participants have an interest not
only in the disclosure of information regarding the specific provisions of the plans
which cover them but also in information as to the strengths and weaknesses of
their retirement systems.

It Robert Tilove, Public Employee Pension Funds (New York: Columbia University Press), p.
248F.
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A uniform federal standard of fiduciary conduct should be mandated for state and
local public employee retirement system& We concur with the position taken in the
PEPPRA bill that "(fiduciaries should be required to act prudently and for the ex-
clusive purpose of providing benefits to plan participants and that the associated
plan assets therefore 'belong' exclusively to them rather than to the sponsorin4 gov-
ernment." Adoption of an ERISA-type fiduciary standard is necessary in order to
protect plan participants from the wasting of plan assets and plan mismanagement.
Certainly, no less should be expected from those individuals involved in the manage-
ment and disposition of public funds than that expected and required of fiduciaries
in the private pension community.

In their study of New England's public pension plans, noted above, Munnell and
Keefe cogently outline the policy reasons why PEPPRA legislation should be en-
acted. "Despite the opposition from plan administrators and state and local offi-
cials," they conclude, "our survey of the major New England public pension systems
indicates that the passage of PEPPRA would benefit public employees covered by
state and local pension plans as well as the taxpayers who must pay a large portion
of the costs." Is

We believe that enactment of PEPPRA is necessary in order to protect the vital
national interests involved and will overcome any possible constitutional objection
raised by the United States Supreme Court's decision in National League of Cities v.
User, 426 U.S. 833 (1976). In Usery, the Supreme Court, based on its reading of the
consitutional relationship of the states to the Federal Government under the Com-
merce Clause, declared unconsitutional the application of the mandatory minimum
wage and maximum hour provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act to state and
local governments. The Court held that imposing these provisions on such govern-
mental entities would "impermissibly interfere with the integral governmental
functions" of the states exercising their Tenth Amendment rights and impair their
"ability to function effectively in a federal system". Importantly, as was emphasized
in the Pension Task Force Report's discussion of the case, federal reporting, disclo-
sure and fiduciary standards legislation ". . . would produce a very slight cost
impact in terms of compliance by state and local governments" and in fact may
result in ".... a net reduction in cost.. ." and thus would not reach the level of
intrusion in integral state government functions which the Court found objection-
able in Usery. 14

V. CONCLUSION

AFSCME believes that the enactment of minimum federal reporting, disclosure
and fiduciary standards will not only serve to protect the rights of public partici-
pants and beneficiaries but also will protect a compelling public interest as well. We
thank the Members of the Subcommittees for the opportunity to present this state-
ment, and we look forward to continuing to work with you on this matter of utmost
concern to state and local government employees. We will be pleased to answer any
questions you may have.

Is Munnell and Keefe, op cit., p. 24.
4 See the Pension Task Force's discussion of Usery, Pension Task Force Report, pp. 17-22.
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This independent report on state and local government retire-
ment systems by Thomas Woodruff. former Executive Director
of the President's Commission on Pension Polic,. highlights a
serious and troublesome national problem. This report, the
report of the Pension Task Force of the House Education and
Labor Committee and numerous other public and private
studies all underscore one essential fact: our state and local
public employee retirement systems are on the brink of a major
crisis. The problems threaten more than the fiscal stability of
these plans; they thi,:aten as well the many people who depend
on public retirement systems for their current or future econo-
mic security; and finally, they threaten the basic fiscal integrity
of state and local governments.

From our studies of these many reports, we believe tilat
certain conclusions are inescapable:
* Many public pension systems are dangerously underfunded.
* There is no comprehensive and uniform set of legal principles

that adequately safeguards the operation of state and local
plans.

* Fiduciary protections are far less than they should be;
meaningful standards for reporting and disclosure are notable
by their absence.

* Until this time. the Federal Government has done little to
protect the millions of participants who are affected.

30-519 0-84--7
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Unlike their counterparts in the private sector who are pro-
tected by ERISA. state and local government workers have vir-
tually no federal retirement income protections. It does not
seem an unusual notion that the assets of any pension plan
"belong" to its participants that the assets should be invested for
the "exclusive benefit" of the plan's participants and benefi-
ciaries. and that individuals who control those assets should be
held under law to a high standard of behavior. In fhct. all this is
the case in the private sector. Unfortunately, it is by no means a
settled proposition in the public sector. Conflicting and ambig-
uous state and local laws and court decisions have created much
uncertainty about the legal rights of participants in public pen-
sion plans.

As a constructive means of addressing the public pension.
crisis, the American Federation of State. Cour..v and Municipal
Employees (AFSC.ME) strongly supports the enactment of mini-
mum federal reporting and disclosure and fiduciary standards
for state and local government retirement systems. By focusing
on these areas. such legislation will minimize the degree of
federal intrusion in state and local government affairs. Effective
reporting and disclosure and fiducian standards will ensure that
state and local pension problems are solved at home, rather than
in Washington, D.C.

At a time when a debate is getting underway on the formation
of a national industrial policy and the use of pension assets as an
integral component of that policy, the enactment of strong
reporting and disclosure and fiduciary standards for state and
local plans becomes even more important.

Gerald McEntee
President
American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees.
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Currently, Congress is considering the Public Employee Pension
Plan Reporting and Accountability Act (PEPPRA), legislation
that would establish reporting, disclosure, and fiduciary stan-
dards and administrative and enforcement procedures for this
nation's 6,6)0 state and local pension plans.

Over 13 million retired and active state and local government
employees depend on these plans to provide them with income
security upon retirement. The absence of uniform standards
governing these plans has left the retirement income security of
millions of state and local employees in doubt. Moreover. state
and local government taxpayers will ultimately pay the price for
fund mismanagement.

State and local government employees forgo billions of dollars
in wages and other forms of compensation each year in order to
participate in these pension plans. But, they do not enjoy the
same rights and protections as their counterparts in the private
sector.

Currently, the pension funds for state and local employees
hold over 5260 billion in assets. They are predicted to grow at a
rate of nearly $30 billion per year for the next five years. These
pension funds are an important source of capital for the states in
which they reside and the nation as a whole. Yet the manage-
ment of these funds is often characterized by conflict of interest,
restrictive state laws, political manipulation. and unprofessional
portfolio management. Attempts at reform are too often thwarted
by local business or political interests.

3
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PEPPRA does not propose to regulate all aspects of state and
local pension plans. Instead. PEPPRA seeks to reform practices
of these plans with a minimum of federal intervention. The Act
would provide for:

* federal reporting and disclosure standards,
* federal fiduciary standards,
" administrative and Enforcement Procedures; and
" creation of an Advisory Council on Governmental Plans.

Experience with private pension plan regulation has shown
that adequate and uniform reporting and disclosure standards
are the least intrusive and most effective way to reform pension
abuse. Federal standards are necessary to ensure comparability
of data from plan to plan and state to state.

PEPPRA seeks to apply the same fiduciary standards found in
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) to state
and local pension fund management. These standards have
proved to be effective in significantly reducing abuse in the man-
agement of private pension plan assets. Government sponsors
and plan participants would benefit from nearly a decade of case
law and enforcement experience if these standards were applied
to state and local plans as well.

PEPPRA is silent on many standards important to state and
local pension reform: participation, vesting, funding, limits on
benefits or contributions, and survivor benefits. In addition, no
mention is made of two potentially troublesome public policy is-
sues: plan termination insurance, and social security coverage.

The legislation does provide for the establishment of an Advis-
ory Council on Governmental Plans. In its proposed form, this
Council promises to be yet another toothless governmental ad-
visory group. It however, Congress gave this group indepen-
dence from the Administration, as well as an adequate staff and
budget. the Advisory Council could become a catalyst for con-
tinued state and local reform. If the Council were successful in
its efforts, further federal action might be unnecessary.

4
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In its current draft, certain compromises were made to re-
duce state and local government opposition to PEPPRAs pas-
sage. One unfortunate compromise allows governors to exempt
plans in their states from the reporting and disclosure require-
ments if state or local laws or regulations are "s'abstantially
equivalent" to PEPPRAs. When it comes to disclosing key invest-
ment iccoflnting, and actuarial information, the data must be
calculated on the same basis in order to be of any value. Disputes
over the meaning of the term "substantially equivalent" could
very well render the reporting and disclosure provisions of
PEPPRA "substantially useless"

In spite of its deficiencies, PEPPRA represents an important
step toward reform of the nation's state and local pension plans.
A few key amendments would greatly increase its effectiveness.
Involvement of important state and local organizations in the ac-
tivities of a strengthened Advisory Council on Governmental
Plans would ensure that the reform process begun by PEPPRA
will continue without further federal intervention. Enactment
of the reporting and disclosure standards outlined in the legisla-
tion would provide solid guarantees both for plan beneficiaries
and for the average taxpayer.

In summary, the following points and conclusions can be
made:

" the management of the nation's 6,600 state and local gov-
ernment public employee pension funds often produces
conflicts of interests, unprofessional portfolio management
and political manipulation.

" there is an absence of uniform reporting and disclosure
standards which make evaluations of state and local plans
difficult, if not impossible.

* legislation now being considered by tht Congress would be
an important step in assuring that the policymakers, the tax.-
payer and the plan beneficiaries in state and local govern-
ment are fully appraised of financial conditions and the
management of public employee plans which hold $260
billion in assets.

5
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Public employee retirement plans are extremely diverse. The
single most comprehensive study of state and local pension
plans remains the report of the House Pension Task Force in
1978. Since that time, a number of other detailed studies have
been conducted by several executive branch agencies, the Presi-
dent's Commission on Pension Policy, and a number of state and
local organizations. In general. these additional studies have
tended to confirm the findings of the House Pension Task Force.

In all, there are 51 federal plans and approximately 6,630 state
and local pension plans.' Since federal law (PL95.595) governs
reporting and disclosure for federal plans, only the state and
local plans would come under regulation if PEPPRA were en-
acted. Approximately 13 million current employees and retirees
are covered by these plans.2

Most of the 6,630 plans are relatively small: according to the
House Pension Task Force report, approximately 75% of the
plans cover fewer than 100 workers, while only 2% cover over
10,000 workers.3 However, most employees are covered by
large plans: nearly 70% of the employees are covered by the
largest 100 plans.'

Administration of these plans is also fragmented. According to
the Task Force report, 9.6% of the plans are administered by
states, 59.5% by.cities, 4.6% by counties, 22.6% by townships,
and 3.8% by special governmental districts (such as transit au-
thorities).5

The following table shows the percentage distribution of cov-
ered employees by employment category.

7
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF RETIREMENT SYSTEM ACTIVE

EMPLOYEES BY EMPLOYMENT CATEGORY

Percentage of
Category Employees
Federal .. .. .1
state ........................... 22.8
I ocal ....................................... ..... . .......... 26.7 ,
Police and Fire .......- -- 6.7
Teachers .. ..................... ................................... 30.0

Teachers (higher education) ........................... 3.9
Other ......................... .............o ..... ........ 9.7
Total 100.0
(Source Table B6, Task Force Report, p. 58)

... ... .. -.- .- . ...- .°. .. . .

This table shows that teachers make up the largest single
block of public employees covered by pension plans. While po-
lice and fire pension plans make up over 66% of all state and
local pension plans,6 they only represent 6.7% of all employees.
Most police and fire pension plans are relatively small.

Administration of these pension plans is somewhat fragmented,
even though over 40% of the plans have realized some econo-
mies through administration by multiple governmental bodies.7

Both the House Pension Task Force in 1978 and the Presi-
dent's Commission on Pension Policy in 1981 concluded that
most governmental bodies have failed to develop comprehen-
sive pension policies. This failure has led to a hodgepodge of pro-
grams that provide overly generous benefits to some and inade-
quate benefits to others. Inadequate funding policies have led
some municipalities and states to either reduce pension benefits
or seek new tax revenues for pensions already promised.

8
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Since 1978, a number of states. as well as a number of state and
local organizations. have created special commissions, task
forces, and study groups to propose state and local pension re-
form. Some states have formed permanent retirement commis-
sions to monitor the operations of pension systems. About 70%
of the plans are administered by either an investment board or a
retirement board. In general. these boards exercise full author-
ity in investing plan a.ssets.

Foremost among the national groups proposing pension re-
form have been the ,Municipal Finance Officers Association
(MFOA), the National Governor's Association (NGA). and the
National Conference of State Legislators (NCSL). While these
groups have generally agreed with the need for reform, they
have suggested that federal regulation is not the solution. In-
stead, they have conducted studies leading to "guidelines' for
state and local governments to follow on a voluntary basis.

Some states have attempted to move from the "guideline"
stage to implementation. with mixed results. In a few states, like
California, heated political battles over reform legislation have
produced mixed results. In that state, improvements in fiduciary
standards have been signed into law. However, recently, the
state's governor vetoed an important piece of legislation de-
signed to take the portfolio management of the state's pension
assets out of the political arena and to require full reporting and
disclosure. The case of California demonstrates the difficulty of
state and local pension reform at the local level.

Most state and local pension plans provide salary and service-
related benefits of the defined benefit type. While most of these
plans meet ERISAs age, vesting and service requirements, police
and fire pension plans tend to have more restrictive vesting
schedules.

Approximately 70% of state and local employees covered by
pension plans are also covered by social security, as the follow-
ing table shows. Police and fire employees and teachers are
much less likely to be co vered by social security than other em-
ployees.

9
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TABLE 2
PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES COVERED

BY SOCIAL SECURITY

Category Percentage
State ........................................................................................... 84.9
Local ................... ............ 75.9
Police and Fire .......... ..................................... t .......... 36.4
Teachers ............................... 56.5
Teachers (high education) ....................... 83.8
Other ....... ................ ......... 86.6

Average 70.1
(Source Task Force Report. Table B7. p. 59)
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In addition Co providing benefits to employees, state and local
pension plans are an important source of capital for the econ-
omv. Prudent management of these funds is important to both
the beneficiaries of the pension trusts and the taxpayers sup-
porting the plans. Table 3 shows how these plans' assets are pre-
dicted to grow in the future.

TABLE 3
PENSION PLAN ASSETS (ANNUAL INCREASE)

(Market value at year end in $ Billions)

Type
Defined
Benefir
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Profit
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Currently, state and local pension plan assets exceed 5260 bil-
lion and are predicted to grow by approximately S30 billion an.
nually over the next five years. The size of these pension funds
ranges from very small plans with under $100,000 in assets to
the largest system, California. covering thousands of employees
with over 528 billion in assets.

While the growth of these funds may be a measure of in-
cr.-ased retirement income security for participants and benefi-
ciaries, it also suggests a danger: the very size of these funds
makes them easy targets for diversion to purposes other than
providing a proper rate of return to finance benefits.

12
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Between 1979 and 1981, the Presidents Commission on Pen-
sion Policy reviewed the findings of the House Pension Task
Force Report, initiated and coordinated new research on state
and local pension plans, and held hearings around the country
on problems with these plans. The final report of the President's
Commission agreed with the House Pension Task Force that
problems exist in the following areas: participation, vesting, re-
porting, disclosure, funding standards, fiduciary responsibility,
limits on benefits or contributions, survivor benefits, and plan
termination insurance.

Ironically, inadequate reporting and disclosure have ham.
pered the development of conclusive research in some of these
areas. However, enough is now known about some problem
areas to suggest the need for immediate reform.
Inadequate Fiduciary Standards
Prior to the establishment of ERISA, private sector employees
had to rely on state and local laws to protect them from abuse by
plan administrators and trustees. Pension experts universally
agree that the establishment of uniform fiduciary standards by
ERISA has had a major influence on ending pension fund mis-
management. Both the President's Commission and the Pension
Task Force concluded that public employees need this same pro-
tection.

The absence of uniform fiduciary standards has led to abuses
such as conflicts of interest in management, and unprofessional
investment practices. In the words of the Pension Task Force re-

13
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port: "There is virtual unanimity within the pension community
that those who have control of pension assets should be held to
high standards of behavior and should face liability upon failing
to satisfy that standard ... throughout the universe of state and
local government retirement systems there is a virtual absence
of clear guidelines in this vital area."

A study conducted by Louis Kohlneier for the Twentieth Cen-
tury Fund documents widespread conflicts of interest in the
management of state and local pension funds: "One of the most
persistant conflict-of-interest situations in the management of
public pension funds results from the policy, followed by many
plans, of hiring local bankers, brokers and investment advisors
and the practice of investing in local securities, even though bet-
ter or lower cost services and higher yielding investments may
well be available outside local boundaries.'

Some of this activity is well-intentioned.- legislators and plan
administrators sometimes seek to encourage local business.
Often, state law will specify that certain types of investments,
such as mortgages or municipal bonds, must make up a fixed
portion of the pension portfolio. In addition, some state laws ex-
clude investments in certain financial instruments such as cor-
porate stocks.

Whether or not well-intentioned any sacrifice in investment
return due to these restrictions may not be in the interest of
either the beneficiaries of the pension plans or the taxpayers that
support them.

Another area of fiduciary abuse highlighted by both the Pen-
sion Task Force Report and the Kohlmeier study concerns the
absence in many states of professional investment management.
Frequently, pension fund trustees are nonexpert in the field of
portfolio management. This "often produ :es investment poli-
cies and practices that are significantly less valuable than that ex-
pected from professional investment advisors and managers,
and generally found in private sector plans.10

In spite of the number of reports calling for changes in state
and local fiduciary practices, local reform has been extremely
slow, and the prospects for significant changes in the near future
seem remote.

14
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Even the experiences in states that have made moderate prog-
ress in pension reform illustrate the dangers of relying on that
process ror significant change. The battle for reform of Califor.
nia's fiduciary investment management. and reporting and dis-
closure practices provides a current example.

For the past several years, the state legislature has been debat-
ing reform of the management practices of California's two large
public employee pension funds. totaling over $28 billion in as-
sets. A Joint Committee on Public Pension Fund Investments
has. for the past two years. hired consultants, held hearings, con-
ducted studies, sought the advice of experts throughout the
country, and drafted legislation.

Consultant reports to the Committee found that the funds
were difficult to oversee due to inadequate reporting and disclo-
sure, that fund administration was not insulated from the politi-
cal process, that portfolio performance suffered from the quality
and quantity of resources devoted to investment staff and that
guidelines for trustee behavior did not exist." The major cqnsul-
tant to the Committee, Dr. Marcy Avrin. reported that the tax-
payers of California could save hundreds of millions of dollars
per year by increasing the return of the pension portfolio to rea-
sonable levels.'2

The bills that were presented to the state legislature by the
Joint Committee in 1982 and 1983 have been nearly universally
praised by pension and investment experts.'3 At first it seemed
successful passage of these bills was ensured. In 1982 an impor-
tant breakthrough was made with the enactment of an ERISA-like
prudence standard. However, when the legislature attempted to
add teeth to this provision, with passage of a bill adding a com-
prehensive reporting and disclosure provision and separating
the investment board from executive branch and legislative in-
fluence, the governor vetoed the bill.' 4 Even if the legislature
eventually prevails, this veto illustrates the difficulty of signifi-
cant pension reform on the state and local level. It is unlikely that
most states and municipalities will devote the time and re-
sources for reform that California has.

By their-very size relative to the budgets of their governmen-
tal sponsors, public pension funds are easy targets for budgetary
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and political manipulation.s Politicians are unlikely to relin-
quish their control over these funds voluntarily Furthermore.
full disclosure may lead to embarrassing reports of underperfor-
mance by political appointees. As long as the disclosure of this
performance can be hidden or delayed, those responsible will
not be held accountable.

16
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Virtually every major study of state and local reporting practices
has found serious inadequacies. Frequently. important financial,
actuarial, and accounting calculations are either not performed
or not revealed. In many instances, plan participants are not
even informed of their basic plan benefits and legal rights
through simple summary plan descriptions.

Most experts agree that complete reporting and disclosure-of
financial and benefit information is the least intrusive way to re-
duce abuse by pension trustees and plan administrators. Due to
the highly complex nature of pensions, inadequate disclosure
makes it impossible for even experts to detect abuse or misman-
agement until it is too late: when pension promises are broken
or additional taxes must be raised to prevent insolvency.

This point .was emphasized by Louis Kohlmeier in his study of
asset management practices: *Most public penr ion plans make fi-
nancial reports of some kind to the legislature. to the governor
or mayor, to employees and/or the general public The great ma-
jority of such disclosures are wholly inadequate to allow legisla-
tors, employees or the public to judge the inadequacy of fund
administration.... Rarely do reports disclose [investment infor-
mation capable of being analyzed ].16

In 1978, the House Pension Task Force concurred when it
concluded that the *potential for abuse is great due to the lack of
independent and external reviews of the operations of many
plans.7"

Late in 1978, the newly established President's Commission
on Pension Policy began to coordinate an interagency research
effort on state and local pension plans that resulted in three
major reports in 1980 and 1981. Each of these reports con-
firmed this conclusion by the House Pension Task Force.

The first report, conducted by the Urban Institute, examined
a sample of 100 large pension plans. While these plans are gener.
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ally considered to have the best reporting and disclosure of all
state and local plans, Table 4 shows that even they have serious
gaps in disclosure.

TABLE 4
Frequency of Disclosure of Particular Items in

Annual Reports
Percentage of

Item Plans Including.
Auditor's opinion 40
Report of assets, liabilities, etc. 99
Statement of changes in reserves 54
Statement of factors (e.g., litigation
and trends) that may affect
financing and operation 33
Statement of investment policies
and restrictions 47
Portfolio by asset type 93
Funding policy for employers
and members 58
Date of last actuarial report 65
Changes in actuarial assumptions 23
Summary of actuarial assumptions 37
Amount of liability (acnarial
balance sheet) 71
Number of former employees
vested but not yet getting benefits 43.
Number of beneficiaries 86,
Swomc "Tctbilci Appcndib. Coming of Age To da Naona4 RetWement
IncomwPolky, Preskdcnes Commimwin on Pensm Poftc; 198t p. 60&
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Annual reports should contain complete accounting, actuar-
ial, and financial information. However, the federally sponsored
Urban Institute study showed a number of deficiences. Only
40% contained an auditor's opinion, and only 33% contained a
statement of factors that might affect financing and operation.
While 99% contained a statement of assets and liabilities and
"71 % contained an actuarial balance sheet, only 3"% disclosed
actuarial assumptions used to perform the calculations. and only
23% disclosed changes in actuarial assumptions that might af.
fect year-to-year variations in the reported numbers. Without
these further disclosures, the other figures are virtually- mean-
ingless even to experts.

Disclosure of adequate investment criteria and performance
was also found lacking: only 47% disclosed even a statement of
investment policies and restrictions.

The second product of the federal pension research effort was
a report issued in 1981 by SRI International on small- and
medium-sized state and local pension plans. Table 5 shows a
summary of SRFs reporting and disclosure findings.

TABLE 5
Availability of Information on Plans

Do ocum
DOCUMeM Available to Available o

S) Employes () die Public ()

Type of Document
Descriptive booklet
for participants 58.0 49.3 40.T
Law, ordinances
orcode 71.3 66.7 63.3
Recent annual report 92.0 84.7 77.3
Recent actuarial
report. 8&0 77.3 70.0
MRS 5500G form 92.7 83.3 76.0
Source Technical Appendx, Coming of Age Tovut aNatonWa R-ereen
Incon.Policy. Preskkcnrs Co o on Pension Policy, 1981'.p 609.
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According to the report, fewer than half the employees have a
booklet describing the benefits and eligibility criteria for thtir
plans. Other documents such as annual reports, actuarial re-
ports, and ordinances governing the plans are too often available
to neither the employees nor the public

The third report ofthc-federal research effort was a report on
financial reporting and disclosure prepared by the Municipal Fi-
nance Officers Association. They concluded that "available in-
formation indicates such reporting is today inadequate and con-
fused and clearly in need of repair. Several factors contribute to
the lack of good disclosure about [state and localI pension sys-
tems... !"I Further, the MFOA concluded that these deficiencies
were due to a lack of general authoritative standards for system
disclosure and of enforcement of such standards that do exist.""9
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The reporting and disclosure evidence that is available indicates
that a potentially serious problem exists with regard to inade-
quate funding of state and local pension plans. Whether the fail-
ure to disclose funding policies means that none exist or that the
plans may fall into insolvency is difficult to discern.

Part of -he federal research effort referred to earlier involved
an attempt to estimate the funding status of state and local pen-
sion plans. The findings of this effort show a mixed picture:

(1) Large plans. in the aggregate, appear reasonably well
funded:

(2) Some large plans face funding problems;
(3) Small plans cannot be easily evaluated due to inadequate

reporting and disclosure;
(4) Small plans appear very vulnerable since many are depen-

dent on outside sources of funds for their annual contributions.
The research project attempted to evaluate large pension

funds by simulating their plans' experiences using actuarial cost
models developed by Howard Winklevoss Associates. The mod-
els showed that the large funds studied seemed to be funding ac-
cording to reasonable schedules if they were viewed as d whole.
However, when viewed separately, some plans, particularly po-
lice and fire plans, appeared to face potential problems in the
future.

Table 6 shows one way of assessing the funding status of these
large pension plans. The current and estimated funding status is
measured by dividing the unfunded liability of each plan by the
total payroll cost for the current year (1980) and the final fore-
cast year (2024). The table shows that under current funding
strategies, only 52% of the plans would be fully funded by 2024
even if no improvements are made in benefit formulas and no ad
hoc benefit increases are made for the entire period
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TABLE 6
DlIIRIBUTION OF UNFUNDED LIABILITY AS PERCENTAGE OF

PAYROLL FOR PLANS IN THE 100 PLAN SAMPLE
(tAvo ac-mawUcd udr curr mm funirig methtnMIkI 44y tr-cam)
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Table 7 shows a potential problem for small state and local
pension plans: their dependence on other sources for their an-
nual pension contribution. According to this table very small
municipal plans are particularly vulnerable. In an era when state
and federal aid is being severely curtailed, this table provides
reason for concern.
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While the federal research projects do not provide conclusive
proof of a national underfunding problem for state and local
pension plans, they do offer evidence of pension plan vulnerabil-
ity to changes in benefit policies, interest earnings, contribution
sources, state and federal budgets, and many other factors that
are likely to affect them. Better reporting and disclosure would
permit future research efforts to determine whether the fund-
ing problems faced by some pension plans are sufficiently wide-
spread to warrant federal standards.
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Congressional interest in legislation regulating state and local
government pension plans dates back to the debates preceding
enactment of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA). Initially, public pension plans were included in the
ERISA bills under consideration. The final legislation that was
passed in 1974, however, called only for a congressional study of
these plans and the need for federal legislation. The House Pen-
sion Task Force report that was issued in 1978 was the product
of that congressional effort.

Since the issuance of that report, some form of federal legisla-
tion governing state and local pension plans has almost continu-
ously been before the congress. In the 97th Congress, HR. 4928
and H.R. 4929, the Public Employee Retirement Income Secu-
riy Act (PERISA), were introduced by Representatives Phillip
Burton, Chairman of the House Labor-Management Subcommit-
tee, andJohn Erlenborn, ranking minority member of the Educa-
tion and Labor Committee. Identical measures (S.2105 and
12106) were introduced in the Scnate in February by Senator
John Chafee, Chairman of the Finance Subcommittee on Savings,
Pensions and Investment Policy. The President's Commission on
Pension Policy supported the legislation, though it believed that
federal regulation of funding and benefit standards should also
be included in any such bill.2

After state and local government officials raised certain objec-
tions at hearings on the bills in February, 1983, the legislation
was rewritten with several 'deregulatory' provisions. The new
legislation, called 'The Public Employee Pension Plan Reporting
and Accountability Act (PEPPRA), was reported out of the
House Education and Labor Committee with only one dissenting
vote.
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As rewritten, PEPPRA would require reporting and disclosure
of certain benefit, financial and actuarial information, as well as
establish fiduciary standards and enforcement procedures.
States are granted an exemption from certain provisions if the
state's governor certifies that state laws have "substantially
equivalent' provisions.

Reporting and Disclosure
Pro essor Roy Schotland of the Georgetown Law School pro-
vided a good summary of the importance of federal reporting
and disclosure standards when he testified on S.2105 and 2106
on March 29, 1982:

'1. Effective disclosure activates local political pro-
cesses, so that pension problems are more likely to be
worked out at home.

2. Disclosure cannot be effective unless local taxpayers and
pension participants can compare how their funds are doing
relative to other similar funds.

3. Only the federal government can assure comparabil.
ity of information about pension plans.

4. Required disclosure is the least intrusive and least
costly form of regulation. This makes it especially appropriate
when, as here, the federal government must take some steps af-
fecting state and local governments in order to protect the fed-
eral taxpayers' vulnerability as pension insurer of last resort.'2

PEPPRA attempts to provide requirements for disclosure of
plan information to participants and reporting of accounting, ac-
tuarial and investment data to participants, the government, and
the public. Unfortunately, the "deregulatory' amendments may
have seriously weakened these provisions. In addition, the re-
quirements for investment performance may need elaboration.

Reporting to Participants
PEPPRA requires that a Summary Plan Description (SPD) be pro-
vided to participants and beneficiaries. Pension plans are usually
a complex form of employee benefit and may have numerous
rules and criteria for benefit eligibility. The PEPPRA bills specify
twelve items that must be included in the reports to apprise
beneficiaries of their rights and obligations under the plans. The
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bills specify that the SPD must be written in language uncer-
standable to the beneficiary population, a formidable cask. These
requirements seem reasonable and in keeping with private sec-
tor practice.

In addition, plan administrators are required, upon request, to
provide participants information regarding total accumulated
plan benefits, accumulated employee contributions (with inter-
est). and vesting status. This information would be automatically
provided all employees who terminate employment with vested
benefits.

The Annual Report
The Annual Report is the only document that must include
among other things, complete accounting, actuarial, financial
and investment information.

The actuarial reporting requirements in PEPPRA reflect De-
partment of Labor (DOL) regulatory changes made in 1978 in
ERIAs actuarial reporting requirements as well as requirements
suggested by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
for all plans. In 1978, both the DOL and FASB proposed that plans
disclose present value calculations for accrued plan benefits
(based on service to date and current salary) using a single actu-
arial cost method with full disclosure of major explicit actuarial
assumptions. In addition both DOL and FASB proposed that
these values should be calculated with salary projections.

The DOL eventually dropped its proposal to require salary
projections due to claims made by a number of actuaries about
the burden of doing so. While FASB concurred at the time, it has
since proposed that this projection be included in a plan's finan-
cial statements. Plan experience since 1979, when the DOL reg-
ulations first took effect, has shown that the calculations of these
figures are not 'burdensome."

The PEPPRA requirement for the so-called *credited pro.
jected benefits" accomplishes what both the DOL and FASB
sought in their original proposals in 1978. These salary projec-
tions are particularly appropriate for state and local plans since
most plans calculate benefits based on either career average or
final average salary
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In addition. PEPPRA section 107(d X 1) requires that "the en-
rolled actuary shall utilize on an explicit basis such assumptions
and methods as are necessary . . Also. paragraph (d X 2) states
that "the actuarial statement shall include actuarial assumptions
and methods. plan provisions, and other pertinent factors on the
actuarial position oithe plan.

Once again. PEPPRA Iias incorporated DOW regulatory reform
and FASB guidelines into the language of the oill. Actuaries have
argued that they should be free to use either "explicit* or 'im-
plicir actuarial assumptions. What is an "explicit" assumption?
Disclosing 'explicit assumptions merely means that all assump-
tions are individually related to the expected experience of the
pension fund. For example, the use of a 7.5% interest rate as-
sumption means that the actuary is predicting that the rate of re-
turn of plan assets for the forecast period will be 7. 5%. What then
is an implicitr assumption? An actuary may take the same 7. 5%
expected investment yield figure and make unspecified *adjust-
ments' due to other factors not taken into account by the other
assumptions used (such as employee turnover). The use of im-
plicit assumptions defeats the purposes of actuarial disclosure:
comparability of data from year to year and between plans and
the ability of experts (other than those who perform the report's
calculations) to evaluate the performance of the plan.

As written, PEPPRA appears to require only disclosure of ex-
plicit assumptions for the *actuarial present value of credited
projected benefits' figures. This requirement should extend to
all actuarial calculations.

While PEPPRAs accounting and actuarial reporting require-
ments seem reasonably complete, the bill as written lacks any
definitive requirement for reporting investment performance.
As with ERISA, PEPPRAs disclosure requirements in this area ap-
pear to be designed more for enforcement of the prohibited
transactions fiduciary standards than for evaluation of invest-
ment performance.

Earlier, California's experience with pension reform was
briefly reviewed. This past summer, the legislature passed AB
672, which, among other things, called for full disclosure of in-
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vestment performance. The bill was vetoed by the governor.
Supporters believe that one reason for the veto was that the in-
vestment performance disclosure would have exposed serious
shortcomings in the management of that state's two pension
fund portfolios. Financial experts praised the standards as both
complete and reasonable for evaluating a fund's investment per-
formance. Such a requirement is clearly needed as an amend-
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ment to PEPPRA. For that reason. the relevant portions of AB
672 are included as an appendix to this report for consideration
by Congress and those reviewing PEPPRA.

PEPPRA would permit an assessment of whether current plan
assets are sufficient to pay anticipated benefit obligations. In
Figure 1, the "unfunded credited projected vested benefits" cal-
culation shows the degree to which plan assets are insufficient
to pay benefits already earned by employees, assuming that the
current plan continues until they retire.
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As a compromise, the writers of PEPPRA have provided in sec-
tion 102 that a state's pension plans can be exempted from the
specific reporting and disclosure requirements if the governor
of that state determines that its own laws are "substantially
equivalent." What this term means in the context of numerical
information is not at all clear. Even minor deviations in factors
such as time periods, method of calculation, inclusion and dis-
closure of various assumptions, etc, would render this title of
the act 'substantially useless.

Language could be added to this provision to restrict its appli-
cation to only the more qualitative requirements of the report-
ing and disclosure title. The comparability of the key financial,
investment, and actuarial data must be preserved itPEPPRAs re-
porting and disclosure provisions are to have any meaning.
Fiduciary Standards
PEPPRA applies the same basic fiduciary rules found in ERISA to
state and local pension plans. Fiduciaries must act solely in the
interest of beneficiaries and participants and must use funds for
the exclusive purpose of providing benefits and managing the
funds. The bills also provide for identical prudence and prohib-
ited transactions rules.

One fiduciary provision is more restrictive than ERISAs.
While ERISA limits the acquisition of employer securities to
10% of total assets, PEPPRA would limit this to 5%. As Roy
Schotland pointed out in testimony in 1982, state and local pen-
sion holdings of such securities have not approached 5% in the
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past twenty years. Disregarding New York City funds from these
caculations reduces this figure to under 2.5% for the past dec-
ade. Schotland went on to propose that the ceiling be "2.5%,
with provision making clear that existing holdings are *grand-
fathered' and with legislative history making clear that special
situations, like New York's ... shall be treated as that situation
was, by special exception with safeguards to protect the federal
interest in tax-favored pension funds."

By adopting ERISXs fiduciary standards, all state and local pen-
sion plans would come under the same rules that private plans
have enjoyed since its ei.actment. Taxpayers and plan partici-
pants alike would realize savings of time and money since the
courts and enforcement agencies could refer to nearly a decade
of case law and regulations for guidance.
Advisory Council on Governmental Plans
While PEPPRA has made major strides in reform of reporting
and disclosure and fiduciary standards for state and local plans, it
is silent in regard to funding, vesting, participation, survivor
benefits, social security coverage and plan termination insur-
ance. PEPPRA provides that an Advisory Council on Govern-
mental Plans be created to monitor the implementation of
PEPPRA and to suggest any amendments that might be needed
to the President and to Congress. Furthermore, section 307(c)
states: The Council may establish voluntary guidelines for plans
with respect to matters for which requirements are not estab.
lished by this Act.'

The authors of PEPPRA have patterned this advisory council
after the ERISA Advisory Council. Like the ERISA Council, the
Governmental Plan Council would be totally dependent on the
Secretary of Labor for staff support and research. Experience
wish the ERISA Advisory Council has shown that this arrange-
ment does not work. Since its inception, the ERISA Advisory
Council has been given little staff support and has been largely
ignored by the Secretary and the ERISA Administrator. In addi-
tion, this Administration has shown no interest in funding even
the most basic pension research.

The concept of an Advisory Council on Governmental Plans is
a good one. An independent body should review the implemen-
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-t at~r this law. Furthermore, the input from state governmen-
tal officials, labor representatives, and pension experts could
help smooth the regulatory process.

The Advisory Council on Governmental Plans could work
with the Municipal Finance Officers Association, the National
Governors Association, the National Conference on State Legis-
latures, and others, to encourage the implementation of volun-
tary guidelines for funding standards, benefit rules, etc., left un-
covered by PEPPRA. This group could advise Congress when, if
ever, further action may be necessary. To be truly independent,
this Council should have its own executive director, staff, and
budget, as well as a chairman with a term of office long enough
to provide continuity.
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California Assembly Bill 672: Relevant Excerpts
2221&6. The board shall submit an annual report to the Legisla-

ture, which report shall include.
(a) An outside audit of the system, including a cash flow analysis

and a review of budget and staffing levels.
(b) A review by a consulting actuary, a summary of any changes in

actuarial assumptions from the previous year, a review of the system's
asset mix strategy, a market review of the economic and financial envi-
ronment in which investments were made, and a summary of the sys-
tem's general investment strategy.

(c) A description of the investments of the system, including the
concentration of stocks and bonds, at cost and market value, including
dividends and coupons, a-id a summary of major changes that oc-
curred since the previous year.

(d) The following information regarding the rate of return of the
system by asset type

(1) rTme-weighted return on a five-year, three-year, two-year, one-
year, and six-month annualized basis.

(2) Dollar-weighted return on a five-year, three-year, two-year,
one-year, and six-month annualized basis.

(3) Portfolio return comparisons which compare investment re-
turns with an indexed bogey portfolio of legally acceptable equities,
comparable funds, universes, and indexes.

(4) Returns as credited to employer accounts.
(5) Returns as reported in annual reports.
(6) Returns as reported by the Controller.
(e) A transaction summary which shaf adequately review the sys.

team's custodial relationship and daily cash management, purchases,
sales, turnover, private placements, soft dollar purchases, and transac-
tion costs such as commissions, dealer spreads and accommodations.

(f) An explanation of the use by the system of outside investment
advisers and managers and any participation in corporate annual
meetings and shareholder- voting

(g) An outline of the basis of the employer contribution rate and
the sensitivity of the rate and the funded status of the system to eco-
nomic assumptions, actuarial methodology, decrement assumptions,
and benefits and the reasons for any changes in the employer contribu-
tnon rate from the previous year and projections of future employer
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contribution rates and funded status for the next 20 years, given vari-
ous actuarial assumptions.

SEC. 10. Section 2221&7 is added to the Education Code, to read:
2221&7. The board shall submit a review of the system's assets to

the Legislature on a quarterly basis which report shalL
(a) Discuss the system's portfolio and contain the following in-

formation:
(1) Concentration, current holdings at cost and market value, risk

characteristics (R-squared. Beta. standard error), fundamentals (P/E,
dividend yield, measures of growth, size, earnings quality, debt/
equity) of equities.

(2) Concentration, current holdings at cost and market value, ma-
turity, duration, quality, coupon. and current yield of fixed income
instruments.

(3) Current holdings at cost and market value of real estate
equities.

(4) Current holdings at cost and market value of mortgages.
(5) Securities lending activity
(6) Options and forward commitments.
(7) Cash and cash equivalents.
(b) Disclose the following information on the rate of return of the

fund by type of asset:

(1) Time-weighted return on a five-year, three-year, two-year, one-
year, six-month and three-month annualized basis.

(2) Dollar-weighted return on a five-year, three-year, two-year,
one-year, six-month and three-month annualized basis.

(3) Summary of performance of an indexed portfolio containing all
legal investments and performance of comparable universes and other
indexes.

(c) Include a-performance review of asset allocation, of equities
due to market timing, sector selection, stock selection and trading, of
fixed income instruments due to interest rate anticipation skills,
credit analysis. sector trading and swapping and of value added over
indexing (alpha).

(d) A review of the system's custodial relationship and daily cash
management and a summary of the system's investment transactions,
including purchases, sales, turnover, private placements, soft dollar
purchases, and transaction costs such as commissions, dealer spreads
and accommodations.

(e) A review of the role of any outside managers and advisers,
stockholder voting, and changes in investment staff or reorganization.
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aisclosurc at even general or aggir-
gate information aoout a plan's A-
nanes. its acmanal heafth. or ie
cost of plan amendinens. Tis s so
even when the request for sucs nior-
marion c=9e =iey from ;Ian
parti=pa=s or te:r represe:rauves.

For example. t.e -rcoem oi im-
ited disclcsure iz-e'.ts even "re-
forms." In Apnl .977, -e Depart-
ment of Laoor announced a S"CO,-
000 Contract th t he .Massachusetzs
Reurement Law C.omrms on to es-
taolish a New England Reiamnet
Law C.uncl 'o do a study ot ?uoic
pension systems %'-ithin t'e saix New
England states. The c:gteen rionLtl
study aims -it :oorcoaitong a -e*.%ock
of pension ;tans and estaisning a
computer dta back. The Depart-
ment of Laoor has announced :hat
the New England Council "wiU cle.
an a complete data bas on :be char-
Watuce. funding status, and cover-

ag at all public pensi a sys.r=n
widn th boundaries of the six New
Eagland states." It is planned hat
the wmpute propnm developed
TIL among other i"unp, be equipped
to calculate the cost of any proposed
c.lange in a public pension system In
New England.

Thee is no quesuon that such 2
System established .vtth federal !uts,
and on the basis o( expert acruar.al
service, is a -eal pucfic ecnslon :e-

form. As .hings currently :ook. nov-
e-.er. even tnis new ceve:cping te-
form system nas a fata prociem. 7-h
:niormucn jcveloped oy the Crm-
m:ssion .s o cc .n :.h zompiete c.n-
uc-l of :.he executive and leg:s.a'ave
z.-partments ot the ,unsec:ions n-
'-c,.e. ',t:le ;n :niul;I -eport wili ;o
-o -he Department of La.or. ic.ms
to :.ie ust 3t "ne ,;ata .ars wdil tre
tro,:ry Ln-e. ccr -.nors.
t:Axrave: :*orese.-,attvo.s. p-a.-icto.a.t:

ard ztenecic;ar rcserunti.es. ania
inceperaenit reorclner are ICE Oujr-
ren:ly anticp:te. to t ave access :0
-he data bank. Tts %ill x :hc ca. e
even *anen titesc outside 2 cups oticr
to pay :.Ie Cst o( a spec.. answer *o
a general auemon such as oc cost of
;nte;rang a system with Soc.al Se-

Ihe program s -koaisor/ Commit-
:cc chaireta zv %tcNurtneil inas
'isc4 scd the .)ro;tcm and he in-
por-ance ,f uil mporun; and dis-
zlosure 'ith Direcior C;.imen F-11.
.u termar. :he .niral insoiicted
proposal o :ue Deprarment :i Lacor

cescn47d tne pr"grn as provtoing
:he tasis for 'usI -eporing znd ais-
losure. Hoever. iuness something

s :hanged eeom the e:;nteeos mon
study :s xomple:ed, only thcse now
controlling access to :e .tormauon
ao ut :11e syst--s ,nvcived -,i! ave
aC--s to Loe 'Icw -omputer pro.

Legal remedies
It would be misleading to :ave :t.e

impression 'hat there am no egal
,ries "or fiduca y abuse of pubiic

pemon plan. Ths would imply that
no recourse exsts ot plan partcpants
faced with 'ack of Adosure or
teclecy.

For the most part, pnvate rem-
dies am technical available. Com.
mon law and. ofe.i, statutory ,iducz-
ary proecnons freque.uy jo exut
State freedom 3f 1nfcrmaon and
consumer protec:cn systems are
lvatabie.

*lbid.. M I.Z6. As one piiin of ite
Conpr"Nonat Pbkic perwon study man.
dt L ISA. the Senate parucpanits
in %he .oin Pension Task Fors .'ave me.
queed that Ue General Ac cunong Of-
fi=e ma a rudy of Penason aset man.
itgoment praciacs .a a% states alljowwng
Lh KoLainrm :onma.L The results o lnu
study. however. Mre nc yt av adble.

'Set Robert Dlixt. Pir.on Worfd. De.
ember 1976. pp. 3-

'Louss 34. Koluuiei..r Coe~iass of "'0-
18"Mw LiMe ad LOCW PCRjao, Fran As-
Nit Maieieeirne. pli. t "ag to.

'Sm Auaa til Mueler AcU7 !or Ihe
Conprwuonal Pernsin 7Tk Fort. i?'ao-
lit Ptenaons" Werens !mfort 'he Amen.
can C.ouna o( Lte 'nsuramt. Novem-
ber 1. 1 r: Howsrd K;Ae. C3. nli to
the Houe Ptission Thsk Ft. address to
Nnona Confgrenct on Pjeoic Empioyee
Reureem Symts. .\l1refl :3. M77, and
PbIk PtSiOe Reform. PrVRi s JAad

IMiiwtents. Jung 6. 197'. p. I I.

'See 'New En.;nd Pension System
Study Contrac: .Awar ec.' 3.vA Ptnjon
Rf"Prtf May :3. ;9'3 2. A-3: st iso
'OrITl'ondierci utwetn Leab.g and Ku.
nan and ." De;arnenc o Libo, %by
It. 1','?- ay ,. 19 . and June S,
11 we also New EnS!an, Retiri"ent
"w Council cir to Kaiman. July

"Louws M. Yonomer. Coodiewa of in.
"PreW: Stete "td LOL-0 PeoWJoq F.ind Aff-
Nt,W4.Wnegvter. p, 54.
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Remedies cumbersome

Those remied, s however, are
zum0crsom and U.ccpenve. They
ire not desild Lo ' rvide speck
r.:-ncdit5 to pension ar:caPant oir
%.lCticiary proOlCau. F'duc:ary duty
,:,'Juon agair.s 'he stte systems

wll .1cult scpOation at p.ower and
.~~immunity prccems. For
%, -most -2r. ?ese prebcrn ;.annot

W. jvcr'ome *wthOut sOptnscate.

hrce pa.acslar problems without
zns% solution aT: (A) apticacon ct
.. ouonai icuctoty sitzndards and
,rudcnt man" rules :n the public

s.-:.or; (8) rfusal ot the gawe-n-
-cint to 'und a plam as required: and
,C) Avcstment of pubic peaon
'unds *n governmea Securtes.

Fiduciary problem

rt s enemrsly 'ei 'ced. and may be
;-:enly accunte. that pub ic pen-
,icn plans mus be mnaled :or the
ocnidt o partcpantr =d benesid-
.nca accorcang to the same iduc:a
standards that control private pension

fund. As a :ec.rnjc. *aa point. this
may be more oIA. Ct 'o es.Lblish
thian at rst appears. E.iors :o e.-
force tradiuo" Mucul ly ooiaig.UOs
agalust decaonmakers and trus man-
agers mus overcome sove:n :m-
.neity and scportcin u( ;ower de.
feses. It "nust men be - :=biished
.tai die ;Ian .s -cetd i uz e
signed :o .4 -ranajeo zr :?e :xciu-
sive and sol€ ntle.st ,f ;1:tv;qpnts
and 5eaefta-.a.

Difficulties in establishing

Depending cn te .tanue involved.
this may be rgiatlvcy e2asy or very
comptated to prove. "lere nay Do
no specac "fund" :avoived in tke
pla. It may be far rom apparn
that pubic pension p acipants xnd
beffcts have eawtabie 'js .n a
public pei o iund. Fun'urmom ..,
explict dectllnon of taust with to-
spect to the tuna's assets may exuaL
It may also be d&cut to -"szat, ish
Cf:3ly :.hat pian scts are. .n !c:.
separate trust fund rather :thn a sim-
Pie dinvsmn Ot the buagt or ac=oun:s
of :he govermntal empiovelr in-
volved.

Ea.' , a is estabiancd iat a .rust
fund does cxtut and tat idwca:"
duties do :pplv, the SlCp:AC 'uues o(
pian .iducianes may remain in ques-
tioc. Pulic: fund iducary uues may
valy considerably !rom those 4 pn-
vais trust fund .iduccar.. Statoguor
provisions mav exast provicng '.hat
anly ivelstmce p.-s mwus be re.
canrtd :o the nerec1 iund ai :he
e'.niet. T . :.Cts -nay .ot !e .
pied :o :consdet ,aveis:ment :t:u.-i
4 aunst .s%. -1

A statune may a"o rmeOS .euare-
ments to vest in governmental sle-
c-iriaes or secinaces of business
within the jurisaicnoa. CtCe= suu-
tory requiremenrs may sch e .-a -
ticoal rul of divirrsaicauoa oi tr'.as
asset Tradinonal prudent mn ruks
may be niaxed somewhat durn;
sitaions of Snve ftnaucaJ .-alsit

In V."Vumr. it d. V T"AcPTr Re-
uremev System ot the C.y o Vew
York. c ad.. 76 Civ. 4474 %'WCC)
(S.D.N.Y.. 1973) a federal wsnct

in .New York rec.nay !ound
tat pubic fIudd :rtes did not

breach ,iduc: y dunes by ;nves=g
.n .xoyer bonds when ae employer

was thoUght to be on :he brink af

Today more and more
investment managers of
pension plans, commercial
and ,Tus? bank pors.folios,
ard insurancee company
funds are adcing Mcrtgage
Partcjoatcn Cer.t.cates
(PCs) to their por.foios.

In fact, last year more
than 46 % of PCs issued were
purchased by those investors.

Competitive yteies, ,ow
risk. regular cash 9ow. and
enhanced ;iqua;ty are gcod
reasons to cznsicer PCs for
your portfoio.

FOR DETAILS Consult
your broker, or contract
Michael Rush, Vice President/
Marketing, Feceral Home
Loan rlMlc;age Ccrpcratron,
Dept. P 4, 3 1 First Sreet
, .W. Washington. D.C.
2C001 (202) l524-7C36.

THEn 0%J 1OTA GE MCORPOx-0RAP7 0 i
The Pz;"*1Mm4 La" Men@"* CAmeVW~e 0" c~&d In 9'0 0 mace. fte sloo" W1

PMwee w~ ofae aee me rela of. 01CSefw66Amm Moa mela.ffgS e"M
hol .Vaune Wr oft 1s %oa elilwaeeleft

ARE NG LnNJ, , GER-
EIVFwWM EN Tase,
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aottzruptcy. The court :-nc:uccd-
"hat the Trustees niti.jl eit iO

as o tO * t.bly of 'he onds and thi
un'esiraoilty O :omM., nig so aUrgo
a proponion of te 'unc % ssets to a
tingle c!ass of s-ity *asa utweigned
by what ihey conceived ass heir par-
mount opinion : mure tilt survival
o lhe !und.'

T"his s ccintrar :o ,he 4-te.l ie
opnel -o -nvate tision -."stL tn

:059 ,D.D C., ?97! wn:ca .'c:d
!.lot pension :ri :es sct'a 3ot con-
sicer :14e ,aterst of t!r.io-ee, and
pens.on paric;noams .n .airtnting
the eccnomlc stenjtO of the em-
ployer when ,mrang pcnsion invest-
meats.

Enforcement

On a number of occasions. lovern-
Mental employers nave faiied :o fund
!heir pLns in !;ne wth e szauory
requwLements:

Courts have undormiy hold these
missed appropriauons :o be contract
,IOasUona. Dopencing on !%eir view of
:he appIcaoio doc.rtnes of iw3cration
o( power and sovereign immunity. :he
states courts have dopted var oua ,I-
sPonm to requesis that they order the
stale legiator or Suls xw.ti-ve ac.
ruatly tO mate the aoprprtauom
(needed to fund the plarij)"

In Dobrow-vski Y. The Cy of
FPiadelpnia, !or example. :be court
ordered the Cry to put its peaio
plan '0 an acasrially sound basiL.t
In f is a court agreed that aiure
to fund a public plan is illegal. How-
ever a sepe rion of power argument
conmoced the court that to such or-
de wa perasable. Thaefone only
a d a lry judgment resulted. 3

lnvstmmt

Some stSst require public Pui-
Sion plans :o iv9t a certain portion
of their -3st in government securi-
te The pros and coos of such re-
qumments have b eedevecped us
detail by the Harvard Law Review.
Under th Har'ard analysis. trustees
making the .nvestent might procer-
ly look beycnd the direct secuta.t in-
ter=s, ai active plan parmcoants and
benocianes. They a& mtflt con-
uader their cwn intert :n the stability
of the government sponsoring the
pension plan; the security interestt of
actM pln participanM, exclusive of

the ;ntcrets oA cvne.ic.aies; a,'d :he
gencral nterets oi OnetIc:ar.es ad
particants i avoioin; love'nmenta
bankruptcy.-"

Investments Cf this type shouid te
considered hgnly suspect. They
should be opposed -inless mzoc matter
al mmiicauons of these investmentss
are fully and zaze.uilv ccnsidertd.

In the .recet Ncv Yric isczl
c-sis. ve-v careful -n-iderauor of
.il e-ements ot .te ceo:sion vsS :n .d *
pnor to -.rv pensior. fund ,nvewrent
in New York security es. Spec:oI 'CFs-
lauve approval and adustmcuts of
Slducary reqwtrem'ents were granted ;
special and spec"Aic Federal policy
and tax de-sions -ere mzde which.
protected the funds.'

Conclusion

Contlicts of interest in 'the manage-
mect of public -eosicn plans and
that aset present a major c--ailenge
'or re.or. At the heart of the prob-
eM is the disinteret and :zrck of on-

dersuanding by pubiac ;!an manage.s.
parmcpats and bene6caae h i
represeaavCS, and he taxpaying
public.

CJonsMei of Puouc pensions have
no atiOve enforleme=t advocate. No
one can control or e:!eaveiy cnaJ-
lenge seff-saealing and Poor manage-
met There i$ no agency with ace-
quate authorty to demand .uil.
meningful and undestandable re-
Fortan and dismfosure comparable to
tte ones tat oversee private plans.

Technia legal amues adequate
to V cnleft information about
pubic pon plans are cpnsavg
and compUizad. Meaningtl access
to pi" its lega remedies to then
problem does uot exst. The disi-
teest of the Pas generated present
Problems Pension ,ian parrcipants
and ben.ecares and the waxpavng
public e"erve beter.

'Rnort of Mu Ye- York State Perma-
sent Commisson on P'jo,,c Employee
Pe-on and Retrement S)Vems. F'a,,€.
Lt Th, Public Pension 5'swgr. Pir 1.
ActwriWASMMurao ensd funii iar pii.
Ct=s. March 1975. pp. ; -.

s Wo.. o 90 Me". L Re . "2 (19",h
"90 deov. L Nr. Mf (19", . . !04.

Public reporting

Thts ts the rcal world of public
sector reporIung and disclosure and
asset management. Public ;4=sion
reform is needed :n this area. 7te
argument for reform is 4tronger than
Me pnvate sector argument which r-
sute-d n BRISA. Aouses are ,itte-
spread; empiover and private "nan-
cal :ctrnu, tv :-ntrot is isturo, n ;
;$an pa:icant 3nc taxpayer ':iowi-
etei ;s kept to a minimum. V:e..v to
the Mntra, citing "ermenco"s
prcgress" througn the velvett slove"
of the private ,nacal communitr
do not match the facm. They -epr.:-
tnt a myopic pgrception of the dis-
turbing reality of reporng, diaco-
sure, and conflicts of interest i the
public swcor today.

This article -s based in a chapter from
a forthcoming book on tle -eform )f
public Piemon plan. The book a
tentatvey entitled The Public Pensaon
Cnr Wyth. Reolay. Refom. ?oli-
cation is scheduled awr the year by
the American Federation of State.
Czaonty and Munmclpal Employees.

4.4 A. :d 2_; (1968).
3
llUOMM Edamc~o Aziciaui ,. 'Ui-

,ldo. NO. 6891 (CL Cl. J,*ne 25. 1973):
see also ;IIM-iq v. Ewing. 495 P. 4d 639
(1972) (ci 6i~.)

9O Mav. Lftv. "2 (1977).
OS". American Ear Aasocssauon. 197J
Lu' edINA& Law Cca'n-Vuev Repent,

(1976). pp. 414 snd 7; Assmei be.
Mast )WMuempal An#-.ise Corporaaien.

N.Y. IBaks saw WA CAy if Now York.
>iovenibwr :6. i,1M NeW York State
Statute on inds..icaion and d u ary
obiviuz-,i. !!15. N.Y. Law. Chap 190:
New York SIAsonal Fnmncing Act and .t
!eIStlative ht. iry, PL 94-iW. (Dec. 9,
1915): special imencitenlt to internal

-(e'ellue Cade Sftc:on 0! (a) and is'ti aiiv, iisory, P L 94-23S i March 19,
:976): 90 Herr L. Rev 994 (1971, ;p.
1003--016; Mictie S. Gordon. 'The Pli.
tcs and Perli of Reforming P'iblic En.
ployete Pension Pans.- employee Ieaiffti
dournel. Fnil 1776. pp. S &ad 6. Witirry.
et d. r T,ohrr Rerrvmenst S ysem of
ile Ctv. if virw York. it at.. 76 Civ. 4A7,i
iCVC) tS.DNY.); and Interntuonal
Foundation o E.npiove Benefit P.lans.
PiJuC Fund Trnume Did 

to reach
Fiduri7 Duty . Investing n New York
:;iy Sorw n, Leen-Lu9). ae Rpe. -fr.
Vews O5iS1lria. (June 1971). pp. 6 and 7.

- i-~ i Mrk1M nluinti
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Federal

Toward State

Benign Neglect
b7 Mich"l T. Leibig ad

Robert W Kalman

T t fed goemnt is on-invved 'in. bu Ism a responsi-

bility for. the regulacion of tw and
local poe plans. Unai rctly.
little attencio h" focused oc federal
pogrm and policy which influme
am-federal public penswe -~
XaJor statutory resposibilities have
long been ignored. Not knowing what
scuon to :aie. federal agencies have
da mcatng. even after offlciay
recognizing their obligation to .
The ampios that state and local
pLans "am mt co-d by MS A."
ar unaffected by other cuwt fed.
" regular o. and are bay the

constitutional reach a( any federal
megaciadr or rewponbillcy have bern

Fedeftl Gernmewu Inenled

Nowof thes assumpcaws s "a
founded. Federal tax policy. jobs

This andce u bised on c ntpr
frM a/ ovrtcommg ok on 'Ad re.
fje of publi emipe, e perns.
pidns. The book is teauntewiel mn
uattd The Public Penion Criss:
Myth. Rel cy. Reform. It mU be

sem Federewn of State, Cuy and

pmn~am$ ant-fraud secumta law.
fidudiary rsponsbility rule. Social
5ecwrcy prorams. police toward
the sta and local gover umset !uic
ais urban programs. and related
Actvite have nememAly immersed
the feWal govaumutA in the regAla
do state and local pension plam.
For the most pan. however. the fed.
cral Sovernment has been negiecung
its eximang rspossbuioes.

The first step a any national pub-
lc penin reform movement re.
quie that the federal government
recognia and cake seriously its cur.
ret public pension ruponaibiliaae.
The secod suep a to redesign federal
p rupsaso th they effcivy
achieve tb polcy gals which inid.
aed the fedal governam's ia-
noemu a tam and local pms.

A rasiec approach to federal
policies tow rd ute and loa pen-
mons rquirm an as atm o( the
following" (1) The consttucional

rceura of Tho Naftal Laegweof
Ciam v. U(ut Supreme Court ded.
siou: (2) The Internal Revenue Scr.
vic's public pn aaa obliganonu; (3)
The Departmet of Labors poiica
aa programs toward public pen-
son: and (4) Other arras of federal
involvement. especially those d-
signed to prevt fraud or eniorce
fiducar7 dcims.

XMU MC

I. THE CONSTITUTONAL
QUESTION THE VA- .!O.VAL
LLICUE Or CITIF' V. L' .R Y

In The ANaisaW Le"p of Cities
. U e, and Cekfonme a UJ.n- the

United Stam Supreme Coun rued
in 1976 that Congress exceeded its
authonry under the Cmnmerce
Clause of te United States Consti.
nation when it mate=d Wlauoa
extending mandatory minimum
wage and ovwrtim provimons of the
Fair Labor Standards Act to almost
Ma sam and local government m-

Since The Neaso^WJ Loess" of
Ciesa deisim. the debate over fed.
eral act ionmt reom sm and local
pensi.. is wo oem idetrackd by
the im"elf Congra' atrity to
egwae ia the ame.'

Analysis of this isui mutm rm '-

'TI. .'twm La. of COSW V VY
WA ca ,ea Ltu.U . U S. Sftepen cwun.
N.. 7".43. 44 tLaw W-wh 4977 .
I r-9: SM Xdwad Crd~f. -rA. Psiwas MW
Pwnk of Reaemse Pubkr Emplavvw Pro.
wn Plum.' PLOYU ILLNUI" JOUR.
NAL !mA 076. pp. 2-7 sed 32 S : mad 5
&YJmOmRMM. w.juiy5 t 1. I- 1.P A-17.

'Su. 1W esam i . Gordo. Wt I. abew.
aed Nam. Sahbbwy. Nftwicev 5aW "m.
fa PKoo Rei: A Nm La5~aasv Aas,.
on." Z3PLOYU WIUSLND r1]Ot,.AL

65 I57M. pp. 6-B " o..

EaLoyU BL-4 umr J ouvkL
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Policies

and Local Pensions:

or Negligence?

the eaear of iederl power and
responbliry remaining after de
4ec.,son. Three poims are epeq aly
Important:

" Congressonal regulation of
ace and local sacaty based

an thi spend ing pow r. the ta-
ing power. the Foureumth
Amendnm . or other non-com-

t:W LsqtwO/fCatae problem.

" Congressional regulation ,r
XvideLin which r amn man-
darory present no Nut onal
Lmgu of Citea problem.

* Een in cam where T e eaws
at Leap. of Oneas -W a Ag-
gutad. the qumndon Is om of
,,hetb a direct dhtpacemou
of Stue me lrAn has oc.

cured. Unien Congpe acts
nde the Commerce Cause

.to directly displace stae free-
dam to s'uaue integral opema-
non in areas of uraditwio
loeernental umaiom. The
NanaW** Leagu of CQu cawe
is nag a probleM.

No Pmus orZ.vIs.W Mda*,:d

No SyIMU of pUbUC employee pen.
sa rMorm would mandate either
the e, ,snce of a scam or local pen-
mon program or the level of pon
beone prvided. A tate or local
gaeumm is free. of coum. to de-
tername by itself what penam bowe
Soa isproidm. The Wa=s a whether
a min syusm doud be emab-
Dahed wbh would mm, thua be.
es proieins nd. a volunarily-de peno pla ame pod. and

wh-ther the plan operates wibout
diacnmizo. dishonesty. or abuse.

Conederaion of federal public
penion reform raum different issues.
depending on the scope of reform
diacuied. Reform of reporting and
disciomar requiremesu is diilerrt
fro reform wich al1 md
mia fiduciary mandards: which
qu different agan from reform
which adds participation. Yeing.
and benefit accrual rules; wtich is
vafl differvu &r adding manda-
tory funding requirement. Funher.
more. reorms Which requr that a
plan meet standards to qualify for a
special tax esmone or othe federal
benefit differ from mandatory sy.
tems which rock enforcement Cwmog
civl, or even criminal. penalies.3

81a No" C004M a Cb&in. d tUmi
0Mm -NMM Coen -sow" Afi"d

The Authors

Michal T. Lbis, a -amber of Lke ban *I the Dismct of
Columbia and Virvpia. is With Use law firm of Zw,,ing and
Maurr m Wsahapon. His did gradituae wrk in economso
"md Ameman bmry ad io t ezm g ha law dnm.
Itobet W. Kalmes did hi Vadfae work ia labor uudi and
heAlthcare admaminraoon. Hes is manit diecor of ike De-
pe'a ot Nbl Poli- Analy s u ke Annaica€ Fedaaoon
of Sea. CoUNty. and Mtmapal Exqli to aW shaipno.Mcan T. .. ,

FAL. 1978

40" W taS~e
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Public pension refom coistent
with The Nastonal Le" of Cas
decision an clearly be achieved in
ma. if no &lI. of the aiaa.

The fac that the federal govern-
me can play an active roe m the
reform of public pension plans is
aanted to oy the federal govern-
ment's current insolvanent in the
regulation of ths plans.

II. MEZ PEIraJC PLVSION OB-
LJGA TIONS OF MfE IVTER.
NotLLE VLVUZSLSRVIME

A. The 1RS mad A=u Qwuelf

Thelu Imna Revenue Code co.
cam a Sstmem of tax qualilcantm is-

quireme p applicable to sate and
local penman plans-a sophimcated
federal num of regulating public
employee pension owsn uer In-
mnWia Revenue Code Sections 401 (a)

and 301 (a).
The IRS administers this system of

rule,. which require that pis
plans meet ,an4dards in order to
qualify for special tas rme
Employee pemon trusa uam ot cax
eempt. nor ars concrnbttow to
them deducible from gro i .
unles the Dun as part Of the pension
plan wich quaLifiie under the pro-
Ymwo of Secions 401 and 501 of ths
trnema revenue Code. Whil EILI.

SA contains a provision Ig
governmentall plans, fum parcci.
pan. vesting. funding, diadonre.
and fducary standards, no such ex-
empoo esm in the anddisaimina-
ao. proam'ed practice, Or other
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preEIA regulazons."
The mS nuled in 1972 cha a state

teachr re' emen crtm fmnd was
entitled to special bwedat under
Seccio 401 (a) only if it met the re-
quiremam, ad complied with rer.
lads. uIr that sacon.' The
IRS has. untl way recenty. consi-
cetly maintained this poacion.

Dnan-i Halpermn. Tax LesslaUvr
Coun to the Asisant Secretary of
the Treaury for Tax Policy. recently
tmfied before the Sena lFinace
Codmmawe tha:

It is wedl Mcabished chat a
Wntt or oceur arangement
funding a reirement plan is
tax-spt if the plan mea
the qualiadon requuremenas
of the Internal Revenue Code.
incuding the condition dha
abn plan use discriminate in
favor of higher paid employs..
This applies Whether the em-
ployw maintatamin a plan a a
governmental body, a tax-
eampe ohlanuaon. or a tax-

able corporation. Whether or
mo the plan is qualified also
has a very important bearing
oan the taxation Of the employ.
e paropatng in the plan.
If the plan is qualified. em-
ployaw are taxable only as em-
ployr cmributions are dia.
ptuced or made available to
them. Funthermure. the dia-
nibuelon may be subject to
man favorable tax reamuent
than other type of income. For

-atpic - ,e-ya aver-
aging is available for a lump
-m diibudion. In addition.

adeath bnft may no be sub-
ject to eacs tax. On the ocher
hand. if the plan is aom qual.
Sed. an employee is taxable on
employer cocribulons when
thos contribution are veed
(i.e.. they cease to be subject
to subtanoal risk of fofei-
ture) Thus. for examole. if an
employee is fully vsted In em.
ployer-denved benefis under a
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plan. cuaoibudons by the em-
ployer am taxable to the em-
plo at the time the conmrbu-
dam an made.

"The Power to Tax..

The income of a Sovernment or a
governmental entity is Senraul ex-
empt from federal txaon under
Section 115 Of the Internal Revenue
Code. The 1972 tax rniig recog-
nized hat when a peason muis fund
is aublished. it belongs to plan par-
iant and is t e property of

the governmen. Therefore. the cux
mus qualify for special tax support
as do other penmn crust funds.'

The mos importance of the tax
qualifiacon nles require a plan not
to dimczinan in favor of officers
shaeoades. supervisors, or highly
compensated employs., and noc to
ergag in certain specifically enu-
menred "prohibiced transactions"
between the .rust and -daqualified
person' (which indude fducari.

- . and -,rs). The pro-
hibited transactons regulacions ame
dilugned to prevent self-dealing.

hies mn. when forced. prevent
pension plan from being mwapu-
laced unfairly in favor of highly com-
penzaced employers or selfish plan
managers and decson makes. They
an intended to prev the abuse of
the pam cust device as a tax sel-
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tar.4 TI Protections they adford an
vuuable to psrucipants. whether
public or private employees.

Technically. the 1972 IRS Ruling
should have had a traemdous im.
pact on public pension plans. How-
ever, the empt acus of govern.
ments and the fact that the proub-
iced transcton and discrimination
rulei were-deigned pnmanlY to deal
ith corporate pension plans create

an environment of unrciy in their
application bT IRS to public plans.

The governmental tax euapUon
ca.es a particularly dsiicult em-
forcmenc problem. It remove one
important motivaton for compliance
wih the regulations which exists in
the private Ictor. Private employraa
are responsve to the rule. partly
because oan-compliance could a-
fec their own tax liabtiay. In the
public sector. however. tnis is am a
factor. The MS must threaten to tax
either the individual pa -cpanh
and benetiaries. whom the ruis are
deigned to protect, or a a-us funid
which. because of iu relationship
with a government. is difcult to

Rude Enforcement Neglected
for Publc Pfanj

Genraxy, the enforcmant of
thee rule has been neglected in
the public sector. Etcept when the
quatom is formally rased, the IRS
apparently follows a policy of be-
nign neglect.

Rabet Tilove discumed the prob-
lem in PUW& £mpSoiyee PMnJin
Fwads:

some dlfeiway arse when
rula de signed for corporate
pension plans are ap.pied to
public plans. However. with
rare and only very recent ex-
cepton. the rules have in fact
am been applied. except when
queson has been formally
raised. T7he answer is iven, at
least in the first isance, by the
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local director of the Internal
Revenue Sen-ice. Consequent'
ly. anwers differ from one mate
to another, as is to be expected
when a complex set of rudn
written to -aure even-handed
treatment of corporate execu-
uv and the rank-and-file in
private industry a applied :o
public plans. Many public M.-
tts have never assid for rul-
inri as to whether char plans
qualify: they and ther mem.
ben have simply assumed that
thee is no problem.

Nucesforcement by the In.
tral Revenue Service has in
fa beein the rule. If enorce-
met were attempted, it would
confront the question whether
to sam s mo Kate and local
judges for thousands of dollars
of 'lack taxs because of thair
super benefits. Awkwardness
has aisen-at least until 1973
-only for than system trut

or oficals metculous enough
to ask for a ruling.m

According to preliminary findip
o" the Congr mal Pension Task
Fore, four out of five state and local

arem st sysms a either un-
familiar with the ap-Acation of Sec-
tion 401 (a) to public plan or. know-
ing of the rule. have ignored it. No
momth a 15 % of all plans have
we received favorable plan qualifi'

canon derininatam letuers from
MRs."

One Tax Col sector Adamanu

The IRs policy toward enforce'
min has been mnccumen. The St.
Louis IRS district office is probably
the moK adamant regional advocate
of enforcement of public plan tax
qualihicaron rule. Since 1971. the
St. Louis office has collected taxes on
a ftrmen's pension plan from the
City of St. Joseph. Mo. because, ac-

nabiii 1'UO". PSM.. EmN" PdeLe hm.
PW. (New YmIk: C, lua Useve.y
Pm,. 1976). 11. 2W.
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mmC0 Cmene. Rom. VL.. Nai-

bus 1. 117. p. 11.

cording to pre reports. "the plan
refuses to submit to qualificauon."'

The fund's accuntant. Jerry
Moos. has argued that the plan is
immune from ta under the inter,
roverrimemal tax immunity rule of

Section 115 of the Internal Revenue
Code. The IRS responded that once
governmental money is deposte" *
a pension trust. it is no longer p. z
money and. hence. can be t=xed. So.
every year the St. Joseph. Mo. Fire-
men's Pension Fund pays taxes and
fls for tax refunds, which are de.
Gied.

A number of oc plans inl MX6
soui including plans for the ucies
of Joplin. Springfleld. Kasas Cty.
and Columbia report similar c.pers
ences. Apparently no IRs office.
other than the St. Lous disict of-
flice, has been auenave to the prob-
:en of tax qualification in public
pensian funds.'

In Aug st 1977. the IRS an-
ounced a review" of "swiues con-

cerning dim inaion and the taxa.
bility of income of crmi relacm io
state and local government employee
reamert plans." The Servicer d
that "Pending completion of a. --
view. the IRS will reolve these issues
in favor of the taxpayer or govern.
mena unit."'

B. The DIS ed Plen DascLosure

On April 21, 1977. the IRS an-
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pond an ia 1v 131 edius that 'A -TtiT

Note: Final regulatoas requiring
funded deferred compensaion plans
(including governmental and church
plans. whether or not qualified) to
file annual report were issued by the
IRS onJ.ly 7. 1978. See43 Fed. ReS.
29291.July 7. 1978.
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nou.cd thi public Pension plawn
mum file annual report. Form 5500
and 5500-C, the Annual Reur/
Repor of Employe BSnds Plas.
would be requred. whether Or MA
the plan had reved or applied for
& determuma Of tax qualilicauion.
Somge of the promions of ERLSA
specifically do not aopiy to govern-
mental plans. The provuwas which
se nm applicable were indzicged
as such in the ia.sucion, *

The IRS reporting requu ane
has a sound leuiJ basis. haud
Gordon. a private attorney who coo-
mbtieI to the writing of ERSA l4-
sation a an &We to Senator Jarob

Javcs. has reviewed the legislative
hism7 ofUSA. He agrew that IS
reporting requiremms mus be ap-
plied Co public plant."

Many public plan manages on-
plo-ers and money managers oh-
jecere to the Rs reporting req ire-
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On Auguim 18. 1977. the IRS ex.
tended untL December 31. 1977 the
deadline for filing that reports. The
informaton requd by the forms
-w also aglwicandy reduced. Only
initial infomaton identifying the
plan and answers to one or two ocher
basc quaaons are requaled." Evcn
the reduced requirements met tren-
ous objeccons from ,ome plan ad-

C. JX3and Pub& Prnsons:
A SwAme-e,

The a q,-0casioe and report-
mg and osuIe requiements ad-
tminuiseed by MS are designed to
iMuM special tax trenaent only of
thsem pnsion plans which meet car-
Cain fedaml -rq emenm. rhea re-
quira prevent discrikinatioa
in favor of highy paid individuals
and prohibit abum by thae in can.
taul. The adorement of such nram
in a pragmatic. redistc way would
be a major step forward for public-ennon reform.

Public employer and money man-
ager enw'm ,xxgae the cowMM.
quanc of menung a simple report-
ing and disclosure requiranmt. Fur-
theeore the reporting and qualii.
cation standards adii in order to
acthuee a early proper federal pol
icy: that is. tax policy support for re.-
0rMIM inome security. That tax
police wa developed for the re-
or-mas wecwity of working Amen-
cam and shoud be adminsierved
primarily With a view towardd such

The IRS qualifiation X.maas
shoWd be inormed to dleca more
adequauly the tu conditions and
p-oblem of public plans. e IRS

Am Sm 3ieMem. Sa P1rmcem.
Calif. Dminmwm 7. 1977: -d xta, C.
Ljad. "Cemlmmumm .4ang Ow Tax
5Um of LeAd hem ZmPtva Pme
Fiad," Tim W69 .2re Jawmd. Augm
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has neglected its raponsabilkia to
public plan parucpants.

Te um poicias which curent
qualificaioi standards were de-
signed to carry oue can be protected
in the public sector by reismc and
modern standards. designed ex-
pressly for public plans. Such uan-
dards lie within the auz.onry of :.
and could be issued as pan of :he
curnV standards for prvaw plzas."

Th cuusion and neglect oi nce
federal gavemmnt's sooication of
the Intenal Revenue Code to smae
and local plan become even more
dimremng wba the application of
ERM to public plans is analyzed.

Ill. THE PUBLiC PFNVSO,V
PROBL.F.S OF T-E U.S.
DEP.4 A7"ZVT OF L-AOR

A. MUIS osd Deflnaiondl

ELISA is -jointly admin.
iamed" bw the Deparcment of Lal.or
and the IR5.

Section 4 of ELSA eempcs "ov.
emmental plans from coverage un-
der Trie I of the act, which contains
•,ploye bensd protection prow
smos adminisered by no Depart.
mans of Labor. Titl 17, and Tide III
mum be analyzed on a section-by-
aection basis to deterts.e which sec-
iom contain an eixusion. I

SeIk.N$051 of ELSA provide
for a Congrsional tudy ot "renue.
memt plans smblished and main-
ained or financed (directly or in-

dircty) by the Covernt Of the
United Stas, any state rver.men
divins thereo, or by any agency or
laxmecalisy of any of the fore.
Suing.' T1e provisons of IRISA
hav resulted in the wid.!y h d be-
lid ha ERLSA doas am affec: pub-
lic pensiQU plans. Much of ELISA.
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however. does apply to state and
local plans.

1. The MRIS d empres
The House and Senate Jont

Conerece Conmitee explana.ion
of ER 5A contains a clear statement
that Tite I was no intendect to aoviv
to 'governmental plans." The exciu-
sions from Tde I. by t.he secuon-by-
section approach. are explained. for
example. as follows:

The participauon require-
mants of Tie U apply only
to plant which qualify for cer.
tam tax aeferal privles by
MCiUng the standards AS to
paracpadon and .cher matm
set forth in the lntcmal Rev-
enue Laws. However. govern-
menal plans and church pans
which do not elect to come un-
der the new pravions wl
neterehe be created as qual-
died for the purposes of the
tax deierral privilege for the
employee. if th7 meet the re-
quWrennl Of the Pree 14.
([mphagis supplied ]=

This legislative history and cose
review of specific sec:ons indicates
the continued validity under ERSA
of the IRS's detemination to apply
Its Lax qualihication regulations uin-
der 401 (a) to public plans."

1.£RSA Definaovns
The wording of the ERISA

deisoon of "goverunmeal plan-
cmahss the isme.

Td I of ERISA sma forth mii.
mom standards pertaining to report-
ing and diadoasre. plas partidpa-
tion. vesting, fsuning. and fiduciary
rerponsibliry. which pvacm sector
plans mum mee. Section 4 (1) of
ThIe I specifically euxpts from
cove2age -governmencal plans." Sec-
non StS2) of Tide I defines gaven-
mental plans" as all plans which are
c-tabiahed or mairuained for its

W.UA CAaimM.M RpM.. as mvoned
CCH. PORMin Raf*M ne 4f 1 Y74. (Qaeap:
CMweM Clamg Hm. 14). par.

wel5; u & 4b.8mm a mn I ..

"S ge ~ am M Ms. &ad per.
Nat, 72-14 tiN?).

employees by the government of the
United Scats. by the government of
any stae or poiical jurisdicti
thereof, or by any agency or irasru-
mentality of any of the foregoing.

Tide 1. which incorporate the
stadards set forth in Tite I as
amendments to he Intc-nal Rcvenue
Code. also xempts "governumrntal
plans- from coverage under many of
its seemons. "Governmental pians"
under Tide !. Section 1015. are de-
fined. however, as plans which are
established and mainained for its

employees by... any nate or politi-
Cal junsdicnon thereof.. . " Tide
IV of the &ac. which establishes a sys-
ta of plan terminaam insurance.
Cesano S m enCal plans. Sut.
it too use the same 'and- definiton
e employed in Tide I of the ac

Ands, Or, and Coinc'd.cs

TheM definitions raise the obvious
question as to whether -he submcu-
don of the conjunction "and" or the
conjunction -or was itentional or
accidental. Regulations under Tale I
an the drafting responsibility of the
Deparanou of Labor. and :hose un-
der Title H mum be drafted by the
IRS. However. nearly four years after
ER A's enacecme. regulatory def-
initcn of "gnvmn~cal plans" has
o as yet been issued by either de-

pazrmen. This aes doubt as to
whether some plans long thought of
as public plans may in fact be co-
ere by EW.IA.

S. 7%e RrgidAzwy Delay
In Septmber 1976 Dalas

L Salisbury. dhu Acting Director of
the Office of Policy Plamung and
Research under the Labor Depart-
met's Adininsator of Penion and
Welfare Benefit P:'ogr-azm. reported
that the Departme-t of Labor had
received few comments suglung
how a public plan should be defined.
Salisbury also pointed out that the
Department had idicated in option
letters that it believes that a plan
mum be cleal "established and
maintained" by a public employer to
qualify for exe-ption. The Bureau
of National Affairs reported that:

As an example. he (Salis-

bury] sud that if a plan has
an odd number of trustees, the
majority of whom represent the
public employer so that the en-
ployer has authoriy over the
plan. the Department wruld
colder the plan to be a pub.;c
plan. He noted that the De-
o-rtment's :egl counsel as in-
dined at this point :o .t
LUlA's requrernents conser-
vatively, so that, for example.
if a board is composed of an
even number of umUes exact-
ly hal of whom represented the
mployer, the govrnm-mt unit

would have to have final au-
thoricyin the cas of a deadlock
so that it masinained control of
the pun.
This sc interpretation could
mean many plans would be
subjmc to ERISA. he said. add-
mg that the Labor Depa-rmnit
is looking for input to aid in is
development of a definition of
public plan."

In January 1977, Salisbury reported
that an early spring issuance is -:r-
rndy swhed ft""

By the fall of 1977. the Depart-
meat of Labor had imued eight oon-
ion letters (but no rejulatons) on
the ERLSA definition of "govern.
mental plan." Each letter took the
pomiom that a plan must be both
emablkibed end maisamed by a
government: 'maintained" meaning
"fianced and controled." Thee
le tau a very cumervat ap-
peuoach.

To dam. neither IRS nor the De-
pasanean of Labor had defined "gov-
aismstal plan" further.

On March 31. 1978. the Legisla-
tion and Regulanoo Division of the
IRS Office of Chief Counsel issued a
report on the status of regulacons

32NA Pwam s ~pane. -Me. IC -
tb " 20. 171. p. A-$F
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projects. The defi niuon of gvern-
mental plans was assigned the lowest
phonty.2

B. CETA 4ad Penswas

The Department of Labor op-
eratn a public jobs program under
the Comprehensive L.npiovmet and
Training Ac: (CrTA- Pubic Law
93-.203). In 1977. the Department
suged regulations concerning CZTA

employee panicpauon in public
pen"on plans. The regulations pm-
vided basically ha when CXTA
money is used to pay pension co-
tibuuons for CITA employee, and
when chse employee are later dis.
charged without a winedpeso
right. C'TA penman conu o
must be placed in an escrow or np-
mv. account. or some other ar-

rangement must be made so that :he
moneys ar returned to the federal
govrn, ,ent. A waiver period t com-
ply with the regulation was
allowed."

Thae retirement regulations e
based on the amsmption that CETA
employees ar temporary employee.
The regulation. therefore. sog to
discourage partiapaion in a pen-
uon system but. in fact. created a
Sern of very specific and difficult
problems for Public pension sam.

Partpipauon Often Required

Many public retirement ,ae.
imetimne even sate coat1502.

require that all employees. induding
CrTA emplaye. be padpam s
a specific pesio p,. Many of
them las also mandate dt a .
playe, pension conseibueom oan be-
half of partipana may nix be with-
drawe. A further proolam result
when. u is oftenn the caw. 9 plan is
funded actuarially with no possbiiy
that specific concrbunons ae uo-
caed amoig employees.

After the regulations were issued.
a preliminary survey of Kate CETA
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public pension plans could not
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STATEMENT OF JOHN J. SWEENEY, PRESIDENT, SERVICE EM.
PLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION, AFL-CIO, ACCOMPANIED BY
STEVE PRUITT, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR
Mr. SWEENEY. Mr. Chairman, my name is John J. Sweeney, and

I serve as the president of the Service Employees International
Union and executive vice-president of the Public Employee Depart-
ment, AFL-CIO, which is composed of 32 national unions repre-
senting in excess of 2 million workers at every level of American
Government.

With me is Steve Pruitt, legislative director of the AFL-CIO
public employee department.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before your sub-
committees today to provide you with our department and SEIU's
views on public employee pension benefits plans and the need for
additional Federal governmental oversight in this area.

Mr. Chairman, we would first like to commend you for your will-
ingness to hold this joint hearing to review the need for greater
Federal protection of State and local Government employee pen-
sion plans.

We welcome your concern and the real leadership you can pro-
vide toward protecting and guaranteeing the retirement benefits of
public employees working for State and local Government employ-
ers.

It is our hope that we will soon see meaningful legislation and
that such legislation can be enacted into law during the next ses-
sion of Congress. We believe that it is long overdue and promise
not to rest until we achieve this goal.

Mr. Chairman, PED-and SEIU believe that the regulation, ad-
ministration, and financial security of public pension funds should
be a national concern. Today there are over 6,000 separately ad-
ministered State and local government retirement plans, with total
membership exceeding 11 million workers and retirees.

The assets of these funds are currently valued in excess of $200
billion and are expected to increase to $1 trillion within the next
15 years. The administration and the investment of that much
money will necessarily exert a major influence on the structure
aiid performance of the U.S. economy.

For this reason, Federal action is required and justified to re-
solve the serious deficiencies which are prevalent among Govern-
ment pensions as they exist today.

Mr. Chairman, public workers have a fundamental right to know
about their retirement systems, but are often kept in the dark.

In a 1981 report, the Urban Institute found reporting and disclo-
sure from most State and local government plans to be inadequate.
As many as 40 percent of State and local governments do not auto-
matically furnish their plan participants with plan descriptions.

Eighteen percent do not even provide this information on re-
quest. Although many government jurisdictions do have some re-
porting and disclosure laws, the regulations are sporadic and non-
comprehensive.

What information is supplied by these government plans, is
either too brief or too detailed to be of any practical use to the av-
erage plan participant or beneficiary. Every day more of our mem-
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bers are faced with the painful reality that the job security which
was once found in public service is being threatened by economic
and fiscal distress and antigovernment attitudes.

Our workers will be relying more and more on what they have
been sviLing aside for retirement as a last chance to achieve
income security. Effective public disclosure about how public pen-
sion assets are being managed, is the most important first step
toward protecting the Federal interest.

Prof. Roy Schotland of the Georgetown Law School has provided
a good summary of the importance of FedPral reporting and disclo-
sure standards:

One. Effective disclosure activates local political processes, so
that pension problems are more likely to be worked out at home.

Two. Disclosure cannot be effective unless local taxpayers and
pension participants can compare how their funds are doing, rela-
tive to other similar funds.

Three. Only the Federal Government can assure comparability of
information about pension plans.

Four. Required disclosure is the least intrusive and least costly
form of regulation. This makes it especially appropriate when, as
here, the Federal Government must take some steps affecting State
and local governments in order to protect the Federal taxpayer's
vulnerability as pension insurer of last resort.

Public disclosure is necessary to curb the potential for adminis-
trative abuse, abuse which victimizes plan participants and the tax-
paying public. A widely cited study of the asset-management prac-
tices of State and local pension funds has documented the extent to
which conflicts of interest exist in public employee pension plans.

Unfortunately, large segments of the assets held by pension
funds are managed in the interest of those who control the funds
rather than in the interest of those for whom the funds are intend-
ed to provide benefits.

Mr. Chairman, the PED and SEIU also believe that a secondary
thrust of any legislative action in the public employee pension pro-
tection effort should include measures which effectively control the
fiduciary responsibilities of plan administrators.

The lack of proper oversight in the fiduciary area can result in
investment practices which yield poor returns or which support
ventures operating contrary to the beneficiaries' best interest.

During the period from 1971 to 1980, the median annual rate of
return on total public retirement funds was 5.8 percent; and 1981
the annual median return was only 3.3 percent. These figures are
according to A. G. Becker, Inc., a leader of fund-investment per-
formance measures.

We are not suggesting that the return rate is a direct indication
of the lack of proper fiduciary management, but such a low rate of
return during a 10-year period of substantially high inflation would
make one question the investing practices.

Fiduciaries should not only be prohibited from using plan funds
for their own personal interest and gain, but they should also be
prohibited from involvement in sales, lending, or servicing transac-
tions that would be inconsistent with proposed requirements that
fiduciaries act in a prudent manner.
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We cannot allow our members' retirement funds to be used in
any way that would not benefit them to the fullest.

However, we would strongly suggest that so-called social invest-
ments, in the real world, and indeed prudent uses of pension funds
and would, therefore, recommend that any legislative proposals in
this area be flexible enough to allow, or even encourage, ventures
like recent discount mortgage loan programs like those in Califor-
nia and Maryland which help to directly stimulate the housing and
construction industries.

Mr. Chairman, the opponents of legislation to protect the pen-
sions of public workers will argue that the Federal Government
has no legal right to protect or regulate public sector pension
plans, that the Federal Government would be legislating new costs
to State and local governments and that State and local govern-
ments have made major strides toward improving and reforming
their public employee pension plans.

Opponents' longstanding argument about separation of constitu-
tional power, that is, States rights, has been based on the National
League of Cities v. Usery decision of the U.S. Supreme Court.

Three recent actions, we believe, more adequately address this
argument: The EEOC v. The State of Wyoming Supreme Court deci-
sion, Congressional passage of the Social Security Amendments of
1983 and the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982
[TEFRA].

In each of these actions, the Federal Government's authority to
impact on State and local government's retirement policies and
their pension plans has undergone significant strengthening.

Opponents, while contending massive costs associated with re-
porting and disclosure, have yet to fully outline and justify these
statements.

We believe, given existing practices of many of the State and
local plans, the costs of complying with the minimal requirements
as outlined in previous legislative proposals would be minor com-
pared to what the costs would have been had public plans been
fully integrated into the ERISA program.

Furthermore, we would wonder whether the costs of reporting
and disclosure are greater than participants' and the public s right
to know?

Finally, opponents will argue that State and local governments
have made major strides toward improving their employee pension
plans. We would suggest that most of the improvement, if any, has
occurred on the benefits side of the equation and not necessarily on
the plan administration side.

The 1978 House pension task force found:
One. Approximately one-quarter of the State plans and 40 per-

cent of local plans do not have actuarial valuations performed on aresuvlar basis.• Forty percent of the State and local plans do not regularly

furnish materials describing plan provisions.
Three. That over 60 percent of the largest State and local plans

do not compute the market value of plan assets.
While the pension task force cited numerous other shortcomings

in State and local plans, they summarized their findings with an
extremely grave finding stating:
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[Many systems] are not operated in accordance with the generally accepted fiman-
cial and accounting procedures applicable to private pension plans and other impor-
tant financial enterprises.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, it is our sincere hope that coming out
of this hearing we will see legislation introduced and enacted
which will provide for State and local government employees simi-
lar pension protections as those extended to their private sector
colleagues.

We believe that Federal reporting, disclosure and fiduciary
standards are needed, justified and constitutional.

We further believe that Internal Revenue Code sections 401(a)
and 501(a) have proven to be only a fading light of reform for State
and local pension plans because of the total lack of enforcement by
IRS and the Treasury Department.

If all the laws of this country were enforced the way sections
.501(a) and 401(a) have been used in the State and local pension
area, one would have to wonder if we would be here today?

We are committed to seeing legislation enacted which protects
the pensions of public workers. The AFL-CIO has spoken on this
issue in their resolution acted upon at its recent general conven-
tion, which is attached to my statement. The entire labor family
supports us in this effort.

We look forward to working with you toward this worthy goal.
Thank you.
[An attachment to the prepared statement follows:]

PUuC PENSION PLAN RmoRm
Whereas, Study after study of state and local government pension plans has point-

ed to a growing number of abuses and deficiencies in the operation of such plans.
These plans which number more than 6,000 have combined assets conservatively
valued at over $115 billion and have accumulated over $300 billion in unfunded li-
abilities.

Whereas, State and local pension plans face problems which threaten not only
their own fiscal stability and the rights of plan participants and beneficiaries but
also the fiscal integrity of state and local governments as well. The benefit design of
many of these plans is ill-conceived, and many are dangerously underfunded. No
comprehensive and uniform set of legal principles exist to adequately regulate state
and local government plans. Conflict of interest problems are pervasive, and the ab-
sence of meaningful reporting and discloe'ire and fiduciary standards is the order of
the day. Far too few of those directly affected by public pension decisions are in-
volved in the decision-making process. A coherent federal regulatory policy which
recognizes the unique problems and characteristics of state and local plans has yet
to be established; therefore, be it

Resolved That the AFL-CIO re-emphasize its view that current regulation of
state and local plans is inadequate and that federal legislation must be enacted to
provide public employees with long-needed protections against the abuses and defi-
ciencies existing in public pension plans; and, be it further

Resolved- That the AFL-CIO urge Congress to move without delay in enacting
federal legislation prescribing minimum reporting, disclosure and fiduciary stand-
ards for state and local government pension plans.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Ms. Linda Tarr-Whelan.

STATEMENT OF LINDA TARR-WHELAN, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Ms. TARR-WHELAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CLAY. Your statement has been included in the record. We

would appreciate it if you would summarize.
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Ms. TARR-WHELAN. I will summarize it very quickly.
My name is Linda Tarr-Whelan, director of government relations

with the National Education Association.
We certainly appreciate the opportunity to testify before you in

this joint hearing this morning on such a distinguished panel with
whom we agree on this issue.

NEA's position on public employee retirement accountability
really has three basic interlocking premises.

First, retirement plans should be seen as deferred payment for
services rendered, a condition of employment.

Second, public employee retirement systems are created and are
to be operated for the purpose of providing retirement benefits to
their members.

Third, public employees are entitled to no less protection of their
retirement income than their count ,rparts in the private sector.

My statement, Mr. Clay, provides detailed information about the
ned, but I believe you have heard substantial testimony with
regard to that this morning. Let me summarize some of the basic
elements that we think are important in this type of legislation.

First of all, we have been working on this issue for many years,
have done a lot of investigation with our members, and have con-
ducted a survey, which we do every 5 years.

Our experience indicates that there is a need for standardized
term reporting periods and some guarantee that the numbers
which are reported are comparable. Only then will members of
public employee retirement systems and the taxpayers know how
well their State systems are doing when compared to other States.

Second, we believe that plan participants must have adequate
access to pertinent information abut their plan, its operation, and
its benefits.

Third, we believe that at a time of significant financial distress
at the State government level we should be and you should be
deeply concerned about the need to protect the health and solvency
of our members' pension funds.

In past times the assets of pension funds have been managed by
political leaders in a way which may have helped solve State

udget problems, but jeopardized investments on behalf of employ-
ees. Even the most minimum fiduciary responsibilities have ap-
peared lacking on occasion.

Next, we believe State and local retirement systems and pro-
grams should include actuarial and investment policies that
produce sound financing, annual independent review and audit,
protection against incursions on retirement system assets by State
and municipal governments, and fiduciary standards that mandate
the prudent operation of public employee pensions.

We believe that the desire of public employees to have a property
right in their retirement system is not in fact a whim. Yet our
survey of 40 States shows retirement benefits in eight States con-
sidered only a gratuity benefit, in only' 24 are guaranteed by State
statutes, and only eight States have a constitutional guarantee of
benefits.

We find pension portabilities a concern. Almost a quarter of a
million of our members left teaching in their States and were
unable to carry the pension with them.
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We also would strongly urge that minimum standards include
vesting at no longer than 5 years and that portability options be
explored by this committee.

We believe that the Federal Government has an interest and re-
sponsibility in the protection of public employee pension funds.
Many-States and municipalities, as you well know, rely heavily on
Federal funds to help meet their pension cost.

In addition, the Federal Government can and should play a role
in assuring that public pension plans are operated openly and hon-
estly. It can do so without intruding on the autonomy of State and
local governments.

We support very strongly PEPPRA legislation which came out
of this subcommittee last year. We felt that it had the basic ele-
ments of legislation which we find very helpful.

We find it most interesting that this modest proposal still gener-
ates the same kind of overblown resistance by many organizations
that makes one believe that perhaps they have not carefully read
this piece of legislation as it came out of the committee the last
time around, particularly with regard to the opting out provisions
for States that meet the minimum requirement.

I have attached to my testimony the NEA policy with regard to
this issue.

We stand ready to work with both committees in enactment of
this legislation.

Thank you.
[The statement of Ms. Tarr-Whelan follows:]

STATzMENT OF LINDA TAiR-WHELAN, DIRECWR Or GOVERNMENT RELATIONS,
NATIONAL EDUCATION AssoCIATION

Mr. Chairmen, I am Linda Tarr-Whelan, Director of Government Relations for
the National Education Association-our nation's largest organization of teachers
and others in the field of education. We deeply appreciate the opportunity to appear
before this joint hearing this morning and to present our views on a subject of deep
and pressing concern to our 1.7 million members and their families: the scope, con-
duct, and financial status of public employee pension benefit plans.

NEA's position on these matters begins with three simple, interlocking premises.
First, retirement plans should be seen as deferred payment for services rendered-a
condition of employment-no more, no less. Second, public employee retirement sys-
tems are created and are to be operated for the purpose of providing retirement
benefits to their members. And third, public employees are entitled to no less pro-
tection of their retirement income than their counterparts in the private sector.

Those who work in public education want what every other American worker
wants-a sound, predictable, and enjoyable retirement. They, like all Americans,
have every right to expect that their retirement systems be secure and adequately
funded, that their public pension plans be operated openly and honestly, that bene-
fits promised will be benefits paid. They want and deserve reasonable ownership
rights to their plans and the opportunity for options that would make their pension
plans portable. They are entitled to certain basic information about their plan's con-
dition and activities and about their own benefits and rights-and they should have
that information presented to them in a manner that is clear, understandable, and
uniform.

If all of these conditions were satisfied, there would be little need for us to be here
today. But, sadly, such protections and assurances are all too often lacking. In state
after state, public employees find their pension plans not funded on a sound actuar-
ial basis. Far too many public employees are unable to obtain adequate or accurate
information about their own pension programs. Far too many times have they
learned of the imprudent management of public pension funds.

These are not "technical" matters, as some suggest. They are serious infringe-
ments on the basic rights of public employees. Adthey are of deep concern to the
NEA.
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A HISTORY Or INVOLVrkhNT

Our concern and involvement in these issues have been longstanding. As early as
1936, at a time when only 21 states has statewide retirement systems for teachers,
NEA helped found the National Council on Teacher Retirement through a merger
of its own Committee on Retirement Allowances with the National Council of
Teacher Retirement Systems. In the years that followed, NEA helped facilitate the
establishment of statewide teacher retirement systems through the paublication of
guidelines and procedures. Moreover, from 1946 to 1951, NEA and NCTR main-
tained a joint committee known as the Pension Reciprocity Committee. This panel
conducted its work with the full support of retirement system administrators and
the NEA Its goal was to establish a mechanism for the transfer of pension credits
across state lines. Unfortuately, this project ended in failure-a failure somewhat
tempered, however, by the committee's success in reducing vesting requirements
and making deferred allowances part of retirement system provisions.

STANDARDIZED TERMINOLOGY, REPORTING, AND DISCLOSURE

The NEA has, since the end of World War II, published summaries of retirement
provisions for teachers and other school employees. In 1977, this endeavor was com-
puterized and a special questionnaire was carefully designed to facilitate data entry.
Each biennium since then this questionnaire has been improved and made more
precise. With greater precision in the questions, however, we have found greater
gaps in the responses.

For example, we have found that average benefits paid as reported by the retire-
ment systems simply cannot be compared with each other. Not every retirement
system, for instance, has the same fiscal year. Nor did every retirement system even
report the same year. Our experience clearly indicates that there is a need for
standardized terms, reporting periods, and some guarantee that the numbers report- -
ed are comparable. Only then will the members of public employee retirement sys-
tems and taxpayers know how well their state systems are doing when compared to
those of other states.

But uniform terminology and comparability between plans is only a beginning.
Plan participants must have adequate access to pertinent information about their
plan, its operations and benefits. We believe that those who work in education,
indeed all public employees, have a fundamental right to know about their own re-
tirement systems. Yet as a 1981 Urban Institute study noted, reporting and disclo-
sure from most state and Inesil plans appear to be inadequate. According to the
report, at that time as much as 40 percent of public employee retirement programs
did not furnish plan pairt,;ipnt&; with plan descriptions as a matter of course. In
fact, almost 20 percent dia not even provide this basic information on request. Fur-
thermore, that information which was provided was often too complex or too vague
to be of any practical value to the average plan participant.

THE NEED FOR PRUDENT STANDARDS

At a time of significant financial distress at the state government level we remain
deeply concerned about the need to protect the health and solvency of our members'
pension funds. In times past the assets of pension funds have been managed by po-
litical leaders in a way which may have helped solve state budget problems but
jeopardized investments on behalf of retirees. Even the most minimum fiduciary re-
sponsibilities appeared lacking on occasion.

For over a decade, various actions have been taken by state governments to
reduce the state contribution to their retirement funds, exacerbating the financial
difficulties of the retirement systems and transferring a pension obligation of this
generation to the next generation. -

For instance, in 1971, the California legislature appropriated $97 million to the
State Teacher Retirement System. Governor Ronald Reagan, in order to balance the
budget, reduced the appropriation to $20 million, putting in jeopardy retirement
checks of 43,000 retired teachers and forcing the STRS board to make up the differ-
ence from its contingency fund which at that time was largely composed of teacher
contributions.

Various other problems of prudent management have arisen. In some instances,
money has either been withheld from the pension fund or payments delayed, caus-
ing a loss of investment income for the system. At times, governors and/or legisla-
ture have refused to fund the retirement systems at the level recommended by the
actuary.
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In the 1973-75 recession, and whenever finances are squeezed, state administra-
tions experience extreme pressure from business, real estate, and mortgage banking
interests to make pension assets available for bond purchases to aid local develop-
ment, or to provide financial assistance to troubled cities. NEA is concerned that
such investments may be made at a lower yield than could be obtained on the open
market or would not meet a prudent person standard. Earnings on investment rep-
resent approximately 44 percen, of the income of the major public employee retire-
ment systems; therefore, the earmarking of pension funds for goals other than the
protection of assets and earning of the greatest yield, is of genuine concern.

We believe that state and local retirement systems and programs should include
actuarial and investment policies that produce sound financing, annual independent
review and audit, protection against incursions on retirement system assets by state
and municipal governments, and fiduciary standards that mandate the prudent op-
eration of public employee pension plans. Such procedures are essential to safeguard
the interest of the public and the future of potential retirees.

OWNERSHIP OF BENEInTS

The desire by public employees to have a property right in their retirement sys-
tems is not a whim. The Pension Task Force Report cited examples where state
courts have denied complaints by public employees against retirement systems be-
cause these plans were considered a "mere gratuity." Our survey of 40 states shows
that retirement benefits in eight states are considered a gratuity. Benefits in 24 are
guaranteed by state statutes and only eight states have a constitutional guarantee
of benefits (Alaska, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, New York, North Caroli-
na, and Washington).

NEA is concerned that teachers who have worked in the classroom receive retire-
ment benefits which are clearly part of earned wages. Public school teachers are
members of either a state or a city retirement system as a condition of employment
from their first day in the classroom. In all but three of these systems (covering 95
percent of participants) a percentage of each paycheck, as much as eight percent, iL
deducted as a member contribution to the retirement system.

In addition a portion of their wages is paid to the retirement system either by the
state or by the school board to provide a retirement incor a when teachers reach
retirement age. According to the Bureau of the Census report, as of September 30,
1982, income to major public employee retirement systems come from the following
sources:

Percn*
E m ployer contribution .................................................................................................. 39.2
Earnings on investm ent ................................................................................................ 44.3
Em ployee contribution .................................................................................................. 16.5

Last year, an estimated 225,000 teachers withdrew their contributions from their
pension funds because they had left teaching employment in their state. They could
not withdraw their portion of the earnings on investment and the corresponding
employee contribution. Indeed, in the 33 states from which we have recent data, the
retirement system benefited by over $700 million in unrefunded employer contribu-
tions.

The problems of pension portability due to crossing state lines has been a long
term concern of the NEA. In 1946, after the last state established a teacher retire-
ment system, NEA and the National Council on Teacher Retirement again turned
their attention to developing a system of reciprocity of pension credits between
states. This 15-year effort resulted in the enactment in many states of provisions
which permit deferred retirement allowances and the purchase of out-of-state credit,
but barriers to reciprocity of pension credits remain. Two of these barriers have
been alluded to-the lack of standardization of pension terminology, and generally
accepted minimum standards.

The length of time for vesting in many states remains a problem. The average
requirement of the plans NEA surveyed in 1980 is nine years service regardless of
age and eight years service at an average age of 56. Teacher plans have made some
progress because 23 plans vest in five years or less.

NEA strongly urges that the minimum standards include vesting at no longer
than five years and that portability options be explored.

A FEDERAL APPROACH

Today, there may be as many as 6,600 state and local government pension plans,
representing a major source of future retirement income for more than 11 million
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public employees and their dependents. Yet unlike employees in the private sector,
there individuals have virtually no federal protection for their pensions. Perhaps
this would be of little concern if state law always provided the kind of protection
these men and women need and deserve. Sadly, a wide range of studies has demon-
strated the continuing inadequacy of many state statutes.

Clearly, the federal government has an interest and a responsibility in the protec-
tion of public employee pension funds. Many states and municipalities rely heavily
on federal funds to help meet pension costs. The growth and maintainance of such
plans has had and continues to have an everincreasing effect on federal revenues.
This growth, moreover, has been substantially facilitated by the favorable tax treat-
ment of participants and beneficiaries, investment earnings and contributions. As a
result, we believe that the federal government can and should play a role in assur-
ing that public pension plans are operated openly and honestly and that it can do so
without intruding on the autonomy of state and local governments.

It is this concept which was at the heart of the Public Employee Pension Plan
Reporting and Accountability ALI, which was reported from the House Committee
on Education and Labor as H.R. 4928 and H.R. 4929 in the 97th Congress. What this
legislation would have done is rather straightforward. It would have established fed-
eral reporting, disclosure, and fiduciary requirements for public employee pension
plans. And it would have done so while maintaining, indeed encouraging, state regu-
lation of such plans. In fact, this legislation provided an exemption from federal reg-
ulation in the area of reporting and disclosure where state laws set substantially
equivalent standards.

What PEPPRA would not have done is equally clear. It would not have mandated
federal control or a federal takeover of state and local pension plans; it would not
have affected any state law or plan provision relating to eligibility or benefits; it
would not have overridden any existing state protections; it would not have in-
creased the potential tax liability of any public plan participant; it would not have
even directed the establishment of a state plan nor would it have directly assured
that state or local plans were adequately funded.

NEA has long supported legislation which would provide a clear statement of pen-
sion definitions, minimum reporting, disclosure, and fiduciary standards, and a
mechanism for states which meet minimum standards to be exempt from federal
oversight. We, of course, would not favor any legislation that would adversely affect
the pension rights and benefits of public employees and their families.

Our analysis indicates that PEPPRA, as it emerged from the Committee on educa-
tion and Labor in the last Congress, meets the NEA policy (copy attached) and
would have been of tremendous assistance to teachers and other education person-
nel across this nation. What was true in the 97th Congress remains true today. We
continue to support such legislation and hope that these two distinguished Subcom-
mittees will act quickly in the development, introduction, and passage of such a bill.
Its enactment would enable us to move another step closer to developing a rational
and effective retirement income policy and insure the economic security of our older
citizens.

We appreciate your interest in this important subject and look forward to work-
ing with you in the weeks and months ahead.

Thank you.

THE NEA LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE 98TH CONGRESS

Third Tier: NEA Continuing Legislative Concerns.

I. IMPROVING THE WELFARE, PROFESSIONAL STATUS, AND PERSONAL ECONOMIC SECURITY
OF ALL ACTIVE AND RETIRED MEMBERS

G. Teacher retirement. Continuing support shall be given to a mobile teacher re-
tirement assistance act. Assets and earned benefits of retirement systems shall be
protected and incursions prevented. Support of federal legislation is predicated on
exemption of states where statutes are substantially equivalent to the federal stat-
ute and/or regulations. Basic principles for retirement programs include fiduciary
and reporting standards, standards for vesting and portability, ownership, and
credit for military service as established in Resolutions adopted by the Representa-
tive Assembly.

NEA RESOLUTIONS

E. Protect the rights of educators and advance their interests and welfare.
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E-1O. Teacher Retirement
The National Education Association shall provide leadership in teacher retire-

ment and believes that state and local retirement systems and programs should in-
clude-

a. Autonomous boards of trustees, the majority of which are elected by and from
the membership.

b. Actuarial and investment policies that produce sound financing.
c. Annual independent review and audit.
d. Immediate and full vesting after not more than five years of service.
e. Provisions permitting the purchase of teaching credit earned while a member of

another retirement system and credit for leaves or maternity/paternity, including
adoption.

f. Normal retirement of at least 50 percent of the highest single year's rate of
salary after 20 years of creditable service, where actuarially sound, and with des-
tacking provisions; voluntary retirement under these provisions.

g. Disability retirement for a service-connected disability available to teachers
from the first day of employment. Nonservice-connected disability retirement shall
be available to teachers after five years of service.

h. Automatic cost-of-living increases to retirees and beneficiaries.
i. A joint federal-state program to provide those who have taught in two or more

states, or in the Overseas Dependents School System, or other government schools,
with benefits substantially the same as they would receive if they retired after a
career in one state. Affiliates' support of state statutes compatible with the proposed
federal Mobile Teachers Retirement Assistance Act or any program providing com-
parable portability coverage and Association assistance in preparing and promoting
such legislation.

j. Full funding and equitable administration in the granting of teacher retirement
credit for military service, or provision for purchasing up to five years of retirement
credit for military service.

k. Nondiscrimination on the basis of sex or marital status.
1. Retirement credit for unused sick leave.
m. All compensation, including extra-duty pay, in computing retirement benefits.
n. Benefits not reduced by other sources of income, including Social Security bene-

fitr
o. Preretirement counseling.
p. Retirement housing facilities for teachers.
q. Teachers' contributions and benefits that are not subject to federal income tax-

ation.
r. Internal Revenue Service rules and regulations which are not discriminatory.
s. Annual financial statement distributed to all members.
t. Tax-sheltered annuity and deferred compensation plans with a broad choice of

programs that would be available to all members. (69, 81).

E-B4. Protection of Retirement System Assets and Earned Benefits
The National Education Association believes that retirement system asrets can be

invested in all types of investments. Equal consideration should be given to probable
income and probable safety of the capital. All retirement benefits earned by teach-
ers should under the law be payable to such teachers. Every effort should be made
to maintain or improve existing retirement benefits. No person participating in a
retirement system should be forced to accept any reduction in benefits below those
in force at any time during the period of membership. The retirement benefits are
earned and, therefore, inviolate.

The Association is aware of incursions on retirement system assets by state and
municipal governments. Such incursions involve either a misuse of assets or the
failure to appropriate required funds to the system. Both practices result in increas-
ing accrued liabilities, which reduces the financial soundness of the system and
jeopardizes the security of teacher retirement benefits. The Association believes that
these incursions on retirement systems can best be prevented by the passage of pre-
ventive federal and/or state legislation.

The Association also believes that a retirement system should be exempt from fed-
eral regulations when its plan is in compliance with minimal standards prescribed
by federal, state, and local statutes. (76, 82).

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
There is a vote or' the floor of the House, so the subcommittees will

recess for 5 minutes.
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[Recess.]
Mr. CLAY. The subcommittees will come to order.
Mr. SWEENEY. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like

to be excused. I have a time problem for another meeting. I will
give my proxy to Mr. McEntee if you wish.

Mr. CLAY. Yes. We certainly appreciate your testimony.
Mr. Schaitberger, do you have a statement?

STATEMENT OF HAROLD A. SCHAITBERGER, LEGISLATIVE DI-
RECTOR, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE FIGHTERS
(IAFF)
Mr. SCHAITBERGER. We have submitted a statement to the com-

mittee for the record if it could be included in its entirety.
I will not take the time to even summarize it.
I would like to underscore a point of interest that may contrast

slightly with my fellow panel members.
That is that the International Association of Fire Fighters, of

which I am legislative director, did not always find themselves as
proponents of this legislation.

Early on, as a matter of fact, before hearings that you chaired
approximately 5 years ago, we found ourselves as opponents to this
legislation. The unfortunate part is that that opposition was based
on fear and lack of sufficient information and knowledge.

Your suggestion at that time was that maybe we ought to take a
little better look not only at the proposal, but the retirement sys-
tems which cover and provide benefits for our members throughout
the country.

We did that and we worked closely with the staff of the subcom-
mittee and it did not take very long to find out that in fact there
was a need for minimum standards, particularly in the areas of re-
porting and disclosure, and there was a great need for at least min-
imum and adequate fiduciary standards.

Since that time we have become proponents of this legislation.
I wanted to at least draw that contrast and underscore that we

were not an organization that just automatically supported an
issue, we had to go through a learning process and a process which
changed fear into knowledge and that knowledge now allows us to
be strongly in support of this legislative effort to the point that we
will hold a national conference in Washington, D.C., in late Janu-
ary at which the issue of PEPPRA will be the priority and center
focus of the conference.

With that, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to have
joined the panel today.

[The statement of Mr. Schaitberger follows:]
STArEtMNT or HAROLD A. SCHArrBERGER, LEGIsiATIvz DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL

ASSOCIATION or Fiaz FIGHTER

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittees, my name is Harold A. Schait-
berger, and I am Legislative Director for the International Association of Fire Fight-
ers (JAFF), an international union affiliated with the AFL-CIO-CLC. The IAFF rep-
resents approximately 170,000 professional fire fighters throughout the United
States and Canada. With our membership being comprised of public employees
working at all levels of government, who are also participants in numerous govern-
mental pension plans, we take a particular interest in any federal initiatives deal-
ing with public employee pension plans and their regulation.
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Let me first state that the IAFF is in firm support of legislation that seeks to
provide appropriate retirement income protections to our members through mini-
mum federal reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards for state and local public
employee pension plans. Further, we believe that H.R. 4929, the Public Employee
Pension Plan Reporting & Accountability Act (PEPPRA), as reported by the Educa-
tion and Labor Committee in the last Congress, provides an optimum level of protec-
tions to public employee pension plan participants.

I should point out that the IAFF opposed legislation for the federal regulation of
state and local pension plans introduced in past Congresses, most particularly the
Public Employee Retirement Income Security Act (PERISA). When PERISA was in-
troduced into the 97th Congress by the distinguished former Chairman of the Labor-
Management Subcommittee Phillip Burton, the IAFF opposed and testified against
its passage, as we had opposed all previous PERISA bills. Our understanding of
what the effects of PERA would be, led us to believe that its provisions were
overly comprehensive and unnecessarily intruded into the retirement affairs of
state and local public employees and their pension systems. On the other hand, the
bill did contain provisions whose direction towards minimal reporting and disclosure
standards we do support.

Chairman Burton found merit in many of our arguments and solicited our input
in helping to fine the measures so that it would truly reflect and protect the best
interests of public employee pension plan participants. The IAFF worked together
with the Subcommittee and Committee staff, and these efforts resulted in a new bill
sigificantly changed and re-designated PEPPRA.

The IAFF believes that this PEPPRA legislation is a prudent and carefully draft-
ed response to the problems currently facing public pension plans and their partici-
pants. W6 can see that the serious problems facing state and local government plans
threaten their fiscal stability and the rights of their participants and beneficiaries.
Thty also threaten the overall fiscal integrity of state and local governments as
well.

No comprehensive or uniform set of regulations and principles currently exist for
the adequate regulation and administration of state and local government plans.
There are exceptions, of course, and we note that there are several states, for exam-
ple Ohio, Colorado and Nevada, which have independently established comprehen-
sive reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards. However, the majority of state
and local government plans fail to meet the minimum standards proposed in
PEPPRA. Conflict of interest problems exist, and there is an absence of understand-
ing on the part of plan participants of the entitlements that are being provided by
their pension programs. A federal regulatory framework whch recognizes the prob-
lems and characteristics, along with the needs of state and local plans has yet to be
established.

We believe the Federal government has a responsibility for insuring the mini-
mum reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards are met by state and local gov-
ernment retirement plans. Current reporting and disclosure practices of many state
and local plans are generally inadequate. In many instances plan participants are
not informed of their basic benefit rights through a plan booklet; not to mention,
being appraised of the financial condition of their plans.

Many of the current financial 'eporting procedures do not provide sufficient infor-
mation to allow participants to judge the financial performance of tleir funds.
Many plans do not disclose the current market value of their plan assets, nor do
they provide information that would permit the evaluation of investment managers
or portfolio managers. This lack of reporting and disclosure requirements leaves
many pension plan participants and their beneficiaries without a realistic assess-
ment of their pension benefits and entitlements, or the strengths and weaknesses of
the retirement system under which they are covered.

It should be emphasized that the lack of regular systematic reporting and disclo-
sure practices do not only pose a problem for plan participants and beneficiaries.
Tax payers and investors, and even government officials, are sometimes kept in the
dark regarding the true costs and investment practices of state and local govern-
ment pension plans.

Another area of great concern is the lack of uniform standards of fiduciary con-
duct for public plan fiduciaries and trustees. State and local control over the man-
agement of plan assets frequently has been inadequate, as are the existing legal pro-
tections for public plan participants. Conflicts of interest in management and invest-
ment practices and other examples of fiduciary misconduct have occurred due to the
absence of a uniform standard of conduct.

We have observed situations where plan fiduciaries have acted primarily in the
interest of others, rather than of the plan participants a3d their beneficiaries. Many
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times these fiduciaries are directly connected with the governing body, and their de-
cisions may be slanted toward favoring the interests of the state or local govern-
ment itself.

Opponents to any regulation of public employee pension plans argue that the fed-
eral government should not intervene. The IAFF, however, believes that PEPPRA
serves a national need and represents an appropriate response to current public
plan problems through a minimal degree of federal intrusion into state and local
government.

The proposal does not mandate the existence of a state or local pension plan, nor
the level of benefits that must be provided throuh these plans. It merely seeks to
provide some assurance that benefits promised under a voluntarily adopted plan are
paid, and that the plans are operated without discrimination and in a prudent ad-
ministrative and fiduciary manner.

It is our understanding that PEPPRA, H.R. 4929 as reported in the last Congress,
is to be re-introduced in the near future. The IAFF supports this legislation, since
its provisions fully reflect our policies and positions on the issue of federal regula-
tion of state and local government pension plans, providing needed retirement
income protections while at the same time avoiding needless federal government in-
trusions. The bill serves to protect the interests of plan participants and the plans
themselves in a number of ways:

(1) PEPPRA guarantees that each pension plan participant will be provided with
appropriate annual reports informing them of the status of their pension fund, in-
cluding its financial condition, any unfunded liabilities, and fund mechanisms
that are being used;

(2) It requires that participants be informed of their current contribution status,
including any contributions or interest payments made in their behalf and any
vested retirement benefits they are entitled to;

(3) The bill sets up minimum fiduciary standards to guarantee that individuals
responsible for the administration and investment of pension funds would be re-
quired to meet reasonable prudent rules in carrying out their responsibilities;

(4) It prohibits employers from using pension fund monies to purchase employer
securities in excess of 5 percent of pension fund assets;

(5) It allows for the exemption of any State or local plans from the Federal law in
States where the Government certifies that State law contains substantially equiva-
lent provisions.

The IAFF believes that enactment of PEPPRA is truly necessary in order to pro-
tect the vital national interests and the rights of public plan participants and their
beneficiaries. We therefore respectfully request that you support this legislation
when it is introduced into this Congress and during your Committees' consideration
of this issue.

I thank you for your time and consideration of the comments we have made today
on behalf of our members.

Mr. CLAY. Ms. Tarr-Whelan, why is this legislation such a high
priority for the labor unions?

Ms. TARR-WHELAN. I am speaking from the standpoint of the Na-
tional Education Association, what we have found is our member
teachers' retirement system throughout the country generally are
State systems which are more likely to have the kind of require-
ments that are listed in this legislation, but our members cannot
find out basic information about their pensions.

They cannot find out the rate of investment. They cannot find
out exactly how things are running and what to expect as far as
retirement is concerned.

More than that, they cannot work on the issues which need to be
done at the State level. If the information does not exist, it is im-
possible to organize and to advocate a change in the State legisla-
ture in order to improve the situation.

The last one I think is unique to teachers, but certainly a real
problem and that is the mobility of teachers. I mentioned a quarter
of a million teachers left their position last year and moved from
one State to another. The portability of their pension rights is a
very, very difficult problem.
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We think at the base of that is the fact you can't compare one
pension to another. The information does not exist, so our members
are concerned about the issue of mobility. They see this as a
bottom line approach to beginning to deal with the problem of mo-
bility on pensions.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Mr. Pruitt, last year when the Committee on Education and

Labor reported out pension legislation we adopted a provision
which would exempt plans from reporting requirements if the gov-
ernor certified the State has substantially equivalent laws.

Do you support that position?
Mr. Psurrr. We have some reservations with that, Mr. Chair-

man. The primary reason is that without some standardized report-
ing and disclosure features in the law and some standardization
across the country, we don't really know what the Governor certi-
fies.

I think you have heard in other testimony today that because of
the lack of information, I am not too sure that the governor can
make an adequate decision on that if he has to certify those plans
are actually equivalent to the -Federal standards.

Mr. CLAY. Mr. McEntee, one of the witnesses who will testify
later this afternoon represents the Teacher Retirement System of
Texas. I understand that last year you wrote a letter expressing
some concern to him about their lobbying tactics and opposition to
PEPPRA.

Is that correct?
Mr. McEwm. That is correct.
Mr. CLAY. What was the basis of your concern?
Mr. McENwTE. If you will pardon the pun, we did have a shootout

with our friends from Texas. As you know, there were extensive
hearings on this type of bill a little more than a year ago.

Pertaining to those hearings-I think the date was May 13,
1982-the administration of the Teachers Retirement System of the
State of Texas sent out a circular to thousands of participants in
the Texas system which in our judgment contained highly inaccu-
rate information in terms of the bill that was being considered.

If I may, I would like to quote from the circular and I do quote:
The bill overrides the existing State constitutional protections for members and

annuitants, the bill provides the means to allow investment of retirement funds at
lower rates for social purposes, for example, to bail out insolvent governmental
units with low-cost loans. The legislation would place Federal controls on State and
local government employee benefits and it would open confidential individual ac-
counts to public disclosure.

Now, in fact, we all know and we certainly believe they knew
that indeed none of this was in the bill or being considered by any
committee.

We were highly upset about this because the circular generated
anxiety and real concern on behalf of members and annuitants of
that particular plan and that in turn generated considerable mail
to the congressional delegation from Texas.

When we heard what was happening and when we saw the circu-
lar I did indeed write a letter to the executive secretary of this
system bringing to that person's attention that in fact this legisla-
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tion indeed did not do any of those things and that we thought that
it was in fact a very irresponsible action.

We asked him if he would send out a letter of clarification clear-
ing up the matter. That never did happen.

Maybe it is another example of why we so desperately need this
kind of legislation so that indeed participants and annuitants and
members of these systems all across the country, whether they be
in Texas, Minnesota, or Massachusetts, indeed will have knowledge
of where they stand in terms of these systems.

I think it is also important, if I may, Mr. Chairman, to under-
score the fact that contrary to our sisters and brothers in the pri-
vate sector, 70 percent or maybe even up, and we are not sure be-
cause we can't get a handle on it, but 70 percent and up of State
and local plan participants are in contributory type systems in the
public sector.

Not only do we have the employer contribution which is in fact a
deferred wage contribution -anyiwybecause ifit- was not in the
pension, it would be in the pockets of our people in terms of a wage
increase, but in addition to the deferred wage aspect, 70 percent of
our State and local workers are in contributory systems as com-
pared to our counterparts in the private sector where very few of
the pension systems are contributory.

So, our people have a dual kind of interest in terms of the sys-
tems and being able to check out the systems, being able to check
out the investment portfolio and the policy and direction of these
systems.

Mr. CLAY. Did you get a response to your letter?
Mr. McENTEE. No.
Mr. CLAY. Could you provide for the record a copy of the circular

and a copy of your letter?
Mr. MCENTEE. We will be able to do that.
If those folks are here from Texas, maybe it would be appropri-

ate for members of the committee to ask them some questions in
terms of the circular and in terms of that knowledge.

[The letter and circular follow:]
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COrUNTY

AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES,
Washington, D.C., June 2,1982.

Mr. BRucz HINEMAN,
Executive Secretary, Teachers Retirement System of Texas,
Austin, Tex.

DEAR MR. HINEMAN: On may 13, it is my understanding that the administration
of the Teachers Retirement System (TRS) sent out an "Update" to TRS participants
which contained much incorrect information regarding H.R. 4929, the Public Em-
ployee Pension Plan Reporting and Accountability Act of 1982 (PEPPRA).

Your "Update" which apparently prompted many TRS participants to contact
their Congressman in opposition to the measure stated that H.R. 4929 would, among
other things, "override existing state constitutional protections for members and an-
nuitants, provide a means to alow investment of retirement funds at lower rates for
social purposes (e.g. to bail out insolvent governmental units with low cost loans),
place federal controls on state and local government employee benefits (and) open
confidential individual accounts to public disclosure." In fact, as I assume you are
now aware, H.R. 4929 does not accomplish any of these undesirable objectives. As
indicated in the attached Fact Sheet on PEPPRA prepared by the House Subcom-
mittee on Labor-Management Relations, the bill does not override any existing state
protections for TRS members and annuitants, does not provide a means to permit
the investment of plan assets at lower rates for social purposes, does not affect any
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state law relating to plan benefits, nor does it open information relating to an indi-
vidual's benefit to public disclosure.

My union and numerous other organizations representing public plan participants
and beneficiaries, including the National Retired Teachers Association, the National
Education Association and the American Federal of Teachers, have worked long and
hard for enactment of the PEPPRA bill. We believe the measure which prescribes
minimum reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards for state and local govern-
ment retirement systems is clearly in the interest not only of public ph.n partici-
pants and beneficiaries, but also of the public at large which has every right to
know how well state and local government pension plan assets are being managed.

While I recognize that reasonable people can disagree over the bill's merits, I
would hope that both proponents and opponents of the PEPPRA bill would confine
the debate to issues which have some basis in fact. As a public official, I believe you
have a responsibility to TRS participants to set the record straight regarding what
this legislation would do. Accordingly, I assume that you will act quickly and re-
sponsibly to inform TRS participants of the misstatements contained in your
"Update" and in any other written communications to TRS members and annu-
itants.

Sincerely yours, GEALD W. MCENT,

International President.
Attachment.

[From Teacher Retirement Syutem of Teza--Up-Date-Vo. 3, No. 8, May 13, 1982)

URGENT!

PERISA (WITH NAME CHANGE) PASSES COMMITTEE; MAY COME TO HOUSE VOTE NEXT
WEEK

The House Education and Labor Committee this week passed a Public Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (PERISA), HR 4928 and 4929, virtually as original-
ly writtern. The name was changed to "Public Employee Pension Plan Reporting
and Accountability Act of 1982" (PEPPRAA).

Organizations which have been opposing PERISA are predicting passage of PEP-
PRAA unless a major lobby effort is launched. Bill sponsors hope to get the bill to
the House floor next week.

The bill would
1. Override existing state constitutional protections for members and annuitants.
2. Increase costs of administering TRS, diverting funds which could otherwise be

used for benefit increases.
3. Provide a means to allow investment of retirement funds at lower rates for

social purposes (e.g. to bail out insolvent governmental units with low cost loans).
4. Place federal controls on state and local government employee benefits.
5. Open confidential individual accounts to public disclosure.
TRS members who want to express opposition to federal control should contact

their congressmen immediately. Please make every effort to get the word to your
employees.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I nay or may not have a full list in my file. I may or may not

have the circular you are talking about. I do have something enti-
tled "Public Employees and Teachers in Texas Oppose Federal Reg-
ulations of Public Pensions."

My questions will relate to some of the differences of opinion as
to what Federal legislation would do and what it should do.

For example, as I read the bill from last year in the circular, it
states that it would permit the U.S. Secretary of Labor to issue reg-
ulations and grant exceptions which would permit public pension
funds to be used to bail out financially troubled States and local
governments.

30-519 0-84--11
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Is that your understanding of the legislation that the Secretary
of Labor would have such exception?

Mr. McENTu. No, it is not.
Mr. BAuTmrT. Do you believe this legislation should provide that

authority to the Secretary of Labor, to make an exception?
Mr. McENTz. No, I don't think there should be a piece of Feder-

al legislation to do that. Of course, that opens up the whole ques-
tion of social investment.

It even opens up the whole question in terms of national indus-
trial policy and the utilization of penion monies in that area.

We think that the first reason for investment is a decent return
on behalf of those annuitants and those beneficiaries within the
system.

As we move to the possibilities of social investment in terms of
an idea, and the jury is still out on that concept, we think that
even underscores the importance of people having this kind of in-
formation.

We have watched some of the utilization of these pension monies
in the past. Penna is an example, if you will, where utilization of
teacher contributions in that retirement system were used to put
tether a package to bring in Volkswagen from Germany.

It turned out to be most appropriate in terms of the industrial
p lans of the State and indeed the investment returns to the people,
ut we didn't know that. Nobody knew that because it involved just

a few people in the room putting together that type of industrial
package.

These are the kinds of things we wanted to guard against, so at
least the information, basic information, the basic right to know, is
available to participants.

Mr. CLAY. Will the gentleman yield on that point.
Mr. BARTumr. Yes.
Mr. CLAY. As I interpret the bill that we had, any State would

have had to come to this Congress and get permission in order to
bail out any subdivision such as New York did.

Presently there is no regulation, they can use their monies any
way they want to. We are talking about some kind of standard
here.

Mr. BATm'r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think there is no Federal legislation, but the constitution of the

State of Texas in 1976 does have that provision.
I suppose the concern of those in the State of Texas is that that

would soften or dilute that current prohibition.
I concur with you, I think the primary obligation of the retire-

ment system should be to provide for the retirees and, therefore,
the maximum return on investment would be the primary obliga-
tion and there should not be any exception.

My next question is: What progress do you see being wade at the
State and local level and what efforts has your organization made
toward convincing State and local organizations to provide full dis-
closure and full reporting?

Mr. McEmmu. We see very little improvement. We do see some
improvement in the large major State plans. We see that because
in some places we have been able to force ourselves, as an institu-
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tion and as a union representing these people, into the process and
into the procedure.

Let me give you another example. Let me talk about Pennsylva-
nia again for a moment, if I may.

The contributions of State employees, as opposed to teachers, in
Pennsylvania for many years would go into the system and they
had no money manager in the system.

All of the money in the system was controlled by the Mellon
Bank in Pittsburgh. As a result, the investment returns were an
absolute disaster.

Our union, through the process of negotiation was eventually
able to get some participation in the State employee retirement
system.

When we did we moved for a process of having a professional
money manager begin to deal with the investments, the contribu-
tions, the earnings of the participants in the plan.

As a result of this, it has improved dramatically. This is based on
the fact that AFSCME push for this kind of process. I know the
teachers pushed for it in many areas.

On the other side of the coin in the same State of Pennsylvania
there are 2,000 pension plans and systems covering local govern-
ment workers, and we have no input into those plans, we do not
know what the plans entail, we do not know the investment proce-
dures and processes of the plan.

In some situations across the country our people don't know the
most basic inforrnaiton about their plans. We have difficulty get-
ting booklets to tell us what the plans are in terms of levels of ben-
efits to be provided to our people.

In many cases we get 'If you are x, if you work y, you get z."
That is the extent of the information.

What we are talking about is having information, having a right
to know.

Ms. TARR-WHELAN. NEA affiliates exist in all 50 States and in all
50 States lobby their State legislature for some of the provisions of
this bill as well as improvement in the retirement system.

I think that the example presented by the two researchers are
fairly clear as far as how well progress has been made. It is a con-
tinuous process.

We share the same kind of examples that Mr. McEntee is talking
about. Regardless of how we keep working at it, there seems to be
resistance coming the other way.

I mentioned in my testimony that it seems very strange to hear
representatives of the State legislators group in town talking about
how the States want to improve this so badly and they are all
working on this so much, at the same time resist a piece of legisla-
tion which would in fact allow States who meet the standards to
opt out of that legislation.

I think in part you can't have it both ways. We will keep work-
ing at the State level even after the legislation passes, but we also
feel that there need to be standards at the national level.

Mr. BARTLETT. I want to make sure I understand the organiza-
tion's position.

You do not only endorse reporting, disclosure, and fiduciary re-
quirements, but I believe I heard you also endorse vesting, portabil-
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ity and national standards in the sense that there would be the
same standard reporting for every system in the country using the
same definition and same terminology.

I am not trying to put words in your mouth, but I understand
you would simply go beyond reporting and disclosure and fiduci-
ary?

Ms. TARR-WHELAN. I believe my testimony is that they should be
explored and they are of concern to our members. We have testi-
fied every time we come before the committee.

As to whether they need to be in the same piece of legislation,
we will be glad to work with the members of the committee.

Mr. McENTz. Our concern is immediate. We believe that the
legislation as put forth is a first step.

Of course, we are concerned about portability. We are concerned
about vesting. We think that at least if we have the information,
we can legitimately begin to attack these kinds of problems at the
State and local government level.

We see the legislation as proposed in terms of the reporting proc-
ess and certify fiduciary standards as being a legitimate first step
and these are our immediate goals.

Mr. BARTLZr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RANGEL [presiding]. Mr. Pickle.
Mr. PicKLE. No questions, Mr. Chairman. I believe I understand

their position.
Mr. RANGEL. Let me ask, I hope I didn't miss it, but since you

are primarily concerned with the protection of the public employ-
ees, the State and local level, how do the unions such as yours at-
tempt to get the States to provide the protections or to reach the
standards that you are seeking from the Federal Government?

Mr. McENTz. We try to do it in a variety of ways. You may very
well try to do it through the process of collective bargaining if you
are strong enough at the table.

Then in addition, you try to proceed through various State legis-
latures and State general assemblies to have legislation passed at
that level or you can also proceed to a city council or you can pro-
ceed to a local school committee.

Our success in terms of legislation and the pursuit of legislation
in States to do this, let me tell you, is nil. We have not been suc-
cessful at all in being able to do it with rare, rare exceptions.

You have a legislative process you are dealing with in 50 States
pertaining to the State sector. You may separate the State sector
from the teacher retirement system. You may separate the teacher
retirement system from the local government system.

You are dealing with a multiplicity of employees. In Pennsylva-
nia alone there are 2,000 employers and there are all kinds of dy-
namics involved in a particular situation.

In California, when we talk about the improvements we saw
where the legislature in the State of California did in fact move for
improvement. They moved for money managers, investment coun-
selors within the structure of their pension system.

The Governor vetoed it, so it didn't happen. You have that prob-
lem to deal with.
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I stand before you with an unsuccessful record in terms of being
-able to accomplish this in 50 States with a multiplicity of employ-
ers in those individual States.

Mr. RANGEL Has there been an initiative in the city or State of
New York in order to get the report and disclosure requirement?

Mr. McENrEE. I believe we have it in the city. In the city we are
on the city employee retirement board. We have representatives
and were able to do that in a city like New York.

As you know, it is a large union. We are well organized in the
city ofNew York. In that case we have been able to do it and have
been successful.

Mr. RANGEL. If city employees were to retire today, the city
would be unable to tell them for 6 months as to the actual bene-
fits?

Mr. McENTEE. That is possible. In New York City it took us 2
years to find out how many people worked for the city of New
York.

So, I don't doubt that.
Mr. RANGe. Have any of you taken a look at the catch-22 that

we in the Federal Government find ourselves in regarding the en-
forcement of Internal Revenue Code public plan tax qualification
provisions.

Mr. McEwr'j. This is Charles Loveless from our staff.
Mr. LOVELESS. Mr. Chairman, as you are well aware, ERISA

clearly requires that public plans are to comply with pre-ERISA
nondiscrimination and other qualification requirements.

Rather than disqualify members of the plan since 1977 the IRS
has said that it has studied this issue and in the meantime has not
raised issues of discrimination involving public plans.

Mr. RANGEL. The union would not be asking for enforcement of
the IRS provisions?

Mr. LovELESS. What we would be asking for, Mr. Chairman, if we
think the IRS qualification standards in the public sector should be
reformed so as to address the true conditions in the public sector.
The qualification standards as now set forth are basically designed
for corporate plans.

Mr. RANGer, If you did change the standards, would you not also
recommend changes in the sanctions.

Mr. Lovnzss.W e think that question does have to be addressed
and obviously it does present some troublesome problems because
in many cases you will be going against individual plan partici-
pants.

That does represent a problem. The Internal Revenue Service is
doing nothing in this area. There are some compelling public policy
reasons why the Ways and Means Committee should be -looking
into this matter.

As the situati2D is right now, the IRS is not enforcing the re-
quirements. The study that the Internal Revenue Service is sup-
posed to be doing, in fact, is nonexistent.

My guess is that they are just avoiding dealing with the entire
issue.

Mr. RANGEL. If the IRS was to come to you and ask how they
should handle the nondiscrimination provisions of the code, what
would you recommend?
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Mr. LoviLESS. We would recommend the standard be reformed to
reflect more accurately the true conditions that exist in the public
sector.

We think the qualification standards designed to carry this out
could be protected by realistic standards.

I might say I think there is substantial question that the IRS
may have the authority right now to promulgate such standards as
part of the current standards for private pension plans.

Mr. RANGEL. If they would want your input, and you know there
are differences between the standard pension plans for most gov-
ernment employees and pension plans for elected officials, judges
and so forth. Those differences sound a little discriminatory to me,
how would you handle it?

If we got IRS to enforce existing law, how would you handle the
antidiscrimination clauses?

Mr. LovLESS. The most troublesome aspect of this is the prob-
lem that in most cases you are going to find them going against
individual plan participants.

We think there are some important policies that are there. Non-
discrimination policies are important and should be supported. I
think we will have to look into this whole area.

One suggestion we might make is that the committee should con-
sider doing a serious study of the qualification standards as they
apply to the public sector. IRS is not doing so.

We would be willing to put input into that study. We would say
there is an important public policy in terms of preventing discrimi-
nation.

Mr. RANGia. Because of what the political title should be?
Mr. LovELEsS. That is not my-
Mr. McExNT. That is true regardless of their political titles.
Mr. RANGEL. I find members of Congress being more courageous

than State legislative officials.
I don't ever recall the State legislative issue being raised. I am

glad it was.
It is a difficult issue and we on the Ways and Means Committee

have no problems in joining the issue, but I do hope you give some
serious thought to the reporting rules, prohibited transaction rules,
anti-discrimination rules and certainly the matter of so, called
social investment of pension funds.

IRS is having a problem enforcing existing rules. It would help to
make it a lot easier for us to focus on where the problems are and
have the benefit of your thinking because I rely very heavily and
my colleagues on Mr. Clay's subcommittee and I should be relying
on those of you who have to respond to your constituency.

My only problem is why it doesn't appear to me that your con-
stituency is not the same constituency of the elected officials. Why
they should not want to have the very highest standards of report-
ing and accountability for the right of the voters.

Mr. McEmzrE. We have the same question.
Mr. SCHArBRGER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest an ad-

ditional focus that I think is often lost in the discussion concerning
PERISA or PEPPRA.
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That is the concern of some who are opposed to the larger ramifi-
cations of a bill where the Federal Government may be found to be
justified in regulating State and local government.

I think there are many organizations, I would suggest several in
the State and local governmental areas, that view PEPPRA and a
possible constitutional question when PEPPRA is enacted and if
the courts, as we believe, would uphold the Congress in its author-
ity to regulate in this area, I think that there are fears that this
would then set the stage for Federal regulation in other areas
where it had been either found not to be appropriate or where the
legislative process had been reluctant to move forward on the ques-
tion because of the fear of the Supreme Court's position.

Mr. RANGU. Mr. Schaitberger, while academic people can argue
as to whether or not the States have the-constitutional protection
from the Federal Government, I don't think they can effectively
argue that the employee benefits enjoy the same constitutional pro-
tection as relates to Federal taxes.

Mr. SCHArrBERGE. I agree with you. The Fire Fighters Interna-
tional also agrees that this is an appropriate area for Congress.

I am suggesting to the members of the committee that I am per-
sonally aware of fears in other areas that such a proposal may set
the stage for other interests affecting State and local governments.
I believe that is an underlying concern that is rarely raised.

Mr. PicKLE. What areas are those?
Mr. SCHArrBERGER. The application, for example, of a national

collective bargaining bill.
During the Fair Labor Standards Act Amendments of 1974 the

Courts ruled that the Federal Government did not in fact, or the
Congress had exceeded its authority in extending those standards.

We think that was the wrong decision and have consistently
thought that was a wrong decision. That has put a damper, to say
the least, on the interest for a national collective bargaining bill.

Possibly the enactment of any Federal legislation affecting State
and local governments as it affects its relationship with its employ-
ees could be looked upon as setting a stage for movement in other
areas.

Mr. RANGEL. Let me thank the Fire Fighters Union for working
so closely with the Ways and Means as relates to the tax reform
bill.

I hope the staff hAs told you that we have raised the question of
trying to remedy certain unattended effects on firefighters and on
public safety employees as a result off pension provisions enacted
ast year.

We have received assurances of the Chair that if we can't do it
this year, it will have high priority next year.

Mr. SCHArrBRGER. We realize that and we thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. If there are no further questions, let me thank you

for your input and your valued testimony.
Mr. McENTmz. Thank you.
Mr. RANGL. Let me thank the IRS for delaying their testimony

while I was out of the room.
I ask S. Allen Winborne, Assistant Commissioner for Employee

Plans and Exempt Organizations, to come to the witness table.
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We have your prepared testimony, and certainly I guess a lot of
people have covered your points, which may be submitted for the
record.

You may proceed in any way you feel comfortable.

STATEMENT OF S. ALLEN WINBORNE, ASSISTANT COMMISSION.
ER OF INTERNAL REVENUE (EMPLOYEE PLANS AND EXEMPT
ORGANIZATIONS), ACCOMPANIED BY IRA COHEN, DIRECTOR,
ACTUARIAL DIVISION, AND BILL POSNER, SPECIAL ASSISTANT
FOR EMPLOYEE PLAN MATTERS
Mr. WINBORNK. Thank you very much.
It is a pleasure to be here with you and with members of both

subcommittees.
You are quite right, I came in with 10 pages prepared to read

every word of the 10 pages, but I do think that it has been signifi-
cantly covered.

I would like to set the record straight as to some comments that
were made by one of the members of the last panel about the
study.

It is true that back in 1977 we issued a notice that we were un-
derUkng a study. We undertook that study and for several years
now the tentative results have been in written form.

I might add through two different administrations and through
two different commissioners the matter has L' n further studied
including the complexity of the problems that have been brought
out here today by a number of the witnesses and some of the ques-
tions that have come to the panel.

It is easy when you are sitting outside the IRS to say the Service
can do it, but a'i we look at many of the areas, I think we certainly
tend to agree that ERISA was designed primarily for the private
sector.

As we move into the so-called governmental retirement plan
area, the very sanctions that make ERISA work-we think--so
well in the so-called private business sector just aren't here.

The opportunity to make a contribution and deduct that for tax
purposes just isn't here because, as we all know, the governmental
organizations simply-don't pay taxes.

Even if we could demonstrate and apply the remainder of our
pre-ERISA rules to governmental plans, as has been pointed out
several times here today, we would be aiming at and hitting those
people least responsible for any problems of those plans; that is,
the employee participants in those plans.

We have done that on rare occasions in the so-called business pri-
vate sector. It is not a thing we like to do. We like to think we are
in the business of saving plans, and we think we have saved a
number of plans by ordering and gaining appropriate rearrange-
ment of those performing operations of those plans.

It is a difficult situation. The matter is being studied. The,'e is
before the Commissioner of Internal Revenue at this moment a
rather significant package with our best thoughts to this date.

We hope that we will be moving and coming up with something
more than we have done.
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We realize that we have not given a great deal of assistance to
these committees in tht. past. It is not because we have not tried,
and I might add this effort started before I became associated with
and involved in this area of activity.There are other problems we have encountered. These govern-
mental plans are not subject to the minimum funding standards of
ERISA.

This is something we are quite concerned about ordinarily in the
so-called private sector plans. Here we don't have the authority of
that ERISA provision to use in keeping the Government plans in
compliance.

Beyond that, I really don't think it would be of much benefit to
this committee for me to continue as we have passed the magic
hour that I heard mentioned by Chairman Clay a couple times ear-
lier. I know you have some people left to appear. With that, let me
state that members of my staff who accompany me today-Ira
Cohen, who is the actuary, and my personal-assistant, Bill Posner,
and other members of my staff along with, I am told, appropriate
members of the Tax Legislative Council staff in Treasury-will be
willing to work with members of your staffs in any kind of legisla-
tive program or thinking that you might have.

We will be happy to assist in any way we possibly can.
I think with that I will conclude my comments and allow you to

ask questions if you have some. We will do our best to answer
them.

[The statement of Mr. Winborne follows:]
STATnET OF S. ALLaN WINBoRNE, A SSISTANT COMMI881ONzR-EMPLoYE PLANS

AND EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight, Mr. Chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Labor-Management Relations and members of the Subcommittees, I am
pleased to have this opportunity to be here today to discuss retirement plans main-
tained by governmental entities. Accompanying me today are Ira Cohen, Director of
the Actuarial Division and Bill Posner, my Special Assistant for Employee Plan
Matters.

First of all, I will discuss the tax treatment of public retirement plans both prior
to and after the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). Then I
will explain the problems associated with these rules that are unique to public
sector plans and the difficulties the Service has had concerning their administra-
tion. Finally, I will focus on your concerns regarding the growth, scope, financial
status, and the reporting and disclosure requirements relating to government plans.

TAX TREATMENT

It is a well established principle that a trust or other arrangement that is part of
a retirement plan is tax exempt if the plan meets the requirements of section 401(a)
of the Internal Revenue Code. Such plans are commonly referred to as qualified
plans. In light of the fact that governmental entities generally enjoy tax exempt
status, it is relevant to inquire whether the qualification requirements of the Code
apply to government plans and, if so, what is their significance.

To address the significance of plan qualification first, in exchange for satisfying
certain specified requirements, including the requirement that a plan may not di5F
criminate in favor of officers, shareholders or highly compensated employees, spe-
cial tax treatment is provided. This special treatment goes well beyond the tax
exempt treatment of trust income. For example, if a plan is ualified, employer con-
tributions to such plan are, within broad limits, fully deductible when made and fa-
vorable tax treatment is afforded to the employees who participate in the plan.
Thus, employees are not taxed on the retirement benefits provided until plan distri-
butions are actually made; if the distribution is in the form of a lump sum payment,
it may be entitled to the special 10 year averaging method or the tax-free rollover
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provisions described in the Code; and any death benefit paid to a beneficiary, subject
to certain limits, is not subject to estate tax. On the other hand, if the plan is not
qualified, the employer may lose current tax deductions; the employee is taxable on
employer contributions when made if there is no substantial risk that plan benefits
will be forfeited; and trust income is taxable.

Although a tax deduction for contributions made under a qualified plan is of no
significance to a government, the special tax benefits provided employees under a
qualified plan may be very important to the employees of the government.

Regarding the question whether public employee plans must satisfy the qualifica-
tion requirements of the Code, some have argued that plan qualification is not rele-
vant to the plan of a governmental entity because the tax status of the plan's trust
does not rest on the qualification rules which provide the basis for the exempt
status of a private sector employees' plan trust. Instead, it is claimed that the tax
exemption of a governmental trust is derived from the Constitution and Internd
Revenue Code provisions which exempt from federal taxation any income derived
from the exercise by a state or municipality of its governmental functions.

However, even if the trust were to be viewed as nontaxable because it falls within
the exemption afforded governmental entities, this umbrella does not extent to the
tax status of participants' benefits. Therefore, it has been oair lon!-standing posi-
tion-first expressed in a 1972 Revenue Ruling issued two years before the enact-
ment of ERISA-that an employee retirement plan is not automatically qualified
merely because the employer s a state or political subdivision thereof.

Under the qualification rules, qualified pension plans of governments must,
among other things, be for the exclusive benefit of employees, provide definitely de-
terminable benefits, satisfy certain anti-discriminatory rules and provide full vest-
ing on discontinuance or termination of the plan.

ERISA's impact on government plans was not so much to impose additional re-
quirements, as to cause both the Service and governments to focus on the fact that
there were indeed qualification standards that applied to government plans. For ex-
ample, section 410(c) of the Code as enacted by ERISA provides that government
plans must satisfy the pre-ERISA requirements pertaining to coverage. Similarly,
governmjiut plans must satisfy the rules with regard to nondiscrimination in contri-
butions or benefits and, under section 411(e) of the Code as enacted by ERISA, the
requirement for full vesting on plan termination. However, the minimum elgibility,
vesting and funding standards of ERISA were not applied to government plans; nei-
ther were the requirements for joint and survivor annuities. One qualification provi-
sion added by ERISA that is applicable to all plans, public and private, is the provi-
sion imposing maximum limits on contributions and benefits.

Acknowledging that the qualification requirements apply to government plans
does not mean that the administration of the qualification rules is without its prob-
lems and complexities. For example, establishing the general applicability of the
qualification requirements to government plans is not necessarily dispositive of the
question as to how the anti-discrimination rules are to be applied to such plans.

The anti-discrimination requirements, which are party of the pre-ERISA Code
provisions, are designed to prevent plans from discriminating in favor of employees
who are officers, shareholders, or highly compensated. The prohibited discrimina-
tion relates both to coverage and plan contributions or benefit& If these require-
ments apply to a public employees' plan in the same way as to a private sector plan,
that could mean that a public employees' plan, which covers only elected or appoint-
ed officials or provides such officials with more liberal benefits than are provided
for lower paid employees working for the same governmental entity, would be
unable to achieve qualified status.

Also, a special situation exists .f a retirment plan maintained by a state or local
government does not meet the qualification requirements. This is because, as I pre-
viously stated, the income of a governmental entity is generally exempt from tax
under the Internal Revenue Code. It is not clear whether a trust that funds a non-
qualified governmental retirement plan also shares in this tax exemption.

Because of the complex and unique problems of applying the antidiscrimination
and taxability provisions of the Code to government plans, the Service announced in
Information Release 1869, dated August 10, 1977, that these issues would not be
raised with respect to a government plan until a study of these matters is complet-
ed. Pending the completion of the study, the Service stated that it would resolve
these issues in favor of the taxpayer or governmental unit.

The prohibited transaction rules for government plans present other problems.
Violation o, these rules results in disqualification for government plans as com-
pared to imposition of an excise tax for violation of the prohibited transaction rules
for private sector plans. Furthermore, an administrative exemption from the prohib-
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ited transaction rules may be granted with respect to private sector plans, but not
for government plans. Although the prohibited transaction rules for government
plans are generally easier to comply with than the rules applicable to private sector
plans, it is possible. for a government plan to be disqualified for a prohibited transac-
tion fcr which an administrative exemption might be obtained with respect to a
similar transaction involving a private sector plan.

We are very concerned that vigorous Service applications of the qualification
rules, including the prohibited transaction rules, to government plans would impact
almost solely on plan participants. As I indicated earlier, the loss of a tax deduction
because of plan disqualification is of no significance to a government. Thus, assum-
ing the trust would remain ion-taxable, the sole consequence of disqualifying a gov-
ernment plan would be to tax the plan participants currently on their vested retire.
ment benefits.

We are also concerned that vigorous Service applications of the qualification rules
might motivate many governments to switch to a nonqualified unfunded plan to
avoid having their employees currently taxed on the benefits they accrue. As I pre-
viously mentioned, the minimum funding standards of ERISA, which apply to most
qualified and nonqualified plans, were not extended to government plans.
- The consequences of switching to a nonqualified plan (i.e., loss of a favored rate of
taxation for some employees on distribution of plan benefits and the loss of an
estate tax exclusion) are not enough of a deterrent to many governments who wish
to provide elected or appointed officials with greater benefits than other employees
or who do not wish to adhere to the requirements for qualification. For private
sector employers, the price of using a nonqualified plan is greater in that they must
still fund the plans in accordance with the minimum funding standards of ERISA
but, nevertheless, may not be entitled to a current tax deduction.

It may be that no satisfactory resolution of the issues and problems I have enu-
merated will be possible without additional legislation expressly addressed to gov-
ernment plans. Although the Service has not made any legislative proposals to the
Treasury Department in this regard to the present time, I am sure the staff of the
Tax Legislative Counsel under the Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy at the Treas-
ury Department, and my staff, would be happy to work with your Committees on
legislative initiatives that may be taken, or comment on any proposals you may de-
velop.

DETRMINATION iXrl AND EXAMINATION PROGRAMS
With regard to the Service's activities concerning plan qualification and othe em-

ployee plan requirements, the Service conducts two basic programs: The determina-
tion letter program, and the examination program.

Under the Service's determination letter program, our key district offices review
plans voluntarily submitted to determine whether the plans meet the requirement
or qualification under the Code. Employers and other plan administrators are per-

mitted, but not required, to apply for such a review when the plan is initially adot-
ed, amended or terminated. Employers generally request a determination letter be-
cause having a favorable determination letter provides substantial protection
against the retroactive loss of tax benefits. However, as I previously mentioned, in
the case of a government, the tax benefits that are protected relate primarily to the
employees rather than to the government employer.

The Service's examination program complements the determination letter pro-
gram and permits the Service to ascertain whether a plan is operating in compli-
ance with the requirements of the Code. The Service examines approximately 18,000
retirement plar, annually. Most of the examinations result from the classification
and selection of employee plan returns (Form 5500 series) at the IRS centers. How-
ever, many examinations are generated either by referral from Internal Revenue
Agents who question a deduction for contributions to a plan during an income tax
examination or by information received by the Department of Labor, the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation or other source. In addition, we also conduct exam-
inations as a result of special projects. Because of limitations of resources available
to conduct our examination program we give priority to the examination of plans
that we believe have a significant probability of abuse stemming from noncompli-
ance with the requirements of the Code.

In view of the fact that tax deductions are not claimed for government plan con-
tributions and, currently, no issues are being raised regarding taxation of income
earned by the plan's trust, the impact of nonqualification of such a plan would fall
solely on the plan participants. Consequently, we have not examined a significant
number of government plans in recent years.
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RIPORTING, DISCLOSURZ, XT crrxrA

After the passage of ERISA many administrators of government plans were un-
certain of their responsibilities to file annual reports. As early as September 30,
1975, the Service published a notice in the Federal Register which included a copy
of the annual report (Form 5500 series) with instructions that indicated that govern-
ment plans were required to file annual reports. In a series of information release
and special announcements issued during 1977 and 1978, the service informed gov-
ernmental units of these filing requirements, the relaxation of certain information
requirements on the annual report, and the extension of deadlines for submitting
such returns. Also, beginning in 1978 the Service designed a special return (Form
5500-G) for government and church plans to file which eliminated reporting that
was not applicable to those plans.

During this time many governmental units questioned the Service's authority, as
well as the constitutionality, of applying the ERISA reporting requirements to state
and local governments. Litigation on this issue was decided in favor of the Service
in The State of California v. Regan 641 F2d 721 (1981).

However, beginning with the 1982 plan year, the Service announced the discon-
tinuance of the annual information return for government and church plans. This
was done because our utilization of the small amount of information provided by the
return, which was, in general, registration type information, did not justify the re-
porting burdens.

As to the disclosure of information concerning government plans, Congress, in en-
acting section-6104 of the Code, gave the general public, the tax writing committees
of Congress, and certain state officials the right to inspect certain information relat-
ing to employee plans. Specifically, section 6104 provides that except with respect to
plans having less than 26 participants an application for a favorable determination
letter filed with the Service, and any supporting documents (including the plan) will
be open to public inspection. Section 6104 also requires Service personnel to make
available for public inspecion the annual returns filed pursuant to the require-
ments of section 6058 of the Code. These disclosure rules also apply to government
plans.

With respect to the growth, scope, and financial status of government plaps since
ERISA, the Service, unfortunately, is not able to provide the Subcommittees with
figures that represent the universe of such plans or their financial status. The sta-
tistics available to the Service indicate that during the plan years beginning with
1978 and ending with 1981 an average of 7,300 annual returns were filed for each of
those years by both government and church plans. Although we do not have a
breakdown between government and church plans, it is our belief that the percent-
age of government plans that filed annual returns during those years is low. Also,
we do not know the number of determination letters that may have been issued to
government plans because no statistical breakdown is made between private and
public sector plans requesting determination letters.

CONCLUSION

Based on my discussion and the fact that we are all here today, it is evident that
there are many uncwrtainties in the area of the federal government's role, and par-
ticularly, the Service's role, in the regulation of government plans. I would like to
assure you that we will be most happy to work with your Committees in resolving
these uncertainties. In conclusion, I thank you for inviting me to testify. At this
time my colleagues and I will be glad to try to answer any questions you may have.

Mr. RANGEL. Let me ask unanimous consent that your full state-
ment be entered into the record at this time.

There was a time that public plans were required to report to the
Federal Government and the IRS abolished the reporting.

Under what authority was that done?
Mr. WmtoRNE. That really was done under the authority of the

Secretary of the Treasury, which authority in turn is delegated to
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and in turn delegated to
me to require appropriate reports be filed for the appropriate ad-
ministration of the tax laws.
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We did reach the point where we were not carrying out very sig-
nificant, effective examination programs with respect to the gov-
ernmental plans.

We then were faced with the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980.
Great pressure was placed on all of the Government agencies, as I
am sure you gentlemen are aware, to reduce paperwork in every
possible way. We were not making use of the information at that
time that was being filed. Therefore, in conjunction with our legal
department, we concluded that it was the wise thing to do, that is,
not to require the filing of those returns.

Mr. RANGEL. Did you ever consider the reporting provision to be
a part of the public's right to know and that by eliminating the
Federal filing, you were eliminating the public's right to know?

Mr. WINBORNE. I think part of our feeling at that time was that
the Department of Labor is normally responsible for making such
information known to the public and I think we might have relied
to some extent on that.

If you would permit, I would like to consult with my assistant to
see if he has a different recollection of that.

Mr. POSNER. What I would like to add is the fact that, of course,
title I does have reporting and disclosure requirements that apply
to Government plans.

Mr. RANGEL. They don't have to respond under title I. Then the
only filing that they had to respond to was IRS pre-ERISA.

So, when that is eliminated, it is all secret.
Mr. POSNER. It is true that the IRS does not have the informa-

tion to disclose.
Our perception was that the requirement in the code was a re-

quirement to authorize the Service to require information that was
needed to carry out its responsibilities.

Mr. RANGEL. Assuming that IRS knew that you were the sole re-
porting agency and assuming further that this was the source of
information for the public when we talk about public records, did
you not consider by abolishing that form that you were abolishing
it for all purposes for the Federal Government since they were
exempt from title I?

Mr. WINBORNE. There was another consideration, in looking at
some notes I have here.

I believe when the form was revised from an earlier date, a seg-
ment of that information was not at that time required. So, the
actual cessation of the requirement followed that.

Your question could be directed back to the time the form was
restructured to make it more a reporting type of form than any-
thing else.

Mr. RANGEL. Let me say that I want to keep within the spirit of
cooperation that you offer to both committees to remedy what ap-
pears obviously to be an inequity.

It just seems to me that to say that the sanctions are complex
and really come down on the wrong people is not a response that
we should be hearing from our Federal Government.

The State representative pointed out, and I think accurately,
that it is very difficult for us to tell them what their standards
should be when we in the Federal Government have said that be-
cause of complexity we will not enforce existing tax law.
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It just seems to me that when we do grant preferential tax treat-
ment to any citizen that we have a responsibility to make certain
that existing law is enforced and when even existing law a pparent-
ly should be justified that appropriate recommendations should be
made.

While union representatives and I would be reluctant to ask you
to enforce the law as it presently exists, it seems to me that we
should be in the forefront of saying that we want to make certain
that the funds are used for the exclusive benefit of employees.

We want to make certain that we don't have discrimination in
classes and we want to make certain that there is some minimum
reporting as to what is being done with this money that we are not
taxing.

I hope that you share with me your recommendations, at least
share with the Ways and Means Committee, so that we can work
with Mr. Clay to see what, if anything, can be done to address the
matter.

One of the biggest fears I see with IRS is that if people don't be-
lieve that the Service is enforcing the laws fairly and equitably,
then he volunteer system as we know it may be in jeopardy.

I want to thank you for the cooperation that you have given in
the past. Obviously we will have to work on this in the future.

Mr. WINBORNE. I don't disagree with what you have said. I hope
we can come forward with something that is worthwhile in our rec-
ommendations shortly.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CLAY. There is a rule in the Internal Revenue Code that pen-

sion plan assets be used for the exclusive benefit of participants
and beneficiaries.

What do you suggest, short of plan disqualification, to enforce
the apparent Federal law against State and local offricals who
might violate this rule?
- Mr. WmaomNE. Something short of disqualification?

Mr. CLAY. Yes.
Mr. WINBORNE. In many other instances of violation or failure to

conform to the law, an excise tax has been levied. I am not sure
what problems you would run into if you simply levy an excise tax
against a Government plan, or even against a trust of that Govern-
ment plan.

Is the trust a part of that Government? Would you have a 10th
amendment problem, or a problem with section 115 of the IRS
Code, which provides that no tax shall be levied on income of a
Government or State or subdivision thereof in carrying out its gov-
ernmental affairs?

I am not sure that that would apply. Other than that, is there
something that, at least in Internal Revenue Service, can be done?

There may well be equity types of litigation that could take place
and perhaps the Labor Department might be more appropriate for
that type of enforcement action.

It is a little awkward when the Internal Revenue Service goes
into civil court on matters of that type.

Mr. CLAY. It is a violation for these plans to use the funds to fix
sewers and repair roads?
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Mr. WINBORNE. Is it a violation?
Mr. CLAY. Yes.
Mr. WiNBORNE. I think there you are getting into the fiduciary

standards, and if that money is put out to do this kind of work at
the market rate for money and it is reasonably well protected, it
might not be.

I think it is the facts and circumstances that have to be looked at
each time there is activity with respect to the funds of the plan.

Mr. CLAY. Is it being put out at market rate and is the money
protected?

Mr. WINBORNE. Is it today?
Mr. CLAY. Yes.
Mr. WINBORNE. I don't have in my possession that kind of infor-

mation, Chairman Clay.
Mr. CLAY. Why not?
Mr. WINBORNE. I think it is apparent that we have not had a

very significant examination program. I suppose we have acknowl-
edged that. We have not collected that kind of information.

Mr. CLAY. What do you plan to do about this deficiency?
Mr. WINBORNE. I guess that will have to await what I consider

the policy decisions that we are hoping can be forthcoming very
-shortly as a result of these studies that have been made and are
now pending further consideration at the highest levels, depending
on how that comes out.

If the decision there is made as a matter of policy that we should
simply carry out these various rules, we might do one thing.

If it is determined that we are without authority, for all the rea-
sons that have been mentioned here, to attempt to carry out these
things vis-a-vis governmental plans, then we might have to suggest
some legislation of some sort.

I can't answer that at this point.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. We recognize you can't answer. I suspect what you

are saying when you say policy that the administration will have
to come up and say how they will handle this or whether they will
handle it at all or whether they believe the Congress should take
the initiative.

It would seem to me, Mr. Chairman, that we should send a letter
to the Secretary of the Treasury, as well as Labor, pointing out
that no one argues that there is a deficiency here, no one argues
that the law is not being enforced; the only question we have is
what are we going to do about it?

If we are going to be cooperative, it really does pot make any
sense for you to be cooperative with me when they have estab-
lished a policy which is contrary to cooperation.

Mr. WINBORNE. I guess we like to be sure the record doesn't indi-
cate I came here and said the administration was not going to coop-
erate.

I certainly haven't said that. I have said that the matter is under
study. It has been up and down the escalator, so to speak, in the
agency for the purpose of study.

It is residing in the Commissioner's office at the present time. I
am sure they will focus on that very shortly.
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Mr. RANGEL. We will encourage that focus and hope you will
report back that we are very concerned so that we can continue
that cooperation.

Unless you get instructions to go down a particular line and
make recommendations, then the cooperation really has not meant
too much. I say that with all due respect.

Mr. WINBO . I understand.
Mr. CLAY. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RANGEL Mr. Pickle.
Mr. PICKLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Winborne, you have made a study on this question which

has been ongoing for some time, according to your earlier state-
ment.

Have you made a copy of that available to our committee? Can
we have a copy of the study you have made?

Mr. WINBORNE. I am sure we have not made a copy available to
the committee. It is in the course of a preliminary draft form. The
Service, as such, has made no final decision with respect to that.

Mr. P Cau. Can we take this testimony as more or less a report
of our study and your review of this question?

Mr. WINBORNE. Idid not understand your question.
Mr. Picm. Can we take your testimony then as more or less a

report on your position on this question?
Mr. WINBORNE. In my testimony I tried to make known the fact

that this study is ongoing, and it has not been completed.
I have not attempted to include in my testimony or in my extem-

poraneous comments the thinking of that study.
Mr. PciuKz. You said there are many uncertainties in the area of

the Federal Government's role and particularly the Service's role
in the regulation of Government plans.

You acknowledge that and you are going to study it further. If
you have any recommendations, we will be glad to get them.

Mr. WimoRNE. Indeed.
Mr. RANGEL Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BAMmrr. In light of what has been going on and the top-

heavy nature of the Civil Service plans in Federal .Government, in
your opinion, would the Federal Civil Service retirement system
qualify as being nondiscriminatory if the IRS examined that?

Mr. WINBORNE. There are a number of different pension plans
that you can find throughout the Civil Service System. Your plan
is different from mine. The judges have a different plan.

All of these plans certainly raise the question of, is this discrimi-
nation? Is this discrimination in favor of what in the private busi-
ness sector you would call the prohibited groups, the owners, man-
agers?

This is part of our problem and it is a significant part of our on-
going study. A position should be taken with respect to that very
question.

Mr. BARTLEm. In your opinion, would it be a prohibited group?
Mr. WINSORNZ. If you want my personal opinion, as I tried to

make it clear, there is no Service position on this, so, anything I
state will be my own.

If you take the bare language, it appears to me it would be dis-
crimination, but is this discrimination justified?
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The basic question is, is the Federal Government in a reasonable
position to toll States what they should compensate the judges, the
appointed people, the executives, the others? This is all part of the
problem.

It has not been taken lightly. We have looked at all of these
issues.

Mr. BARTLrr. In your opinion, the Federa!' Government retire-
ment plan would not qualify people under the same standards?

Mr. WINwORNE. If it went on the same standard that we would
normally look at in a private business, we would have great diffi-
culty with it because we would find different levels of compensa-
tion, with higher levels invariably receiving much higher benefits
than the so-called rank and file in Government.

Mr. BARTum. That is discriminatory?
Mr. WINBORN. That generally leads to a conclusion that a pri-

vate business plan is discriminatory, yes.
Mr. BARTrr. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Let me thank you very much for the spirit in which

your testimony was given.
I do hope you share with the policy makers that there is a gap

that we are going to have to fill and we would like to do it with
your cooperation.

Mr. WINBoRNE. We certainly will.
I appreciate your courtesy and I have enjoyed being here.
Mr. RANGzL. The next to the last panel, from Pennsylvnia, Law-

rence Martin, executive director of the Pennsylvania Employee Re-
tirement Study Commission, on behalf of Municipal Finance Offi-
cers Association, and William Baker, general counsel, Teacher Re-
tirement System of Texas.

Because of the time problem, we will, without objection, enter
your written and prepared remarks in the record. We ask that you
highlight your testimony and summarize it so that we can use the
time that is left to ask questions that are unclear.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE A. MARTIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT STUDY COM-
MISSION, ON BEHALF OF MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS AS-
SOCIATION
Mr. MARTIN. Messrs. Chairmen and members of the subcommit-

tees, I am Larry A. Martin, executive director, Public Employee
Retirement Study Commission, Harrisburg, Pa.

I am testifying on behalf of the Municipal Finance Officers Asso-
ciation [MFOA] as a member of its Committee on Public Employee
Retirement Administration.

We appreciate this opportunity to present the views of State and
local government finance officers on the progress made nationwide,
and particularly in Pennsylvania, in pension funding, investment
practices, fiduciary standards, and reporting and disclosure stand-
ards.

Additionally, I will comment on the desirability of Federal in- -

volvement in State and local government retirement system mat-
ters.

30-519 O-84--12
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The Municipal Finance Officers Association has done an in-depth
analysis of State involvement in local pension plan administration,
has developed a methodology for assessing a variety of State roles
and has concluded that State government is the most appropriate
level of government from which to initiate reforms.

It has carried out research to identify several key features of
State involvement that can be used to measure and compare
States.

Four of those relate to the existence of a statewide plan:
Whether it is operated by the State and available to local govern-

ment?
Whether it is actuarially funded?
Whether local government is not permitted to operate their own

plans?
Whether a large proportion of local governments participate in

the statewide system?
It also looks at key factors relating to the State regulation of

local plans where they do exist, whether there are actuarial reports
on a periodic basis, and whether State-established funding stand-
ards do exist.

The final item is the existence or creation of a State pension
commission.

The results of the study which concentrated on nine States con-
cluded that the States were seeking to obtain better information on
pension systems' financial condition through actuarial reporting re-
quirements.

States were also attempting, either through State-administered
systems for local governments or through State regulation of local
plans, to make sure that the costs of pension benefits were fully
understood, current costs were funded on a current basis and un-
funded liabilities were funded on a systematic basis.

All nine States did offer statewide pension systems to local gov-
ernment employees. In seven of those States the funding was based
on actuarial requirements. In four States there was a requirement
that local government belong to the statewide system.

In these States the few local systems that do remain or which
were established prior to the establishment of a State system were
permitted to continue.

Locally administered retirement systems did exist in all of our
study States. In six of them there were requirements that actuarial
reports be submitted to the State on the status of local pension
fund liability.

Standards for these reports were established in four of the
States, including the State of Pennsylvania, I might add.

Among the study States, Minnesota and New Jersey imposed
pension system funding requirements on locally administered
plans. In other States funding, requirements were included in local
charters.

In the two States of Minnesota and New York, a State agency
was responsible for reviewing and commenting on all State level
proposals relating to pensions.

Since the study was done prior to some substantial developments
in Pennsylvania, I would like to briefly talk about Pennsylvania, a
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State which is the most recent State to establish a functioning pen-
sion commission and of which I am its chief staff person.

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has a very decentraLzed
and complex structure for providing pension coverage to its em-
ployees. it has a large number of local governmental units and
each local government unit can establish its own pension plan.

As a consequence, there are in excess of 2,100 public employee
pension plans that are functioning in the Commonwealth of Penr-
sylvania. This is in keeping with the basic decentralized structure
of government in the Commonwealth.

These plans are primarily locally administered. They range from
one benefit recipient in size to a plan of greater than 300,000 par-ticiats.tc4 ey o in asset size from a few thousand dollars to more than

$5 billion. With potentially more than one-quarter of all the State
and local government pension plans in the country, the Common-
wealth has been viewed nationally as having a substantial public
pension program.

While clearly there are continuing difficulties with Pennsylva-
nia's complex pension structure, the Commonwealth has taken and
will continue to take steps to improve its public employee pension
situation.

For over a decade now, all Pennsylvania municipal pension plans
have been required-to report on their actuarial condition. This re-
quired actuarial reporting has functioned, first, to identify the vari-
ous public employee pension plans which exist in the Common-
wealth and, second, to assess the sufficiency of the funding provid-
ed to those public employee pension plans.

Data from these actuarial reports, which also includes basic fi-
nancial and demographic information, is available on both the local
government level and the State government level. -

It also has been made available to the Federal Government
through cooperation by the Commission with the Census Bureau.

I might add the Census Bureau does attempt to gather informa-
tion broadly in a useful format. One of the problems with the
Census Bureau's data is that it excludes any plan that does utilize
insurance contracts, which, as a consequence, the data collected
would greatly minimize or under, report what is going on currently
in the State of Pennsylvania, where a large number of pension
plans do use insurance contracts.

Mr. RANGRL We are going to have a serious legislative problem
here soon because we were supposed to adjourn at 1.

May I ask you to see whether you can summarize because I want
to make certain that the members have an opportunity to ask ques-
tions.

Mr. MARTIN. Fine.
The latest development is the- creation of a Pension Commission

in Pennsylvania, a mandate by State legislation that the Pension
Commission recommend legislation for the funding of and report-
ing by local pension plans and the straightening out of the pension
situation in Pennsylvania.

That report has been issued. Legislation has been presented to
the General Assembly, and its passage is anticipated in the very
near future.
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The Pension Commission provides actuarial notes on pension leg-
islation going to the General Assembly.

The next topic that the Pension Commission will be taking a look
at is the whole prob.1m of our fiduciary liability in Pennsylvania.
That would cover what is happening in Pennsylvania.

Just briefly touching, in the interest of time, on the desirability
of Federal regulation, I don't believe anyone is questioning whether
or not regulation is needed for reporting and fiduciary liability.

The real question of the matter is whether States ought to do it,
have been doing it, and can be expected to do it in the future, and
what is the most appropriate avenue for this kind of reform meas-
ure.

I think State governments are the most appropriate place for
that type of public pension reform.

With that, I will conclude my testimony now, sir.
[The statement of Mr. Martin follows:]

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE A. MARTIN, ExEcUTIvE DIRECTOR, PUBLIC EMPLOYEE Rx-
TIRKMENT STUDY COMMISSION, HARRISBURG, PA., ON BEHALF OF THE MUNICIPAL Fi-
NANCE OFrICERS A SCIATION

Messrs. Chairmen and members of the Subcommittees, I am Larry A. Martin, Ex-
ecutive Director, Public Employee Retirement Study Commission, Harrisburg, Penn-
sylvania. I am testifying on behalf of the Municipal Finance Officers Association
[MFOA] as a member of its Committee on Public Employee Retirement Administra-
tion. I

We appreciate this opportunity to present the views of state and local government
finance officers on the progress made nationwide, and particularly in Pennsylvania,
in pension funding, investment practices, fiduciary standards, and reporting and dis-
closure standards. Additionally, I will comment on the desirability of federal in-
volvement in state and local government retirement system matters.

The Municipal Finance Officers Association represents 9,200 members who are
state and local government finance officials, appointive or elective, and public fi-
nance specialists. Included in the MFOA membership are public employee retire-
ment system administrators, who are responsible for the day-to-day operation and
supervision of public pension plans, and trustees of these plans. I feel that it is im-
portant for the Subcommittees to recognize that state and local government finance
officers have many years of experience with public employee retirement systems
and we are applying this expertise to the development of standards and better ad-
ministration.

As financial managers in our nation's cities, counties, and state governments, we
have a responsibility to plan for the long-range financing of our governments. To
fulfill this responsibility, we must pay close attention to the costs and future liabil-
ities of public employee retirement systems and make sure that they are properly
administered and financed.

Prompted by the academic spirit of this hearing, I will focus my remarks on the
attainment of "best practice" at the state and local levels of government. As you
will see, state after state has confronted public employee retirement issues and in-
stituted reforms tailored to solve their unique problems.

STATE ROLES IN LOCAL PENSION ADMINISTRATION

Today, I would like to spend a few minutes telling you about the Municipal Fi-
nance Officers Association's study of state roles in localfinancial management. Our
research resulted in the first in-epth analysis of titate involvement in local pension
administration and developed a methodology for assessing the varieties of state
roles found from state-to-state.

The unique and diverse nature of the state-local relationships examined led to
MFOA researchers to conclude that no one model system for state involvement ex-
isted and the variability of local needs in the individual states supported the thesis

C Questions concerning this statement should be directed to Catherine L. Spain. Director, or
Cathie G. Eitelberg, Legislative Associate, Municipal Finance Officers Association, Federal Liai-
son Center, 1750 KStreet, N.W., Suite 200, Washington, D.C., 20006, (202) 466-2014.
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that state Fovernments are the most appropriate level of government from which to
initiate reforms.

To carry out this original research, the Municipal Finance Officers Association
staff identified seven key features of state involvement that could be used to meas
ure and compare individual states. The first four related to the existence of a state-
wide plan. The specific features in this area sought to determine if a statewide re-
tirement system, operated by the state, is available to local governments for their
nonuniformed employees, and/or their uniformed employees, if the state system is
actuarily funded, if local governments are not permitted to operate their own retire-
ment plans, and if a large proportion of local governments participate in the state-
wide system.

The next two features related to state regulation of local plans. Specifically, par-
ticipating states wore asked whether or not actuarial reports on local pension plans
are submitted to the state periodically, and whether or not state-stabliahed funding
standards exist for local pension plans.

The last indicator used to assess state involvement was the existence of a state
agency or commission with responsibility for monitoring retirement system activity
statewide.

The results of this study which concentrated on nine states--California, Minneso-
ta, Montana, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Washington and my own
state of Pennsylvania--showed that states were seeking to obtain better information
on pension system financial condition through actuarial reporting requirements
They were also attempting, either through state-administered systems for local gov-
ernments or through state regulation of local plans, to make sure that the costs of

pension benefits were fully understood, current costs were funded on a current
is, and unfunded liabilities were funded on a systematic basis

The specific findings of the study are summarized below. Although the data pre-
sented here are more recent than the information contained in the "House Pension
Task Force Report," we should caution that additional reforms have been accom-
plished in the states cited. As you will hear, my own state of Pennsylvania had
some problems, however, later in this testimony, I will describe the improvements
that have been made in the short time since the MFOA study was conducted.

MIOA FINDINGS ON BTATZ INVOLVUM INT I LOCAL PENSIONS

All nine study states offered statewide pension systems to both general and uni.
formed local government employees. In seven of the state, funding of the system
was based on actuarial requirements. Several of this group, including Tennessee and
Washington amortized large unfunded liabilities accumulated in prior years or cre-
ated upon entrance of new groups of local employees into the system. In Pennsylva-
nia and Tennessee, new member governments were given 40 years to amortize the
unfunded liabilit they brought into the statewide system.

Four states-New Jersey, Minnesota, Washington and Montana-required local
governments to belong to the statewide system. In these states, a few local systems
that were in existence before the state system was established have been permitted
to continue. Even though participation is not mandated in the other five states,
most local governments chose to join the statewide plans, except in Pennsylvania.

In all of the states, the jurisdictions that are inclined not to participate in the
statewide system are the larger cities and counties. These units have a sufficient
number of employees and sufficiently large pension funds in their own jurisdictions
to gain the economies of scale associated with a statewide system.

Pennsylvania is an anomoly in that only about 10 percent of its local governments
initially joined the state system. The current system in Pennyslvania was preceded
by a retirement plan that had inferior benefits and returns on investment for con-
tributions. In the early 1970s, the current system was implemented to ameliorate
these difficulties. It offered favorable contribution rates, benefits, and investment re-
turns, but it operated under the sti*ma of its predecessor. Many smaller local gov-
ernments in Pennsylvania did not join the new statewide system because they al-
ready offer., retirement benefits through their own plans or annuity programs ad-
ministered by insurance companieL

Locally administered retirement systems existed in all the study states. In six of
the states-Calffornia, Minnesota, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Iland and
Washington-local governments were required to submit actuarial reports to the

'See John .L Petersn. C. Wayne Stallinp, Catheine L Spain, "State Rolem in Local Govern-
ment Financial Management: A Comparauve Analysis" (W o : Government Finance Re-
search Center, Municipal Finance Ofi Association, June 1979).
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state on the status of local pension liabilities. Standards for preparing these reports
were established in Minnesota, New Jerey, Pennsylvania and Washington. At the
time the study was conducted, the reporting requirement was new in Pennsylvania,
California and Rhode Island, and no reports had yet been submitted in the latter
two states.

Among the study states, Minnesota and New Jersey imposed pension system fund-
ing requirements on locally administered plans. In the state of Washington, funding
requirements were included in the municipal charters of those cities that retain
their own systems. Similarly, locally administered plans in Texas and California
were often found to be funded actuarially, based on custom and charter require-
ments.

In two states-Minnesota and New Jersey-a state agency was responsible for re-
viewing and commenting on all state-level proposals relating to pensions. A pension
study commission with similar authority had been proposed in Pennsylvania at the
time of the study.

PENNSYLVANIA KXPMAJENC.

As noted previously, the Commonwealth c" Pennsylvania has a very complex and
decentralized structure for providing retirement coverage to public employees. In
the year 1982, slightly more than 2,100 public employee pension plans were func-
tionirng in the Commonwealth, with membership in these plans ranging from one
benefit recipient through 300,000 active and retired members. Assets of these pen-
sion plans range from a few thousand dollars to in excess of $5 billion.

la keeping with the basically decentralized structure of government in the Com-
monwealth, governmental employing units are authorized to establish separate pen-
sion plans for their public employees. There are in excess of 4,500 local governmen-
tal units in the Commonwealth, although several of those are special municipal au-
thorities without employees. Commonwealth law generally authorizes the provision
of retirement coverage to public employees and frequently specifies or limits the
provisions of the benefit plan. Where Commonwealth law does not specifically
govern the benefit plan, the plan is specified by municipal charter, municipal ordi-
nance, municipal resolution or a formally adopted plan document.

Most of Pennsylvania's pension plans are locally administered municipid pension
plans. There are two large statewide pension plans in the Commonwealth, one for
state employees and the other for educational (school district) employees. There also
exists a state agency which is the joint administration for slightly more than 400
municipal pension plans. The remainder are essentially administered locally, with
some utilizing insurance carriers and other financial entities for their administra-
tion. Some plans are insured through insurance carriers to some extent, but many
are self-insured.

With potentially more than one quarter of all of the state and local government
pension plans in the country, Pennsylvania has been viewed nationally as having a
substantial public pension problem. While clearly there are difficulties with Penn-
sylvania's complex public employee pension plan structure, the Commonwealth has
taken, and will continue to take, steps to improve its public pension situation.

For over a decade now, all Pennsylvania municipal pension plans have been re-
quired to report on their actuarial condition. This required actuarial reporting has
functioned, first, to identify the various public employee pension plans which exists
in the Commoaiwealth and, second, to assess the sufficiency of the funding provided
to those public employee pension plans. Data from these actuarial reports, which
also includes basv: financial and demographic information, is available on both the
local government ,evel and the state government level. It also has been made avail-
able. to the federal government through cooperation by the Commission with the
Census Bureau.

In late 1981, Pennsylvania became the twenty-first state to establish a functioning
pension commission, the Public Employee Retirement Study Commission. The Com-
mission is comprised of members of the General Assembly and public members. It
has professional staff and retains three consulting actuaries. The Commission is
charged with coordinating the development of pension policy in the Commonwealth
and with monitoring the actuarial condition of all Pennsylvania public employee
pension plans. Cognizant of the actual or potential problems existing in connection
with the numerous municipal pension plans, the Commission's organizing law spe-
cifically established a priority for Commission duties with respect to municipal pen-
sion plans.

In.January, 1983, the Commission completed its mandated one year responsibilit,
to formulate recommendations and legislation establishing and actuarial funding
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standard for all municipal pension plans and implementing a recovery program for
financially distressed municipal pension plans. A report with recommendations was
issued and proposed legislation based on that reports has been introduced in the
General Assembly. Hearing have commenced on the proposed legislation and action
on it is expected in early 1984. The proposed legislation would refine the current
municipal pension plan actuarial reporting received by the Commonwealth, would
establish a comprehensive requirement for municipalities to fund their pension
plans, would correct inequities and inefficiencies in the current $60 million annual
Commonwealth aid to municipal pension plans and would develop various local and
state remedies for financially distressed municipal pensioniplans.

Since its creation, the Commission has met its responsibilities to provide actuarial
notes to the General Assembly on any legislation affecting public employee pension
plans. The actuarial note includes an assessment by one of the Commission's con-
sulting actuaries of the actuarial impact of the proposed pension benefit changes
and policy recommendations by the Commission.

In early 1984, the Commission will undertake to develop recommendations and
legislation on the topic of fiduciary responsibility and liability towards public em-
ployee pension plans in the Commonwealth. Subsequent topics for future Commis-
sion consideration include a study of public employee pension benefits coverage as a
component of total public sector compensation in the Commonwealth, development
of recommendations and legislation on the development of intrastate portability to
ease transferability of pension credit between Pennsylvania's numerous public em-
ployee pension plans and the development of recommendations and legislation on
the Appropriate investment authority of public employee pension plans within the
Commonwealth.

The Pennsylvania Public Employee Retirement Study Commission, in late 1982,
considered proposed federal legislation pending at that time and determined that its
imposition of standards for reporting and disclosure and for fiduciary responsibility
was not an appropirate subject for federal legislation and would not be beneficial for
Pennsylvania. The Commonwealth has demonstrated an understanding of the prob-
lems facing its public pension plans and has taken steps to address those problems.
The real public employee pension problem in Pennsylvania, that of funding pension
plans in municipalities which are financially distressed, can only be properly ad-
dressed with a clear understanding of the specific situation in Pennsylvania. Many
of the beneficial effects intended to be accomplished by proposed federal regulation
are already in place in the Commonwealth or are scheduled for consideration in the
near future.

REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE

The Municipal Finance Officers Association has been engaged in activities to im-
prove state and local pension reporting and disclosure pr.Actices. Our publication,
"Disclosure Guidelines for State and Local Governments," suggests what informa-
tion needs to be provided in connection with the offerings of securities by state and
local governments. It provides standards that relate to all aspects of government op-
erations including issuers' retirement systems.

Another MFOA publication, "Guidelines for the Preparation of a Public Employwu
Retirement System [PERS] Comprehensive Annual Financial Report," offers specific
guidance on what financial statements, supporting schedules, statistical tables and

--tef minimum disclosures are necessary to permit informed assessments of a
plan's financial position and financial condition by the reports' users.

These two documents have fairly widespread acceptance as the standards to be
followed and support our contention that adequate disclosure standards exist.

This leads to the question: To what degree are the standards being followed? In
1980, the MFOA's Government Finance Research Center [GFRC] prepared a study
of public pension system disclosure practices for the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development and other cooperating agencies. It provided detailed infor-
mation on the users of pension disclosure information, the authoritative and stand-
ard-setting bodies active in the pension area, and the level of disclosure found in

,annual reper of state and local pension plans. It is on thiaslast point we would like
to share some information from the Government Finance Research Center study,
"Public Pension System Financial Disclosure".'

' John K Petersen, "Public Pension System fr nancial Disclosure" (Washington: Government
Finance Research Center, 1980).
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The GFRC developed a methodology whereby a survey of annual reports was
made and their contents were compared to an inventory of 91 disclosure items
gleaned from the recommendaticna of various authorities. Both the frequency of dis-
closure of specific items and conformance to eight particular standards were ana-
lyzed. I have attached lists of the authoritative standards consulted and disclosure
items analyzed.

The results of the above analyses indicated that the level of disclosure contained
in the annual reports of the 86 public pension systems studied varied greatly. While
certain standards (those concentrating on accounting items and those with few re-
quirements) tended to be followed with somewhat greater frequency, none had a
commanding position. It also did not appear that disclosure was systematically re-
lated to such plan characteristics as size, level of administration, or type of employ-
ees covered in any significant manner.

The diversity of scores did show that some systems-regardless of size and level of
administration-were capable of achieving high levels of disclosure. When our in-
ventory of disclosure items was trimmed to include only that information where
there were high levels of agreement among authoritative sources, the systems were
scoring at or near 100 percent conformance with the prescribed standards, which
represented between 10 and 20 disclosure items.

This study provided an initial review of the state-of-the-practice four years ago
and should serve as the basis for further study. Proponents of federal regulations
have pointed to our preliminary results, which are not conclusive, as justification
for federal involvement. We believe more research is needed to assess the current
level of disclosure.

TAX QUALIFICATION

The subject of tax qualification for public plans has been a controversial issue
since 1972 when the Internal Revenue Service ruled that state and local pension
plans were subject to Section 401(a) qualification requirements if favorable tax
treatment was to be granted. With the passage of the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act [ERISAJ in 1974, the benefit and contribution limitaL:.,s of Section 415
and the filing of an annual report (Form 5500G) were mandated.

The basic rules for qualification are:
1. The system's benefits, contributions, and coverage must not discriminate in

favor of highly paid officials and employees.
2. Trust investments and income must be for the exclusive benefit of employees

and beneficiaries. "
Because of the wide range of public employees with different benefits, statewide

systems have found it is extremely difficult to meet the two-part test.
An irony exists here. The trend of consolidating local plans into statewide systems

to promote standard administrative procedure actually hinders the plans' ability to
qualify for favorable tax treatment. Inherent in the consolidation process is the
combining of plans with different benefit levels. A conflict therefore exists between
prudent management goals and compliance with federal regulation for tax qualifica-
tion purposes.

The IRS, in 1977, in recognition of the disparity between plan structures, placed a
moratorium on requiring state and local plans to apply for tax qualification.

In November 1982, the IRS rescinded Form 5500G for plan years beginning after
1981 and has not issued a replacement form to date. Therefore, pubic employee re-
tirement systems no longer report annually to the IRS.

We hope the removal of both the qualification and reporting requirements is an
indication of the realization that public pension plans do not neatly fit into any one
box.

Further, automatic tax qualification should be extended to state and local plans
because, in our judgement, Congress never intended regulation of these governmen-
tal plans through the Internal Revenue Code. Having a clearly articulated exemp-
tion has become increasingly important to state and local plans as the 1981 and
1982 tax bills have wreaked havoc with our control over benefit levels, beneficiary
annuity benefits, and withholding practices. -

Automatic tax qualification should not be a "carrot on the string" or have
"strings" attached to it. Let it be grant-3d because state and local governments are
the primary regulator of their pension systems.

IMPACT OF FEDRAL RMULATION

Public pensions, once commonly viewed as a governmental subfunction, have
emerged as a new force in governmental finance. With public attention focused on
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public person plans, the Advisory Commision on Intergovernmental Relations
ACIRJ undertook a study of federal nation in the area tha resulted in a report

entitled, "State and Local Pension Systems-Federal Regulatory Issues." It strongly
recommended against federal regulation of state and local pension systems based on
five m a guments

1. Ferai reulation may conflict with the independence states and localities re-
quire in managing employer-employee relationship. Because of the financial impact

a pension benefits place on the financial health of government employers, con-
plet. control over them is essential and constitutionally guaranteed.

The 1976 Supreme Court decision, National Leagnwof Cities v. Ukery, raises Con-
stitutional questions concerning federal regulation and intervention in state and
local government public employee retirement systems. In National League of Cities
[NLCJ the Court invalidated Congrew' 1974 extension of the wages and hours provi-
sions of the Fair Labor Standards Act to state and local government employeeL The
National League of Cities argued that these amendments were unconstitutional as
they infringed upon basic state governmental functions.

2. The diverse and unique characteristics of public plans does not accommodate
blanket regulation. Problems faced and solutions found in the older smoke-etack
states and the sunbelt are not necessarily similar.

3. State and local pension systems have taken aggressive steps in putting their
pension houses in order. In 1982, twenty-one states had active pension commissions
and many others are implementing or exploring reforms.

4. There is no evidence that state and local government retirement system have
adversely affected either our securities market or the national economy as a wh 3.
Imprudent investment practices are discouraged as the financial health of a state or
localities pension system directly affects its municipal bond rating.

5. Federal regulation however limited in intent can be embellished by regulatory
agencies and the regulations they promulgate.

CURRENT CONDITIONS OV PUBLIC EMPLYEK ET=IRMENT TM

In 1981, two major pension studies funded by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development were completed. The Urban Institute report on large systems,
"The Future of State and Locl Pensions," forecasted 50 years of funding levels for
large,,public plans.4 In general, the outlook for these plans is positive, this is "good
news especially when considering 90 percent of state and local pension plan par-
ticipants are covered by these plans.

Based upon actuarial calculations and valuations at the end of each year during
the 50 year period from 1977 to 2027, employer contribution rates, as a percent of
payroll, fell from 12.7 percent in 1980 tW 8.6 percent in 2024. Measured according to
each p plan's funding method and valuation assumptions but using actual experience
according" to standard economic assumptions, the averse plan funded ratio was 56
percent in 1980 with growth to 82 percent in 2024. The Ratio of Unfunded Liability
To Payroll is less than 1 for the median large plans in 1977 and will decrease to
below .2 in 2027. Even if a 5 percent COLA is added, contribution rates and funded
ratio are not materially affected over the next 50 years.

The second study undertaken by SRI International examined small public plans,
those with under 1,000 participants.' The report card for these plans also shows
good grades. The majority of these plans were found to be adequately funded. The
report concludes that o widespread collapse of public plans is imminent. Addition-
ally, the plans with over 500 participants appeared to be on a path that will reach
full funding within 40 years, reflecting appropriate funding.

MFOA POLICY

The MFOA policy (attached) strongly supports proper reporting, disclosure and fi-
duciary standards while recognizing that the diverse nature of public employee re-
tirement system dictate that regulation is best kept at the state and local level.

In fact, federal regulation may even be counterproductive. Provisions set by the
federal government may become the maximum not the minimum level of perform-
ance, thereby thwarting more progressive reforms. Additionally, the diversion of
state and local resources from resolving "in-house" problems to complying with fed-
eral regulations could rarry extensive administrative costs. A comprehensive study

' The Urban Institute, Winklevo & Associates, and Government Finsuce Research Center,
"iM. Future of State and Local Pensions," (Washington, D.C.: The Urban institute, 1981).*

Arden I. Hall and William D. Smith, "Local Public Employee Penon Plan-Current Con-
dition and Prospects for the Future," (Menlo Park, California: 8RIInteiational, 1981).
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of the cost should be undertaken by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) under
P.L. 97-108 the "State and Local Government Cost* Estimate Act of 1981" before
any federal action is taken.

CLOSING R5MAAKS

We have come here today to answer questions as well as ask them. What are the
specific abuses that federal regulation would be designed to correct? How many
public employee retirement systems have denied benefits to participants? Is there
truly a leck of information or only diverse disclosure methods that cause the ap-
pearance of a problem? Should our funding levels be the same as private penriona,
considering the on-going nature of governmental entities? What will be the ost of
federal regulation for state and local government?

Messrs. Chairmen, we leave you with these thoughts and express our appreciation
for the opportunity to testify today, and are available for any questions you may
have.

This testimony is supported by the National Association of State Retirement Ad-
ministrators.
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MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS ASS0CIATION

Policy Statement

Federal Regulation of Public Pension Plans

The Municipal Finance Officers Association strongly encourages the reporting
and disclosure o that information needed by interested parties to accurately
assess the financial operations of governments and governmental organizations.

Recognizing the special needs in the area of public employee retiremnt
system reporting and disclosure, the Municipal Finance Officers Asaiation,
through its Committee on Public Employee Retirement Administration, deeloped
the Guidelines for the Preparation of a Pub' ftployee Retiremnt System
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report. The F ve Board of the Municipal
Finance Officers Association has approved the , .... ition of these guidelines
and in doing so urges the implementation of these guice:nes by state and local
government employee retirement systems.

The 97th Congress is deliberating enactment of legislation which would place
regulation of state and local government pension plans under the jurisdiction
of the U.S. Department of Labor. This legislation would impose on public
pension plans certain types of standardized reports, actuarial and accounting
analysis, and disclosures to plan participants in addition to establishing
fiduciary standards for plan trustees, managers, and c:r co-fiduciaries. The
Municipal Finance Officers Association believes st- ngly that adoption and
enforcement of standards for state and local governments is the responsibility
of state and local governmental units - the units of government which have the
sole responsibility for funding the retirement systems. There is no compelling
evidence-that these proposed standards are not now being adequately fulfilled.

While the MQOA strongly supports proper reporting and disclosure with
respect to public retirement systems and proper allocation of fiduciary duties,
the interaction with the federal government required by such proposed legis-
lation would add tremendous expense to state and local pension plans -- money
that otherwise could be used to pay benefits. Furthermore, the provisions of
these bills would supercede all laws and constitutional protections of state and
local political subdivisions.

Even though the Report of the Pension Task Force of the U.S. House of
Representatives reoommended federal regulation of state and local public
employee retirement systems, we believq that serious constitutional questions
continue to exist.

Therefore, the Municipal Finance Officers Association opposes any federal
legislation regulating public employee retirement systems.

Adopted: May 25, 1982
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Attachment A

We obtained guidance concerning what items should be

disclosed by examining the following documents:

1. Municipal Finance Officers Association. Disclosure
Guidelines for State and Local Governments (MFOA).

2. The MFOA Committee on Public Employee Retirement
Administration. Public Employee Retirement Administration
(PERA handbook).

3. National Committee on Governmental Accounting. Governmental
Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Reporting (GA--I. I/

4. Accounting Principles Board. Accounting Principles Board
Statement Number 8 (APB #8).

5. Financial Accounting Standards Board. Accountng and
Reporting by Defined Benefit Pension Plans (FASB).

6. William R. Schwartz. Suggested Format for a Public Employee
Retirement System Annual Report (Schwartz).

7. U.S. House of Representatives. Public Employee Retirement
Income and Security Act of 1980. H.F. 6525 introduced
February 13, 1980. (PERISA)

8. MFOA Committee on Public Employee Retirement Administration
and the MFOA Certificate of Conformance Program. Guidelines
for the Preparation of a Public Employee Retirement System
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (Third Draft, May
1980). (COPERA).

i_The most recent edition of GAAFR was published in 1969. Since
then the National Committee on Governmental Accounting was
renamed the National Council on Governmental Accounting. Sub-
sequently, the contents of GAAFR were modified by Statement 1:
Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles.
Released in 1979, Statement 1 is effective for fcal years
ending after June 30, 1980, although earlier application is
encouraged.
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Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
Mr. Baker.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BAKER, ESQ., GENERAL COUNSEL,
TEACHER RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF TEXAS; ALSO ON BEHALF
OF NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TEACHER RETIREMENT, EM-
PLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF TEXAS, TEXAS MUNICIPAL
RETIREMENT SYSTEM, AND TEXAS COUNTY AND DISTRICT RE-
TIREMENT SYSTEM
Mr. BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is William Baker, general counsel for the Teacher Re-

tirement System of Texas.
I am also appearing to testify on behalf of other statewide public

employee retirement systems in the State of Texas, the State Em-
ployees Retirement System of Texas, the Texas Municipal Retire-
ment System, and the Texas County and District Retirement
System.

Mr. Chairman, I was invited and appreciate very much the op-
portunity to appear before you.

The invitation came late last week. I have had no opportunity to
prepare written remarks. I would hope that I may be able to
submit something in the next week or so that will be much more
detailed than anything I will say now.

Mr. RANGEL. The record will be kept open for that purpose.
Mr. BAKER. I appreciate that very much.
I also will be referring to some conclusions from a preliminary

National Council on Teacher Retirement Study which is still being
compiled. I would hope that report could also be submitted.

Since testimony has been given and one document entered into
your records concerning what Teacher Retirement Systems of
Texas put out last time on PEPPRA, that record can be more am-
plified, if all the relevant material put out by our system can be
submitted for your records. I think that will clarify and explain the
statements that were made.

Mr. Chairman, public retirement systems in Texas having state-
wide jurisdiction, cover in excess of 600,000 active and retired par-
ticipants.

The National Council on Teacher Retirement is composed of 44
States and 15 local retirement systems for teachers and other
public employees. The 44 State systems have roughly $120 billion
in assets and over 5 million active participants.

We believe that these systems are well run and well regulated in
general and that they are responsive to the public and to the inter-
est of participants.

You have heard some testimony about some deficiencies in some
systems. I think, from what I have been able to gather, that when
you are able to sit down and look at the cold, hard facts about
those systems in terms of the number of participants they cover, by
and large the great number of public employees are covered by
sound, well-run systems which provide information to the partici-
pants which make reports to oversight organizations, and that
many others of them have very strong fiduciary responsibilities.
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That, I think, would indicate that there is really no Federal
crisis, no problem of national scope to justify a bill to be enacted by
Congress.

The study which I made reference to has resulted in some con-
clusions which I think are very interesting and which might have
some bearing on this conclusion.

For example, public plan provisions for the pension benefits are
essentially in public statutes. They are not hidden somewhere,
They are part of the public record.

In addition, plans disclose to members through the equivalent of
a summary plan description. They go beyond that. They provide in
many cases a great deal of information, not only about existing
laws, but also proposed legislation that will affect benefits.

So, there is a great deal of disclosure made to members.
Mr. RANGEL. You are talking about Texas?
Mr. BAKw. Not only about Texas, but I think you will find that

is true in many other statewide systems.
Mr. RANGEL. We want the benefit of your expertise, but you are

not counsel to any other plans besides Texas?
Mr. BAK=. No, sir. What I am talking about is the result of the

National Council of Teacher Retirement System's study which will
be submitted to you at a later date when it is ready.

I think these conclusions are in that study. This is what I am
having reference to, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. RANGEL I am tempted to say that your testimony will be re-
ceived subject to connection.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry if you don't want this in
the record. I will refrain from saying anything.

Mr. RANGEL It is difficult to refer to a report that will be made
sometime later. If these are your general observations, they will be
received.

Mr. PIcKLE. We also have a hearing on legislation that haE not
been introduced. I hope you will let the gentleman conclude.

All morning people have made references to studies and things
that were directed by their agencies. We have not questioned that
authority or judgment.

I hope that the gentleman will be able to proceed.
Mr. RANGEL. I point out he refers to a study that we will have no

way af finding because it is not there;
I know that in Texas they do things in a different way. If you are

talking about a proposed study that I could be looking forward to, I
will look forward to the study being completed the same way I will
the IRS study.

Thank you.
Mr. CLAY. Will the gentleman yield?
The study that you are referring to was in regard to a specific

piece of legislation, was it not?
Mr. BAKmE. No, sir. It is really in its preliminary stages of its

compiling.
Mr. CLAY. We are not talking about the one you did last year or

year before last where you sent out questionnaires?
Did you send out a questionnaire this year?
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Mr. BAKER. The National Council on Teacher Retirement did
send out a questionnaire. They followed up with phone calls. They
are compiling the information.

Mr. CLAY. Did you start out by saying the information we receive
will be used to oppose any legislation in the Congress dealing with
this subject?

Mr. BAKER. It will be something you can use, I think, to get the
full picture of whether there is disclosure, whether there is report-
ing, whether there are financial fiduciary standards in these State
and local pension plans.

Mr. CLAY. So, really if the information you will get back will be
from those who are opposed to it, after you list the horrendous
things that will happen if this legislation passes, what kind of in-
formation do you think you are going to receive back?

Mr. BAKER. I think it will be facts, Mr. Clay, that you are going
to get, citations of statutes, things that you can check out, things
that I think will be no less biased than any other reports that will
be made.

Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Chairman, that information will be submitted
and you can pass judgment on it.

We should give as much credibility to this witness as we have to
those who have conducted a study on the other side of it.

Mr. RANGEL. I want to know how long the record should remain
open.

Mr. BAKER. The 28th was your cutoff date for things to be sub-
mitted in writing; is that right?

Mr. RANGEL. Right.
Will a report be in by then?
Mr. BAKER. I think you can count on that. I was not asking for

an extended period of time. I don't want to delay your consider-
ation of this.

Mr. RANGEL. You may proceed.
Mr. BAKER. There are many layers of regulation and oversight in

State and local government pension plans. There are specialized
legislative committees.

There are other agencies that systems report to, such as gover-
nors, controllers, insurance boards.

In addition, there are State auditors, independent auditors.
There are professional actuarial studies made not only by in-house
actuaries, but by independent actuaries that are retained by the re-
tirement system.

Also, actuaries are employed by independent organizations such
as pension review boards. You have actuarial studies on many dif-
ferent levels.

In addition you have some informal oversight of some of the
plans because of their nature. They are in the public eye. They are

public agencies. So, there is more coverage by press, more attention
public employee groups.
Legislators get inquiries from participants who are voters and

have a great deal of influence on the status of their plans. At least
that has been my experience in the State of Texas.

State laws also give public access to trustee meetings and to
records within agencies. State governments lead the way in sun-
shine laws, open record laws, open meeting laws. There are files
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and documents and information on public pension plans that are
available to the public.

They are available to the public. They are available to the press.
We think that is a significant advantage that the private sector
participants do not enjoy.

Benefit rit.*its are often protected by State administrative proce-
dure acts and by State constitution provisions, by judicial deci-
sions, so that due process is preserved.

There are fiduciary standards in statutes and constitutions.
Often you find a version of the prudent person rule. Oftentimes

it is ERISA language. Oftentimes it is a more traditional common
law prudent person s rule.

There will be legal lists of investments that can be made. Often-
times you will find a declaration that funds are held in trust.

Other State laws would impact on these considerations, ethics
laws, conflict of interest laws, abuse of office provisions, bribery
provisions.

Financial disclosure is often required of trustees.
State and local government is the final guarantor of the prom-

ised benefit.
I think those factors are important to consider. I hope you will

receive and look at this information and look at other studies that
are made and provided to you to get the f,,Il ictu, of the situ,-
tion.

We believe that the continuing trend in the development of State
and local law is to increase the protection for participants, increase
the information available to the public and that you should let that
work its way because I think the public interest is going to be
served in doing that and those are very important considerations.

The problems which arise can be and should be dealt with at the
State and local level.

[Subsequently, a prepared statement with attachments, and the
preliminary report referred to were received as follows:]
STATEMENT oF WIn-LtA BAxz ON BzHALj or NATIONAL CONRENCZ ON TEAcmm

RrrmrzNr; EMPLOYEE .RETRmNT SYSTEm OF TEXA; TEAcHE RETImmE
SysTM or TEXAS; TEXAw MUNICIPAL REREMET SysrnM; AND TExAs COUNTY AND
DwmrcT R zmErNT SYM

I am William Baker, General Counsel of the Teacher Retirement System of Texas,
app at the invitation of your two subcommittees, to convey the concerns of
the National Conference on Teacher Retirement and of four statewide public em-
ployee pension systems of the State of Texas about proposed federal regulation of
state and local government employee pension plans. These four statewide systems-
the Employees Retirement System of Texas, the Teacher Retirement Sym of
Texas, the Texas Municipal Retirement System, and the Texas County and District
Retirement System-alone account for almost 700,000 active and retired public em-
ploy ees in the State of Texas.

There is no national crisis, no set of problems of national import, to justify federal
regulation of state and local government employee pension plans. Plans which cover
the great majority of public employees are well-managed, responsive to their partici-
pants and beneficiaries, and are in general financially sound. Plans which are expe-
riencing funding difficulties have disclosed this to the public and their participant&
The valid complaints and problems with public pensions lie mostly with small local
government plans which individually cover few employees and which in the aggre-
gate account for a small percentage of the total number of public employees. Their
problems are not of national scope. They can be, should be, and, in many cases, are
being dealt with by the state and local governments responsible for them. There is
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no justification for attempting a federal solution to them. The states are aware of
the problems of pension plans and have adequate machinery to investigate and im-
plement solutions.

A recent survey conducted by the National Conference on Teacher Retirement of
its member organizations supports these conclusions. NCTR is composed of 44 state
and 15 local retirement systems which cover teachers and other public employees.
The 44 state systems have roughly $120 billion in assets and over 5 million active
participants. I am submitting with this testimony an analysis prepared by NCTR of
the results of this survey for twelve major state systems which account for almost 2
million of these active participants.

The survey shows that proponents of federal regulation of public pension plans
have serious misconceptions about the public plan environment. In arguing for fed-
eral reporting and disclosure, fiduciary standards, and various other requirements
similar to those contained in PEPPRA as introduced last session, these proponents
ignore a large body of existing state law which provide reporting and disclosure re-
quirements, fiduciary and ethical standards for trustees, and due process for plan
participants. They ignore the fact that substantial regulation of public plans already
exists at the state level.

Public sector pension provisions are essentially found in public statutes. Their
terms are readily available to the public-including participants and beneficiaries.
These plans have been fashioned with (and cannot be changed without) the input of
participants and beneficiaries through the political process. Their adoption and im-
plementation takes place in public, not in secret.

Benefit rights are usually protected by other laws as well. State administrative
practices acts guarantee due process in rulemaking and administrative decisions.
Furthermore, state constitutions and court decisions in many states provide benefit
protection even beyond that guaranteed by ERISA.

The public plans surveyed disclose accrued pension interests, provide written plan
summaries, and give benefit estimates to their members on a regular basis. They
conduct workshops, seminars, hold individual and group field counseling meetings
with participants. They often view themselves to be service agencies for their par-
ticipants and beneficiaries rather than a branch of management. Changes in bene-
fits are disclosed quickly to those affected and, in fact, changes proposed in local,
state or federal legislation are often disclosed by plan administrators even before
they are adopted. The disclosure practices, whether or not required by law, are,
practically speaking, more informative and useful than that required by ERISA or
proposed by PEPPRA.

Public plans are subject to several layers of regulation and oversight. As a result
any funding or financial problems of a state or large local system are well known.
Most states now have functioning Pension Review Boards which analyze and report
on the condition of the systems under their jurisdiction and orten comment on pro-
posed pension legislation. State legislatures have developed specialized legislative
committees and subcommittees which consider pension matters and exercise legisla-
tive oversight. Other executive agencies receive pension plan reports and exercise
various forms of supervision. These may include the state's governor, insurance
board or regulatory agency, controller, or other official or agency. A state and/or an
independent auditor is responsible for examining the records and transactions of
plans under accepted accounting standards. Professional actuaries, perhaps on more
than one level, examine the liabilities and assets of plans and report their findings
to the plans, to the public and to oversight agencies.

Informal oversight public plans may beis important as formal regulation. Public
plan participants and beneficiaries are generally voters. Their complaints to legisla-
tors can evoke quick response from plublic plan administrators and serve as a check
on unfair or arbitrary practices. Public plans are subject to the scrutiny of lawmak-
ers, the press, and pub ic employee groups. Administrators and trustees must be
prepared at all times to justify their actions to these informal sources of oversight.

State laws give public access to public plan records -and proceedings on a scale
unmatched in the private sector, even after ERISA. The states have pioneered open
meetings laws, open records laws, sunshine laws, and freedom of information acts
which apply to public pension plans with limited exceptions to preserve individual
privacy ghts of participants and to avoid untimely publicizing of investment deci-
sions to the deteriment of a public fund. An individual participant or beneficiary
has a variety of options to obtain disclosure of detailed information on the conduct
of pension plan business.

States often impose explicit fiduciary duties on-trustees of their public pension
plans. This may be done by statute or constitution. Often a prudent person rule ap-
plies to plan investment decisions either in the form of the ERISA standard or the
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traditional common law standard. State laws also may prescribe lists of permissable
investments or impose other requirements on plan investments. Even for those
states which do not explicitly impose fiduciary duties, there may be a statutory dec-
laration that the funds are held in trust for participants, thereby giving rise to a
conclusion that a trustee's fiduciary duties apply to the management of the fund.

Other state laws which apply to the management of public pension funds by trust-
ees and administrators include state ethics laws; laws prohibiting conflict of inter-
est, abuse of office, bribery; and laws requiring financial disclosure by plan trustees
and administrators. These laws often have significant criminal sanctions imposed
for violation and may be much stricter than ERISA standards.

There is a continuing development of state and local law regarding public pension
plans, especially with respect to the small systems where problems are concentrat-
ed. Progress is being made at the state and local level toward even more responsible
public pension systems.

Proponents o PEPPRA or similar federal legislation often cite public pension
funding problems as a reason for federal legislation. However, their pro=l have
yet to include any federal funding standards or requirements for public plans or to
propose methods of obtaining money for underfunded systems. PEPPRA in fact
would not have applied to completely unfunded systems. The underfunded public
pension systems are well known. Federal legislation is not needed to expose them.
Unless the federal government is willing to provide a mechanism for funding these
systems-either through taxes or through some sort of risk spreading throughout
public pension plans similiar to the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corpration-funding
will continue to be the responsibility of the appropriate state or local government.
This is as it should be. A federal funding solution would likely involve taxing those
jurisdictions and taxpayers which are doing a good job funding their own plans in
order to support those jurisdictions which may not be doing as good a job. Funding
is a state and local responsibility which can only be fairly addressed at that level.The Federal government should have no role in this matter.

If state and local plans already disclose and report, provide due process to partici-
pants and are governed by fiduciary standards, there is no reason to impose federal
standards. The burden should be on the proponents of federal regulation to show
the need for the additional expense, effort, paperwork and bureaucracy which yet
another level of regulation would bring. The proponents should be required to show
how this additional reporting to federal agencies will be any more useful than the
now abandoned reporting made by public plans to IRS on form 5500's.

Our federal system assumes that local or state governments should do the job if
they can. These governments are closest to the people. State and local pension regu-
lations can be fine tuned to the particular needs of participants and beneficiaries of
a particular jurisdiction. They are adapted to the particular benefit structure pro-
vided by that jurisdiction. Federal standards would be less flexible and not as help-
ful to individual participants.

Federal regulation of public pension plans opens a second front for those who
would support social investing. Special interests will operate not only at the state
aevel but also at the federal levef to obtain permission for or even require public
fund investments in socially or politically desirable investments, eveai at the ex-
pense of income and safety of capital. Already many more social investment issues
seem to arise in Congress than at the state level. It will be difficult for public plants
to fight against these proposals on two fronts.

Our concern with social investing is especially acute if federal regulation takes
the form previously contained in PEP . When state statutory and constitutional
protections are preempted, federal law could become the problem rather than an
attempted solution. I am submitting for the record copies of material prepared by
the Teacher Retirement System of Texas which outlines how PEPPRA as propoed
last session would have overriden state prohibitions against social investing and per-
mitted bailouts of insolvent governments. Any review of the recent construction of
the ERISA preemption provisions by federal courts will show clearly that state laws
that are more protective of employee interests than federal laws can be wiped away
in the name of protecting the employee with federal regulation. The threat of future
federal legislation permitting social investment as well as the preemption of state
protections against social investments are reason enough to oppose federal involve-
ment in public plan investment activity.

Federal regulation of public pension plans poses significant threats to the long-
term interests of public pension participants and would needlessly complicate the
administration of public employee pension plans. The is no real national interest to
be served by such regulation. The principal beneficiaries of regulation will not be
the public or participants, but will rather be the private interests who stand to
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profit by its bureaucratic requirements or who may subsequently use it as a frame-
work to obtain access to the assets of public pension systems in this country.

The attached material concerning Federal regulation of state and local govern-
ment employee pension plans was distributed by the Teacher Retirement System of
Texas [TRS] during 1982:

(1) Newsletter dated April 26, 1982, detailing TRS Board of Trustees objections to
PERISA and reporting that the NEA affiliated Texas State Teachers Association
House of Delegates had voted to oppose federal regulation of public pensions. Sent
to all TRS members.

(2) Letter dated May 6, 1982, with enclosure an open letter dated March 30, 1982,
to Texas Senators and Congressmen signed by all TRS trustees opposing PERISA.
Sent to the Texas Congressional delegation.

(3) Up-date dated May 13, 1982, to inform of House Education and Labor Commit-
tee action on PEPPRA. Sent to all reporting district offices whose employees are
covered by TRS.

(4) Up-date May 24, 1982, to inform of progress on PEPPRA. Sent to all reporting
district offices whose employees are covered by TRS.

(5) Letter dated May 24, 1982 with enclosure date May 21, 1982, giving detailed
arguments in support of the TRS trustees opposition to PEPPRA, and of the brief
analysis of proposed legislation made in previous Newsletter and Up-Dates. Sent to
Texas Conglssional delegation.

(6) Newsle'ter dated June 3, 1982, making further reports on and analysis of
PEPPRA with special attention given to refuting claims of proponents about the leg-
islation. Sent to all TRS members.

(7) Letter dated June 10, 1982 to respond to attempts of proponents of PEPPRA to
refute TRS concerns. Sent to Texas Congressional delelgation.

(8) Undated flyer "Why Peblic Employees and Teachers in Texas Oppose Federal
Regulation of Public Pension Plans" prepared in 1982 and containing TRS analysis
of PEPPRA, a response to proponents claims about the legislation, and a reprint of
an Austin American-Statesmap article concerning the opposition of Texas public
employees to PEPPRA. General distribution.
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Board Sets Election For Smith's Position

NEW''MS ITTE

I TEVdIER RETIREMNT
Austin, Tin Apri . 1962

Board Opposes PERISA,
Federal Control of TRS
Recent activity in Washington on a proposed Public Employee
Retiremsentl comei Security Act (PERISA) has promoted TRS
Doad of Trustees to voice opposition b the bill would pro-
wage federal control over TRS aid other public pension systems.

In a letter so members of U. S. House aid Senate from Texas.
Trustees said that they oppose PERISA prearily because it is
unnecessary. ts staled loos am ben achieved more efftively on
the state and loca lewel, nd there a no mason bo rwedlestay
anclunber public plans with bureaucracy.

Hearing have been held m FERISA boils introduced by lit-
nos Congressman John Erlenborn (1R 4928). California Co
gresansen Philip Burton (HR 492). and Rhode Island S naor
John Osafee (S 2106. S 21061,

ach of the bills impoas on public pnsson plans certain types
of standardized reports. actuoril iW acounting analyses, aid
diaclsa-es so participants. The proposals would also apply ftdu-
ciry responsibilities So plan trustee, managers, wnd other co-
fiducsres. PER ISA would be administered by one or #nor federal
agencies eod by federal courts. It would preempot sem law with
reiard So the s wisc matt r affected.

The Board's sner pointed out that PERISA would add greatly
so the adminisuative burdens and experts of public pension
systems. The expense. uncertainties and delays would adsersely
affec the sevi which the peson systems give their p -rtic-
Pnts. The ionic result of PERISA would likely be de:rmnttal
rather than beneficial for the iidivuid employee.

Public employees in Texas arc alsedy protected by pension plan
proalainns in state low enforceable through administrative and judi-
clal voroed ing. by state constitutional provision whilc prohibit
diversion of hinds and requir pudns nvest meant as well as sound
actuarial funding of benefits, by a law greeting a pons o review
board which risam annuol mpats aild diswo.re to members.
and by the state's open records lw aind open meeting law which
make the activities of pension fsnd trustees a mater of public
record.

PERISA bills as introduced €ould three p n ponrtcipants in

Texas in the follow respecs:

1. Open individual nsmbe records to public wutny

2. Overrice preven stat constitutional protection againt imprw
dent *ocal ssiesin.

3. Increa administrative costs. draning away funds whh u hE .
woe would be used bo pay benefits.

4. Slow initial payment of claimson d benefit niposlen federal
rgiA1tiom on procedures.

L Doecowrap wlual ie wspeid service on the TRS Board of Trus-
tes and Investment Adeisy Cvmnme by qualified persns
with Invetmen experience because of possible personal ax-
pen m defending frioolus wasiwits which are encouraged by
the ppsed legislation.

6. H 402915 2106 could cae Internal Revenue Service besm-
pose a reeter tax lidility on death benefits, en sicame s on
enmployes for the Stm contsibu on S percent of salary).
and a tax on TRS isisismnt earnings, drastically among the
emounts aevleble for bonit.

7. Sacrifice the interests of indivdul TRS mners and retirees
to the specie intemts of political and economic groups who
wis e srca-s federal control over all public pension plans.

Dows G. Sinth. eurbwlnmisont of Als ISD. hs announced
hie plfs to (etore from Texes public -eeI so enter business
in the priva sector. The Board of Trusteas has se a i"
election so be hold balesn Septmber I id c 15. 1962 w

nominee raoe mndidess for his public ehlool district position
with a tri expiring August 31. IM63.

A mamter currently employed by a public school district mv
bcon. a candidae by fing an official petition bearO te
iUentures, printed or typad names, and social mcaeary num-

bass of a lo 0 mnmbr currentlv aPiosd by or whoe
ma am clad service it performed for a public sho
district A quOifled member may een more than one conddate's
peition.

Petttions available from TRS, 1001 Trnity, Austin. Texas 78701.
mutt be filed by July I. 1M with the Execuive Secretary of TIMS
in order for the candidates name to be printed on the ballot.

Smith has beon a member of the Board unce 1075, a"d was vica
chairmen from June. 1079 until September. 196D He will continue
to serve until his successor is named by the goer. from the three
persons nominated in the election.

NEWRATE To Begin Sep. 1 For
Service Credit Purchase

'Mflu laylet 6 parcal Vsisual rate wVl to In-
caed baglsus II Sale 1. 192 to pelmnt
oomlpuuided madly for atlalalisin military
duty md oautuaf Mvieo adw to 6 peroint
oonwpoundd awudy lor Skmlmttlnga whdn
amount &d -ma-ItArs twvinkated bv nmm-
nwm.

Puridsm of Uo cedt a as the I lase woul
remit in voalder alla LP for e1g0l nmte
bae. The corsousndhag afat will muir in fth
coet of pueva doawsl in ye al petss
and 12 r atS perft. At Spacet 1pl In-
wre. Ue doat doubles dly afte 0 Yars,

The new r@m - ealklionhsd by Vi he ialaim
wlhth Sqitassber 1. 1 2 effctioe date to

Now one for nmb rake emassery pay-
mets f Usg lower 5 parnt d-spiie row.

Me ber- plarisihna psarcaem siosuld conta TRS
now s *oa a bill em be pIagied or Uies be-
Iorw to dagihas.

Texas State Teochrs Association House of Delegates has voted to
oppose federal tegation that would mndMe that TRS come
under federal regulation. The State Pension Review Board which
has oversight over all public pension plans in Texas and trustees of
the tou statewie pension systenos are all on record a opposing
PERISA because it woU weaken protection of plan participants.

3ev reAied story on bachl.

Teacher Relretent Sytem of TxAs Bl, now '
1001 Trinity S.Awutoi. Texas 76701 I MAGE I

Auolir NTexas

ADDRESS CORRECTION REOUESTED
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KCfiNd ProCdMrcs 8plaiCd
A delay irs receiving a refuniod is cuefor itoneen foir seme
sho ies pemnsunendy aomineed empleymist in an .bloble Pow-
baen wered by TAS.

A refund i iouiell made m approase sealy 345 days following re
cs f both the mnse r's fial deposit and Vie -Application fot
Refurl" (form TRS I acco a Je Cock. RAse de.p-

During 19W6 1. Clock wood stiff em o"p refund rtsQsts of
66. millios for 65.493 mombes who withdrew from public ed-
ucation employment. This comprtrs with $21.1 million refund to
36.62 membe s ten years ap. A tepe percentage ie refunded
dursg Septamber arid October each year.

AW1octsrte foW Obrashin Refund
a Mei l out "Apllgstles fe Rollovido (" fam THS SI.

l em be 'b- 'd from TR$ o from this sol bed.
- effise. TRS may be *weid esm r after ie dat

th memIser's sWava't tworm .

a TRS. ertified by *6 eabsesof eleict. Is sas t TRS web
th dertrit's monthly roert easvtirsing te fed sms-
simo a e* m nem 's nesmt. (TRS m ay be est
directly to TR$if she member h nt bew employed ini
aowed poesio duinsg* se rest ecA yea.1

" After Ow ditsm ror Is balanced aid final deposit
posted o te mener's aorce.tt the refund request is
added to the wmkly ref end warrre rapies list wfhsol is
medew to Ve State Comptroller of Public Acesouns.

" Usually doo Sate Camptrolr furnishes th warrant with-
in two t fe days.

" The Ulie day *6l mwrat is remived by TRS it in heouked
for amercy andpu lem in e med is * mmber.

No exceptions can be made to these procedures which hoe been
established by auditors O avoid the possibility of fraud in pro-
assmino the large amount of money involved.

POiW" CRuM tW Dwy
0 The masl lets ovemlvom befre th ael o a %il

moa0s. - do Am ast se th 6 ewmue aeg d-
Vi ertnsm ldN be inepty amos aiswso *0

a.mmhui rmp

* f a mnembolN Is killed so the soft omenpmp of
weoo. deoliiqeet o peymat of istueet leate. at). sh
$We Caseieferel wO M the Wreat emb th ildebt-
esem as oe indefa.

* Noes., sd*eee. or ld esaw t mesebem 0.m on
Slos Cswu elo menso mwa nor be *6 noew VWon
as THUS resvis.

9 The neosb" low mooes eod filled so disa THS of Ow
addes sheepo.

* Diet Oesor is lets.

The Memr Ssuid Know

* lano r m setm sesits I credited eac Aust 31 snd
-o soeemmns wtlbioii before Aegis 31 will siat reeie
partia osterst for On yew.

* of the$5 1 of ebes lee. sueselty susmtted with the forst
depo s sa, hot ses onosebsiettd, It will be is-
ducted fhom me s ' ocmt prm a Via refund.

* A member wsds at Ism se yvers of aealio serves his
a vsd riot ts reto remee benft upos reseaisi reine-
moet opg if deposits se ne wodn'larm.

Dramatic Growth Seen
In School Population
Dramatic statistics on the projected future growth of education in
Texas have been quoted by Team Education Agency Commissioner
Raymon L. Bynum in s peches to groups across the state.

A growth of 50 percent m student population by the year 200 is
predicted by the Governor's Texas 2000 Commission. A 20 percent
incream n elementary enrollment in the 60's and a 32 percent
mcreane in secondary level in the 90's are predicted by the comis-
sion. From 1980 to 1990 pupil enrollment will grow by 500.00
students. and from 1990 to 2000. enrollmentt is predicted to
inches by en additional million students.

Synum points out that the state which has grown by 3 million
people in the las ten years now hes a population of 14 million
nd is growing at a 27.1 percent rate. more then double the rate for

the nation a a wol. From 1970 to 1980. rn-migration accounted
f o er 50 percent of the growth. Expanson and growth of
suburban in Texas a aontmuing at a rapid pa with the largest rate
of population gem.

One of the most startling frvelatoont. cording to Bynums has
been the steady decline of the rnumbier of studers graduating
from college e university teacher education ptogruair since
1972. "'Uness this trsnd it reveos an we begin to attract more
students into educational career. ew will be facing a devastating
teacher shortage within the next few years.' he sad "In certain
specific ares the asortage is already critical With 0000 new
secondary students headed for high school within four yean. we
must immediately begin recruitment end incentive actities to
attract end hold the tears that will be needed to sta those
clauooms."

Private Funds Face Loss
Of Prudent Man' Protection
A bill reodefiiwig reasonablee" rate of return, thus removing the
'prudent man" rule. on intments in home morsgags made by
private pension funds IS 16781 hn been introduced in Congress by
Sen. Orrin Match (1-Utah).

The bill would amend ERISA which governs private pension plane
to allow the private funds to invest in residential mortgas as a
rmte of return on those investments whih would at leas equal the
average net yield of all investments by st plan for the preceding
10-yaw period or at the rate of return which is consistent with
other rates of return on similar investments. wchever is less.

This bill would apply to ERISA and private pension funds only.
but it is en example of the pressures wfh would be Wpsd to
public funds to invet in social issues at a rate below market at the
expenses of plen participants dud PERISA become law. PERISA
end future amendmens to the low wod take precedence ove
state low and constitutional protections for TRS aid other public
pension plans. including the prudent man rule m the Texas Consti-
tution.

TRS investnents in real estate mortllages, as in all investment trans-
actions.we made at the hi,'Ist rate of return with safety of capital
and sustainable yield over a Ing period of tne of prime s npor-
tance. When Vyold end quality considerations are equal, prefer
is given to investments within the stats.
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TRS
Teacher Retirement System of Texas

May 6, 1982

U.S. Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator

The members of the State Board of Trustees of the Teacher Retirement System of
Texas have adopted the enclosed statement opposing the enactment of federal
legislation regulating public employee retirement programs (PERISA).

The staff of this agency has undertaken an extensive study of proposed PERISA
bills (HR 4928, HR 4929, S 2105, S 2106) as introduced and have projected their
impact on the retirement program we administer. It is our conclusion that none
of these bills are needed to protect public employees in Texas. This state
already has taken significant action to protect public employees' interests with
state constitutional provisions and a Pension Review Board which monitors the
actions of all state and local public employee plans and advises the State
Legislature on pension legislation.

In fact, PERISA's provisions, by preempting state law, may completely destroy
the state's constitutional protection of Texas public employee pension interests.
This protection is much stronger in many respects than that provided in PERISA
bills.

It is the Trustee's intention to communicate further .lth you and our over
500,000 members concerning the threat to their interests and the unnecessary
costs to state government which PERISA poses.

Sincerely,

Bruce Hineman

mav

1001 Tvnay Siert'Aumi|n, Texas 78701i(512)397-6400
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Teacher Retirement System of Texas
March 30. 1982

To the members of the U.S. House and Senate from the State of Texas:

The trustees of the Teacher Retirement System of Texas are opposed to the
enactment by the United States Congress of legislation to regulate public pension
plans for state and local government employees. PERISA (Public Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act) bills have been introduced by Illinois Congressman
John Erlenborn (HR 4928), California Congressman Philip Burton (HR 4929), and
Rhode Island Senator John Chafee (S 2105, S 2106).

Each of the bills impose on public pension plans certain types of standarized
reports, actuarial and accounting analyses, and disclosures to participants.
The proposals would also apply fiduciary responsibilities to plan trustees,
managers, and other co-fiduciaries similar to those in ERISA. PERISA would be
administered by one or more federal agencies and by federal courts. It would
preempt state law with regard to the subject matter affected.

We primarily oppose PERISA because it is unnecessary. Studies, including
even those which formed the basis for this legislation, have clearly shown that
the vast majority of state and local public employees are covered by sound,
weil-run pension systems operated in the interest of their participants.
Public systems which have experienced problems have involved only a small percentage
of total public employees. Public pension plans, other than federal plans, are
not facing a serious funding crisis. Contrary to the situation in the private
sector which led to ERISA, there have been no significant examples of public
pension defaults or manipulations against the employees' interests which would
be addressed by this proposed federal legislation.

Public plans are already receiving great attention by policymakers it the
state and local level from the standpoint of protecting employees' interests
from abuses and in securing adequate funding. Furthermore, in light of recent
administrative and legislative developments involving ERISA, the Texas state
constitutional provisions establishing fiduciary responsibilities for public
pension funds probably afford public employees more protection than would PFRISA
with respect to one of the rzost critical issuc currently facirg rctire--ent
plans--social investing.

PERISA would add greatly to the administrative burdens and expenses of
public pension systems. It would affect all significant pension legislation,
rules, and administration at the state and local level. There would be more
time wasted in filling out forms; in examining, commenting on, and perhaps
litigating proposed federal rules changes; and in implementing policy changes.
The expense, uncertainties and delays would adversely affect the services which
the pension systems give their participa.its. The ironic result of PERISA would

10301 l, iIv St,.' A ,si.i T ests 18701,612397 GI00
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likely be detrimental rather than beneficial for the individual employee. If,
as we believe, comprehensive PERISA legislation is unnecessary, there is no
justification for imposing its costs and burdens on the public, its pension
agencies, and pension beneficiaries.

Ue note with approval that developments on the national political scene
show a renewed interest in promoting federalism. An obviously essential aspect
of federalism is that state governments and their political subdivisions must
control their own basic personnel policies. Pension systems are a part of the
compensation of public employees. If federalism is to mean anything, the national
goverment must not get as deeply involved in the details of the states' pension
policies as PERISA would propose. It is highly probable that such involvement
is in fact unconstitutional for the same reasons that the U.S. Supreme Court
held provisions of federal law regulating wages and hours of state employees to
be unconstitutional in National League of Cities v. Usery. Unquestionably, the
constitutionality of PERISA if enacted will be challenged, and this issue can
only lead to great confusion while the suit is pending.

There are two striking inconsistencies in the proposed legislation. None
of the bills affect either federal pension plans or public retirement plans
provided through private barriers, such as the Optional Retirement Program for
public employees of Texas colleges and universities. Since federal plans are
probably the greatest single offenders against sound pension policy, we have
difficulty in accepting the stated rationale for federal regulation of state and
local plans. Private carriers providing retirement plans to governmental employees
are exempt from ERISA; there can be no satisfactory reason to exemot then front
PERISA.

It is our conclusion that PERISA is bad legislation primarily because its
stated goals are being acheived more effectively on the state and local level.
There is no reason to needlessly encurter public plans with bureaucracy, especially
n 'for would probably be declared unconstitutional.

Snyder, Texas ANarillo, Texas Tyler, Texas

.-Chzrles A.' Fallri : Fran:: ,:o:.rc Ci]a Fa3c

Iouston, Texas Dal s, Texas Arlington, Texas

C. . person ' smith Edward H. Wicker
Fort Worth, Texas AlicLTexas Beeville, Texas

Eruce lineman
Executive Secretary
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TEACHER RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF TEXAS

MYE13.IO Srice Hwmouman. (Ad rc411W SfCfVJVV'

Urgent!

PERISA (WITH NAME CHANGE) PASSES COMMITTEE;
MAY COME TO HOUSE- VOTE NEXT WEEK

The House Education and Labor Committee this week passed a Public Employee Rebrement Income
Security Act (PERISA). HR 4928 and 4929. virtually as oriqilly written. The name wee changed to
"Public Employee Pension Plan Reporting and Accouutability Act of 1982" (PEPPRAA).

Organizations which have been opposing PERISA aen predicting passage of PEPPRAA unless a major lobby
effort is launched. Bill sponsors hope to get the bill to the House floor next week.

The bi would:

1. Ove.id exsatrq nae cow'rurwfpiorecuor membnenrs and emu.ari.s

2 Increse costs of admintering TRAS daerftng funds wA ch coud orherws be ud fo1 benelof ireases
3. Provide. a miws to &Ow investment of refirement funds af lowev rares for oclpu ts 1e.g. to bol out i-

Wnt govermrntal units iwit low cot loans)

4 Place fedral controls on state and loc ovalwrnment &rnoywe b nefrt

5. Open confodentsal indm.dual accounts to public disclure

TRS members who want to express opposition to federal control should contact their congressmen imme-
diately. Please make every effort to get the word to your employees.

1001 Trinity. Austin. Texas 78701

30-519 0-84----14
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Vol.3 No.9

TEACHER RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF TEXAS

PEPPRAA (PERISA) OPPOSl

8.uce Hinmen. (Aocutorr Sercetary

ITION BUILDS

The cads. letters, telegrams. and telephone calls by teaders a"d other public employees in Texas are making the U. S.
congressional delegation from Texas acutely aware of the provisions of Public Employees Pension Plan Reporting and AC-
countability Act IPEPPRAA. formerly PERISA). the problems it would cause public ratiternent systems in Texas, and their
OppositiOn to It.

Both Senator John Tower and Senator Lloyd Bentsen are opposed to the bills. TRS has received reports that many Represen-
tatives are also opposed. Efforts shwid be continued to inform Washington of the concerns of Texas teachers. It a member
receives a commitment from a congressman. TRS would like a copy of it in order to publish in some future issue a list of
those opposed

HA 4928 is now in the House Rules committee and will probably not be Scheduled for floor action until after the Memorial
Day recess. HR 4929 is in the House Ways and Means comnttee and chances are good that it will remain there.

SOME REASONS TO BE CONCERNED ABOUT PEPPRAA

The bill would

1 Override existing stare consrrtutionalprorecrons for members and annuitants

2 Increase costs of administerinrg TRS. divereilg funds whlah could otwrsrse be used for benefit creases

3. Provide a means to allow investment of ierrrement funds at lower rates for social purposes fe to bai lout insol-

went governmental units wit/ low cost lo.ns)

4 Place federal controls on state and local govemnient employee beiewfils

5 Open confidential indildual accounts to publi disclosure

REPORTS. BENEFITS WORKSHOPS PLANNED

A vo,kshoti on TRS monthly riorts and membership benefits will be conducted on each Education Service Ceve r region be
Imvunm Ju,,r 22 aird J lv 1q Sri' kIikhnp. desisnert fo, those who file Monthly reports to TRS and others who may fur-
nsh ,nf'.a! mn o" 7kS ir.n,..:s to en.loyets. r.tre scheduled at ti iljuest of participaf ts ioi thi c-ccsstui iworkshcps I;.:
year

One session, from Q a m until 12 noon. will be held at each location The workshops will be located at the Regional Educa
tion Service Center except the following Lubbock. Texas Tech University, Senate Room, MusK Center Complex. El Paso.
University of Texas at El Paso. Suite 312 E. Union Bldg . and San Antonio. Northeast San Antonio ISO. Blosums Athletic
Center. Stacrest and Jones Maltberger Contact TRS for addresses and other workshop information.

See workshop schedule on back.

1001 Trinity. Austin. Texas 78701
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ik It% VE SICRETA, lY LIGAL SI RVICES

IRS
Teacher Retirement System of Texas

May 24, 1982

XXX
Xxx
xxx

Dear Congressman xxx:

Attached is a summary of arguments against legislation to regulate state
and local goverment pension plans from the standpoint of the Teacher Retirement
System of Texas. The bills (HR 4928 by Erlenborn, FR 4929 by Philip Burton,
S 2105 and S 2106 by Chafee) have been known by the acronym PERISA and the House
Committee versions have become PEPPRA.

This legislation would have a pervasive impact on this pension plan and its
almost 500,000 participants and annuitants. We object to it on the following
grounds, among others:

1. it will reduce the protection already available to participants
and beneficiaries under the Texas Constitution and statutes.

2. It will make more possible the social control of Texas public
pension investments at the expense of security and income.

3. It will discourage uncompensated service by qualified persons as
public pension fund trustees.

A. It will make structural changes in the responsibilities and
powers of state pension plan trustees.

5. It will result in the federal courts becoming the primary inter-
preters of state pension laws.

6. It will impose costs which divert pension funds from their proper
use--to pay benefits.

7. It will not automatically exempt state pension plans (such as
Texas' statevT'e plans) from the most objectionable features of the
legislation.

1001 l,.neiy S:,.,.Autsn. 
T

,s MO
7

CI. 1V37) 64o0
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xxx 2 May 24, 1982

0. Some of its actuarial provisions will essentially require dis-
tortions of the actual condition of public funds.

9. It will delay administrative decisions on contested claims
brought by pension participants.

10. It is not needed.

We will be happy to provide further explanation of our objections.

Yours very truly,

William Baker

WB:bn
Enclosure
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Anntted to cowRttee p'Lint
o6 HR 4928, May 10, 1981

Teacher Retirement System of Texas

May 21, 1982

Arguments Against PERISA-PEPPRA

Legislation has been introduced in Congress to regulate state and local
government pension plans. The bills (HR 4928 by Erlenborn, HR 4929 by Philip
Burton, S 2105 and S 2106 by Chafee) were known by the acronym PERISA when
introduced. In the House, after committee amendment they are now known as
PEPPRA.

The Trustees of the Teacher Retirement System of Texas oppose this legislation
because (1) it is unnecessary, (2) it ,ould actually diminish rather than increase
protection for our members and annuitants, and (3) it could impose burdensome
procedures and costs on the State of Texas without really providing any benefit.
The trustees also oppose the proposed legislation as an unwarranted intrusion of
federal regulation in an area properly reserved to the states.

1. Regulation of State and Local Government Pension Plans is Unnecessary.

As a whole state and local pension systems in the nation are in good condition.
A 1981 HUD study performed by the Urban Institute shows that the funding position
of these plans is good and will improve over time. This finding disputes that
of the House Pension Task Force which has served as the basis for much talk
about poor funding standards of state and local plans. Even the Task Force
study, when examined closely, shows that the great majority of state and local
government employees are covered by well operated pension plans.

PERISA-PEPPRA in fact would do little to accomplish reforms in public
pension plans even if they were needed. It does not include vesting and funding
requirements for plans. Unfunded plans covering highly compensated employees
are explicitly excluded from coverage by the act! Instead, the act only creates
another layer of bureaucratic regulation which will generate mountains of paper
for no justifiable purpose.

Many states have already taken substantial stcps to assure well operated
state and local government pension systems. For example, Texas has a State
Pension Review Board which examines and reports on the funding of all public
plans (other than federal) within the state, collects information from these
systems, and reviews proposed pension legislation for actuarial and pension
policy soundness. Texas law also requires information concerning the pension
plan to be regularly and individually provided to public employees. The major
Texas plans are well-operated, actuarially sound, and efficiently managed. They
have no need for, and in fact would be adversely affected by, the proposed
legislation.

Ironically PERISA-PEPPRA omits two areas where significant problems may
exist for public pensions. (1) All federal pension plans are excluded from the
proposed law despite acknowlegement by some in Congress such as Congressman
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Erlenborn that the unfunded liabilities of these funds (not including Social
Security) are very great. (2) Many states, including Texas, provide retirement
annuities from private insurance companies in lieu of participation in a public
plan. These annuity programs, which may serve as the primary retirement income
for many public educational employees, are excluded both from ERISA and the
proposed PERISA-PEPPRA. Over the years many abuses of the private annuity
program have come to the attention of the Teacher Retirement System but are
beyond our control. If neither of these areas merit similar regulatory control,
there is certainly no reason to extend federal controls to state and local
government pension plans.

2. Fiduciary Standards Under PERISA-PEPPRA Threaten Existing State Constitu-
tional and Statutory Protection.

One of the objects of PERISA-PEPPRA has been to impose fiduciary duties
upon those having some discretionary authority over pension plan investments or
administration. However, at least iuJ;ofar as Texas is concerned, the result of
the enactment of this legislation would be to diminish the protections already
afforded plan members and beneficiaries by s ate law.

Article 16, Section 67 of the Constitution of the State of Texas imposes
fiduciary requirements on the investments of public pension plans, makes the
trustees responsible for the plan's operation as fiduciaries, forbids diversion
of the pension funds, and requires benefits to be, with the exception of the
Judicial Retirement System, funded on an actuarially sound basis. PERISA-PEPPRA
contains a provision which would largely preempt these protections, especially
with respect to investments.3

(Another preempted state law would be the Texas Open Records Act which
m3kes individual member pension records confidential. The protection of federal
privacy laws and regulations are not as strong as Texas laws for pension records.) 17

PERISA-PEPPRA contains a fiduciary standard which some have argued to be
more restrictive than the traditional prudent person rule. The Texas Constitution
requires pension investments to be made with "the judgment and care under the
circumstances then prevailing that persons of ordinary prudence, discretion, and
intelligence exercise in the management of their own affairs, not in regard to
speculation, but in regard to the permanent disposition of their funds, considering
the probable income therefrom as well as the probable safety of their capital."
The proposed PERISA-PEPPRA standard is for "the care, skill, prudence, and
diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent person acting
in like capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an
enterprise of a like character and with like aims."f By replacing "persons of
ordinary prudence" with a "prudent person acting in like capacity and familiar
with such matters", the proposed legislation seems to impose a higher standard
of the expert or experienced pension investor. However, in reality, this may
open Texas pension funds to more speculative investments. For example many
pension experts now advocate placing a portion of the fund in somewhat risky
venture capital investments. The Texas Constitution probably prohibits this;
PERISA-PEPPRA probably would not. Under PERISA-PEFPRA public pension managers
in Texas could be more exposed to the ever changing theories of portfolio management,

-2-
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subjected to sophisticated arguments that the general benefits of some social
investments are in the interest of pension participants, and freed from the
explicit mandate to consider safety of capital as well as probable income. The
overall fiduciary standard in these bills is for pension fund management to be
"in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries"5 which, when used to
interpret the federal prudent person rule, can justify a great many investments
prohibited by the Texas Constitution. We seriously question whether the standard
of a prudent person in like capacity and familiar with such matters is really as
strong a fiduciary standard as it first appears to be.

Federal courts have already softened the fiduciary language in ERISA (almost
identical with that in PERISA-PEPPRA). The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit ruled in Fentron Industries, Inc. v. The National Shopmen
Pension Fund, (Nos. 81-3110 and 81-3330, April 26, 1982) that ERISA's fiduciary
standards conform to the standard of care found in the Taft-Hartley Act. Rather
than imposing a per se liability, the law finds a violation of a trustee's
fiduciary duty only wFien there is bad faith involved, or if a decision lacked
substantial evidentiary support.

A further-indication of the flawed fiduciary provisions in PERISA-PEPPRA is
the inclusion of explicit requirements or prohibitions which would seem at first
glance to be covered by the more general fiduciary language. For example, the
prohibited transactions provisions forbid certain transactions for an inappropriate
amount of consideration if a party in interest is involved.0 Does this mean by
implication that, where no party in interest is involved, the general fiduciary
standards will permit investments for less than adequate consideration? In
another example the prudent person rule of the statute is followed by a requirement
that investments be diversified.' This addition seems to imply that the prudent
person rule of PERISA-PEPPRA is really not as comprehensive and strict as it
seems to be.

Under PERISA-PEPPRA the Secretary of Labor could adopt rules wiAch would
permit financial bailouts of state and local governments in financial trouble.
-ection 207(b)(6) of HR 4929 as introduced defines the qualifying employer loans
vhich may be made by a pension fund to include loans having an "interest rate
which is consistent with the requirements relating to fiduciary functions under
Section 204 and which is fully secured by marketable securities, or such other
employer loan as defined under regulations issued by the Secretary". (Emphasis
added.) This would preempt the provisions of the Texas Constitution which
require investment under the prudent man rule and which forbid the diversion of
funds for purposes other than retirement and related benefits.

We do not cofment on the actions of fund managers of other jurisdictions,
but in Texas the use of pension funds to bail out a financially troubled governmental
unit is virtually impossible. By authorizing a more permissive federal standard
to accomodate these jurisdictions which do permit such bailouts, PERISA-PEPPRA
would reduce the protections afforded to the pension benefits of over one million
Texans--teachers, state employees, county and city employees, their families and
beneficiaries. This points out one of our basic contentions--control over state
and local pension plans is best left up to the states under our federal system.
Those jurisdictions, e.g. New York City and Detroit, may continue to work with
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the IRS, as they have done, to fashion acceptable procedures to accomplish such
bailouts as they feel are justified. Those jurisdictions which place a high
priority on the protection of the employees pension funds, however, should be
allowed to reLain their own protection.

The preemption of state constitutional protections creates another, even
more serious threat to Texas public employees. PERISA-PEPPRA if enacted will be
subject to further amendments. Already ERISA amendments are being proposed
which permit or require social investing, i.e. investment for social purposes,
such as promotion of real estate development, at the expense of safety and/or
return. S 1678 by Hatch and S 2467 by DeConcini are examples. We are aware of
the quick, unobtrusive manner in which such amendments can be passed in Congress.
By contrast the Texas constitutional projections are more secure, requiring a
vote of the people to be changed.

We believe Texas teachers to be very aware of the potential threats to
their retirement fund. In 1971, then Lt. Governor Ben Barnes succeeded in
having legislation passed to delay for a few months state contributions to the
Teacher Retirement Fund. This sparked an intense reaction among Texas public
educators which contributed in part to Barnes' defeat in 1972 and led to the
adoption in 1975 of the current constitutional pension protections enjoyed by
Texas public employees. The Board of Trustees of TRS is able to rely upon the
easily understood requirements of these provisions to shield the fund from
political and economic forces which might operate against the interest of public
employees in the state. PERISA-PEPPRA poses a threat to those protections and
to sound pension management in the state.

3. Excessive Costs of Federal Regulation.

a. No cost study made.

PERISA-PEPPRA will have costs which outweigh any alleged benefit. The
costs of state and local government compliance with its provisions have, to our
knowledge, not yet been determined. Much of the cost will undoubtedly vary with
the degree of detail required by the Secretary of Labor in future regulations.
It seems reasonable for Congress to commission, through the GAO or some similar
institution, a study of these costs before acting on the legislation. For
example, if the Secretary requires information to be provided to individual
participants by mail, this may have a significant cost Another example of cost
is the required detailed compilation of enormous amounts of data for annual
reports 9 hich is already available under state open records laws to those who
are really interested and able to act knowledgeably to protect pension interests.
We believe that the act will create substantiaT costs for pension plans which
will needlessly divert pension money from being used to pay benefits.

b. Cost implications of actuarial provisions.
The provisions affecting actuarial reports may have significant cost implications.

PERISA-PEPPRA would require an actuarial evaluati5,5 of pension assets, including
fixed income assets, to be based on market value. (Strangely, even ERISA permits
a plan's actuary to evaluate bonds on an amortized cost method but none of the
PERISA-PEPPRA versions do so.) The practical result of this requirement may be
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to overstate pension assets in time of low interest rates and to understate
these assets in time of high interest rates. Either distortion caqAead to
actions by the plan sponsor which has undesireable cost consequences.

L addition, many object to the requirements for breaking down and reporting
pension liabilities assuming an immediate plan termination. IIThis is an unrealistic
assumption with respect to public plans as a whole. The actuarial work needed
to report the assumed liabilities would involve unnecessary costs and, again,
distort pension liabilities and possibly mislead those who generally set and
implement public pension funding policies.

PERISA-PEPPRA would apparently exempt the State Board of Trustees from
liability for funding decisions for benefits and administration, 2This would
override Texas constitutional and statutory provisions which give the Board some
responsibility for these decisions. In Texas, The Board of Trustees must
approve the actuary's recommended assumptions and must set the assumed rate of
return on the fund's investments. We believe this arrangement is far superior
to giving the actuary essentially the sole responsibility for evaluating the
condition of the plan. Practically speaking, the Board of Trustees is better
equipped to go before the state legislature with its estimates of needed funding
for benefits and proposed benefits when it has some stake in the projection
being made. We are concerned that the actuarial exemptions in PERISA-PEPPRA
will weaken the state constitutional requirements for most Texas pension plans
to be actuarially funded on a sound basis under the direction of a Board of
Trustees. Ti:e Board, not an actuary, should ultimately have both the power and
the responsibility to effectively represent the needs of pension participants
before the legislature.

c. Service by trustees discouraged.

PEIISA-PEPPRA will also have other costs more difficult to measure but just
as real. Administering the plan in accordance pith plan provisions incorporated
into state law is one of the trustees' duties. Because the enforcement provisions
of the act liberally favor federal litigation14it is quite probable that most
controverses involving differences over construction of state pension laws will
be taken to federal court with members of the State Board ofTrustees named
personally as deTe-ndents. We believe that many frivolous lawsuits will be filed
and that this alone will discourage service by qualified persons as trustees and
advisors to the plan. I would point out that over the years the Teacher Retirement
System has benefited greatly from the public service by many qualified and
experienced persons on its boards and committees for nothing more than their
expenses. We believe that passage of this act will cost the participants of
this system dearly by discouraging the continued service of these people.

d. Procedural delays.

Another cost to the participants will come from the procedural delays which
may be rqulred or encouraged by adding federal regulation to the public pension
picture. 'The use of the federal courts under the proposed legislation will
itself probably delay decisions on basic questions of state law which, because
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of less crowded state dockets, are resolved presently in a matter of months.
State courts should be the initial forum for reviewing administration of state
pension laws. I would point out that Texas, like many other states, has an
administrative practices act which adequately provides for an administrative
review of decisions with due process.

4. Unwarranted Federal Intervention in State Affairs.

It is ironic that this type of legislation should be seriously considered
at a time when there is a npw emphasis on federalism. Pension plans are an
essential part of a state or local government's personnel policies. There is no
justification for federal intervention into essentially state and local governmental
affairs. This bill addresses no pressing crisis. There is no overriding reason
for its preemption of state statut ory and constitutional provisions, its changes
in the state's allocating of actuarial and administrative responsibilities, its
effective transfer of the primary responsibility for interpreting state pension
law from state courts to the federal courts, and its saddling of additional
costs and procedures on state pension participants through its many explicit
provisions and the inevitable flood of federal regulations to follow.

5. Texas Jot Exempted.

Proponents of PERISA-PEPPRA have erroneously stated that Texas will be
"automatically exempted" from the act. First, the exemption contained in the
bills would apply primarily to the disclosure and reporting sections of the act
and not to the provisions which would preempt the Texas constitutional protection
for public retirement funds. 16 Second, since many of the detailed reporting and
disclosure requirements of the act would be set in later regulations issued by
the Secretary of Labor, there is no way to know if Texas would be exempt even
though our disclosure practices are generally superior to those required by the
statute. Third, if PERISA-PEPPRA's required disclosures of personal information
cn participants will be material to the exemp ion determination, statewide
pension systems in Texas would not be exempt . Texas law makes this information
confidential and subjects government employers violating the law to criminal
penalties. Fourth, the exemption process in the latest version of the legislation
is misleading. While the governor of a state can make an initial determination
of exemption, the Secretary of Labor is given the ultimate administrative power
to decide the issue.

PERISA-PEPPRA on the surface seems motivated by good intentions. However,
it poses significant threats to the interests of public pension participants and
annuitants and will needlessly complicate the administration of public employee
retirement programs by state and local governments. There is no real public or
private need for federal legislation in this area. Its principal beneficiaries
will not be the public or pension recipients, but will rather be the private
interests who stand to profit by its bureaucratic requirements or who may subsequently
use it as a framework to obtain access to the assets of public pension systems
in this country.
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NOTES

I Sec. 4(b)(2)

I Sec. 3(a)(9) and (22)

3 Sec. 309 and Sec. 214(b,

4 Sec. 204(a)(2)

5 Sec. 204(a)

6 Sec. 206

7 Sec. 204(a)(3)

8 Sec. 115 and Sec. 303

9 Secs. 104-108

10 Secs. 107(c)(6)(A) and (8)(E) and Sec. 3(b)(4)

11 Sec. 107(c)(8). This has apparently been corrected in House versions.

i Sec. 214(a)(3) and 107(b)

13 Sec. 204(a)(4) and Sec. 301(a)(1)

14 Secs. 301(a)(2),(b)(1), (d)(1), and (f)(1)

15 Sec. 111(d) (last sentence), Sec. 114 (when coupled with Secretary's powers
to issue regulations in Secs. 115 and 303), and Sec. 301

16 Sec. 102(a)

17 The more explicit requirements for public disclosure of confidential
information have been dropped from the House Cormittee versions of PEPPRA,
but appear in Sec. 105(4) of the originally introduced version of HR
4929/S 2106 (Sec. 1105(4) of HR 4928/S 2105). However, the apparent
requirement in Sec. 111(a) that the information on active participants be
disclosed to their beneficiaries remains in the House bills. Further, the
possibility remains that the Secretary can by regulation issued pursuant to
Secs. 112, 115 or 303 require confidential personal information to be
disclosed which would in turn be public information under Sec. 112(a)(3).

Is Sec. 102(a) and (c) of House Committee versions of HR 4928 and HR 4929. S
2106 omits any participation by the state's governor. S 2105 gives a
governor power to exe(npt some provisions from application to the state.
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Vote On PEPPRA Expected Soon
Would Allow Foot-In-Door For Federal Regulation Of Public Pensions

Comress is expected to vote snon on HR 4929. the Public Em-
ployve Pension Plan Repo ting and Accountability At of 1982
(PEPPRA) which was formerly titled PERISA. Passage of this bill
or a comparson bill. HR 4928 (S 2105 ard S 2106 in the Senate).

ITEACheR RETiREMENT SYSTEM I
Austin, Texas

woud be the first step en the decltion of federal controls ed roi-
latior of senate end local public pension plant.

None of these belis en needed lo project public imploers in
Texas. In fact PEPPRA's provisions. by preempting slate law.
may completely destroy the Iti's constitutional protection of
Texas public employee pension interests.

Hundreds of cib and letters to congresene her, generated in,
latest in the bolls causing proponents to intensify them efforts to
get PEPPRA through congress at an early date A large number of
Texas congrinen have indicated to representateven of TAS that
they are oppoied to PEPPRA. In tome instances, direct contact
could not be made or congrssmen had not yet had tie to study
the bll because of the heci schedule due to the ongoing consider.
action uf the federal budget.

dr J Any person with objections or reservations about this legislation
should convey them immediately to Prnediset Roi sak Reagan, Vice
President George Bush. and to U.S. Senators and Represe natives

June 3. 1982 from Tese.

PROPONENTS SAY - BUT THE FACTS ARE
The recent volume of complaints from Texas public employees
ainst legislation inposing federal controls on state and local
government employee pension plans (HR 4928. 4929. S 2105.
21061 has brought a response from the legislation's proponents
The gerveral reaction is that TRS s analysis of the bell was incorrect.
However. TRZ has urnished Texas congressmen with material
which substantiates the conclusions that the leglation endangers.
rather than protects the interest of public employees The fIlow-
ing is a summery of major arguments by luppsorters of federal legit
letion countered by the actual facts which isaute them.

PROPONENTS SAY The proposed federal/ /egrsarron iov/i nor
affect baneitn
FACTS - By increasing administrative costs with detailed regu.
legions and making divesson of funds more possible, the legislation
could impair future benefit improvement. Oe of the bell's re
qeiteemante could delay the effective date of retirement apphlsc-
lions causing retiring members to lose one or two months of bene-
flts. By opening administrative handling of dams sendr state pt-
sion lawn to federal regulations end reosIw by federal courts. ream-
baw ben elifry daims resolution woll be delayed. Estting state
law provides adequate safeguards and state courts are flee costly
and have fewer delays. INte that inoet all Ilation contesting
TRS iopretation of stot pension low involves a disapeemest be-
tween at laet two outside parties, the eemlbes end a spouse or two
or more potential beneficial as.)

PROPONENTS SAY- lexas would be exempt from the /egaipslato
because of The good condition Of its petiron sfyu et

FACTS - The proposed legi nation would not exempt Texas from
its fiducry provisions. It is then provisions whfidc overrode the
state constitutional protection of pension funds enjoyed by Texas
public employees. The U S. Secretary of Labor can veo an exerep-
lrin of Texs feom federal reporting aid disclosure reeqiraen,.

PROPONENTS SA Y Thenr is a need for federal neularson of
stare and local go verrimar perisroni 1/aes.
FACTS - Even federal studies show that the eeat majority of sti
and local public: employees are covered by sound pension systemss.
The problems ich exist are largely local problem s involving few
employees wficf can be salved by loced and eate govromsnts.
Public employees have seo political pate to mue peson
abuts to be corrected if they to desire. There is no nationwide
crises slcing slate end local pension plant.

PROPO N TS SAY - Stare and /oca/prorecios olpif ron parre-
cipants are no: affected

FACTS - This is clearly incorrect. Article 16. Section 67 of the
Texas Coisetution impose fiduciary requirements on public pen-
sion plan investments, makes trustees responsible fir the plan's
operation as fiduciaries, forbids diversion of pension funds to other
purposes,. andt requires berefis to be funded on n ictuarially
sound bais. Sec"ion 309 of the proposed legislation slates that the
federal regulatory law relarting to fiduciary duties would supersede
altstate laws relating g to the same subject matter. Section 214 bI
(3) of the proposed legislation alto takes away the fiduc a y to.
sponsibility of a Texs Pension system's Board of Trustee to see.
to the best of its ability, that actuarial funding for benalfits is pro-
ended and that budgeting for the administration of the program es
adequete. The provisions of the Texas Constitution proectig poe-
sore pa rtipnts is thus largely superseded by federal law pro-
vlsoe wh ch are in tome critical aspects weaker than Texs law.
PROPONENTS £ Y The proposed /e is/ation protecs prisso
p/ar pairticipants from bad nireotfl ents by pe ion trustlrL

FACTS - Sections 207 b) 16) and 2G Wef of the proposed law par.
mots the U.S. Secretary of Labor to isue egoolatonfs and to iant

exoslion which would permit public peneson funds to be esed to
ball out financially troubled sote snd local governments note tha
this lion already besn done endh federal approval on the caos of
Detrost and New York City.) Present Texas constitutional pro-
visions prohibit this but would be oveiroden by the proposed fed-
eral lg nation, The federal stamolards permit more speculative, end
doarefore more risky, types of mvmen than does the Texas
Contitutloil By inslttti a ftramewok tfor federal regulation,
dn proposed legislation would make it master fo the US. Conew
to quietly wat future amendmmts whoi permit or require pen-
sio fund to be invested, at the expense of penson prtic ponts,
* fesarcally depressed industries at a lower return or geeler risk
than would otherwise be done. Already eoere ae sudh amendments
intoduced for ue law regulating private pensions IERISAI. TRS's
experence indicates that eneeseding a federal low so remove pension
protection without the knowledge of pension participants is refa-
ively eay. (The government pension offset to so" security bone-
fits is a reens example.) On te other hmd, currant state constitu-
tional protection for pension participants cannot be amended
without a direct vote of the people. TR. believes the state pro-
tecs are more reliable.

lCienrtnied en Alirk I

Texas Legislature Denounces
federal Pension Controls
The 67th Legislature, Second Called Session, declared its oppos-
tion to PERISA in a senate concurrent resolution sponeoved by
Sen. Kent Caperton -it Bryan, Rep. Bill Blythe of Houston ard
Rep. Bill Clark of Tyler.

Among the reasons listed for opposition so PERISA were The
State Pension Review Board already supervises the state's public
pension plans insuring thee actuariall soundness and prudent invest
ments Texet law already provides fo disclosure by thest pension
plans to their participants and annuitants and for reports by these
plans to the State Pension Review Board Atticle XVI. Section 67
of the Constitution of Texas protects the interests of participants
and annuitants of Public pension plans by requiring that pension
investments be made prudently by pension trustees considering
both probable income e'..d safety of capital, by requring that such
funds be held in trust lot pension participants and arnnuitants, by
prohibiling diversion of the fund fat other purposes and by re
Outing the benefits be funded on an actuarially sound basis.

Also. Texas statewide public pension plans are in sound actuarial
condition The Texas Openi Record, Act makes information main
sined by public pension plans, other than information in ndvtd
ual m mber files, available to the public as wol as to any govern
marl entity wvfo wishes to investigate the conduct of their affis
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Scdcrl PensCM4n Plais Plactil Saccrc Strait ON arapaecrs
UW&Iadtdma concerning the finanocial conditior. of federailpnsion plans recently made public illusitrate the huge deficits and desperate
condition of federal Plans. A law of the tederal Plans are shown belowe in coniparison to TRS. ona of the best funded teacher retirment
system in the nation. The unnded actuarial liability pei active particiepat shown on the chart reprents that portion of e benlits pay-
ae in the lature for pfevtI acve bears that exceedsa mh volume of current assets. Retired members of TAS we rem idd that their

ntiws amr fully ended upon thew retirement Read comments by Rep. Larry E. Craig. below, concerning the federal government's
abilitv to reoulate anteon funds for federal emoloes.

FEDERAL PENSION FACTS .eten valee LMin

"fne" o SeevW Lem Arsea Uee
(19W LAN YEAR) song - emp L Aineon is Ao L W er mf

LAse vid- belml t libew boasml Par eom

a"I liase 2.700.000 .1.30 0 2D 1571 00 146.m00 s"An.
w y 2.8300 123.0 -0 34600 431.100 143.273

Fe rri brune 3401 7.153 873 31 430 M.M

Fedeao eeew Dead seld Sank (2plan) 26035 8571 35 171 340 13041

Toedie RtWeesait S$ tof Texas 3632 612? 63lm N/A 3.20 8.4611
*sMary fNtaiew i i.e is a."vavu .1mv .V do wo. ee Pis-.I

Excerpts from Ow
DISSENTING VIEWS OF HON. LARRY E. CRAIG

falo. Ma rnr Commnove on Educatron an Labor

ft is not my intention to discredit the goals of this proposed fegi-
lation. whch am laudable. Instead. I believe that the bills are fun.
dartlty unnecessay, mnppropilate and counterproductive. In
addition the federal record on managing its own pension systems
has been les than satisfactory.

THE FEDERAL RECORD As Congressma Erlraborn points out.
the unfunded liability of the federal pension system exceeds
$1.000.000.000.00 That fiability exced she national debt and is
rowi n It a faster rate. Most federal pension-plan are funded on a

"pay as you go" beasis whtch ft cited by pension expertt a not

COUNTERPRODUCTIVE There is a reel danger an passing this
legislation beieving that mt wiln solve the basmc probhens of som of
the public pension plant. It would be a comforsatle lklusion to
think that thete federal reortag decloture arid fuciary itand-
ards will cause state and local government to move any faster than
they ar now doing to reform there own system

A ateawi reel dangw is that state and local governmInts, the atx-
payers an the participants will be killed into a false sene of of-
curily that the federal government is protening and puaraonoin
public pension benefits. This is simply not the cav. A related nae-
two rea tion is the aurtption that the f eal goIve rent stands
behind I. aic pensewo benefits. We do not need to aend tf mos-
sp that a state and local government can come to the federal
govnmen" for a be1l-out of it mismanages or misplans its pension
progreats. Tt * nmtage should be dear that stat and local govet-
menu the no, are ultimately responsible tor the Iension bene-
fits of their employees There will be no Uncl Swn with an open
checkbook weiting in e wim to bail them out.

The goerient would be flooded vnth berrage of additional
reports. doammannts and erey mwhich would require more federal
stff,. costs, and bureaucracy systems. I understand that very few of
the ERISA repo are em uted. Dne thee fedea reglators
takve , mhe wil euray, be additional boedn. repgaimoe aid-

re -rreme aIh " tee beodth relatively limited require-
mem f thelaiata.

UNNECESSARY To date there have bean no default m stat and
local peniaon benefits due or promised to participants. No public
employee hsever lost benefits due to him or her. The few focal
platewhmich hare run into problem have been reormed or ab,
sorbed by te rame governments. There is not a cu mt danger of
public ponson fund defaults like there heve been is private plans
primr so the pasage of ERISA. In fact. state end local plans ae on
a muid sounder bas then are federal systems. Do we need to
impose complex ERISA-type requiwements on state and local
uvemnts when the ERISA system ma overburdened ad in need

of maio reforms Mof?

All of the mao national orgarsirations which represent state ind
loa r govenment we unenimously a strongly opposed to this
lttion. A liet of these miaser torganeiatios includes.

The Neoiaw Govertors Amaclateen
The Ie Colr of St Lations
Thealan 'Aemstn @4Ceuntite
The Niowun L -u of Cma
The Maniapal Fliane Offln ssition
Tin Ulvsed Ion Conferne of Reyes
Tin Ceimd of State Govean
The N tland Aseociation of Tumoln Teveshape

Whether you call it PE RtSA or PEPPRA. the fact remnains-thep fa
aral govenment Olxl not be in the position of regulating and

peeranteIng the bepc state and local government reponstblity-
provision of pnsion Ienefits for its own employes.

THE FACTS... fCaRta. u.",erl

PROPONENTS SA Y . The bill would not rquir doiare ol cO n
faderiil sanformtcon in ,ndts'rm" accosvrm

FACTS • Noun ersm have bean amended to rmovei an exmtcit
reqvaoenn Io such disclosure. However, the US. Secrary of
Lere& brood authority on the latest proposed Houte version could
stil be wNd so reqwre such mrtomette. Fuisr a mepbix'r
designated beiichiry can get onhIIndI ismematimon tiom a
mitbor's le. Tme Seote vervem stll reqiee public dtclovre
of coMdeet iswormatan.

PROPONENTS SAY • The byll would remove Federl Internal
Reversue rogepseron of pernion plas throuin at, patifcargon pro-
ruOMa to favorable tar frarrenr.

FACTS • The bid whie eet proponents ene will be consid-
ered (HR 4326 by Stinsonl -coswno m suchl prom The bill
whict oniste thet provsons is i a I oum Committee (HR 4928
by Erlnbm sad is am likely to be voted on. For th past 13
yea. the Teehe Retiremvent SWyswe of TeKtas wiarla no pro-
blowse tobeatvg is plan proetamow; receive formal anti approval
from the U.S. Mtena Revenue S Iese maimfication unde pee-
ten law. The ubia iseatm teviat sorphoteod; however. it a
TRS'a ven fuvt pmnga of any of te emrenefy propeeed fed-
veal legislation repaslatisg plublic pena paees will make qualifi-
meon -or Iearabl ta tretvmf TMI b enet lam eoarsn.

Thie -otA I i exactly appeott the dl.o made by mmsi of the
bdlt prepenesm.

PROPONENTS SAY. It is not r#* intant of ptiposenrs rhM thi
lepiarron oilida hffM Penmaon porlicipwat
FACTS - Thle a iwel comfort m e nilt of the lpi wm on
feCt be "omm asewe hM . We-in ended but porly concewl
bilk have bae pestd by do US. Congress m lhave lat be
Nowd by ieel ,aeet to Mecon02iel the vaY apeIt I 4 I - tO
the bill's inld eupperters aeunded. For t roits. TRSIfel
tha Tea public Penmen porticen am better off relyimg upon
do "yam of protactiane shooy IN plae" under maelow. TRS
mat we manry appertuvutleve in the legiation bo e wimg federal
controls spet e rel ewr of Penma partcpants. In fct.
Is mdl be mrtir pecse esserm so pin acces to them funi
eider a genar erd law fi snwr than if they base so,. p in
mew I* I""t.

Just A Reminder...
a July 1 is et dmav meforp-tbontopIacnoiwon ftnas elaton ballot

a Fme for purcms of Wpci m rv " we
tm r .. IM

a Csaesjjv servtpp faqsefred aflr a retwed
no earbg rflane to activ sevics before me

rmt it sn do . is reed from fivue
to to years. effectiwe Saptamleir 1, 1982.

K
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LEGAL SOVICES

Bwr, h,,ci'.jiWediJrf Djak, Ge...... C,,....e

Teacher Retirement System of Texas
June 10, 1982

xxx
Xxx
xxx
xxx

Re: PEPPRA (HR 4928 and HR 4929)

Dear XXX:

The Teacher Retirement System of Texas is receiving some feedback challenging
its analysis of the effects of proposed federal legislation governing state and
local government pension plans. TRS continues to stand by its initial analysis
and, as its staff continues to examine in detail the proposed bills, is finding
even more problems. Enclosed is a response to some of the erroneous claims
being made by proponents of this legislation.

Your office has already received from TRS an eleven page analysis dated May
21, 1982 outlining many objectionable aspects of this proposed legislation with
specific citations to the provisions of the bills. An examination of the House
committee changes has led to a conclusion (1) that, insofar as only the House
versions are concerned, the bill no longer requires actuarial valuations of
benefits based on the unrealistic assumption of plan termination (see page 8 and
note 11 of the May 21 analysis) and (2) that the tequirements for disclosure of
confidential personal information have been greatly mcdified but still are
unacceptable (see note 17 of the May 21 analysis).

TRS has also received some requests for elaboration on the devices in the
bills which would permit use of Texas public pension funds for bailouts of
financially troubled governments.

Section 207 of HR 4929 purports to limit the amount of a public retirement
fund place ' in "employer" securities, loans and real property. Section 3(a)(9)
defines tht term employer to be a state, its political subdivisions, and their
agencies and instrumentalities. Section 207 requires that investments in
employer securities and loans be qualified and, when combined with other employer
securities, loans and real property, not exceed 5 percent of the fair market
value of the assets of the plan. A "qualifying employer loan" is defined by
section 207(b)(6) as "an employer loan which bears a rate of interest which is
consistent with the requirements relating to fiduciary functions under section

!0.) , S ' ..1.. - T, . 7- ;0 51.,397 &*..;
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204 and which is fully secured by marketable securities, or such other eqloyer
loan as defined under regulations issued ky the Secretary. Ephasis added.)

This provision is highly objectionable to the trustees of this system
because it permits the Secretary of Labor to override through section 309(a) the
fiduciary provisions of Article XVI, Section 67 of the Texas Constitution with a
regulation which Is not even required to met the fiduciary standards In section
204 of the proposed federal law. The word "or" clearly Indicates that an employer
loan as defined by the Secretary need not met the section 204 standards.

You should also note that the 5 limit on eplyer loans is based on
market value, not the amount of money Invested at cost. Therefore, a pension
system could over time invest cumulatively much more than five percent of its
assets in employer loans and securities. As recent history suggests, the pressure
for using retirement funds to baiT out financially troubled governments will be
greatest when the credit risk of the loans is greatest and their market value is
declining. More and more pension money could be caritted to the loans as their
aggregate market value continues to shrink below the 5% figure. Our investment
staff has described this possibility as Investing in a "bucket with a hole in
Ito. Under the critical conditions which will likely surround investments in
employer loans. the 51 of market value limitation can easily become a cruel hoax

on the pension system's mers.

Such investing Would not be prudent under the Texas Constitution and
probably would not meet the general fiduciary standard of section 204 of PEPPRA.
However, section 309(a) of MR 4929 provides that the fiduciary provisions of
PEPPRA "supercede" the Texas constitutional protections, and the provisions of
section 207(b)(6) modify the fiduciary standards of section 204 with respect to
employer loans which the Secretary of Labor might approve ; the alternative
regulations authorized.

In addition, the provisions of section 206(a) of PEPPRA permitting the
Secretary of Labor to grant egaPtions from the restrictions of section 206
could provide an alternative method to obtain public employees' pension funds
for bailing out financially troubled state and local governments. Section
206(a)(2) prohibits the "lending of money or other extension of credit from the
plan to a party in interest without the receipt of adequate security and a rate
of interest which is consistent with the requirements relating to fiduciary
functions under section 204....g (A party ii, interest is defined by section
3(a)(18) (A)(iii) to include an employer, I.e. state government, political
subdivision, or their agencies.) Section 208(a) permits the Secretary of Labor
to grant an exception to this prohibition. The only logical conclusion is that
the Secretary of Labor can permit investment in loans to governments in financial
trouble even if these loans do not have adequate security and do not provide a
prudent rate of return. While it is true that the Secretary must find that the
loans meet certain criteria when granting the exemption, it must be concluded
that these criteria are less rigorous than the fiduciary standards in Section
204; otherwise, there would be no reason to provide the exemption in the first
place.

This legislation contains loopholes which could easily result in social
investment of pension funds at the expense of participants--the very opposite
effect from that which its proponents claim. The question facing Congress is
whether there is any real justification for reducing the pension protections of
the Texas public employee under state law and to impairing the administration of
these plans with federal regulation. This office is continuing to study this
very complex legislation and will report to you any additional problems posed by
it for our mers.

Sincerely yours,

William Baker

bn
Enclosure
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Why Public Employees and
Teachers InTexas

Oppose Federal Regulation
of Public Pension Plans

The attempt to force federal regulation on state and local governments' pension and retirement
plans has too often ignored realities. The Teacher Retirement System of Texas has attempted to
focus attention on them. We believe that the interests of public pension plan participants will best
be served by the defeat of PEPPRA and any subsequent offspring. We cannot understand how, once
confronted by the facts, that groups representing these participants can support such legislation.

Federal regulation of public plans is not needed. The problems which afflict some public plans 3re
relatively rare and can be addressed at the local and state level. The political realities are that federal
regutatior will inevitably lower the pension funding and investment standards for most participants
to a level acceptable in a few politically influential jurisdictions. Such a debasement of pension pro
tection is unacceptable.

Behind all the reports, news releases, bill filings, and propaganda surrounding PEPPRA lie two
significant facts. (1) public pension systems have increasingly large amounts of money, and
(2) mavy interests for political, social or economic reasons, want to centralize control over how
that money is invested. Often these interests' prime concern is not the return rece:ved by pension
plans but rather the use to which the money is put. Such centralized control would not be healthy
for tht nation as a whole and certainly not for the individual pension participants and beneficiaries
whose hopes for their old age are tied tip in these funds.

The specific provisions of PEPPRA itself, developments in 'he public pension field and with E RISA,
and the political forces maneuvering for future federal legislation affecting pension funds lead us to
conclude that PEPPRA is the first step in a struggle for control of public pension fund money for
social purposes, at the eventual expense of the plan participants. We urge all those who represent
these participants to step back and take a look at this reality. It would not be the first time that a
wolf has paraded about in sheep's clothing,
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PEPPRA - PERISA Proponen

The volume of complaints from Texas public employees against legislation imposing federal controls on
Strie and local government employee pension plans (HR 4928, 4929. S 2105. 2106) has brought a response
from the legislation's proponents. The general reaction is that TRS's analysis of the bill was nccorrect.
However.-TRS has furnished Texas congressmen with material which substantiates the conclusions that the
legislation endangers, rather than protects, the interest of public employees. The following is a summary of
major arguments by supporters of federal legislation countered by the actual facts w-ich refute them.

PROPONENTS SAY The proposed federal
legislatiOn will nor affect benefits

PROPONENTS SAY Texas Vwould t ex
'rl "UM'i' Ine legislation because of the

good condition of its pension systems

PROPONENTS SA Y There is a need for
federal regulation of state and local govern
mert pension plans

PROPONENTS SAY State and local pro
sections of pension participants are not af
fected

PROPONENTS SA Y The proposed legisla
lation protects pension plan participants
from tiad ini msrients by pension trustees

FACTS- By increasing administrative cosls with detailed reguleteons
and making diversion of funds more possible, th legsdeotson could em-
peer future benefit smnproements. One of the bill's requuements could
delay the effective date of retirement applications ceusng retoril man,-
bars to loss one or two months of benefits. By opening adminstrative
handling of claims under stt pension lsm to federal relations and
review by federal courts, member e benefcimy claims resolutin wil
be delayed Existing state law provides adequate safeguards and state
courts ee ls costly and have fewer delays. (Note that amost all lotog-
ton contesting TRS interpretation of state pension law involves a
disagreement between at Ist two outside parties, the mntber and a
spouse or two or more potential banehecowrs.)

FACTS - The proposed Ieidation would not exempt Taxas from its
fiduc ary provisions. It is tate proviaions which overrode the state con-
stitutrnal protection of pension funds enjoyed by Texas public em.
ployees The U.S. Secretary of Labor cn veto an exemption of Texas
from federal reporting and disclosure requirements.

FACTS - Even federal studies lshow that the rreat maorsty of state end
local public employees are covered by sound pension systems. The
problems which exist a., largely local problems involving few em-
ployees which can be solved by local and state governments. Public em-
ployees have enough political power to cause pension abuses to be cor-
rected if they so desire. There is not nationwide crises facing stat and
local pension plans.

FACTS - This is early incotect. Article 16. Section 67 of the Texas
Constitution imposes fidwuiry requirements on pubic pension plan n-
vestments, makes trusts responsible for the plan's operation as fidu-
caes, forbids dwerson of pension funds to other purposes, and re-
quires benefits to be funded on en actuarially sound bas. Swon 309
of the proposed legislation states that the federal regulatory low relating
to fiuciry duim would supesede all state Iaws relating so the
subject matter. Section 214 fb) (3) of the proposed legislmaon ato
takes away the fducwy responsibility of a Texas pension system's
Board of Trustees to me, to the best of its ability, that actuarial funding
for benefits is presided and that hunting for the adminritration of the
program is adesuate. The provisions of the Texas Constitution protect.
in pension participants is thus largely superseded by federal law pro-
visions which we in some critical aspects weaker than Txas lw.

FACTS - Sections 207 lb) (61 and 206 (a) of the proposed low pwmits
the U.S. Secretary of Labor to issue regulations and so grant exceptions
which would permit public pension funds to be used to bes out finn-
cially troubled state and local governments (note that this has already
been done with federal aproval in the coses of Detroit and New York
City.) Present Texas constitutional provisions prohibit this but would
be overridde by the proposed federal legislation. PEPPRA contains n
even aster, loophole for social investing which would apply to include
bailouts not only of insolvent governments but also of financially
troubled industries and near bankrupt corporations. Section 214 allows
state legislatures to force trustees to ignore fiduciary requirements of
PEPPRA or state laws. The federal fiduciary standards permit and
may require more speculative, and therefore rore risky, types of invest-
ments than diet the Texas Constitution. By instituting a framework for
federal regulation, this proposed legislation would make it easier for the
U.S. Congress to quietly enact future amendments which permit or rw-

30-519 0-84---15
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s Say ----- But the Facts Are

quire pe"noon I b ivetled at. t h expenee of pension pairc.-
pants. on finarcally dessrned ondisi s at a lowa return or greater
rik than would otherwise be dom. Aeady there are such arendmelts
miroducld for the law regulatei prvaen pensions IERISAI. TRS's ex-
paewit indicates hOa amending a federal law to remove pension pre-
tections without the knowledge of pension participants Is relatively
es. IThe goveriint pensimo offset as socal secunty benefits is a
recant maelk .) On the other hand. owrent state constitutional pro-
tectione for pension particpants mnnot be amended withoot a di
vote of the people. TRS belief the state protections re nore relbe.

PROPONENTS SAY - The bill uouW on
courife better pubic pension fundusg and
dminiustation

PROPONEN 3 SA V -The boll would not re-
qur disclosure of confidential Information
in Individual accounts.

PROPONENTS SAY The bill iould re-
move FPe<krw Internal Reiven rpgul4aton of
pension plans through its qualification pro
visions for favorable, tax tivtrnrt.

PROPONENTS SAY- It is not the intent of
proponents that this legsietion should harm
pension per c 41nts.

FACTS • Nothi g u PEPPRA requires ound funding of public plans.
Disclosure of penson fu i I generally mailable so mit eInrestad
public plan members and would be even more e si ccesuisle if es
ployt oopsi end other intereed parts would pise existing pl-
ic"l and legal chaonels, e.g. obtaining state legslation or usi mae
open records laws. PEPPRA would in fact adversely affect fuI-ng and
administration of public plase with Its additional admtinistratwe cost.
Its promotion of the uw of unneeWy bet RpMMe seIM . e.g6 in-
wurance for fiduciaries. secoolliaed lega cosni. end it unireelistic ap-
proach so the evaluatmn of bond portfolio Further Its sublsctlng of
public pension trustees to frivolous perswol [vois in di federal
courts concerning she interpretation of the benefit proeusions of state
law will discourage the uncompensaed service by highly qualified. ex-
perace perms from the privete sector. Many public plans rely I
nificantly upon such service. By focusing attention aloslot exclusively
on plan trustees. PEPPRA Wnores the source of the greatest threat ao
sound pension funding for public pension plans, which, perhaps co
triry to the experience with private plans. come from political forces
outside the plans. Section 214 of PEPPRA explicitly provides and lagi i-
mases the method by which social vestment and other unwise public
pension policies can be forced on pension participants and plan trustees
without recourse.

FACTS - House versions have been amended to remove an explicit re-
quoirmont for s h disclosure. However. the U.. Secretary of Labor s
broad authority in On latest proposed Houe version could still be sitd
so require such information. Further a member' designated beneficiary
can get confidential inforination from a member's fle. The Senate vr-
ions still require p sc dsdosures of conf denial mformaltion.

FACTS- The boll whok moat proponents concoe will be considered
(MR 4925 by Sursoni contains no such proviwon. The bill which co-
tts these provisions is in a House Committee INA 4921 by Erlenorni
and a not likely to be voted on. For the past 13 yes, the Tecier Re-
lirment System of Texas has had no problems sin hvr its plan pro-
vlsions reeive form written approval from the US. Internal Revenue
Service for qualification unde present low. This sublct is somewhat
complicated, however, i is TRS's opinion that pasaje of any ol ase
currently proposed federal lagidlation regulating public pension plans
will make qualification for favorable tx treatment of TRS benefits laws
certam. The conclusion is exactly opposite she clain made by some of
the bil's proponents.

FACTS - Ths is small comfort if the result of the legislation will in fact
be to cause such harm. Well-intended bet poorly conceived bills have
been passed by the US. Congress which have later been used by special
interests as accomplish the very opposite of what the bail's orlial sup
porters iendtd. For that reason, TRS feels tat Texas public pension
participants are better off relying upon the system of protections al-
ready in place under state law. TRS es too many opportunists m ths
le islation for using federal controls against the reel Interests of poneM
participants. In fact, it will be easier for special interests to gain socaw
to these funds under a general federal law framework than if they have
to go from state to Kato.
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14 Austin American-Statesman

Texas takes
pension law
by the horns

By GAYLE REAVES
American-Staftinamn Staff

WASHINGTON - Texas government workers
and retirees have mounted a war to keep the
guardianship of their pension plans out of the
bands of Uncle Sam.

Lined up against the federal proposal to regu-
late public pension systems are directors of the
Teacher Retirement System, the Employee Retir-
ement System, members of the Texas State Teach.
ers Association and the Texas Public Employees.
Austin, Houston and other Texas cities are oppos-
ing it.

In Washington, House Subcommittee on Labor-
Management Relations staffers say they can't un-
derstand why Texas workers and retirees are so
vehemently opposed to a bill designed to protect
their Interests - or why the opposition is coming
almost exclusively from Texas.

The Public Employee Pension Plan Reporting
and Accountability Act is sponsored by Reps. Phil
Burton of California and John Erlenborn of Illi-
nois. It would spell out what information must be
made available to the public about investments
and financial standing, how the information is to
be reported and establish safeguards to ensure
that pension fund officials do their jobs honestly
and capably.

The bill has been passed by the House Commit-
tee on Education and Labor but won't make it to
the House floor until well after the federal budget
debate has been finished. An accompanying bill is
stuck in the Ways and Means Committee. Similar
bills are still in committee in the Senate. The legis-
lation reportedly has strong bipartisan support in
both houses.

Texas pension officials sy state laws and the
Texas Constitutlon already provide more than ad-
equate reporting and disclosure requirements and
safeguards. Rather than adding to those protec-
ions they say, federal regulation would weaken
them and the red tape of federal regulation would
slow down and decree the payment of pension
benefits.

The flood of protests from retirees and current
teachers and state workers has persuaded a ma-
Jority of the Texas congressional delegation to op-
pose the bill - including Democrat Jake Pickle of
Austin, who says that, as far as Texas Is con-
cerned, federal regulation isn't needed. Both US.
senators from Texas oppose the bill, and the LegS-
lature also pawed a resolution against the bill dur-
ing its special session.

"The opposition to this in Texas Is overwhelm-
ing. We have had umpteen jillion calls about IL"
said a Pickle staff member. "We tried to find so-
meone supporting it in Texas to talk to, and we
couldn't. NEA (the National Education Asocia-
tion) may favor it, but the TSTA (Texas State
Teachers Association, an NEA affiliate) Is very
much against it."

Arrayed against the worried Texans are some
formidable foes. The American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees, the Na-
tional Retired Teachers Association, the NEA and
the American Federation of Teachers "have
worked long and hard for enactment of the PEP-
PRA bill," the federation's International presi.
dent, Gerald McEntee, wrote to Bruce Hineman.
executive director of the Teacher Retirement Sys-
tem of Texas.

One of the Texas groups' big objections to the
bill Is that it would allow the "social investing" of
pension fund money. They're afraid that if state
or city ran critically short of money, political pres-
sure might be brought to bear to force use of the
multimlllon-doliar pension funds to bal out the
government with low-Interest loans.

Supporters of the act say that would riot be pos-
sible because the bill provides that investments
must be made for the sole benefit of the pension
system members - not to benefit the state in gen-
eral. But Texas critics say the bill includes a
clause that could allow the secretary of labor to
make exceptions that would permit su:h invest-
ments to be forced on a pension fund.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT OF NATIONAL

COUNCIL ON TEACHER RETIREMENT ON

STATE LAW CONFORMANCE WITH PEPPRA

November 15, 1983

The National Council on Teacher Retirement (NCTR)

is a membership organization of 44 states and 15 local retire-

ment systems, some of which serve teachers exclusively,

others of which include other state and local employee groups.

The total assets of NCTR's 44 state systems are roughly

$120 billion and the plans include over five million active

participants.

Because of the Congress' consideration of H.R. 4929,

the Public Employee Pension Plan Reporting and Accountability

Act (PEPPRA) in 1982 and its ongoing concern with the need

for additional federal disclosure, reporting or fiduciary

standards for public plans, NCTR recently conducted a survey

of all of its members to obtain current and reliable informa-

tion regarding state laws and regulations governing public

pension plans. This report summarizes NCTR's findings for

12 of the states; similar information for all 50 states is

being compiled and will be released in the next few months

in a more detailed and comprehensive report. The twelve

states included here are: California, Florida, Illinois,

Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Texas and Utah.
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It is NCTR's conclusion that the current level of

state regulation of public pension plans -- as well as the

actual performance of most of these funds -- makes federal

regulation unnecessary. PEPPRA is a solution in search

of a problem. And, at that, it's a poor solution. Its

provisions, modeled on ERISA, are designed with private

pension plans in mind. For the most part, they reflect a

serious lack of knowledge of how public plans operate and how

they are currently regulated. The information that we have

collected demonstrates that in all three areas covered by

PEPPRA, reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards, almost

all of the state laws equal or exceed the requirements of the

proposed federal law. Further, those states that have less

rigorous laws have pension reform legislation pending or have

established legislative study commissions to design a blue-

print for regulation of their public pension plans. In fact,

in the past two to three years, and even more so in the past

five years since the Task Force report that led to PEPPRA was

published, the state legislatures have engaged in a prodigious

amount of activity in the pension area. If Congress is

willing to look at what is actually occurring in the states in

regard to the governance of public pension funds, it will

learn that there is no vacuum or unaddressed need requiring

federal guidance.
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The NCTR survey shows the followings state teacher

retirement plans, like all state and local retirement systems,

are created by state law. In some states, they are created by

provisions in the state constitution. State statutes are, in

effect, wthe plan." The trustees and employees of these

pension funds, although they are sometimes classified as

quasi-independent entities, are subject to all the laws and

regulations that govern the conduct of public officials in the

state. In addition, virtually all twelve of the systems

reviewed here, like the other teacher plans, are subject to

multiple layers of vigorous supervision.

Thus, all twelve plans are reviewed annually by the

state auditor or an independent auditor (for the most part,

major national firms)i some are subject to a two-level review

by both a private independent auditor and the state auditor.

All twelve are also reviewed, generally on an annual basis,

t-y an independent actuary and ten are monitored by a state

level pension review commission, which is responsible for

reviewing the overall performance of the fund, including the

actuarial valuation.*/ In addition to this heavy degree

./ These ten commissions are: the California Joint Legisla-
tive Retirement Committee, the Illinois Pension Laws Com-
mittee, the Michigan Retirement Commission (created but
not yet funded), the Minnesota Legislative Committee on
Pensions and Retirement, the Missouri Joint Committee on
Public Employee Retirement, the New York Permanent Commission
on Public Employee Pension and Retirement Systems, the Ohio

,Retirement Study Commission, the Pennsylvania Public Employee
Retirement Study Commission, the Texas State Pension Review
Board and the Utah Retirement Subcommittee. Florida and New
Jersey currently have under consideration the creation of
Joint Legislative Pension Commissions.
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of supervision, the state legislatures, as a whole, play an

active role in overseeing public pension plan performance. In

terms of supervision or oversight, there is literally no need

for an additional, federal layer.

The state code and constitutional provisions that

establish the retirement systems include detailed requirements

for their operations. Besides the specific code sections

dealing with teacher retirement plans (and those dealing with

other public employee retirement plans where the two are

separate), all of the state retirement systems are subject to

a broad range of other code provisions. These include:

government in the sunshine or open records laws that require

that retirement board proceedings and records be made avail-
*/

able to the public;- state freedom of information laws

which insure access to board records in a slightly different

fashion; state administrative procedure laws that require

retirement boards, like other governmental and quasi-govern-

mental entities to promulgate regulations in a prescribed

fashion and to otherwise adhere to procedural safeguards; and

*/ In all twelve states, the records of the board are open to
the public, with the exception of member records and/or
Investment Committee deliberations. Most are required to have
open meetings as well.

•*/ These laws apply not only to the retirement systems
themselves, but also to the bodies to which they report -- the
state auditor or controller, the pension commission, the
insurance department, etc.
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state codes of ethics or conflict of interest laws that

prohibit executive branch employees -- including the employees

of boards and commissions -- from engaging in self-dealing."

These laws taken together, far exceed the reporting

and disclosure provisions of H.R. 4929 and show how unneces-

sary and inappropriate those provisions are. The H.R. 4929

reporting and disclosure provisions Oclonew ERISA and, for

that reason, although they may be appropriate for private

benefit plans, they simply don't make sense when applied to

public plans.

In terms of specific reporting and disclosure

requirements, all twelve of the teacher retirement systems

reviewed here publish summary plan descriptions (SPD) that

are updated on a current basis; all of them meet or exceed the

H.R. 4929 standards for an SPD, except for those standards that

apply primarily in a private plan context. All twelve of the

systems -- or the state agencies that are responsible for

their investment decisions -- also publish annual reports that

meet the relevant R.R. 4929 requirements. Beyond these

documents, all twelve systems issue additional publications

and provide additional services, including employer seminars

and member consultations, designed to help their members

better understand the systems. The larger plans, such as New

*/ In many of the states surveyed here, the trustees and/or
employees who make investment decisions are required to file
financial disclosure statements. All trustees are, of course,
subject to state criminal codes.
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York, Ohio, Florida, Pennsylvania, California and Utah have

field staff that are constantly on the road and/or operate

field offices around the state. Needless to say, the state

laws and regulations that constitute the plans and regulate

their operations are available throughout the states -- in

public libraries and major school systems (unlike the enabling

documents for private plans).-*/

As noted above, PEPPRA includes a number of report-

ing and disclosure requirements that are appropriate only for

private benefit plans. For example, among the items required

for a public plan SPD are: the name of the designated agent

for service of legal process, a description of the relevant

provisions of any applicable collective bargaining agreement,

and the procedures for appealing denials of benefits. Nine of

the states report that they do not name a designated agent for

the simple fact that under state law, the administrator of the

plan is the agents he can be identified by calling the plan's

offices or by looking at its annual report. All ten of the

states indicated that they do not describe applicable collec-

tive bargaining agreements because there are none. Many of

the states prohibit the negotiation of pension benefits and

the others could not possibly report the information because

they administer a statewide plan for numerous employers

*/ Major plans such as Texas, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio
publish separate booklets that include all of the relevant
state laws. California includes the relevant code sections
in its annual report.
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(almost 850 in the case of Now York) each of which negotiates

its own agreement(s) with employee groups. Similarly, in

regard to appeals from benefit denials, the common practice is

to specify those procedures in the letter of denial itself in

some cases this is required by state law.

Similarly, in regard to annual report requirements,

many of the items specified in PEPPRA are also not relevant

to public plans. Although these vary by state, the most fre-

quently mentioned irrelevant items were: a description of

agreements with persons who are 'parties in interest", a

description of the method by which the plan will be termi-

nated, and schedules of loans or leases in default. The

reason these are irrelevant are: agreements with "parties

in interest" are prohibited by state law, there are no plans

for termination because termination is either prohibited by ozF

not contemplated by state law; and the teacher retirement

plans simply don't have loans or leases in default of any

magnitude. Many plans are prohibited from owning real

estate. In short, these provisions, like the SPD provisions

don't relate to the real world of public pension plans.

As noted above, the twelve states included in this

survey provide the full range of information required by the

PEPPRA SPD and annual report requirements plus more, although

not always in the fashion prescribed by PEPPRA. In addition,

all twelve states meet the PEPPRA requirements pertaining to

"reporting of participant's benefit rights" and do so, for the
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most part, in person-to-person consultations with members as

well as in annual written statements.

This leaves open the question of the extent to

which the teacher retirement systems meet the fiduciary

standards of the proposed legislation. These standards,

like most of the other provisions of PEPPRA, are modeled on

ERISA and, for that reason, assume conditions that are typical

of private benefit plan operations. This assumption, as

discussed above, is misplaced. The context in which state

retirement plans operate is totally different from that in

which private plans operate. Not only are all the records and

proceedings of public plans open to the public, but they are

required by law to publish a variety of detailed reports

divulging virtually all of the systems' operating characteris-

tics; they are also subject to multiple, often duplicative,

layers of supervision. There is virtually nothing that

an interested party cannot learn about the operations of a

state pension plan.

It is against this background that the fiduciary

standards governing the plans' investments must be viewed.

Looking at the twelve states covered in this report, at least

four have the same fiduciary standard and the same definition

of prohibited transactions as do PEPPRA and ERISA. These

states are California, Illinois, Ohio and Utah. Of the

remaining eight, Pennsylvania imposes the same standard of

care as does PEPPRA but instead of requiring diversification
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of investments, specifies the kinds of investments that are

permissible. Michigan also imposes the PEPPRA standard of

care, requires diversification of investments (as well as some

additional requirements unique to the state), and limits

the kinds and amounts of investments that can be made.

Pennsylvania and Michigan both prohibit self-dealing,

although not in the PEPPRA prohibited transactions language.

Texas and Minnesota each have the same standard of

care that differs only slightly from the PEPPRA standard and

provides a similar level of protection. Texas is unique in

that the investment standard appears in the state constitu-

tion, along with other provisions that impose performance

standards on the trustees of public pension funds in that

state. The Texas-Minnesota investment standard is a prudent

person standard, that differs from PEPPRA only in that it does

not specify that the care to be exercised must be that of a

person "familiar with such matters. */ Both states also

proscribe self-dealing and Minnesota, in addition, specifies

the range of permissible investments (80 of the fund's assets

must be placed in specified conventional investments the

remainder can be placed in more speculative investments).

'/ The Texas and Minnesota standard specities that the
Investment fiduciary must exercise "the judgment and care
under the circumstances then prevailing that persons of
ordinary prudence, discretion, and intelligence exercise in
the management of their own affairs, not in regard to specu-
lation, but in regard to the permanent disposition of their
funds, considering the probable safety of their capital as
well as the probable income to be derived therefrom." This
standard appears in many state codes.
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Of the remaining four states, one, New Jersey, has

a statutory standard of care that is similar to the Texas-

Minnesota standard. New Jersey also specifies permissible

investments and limits the level of investment permissible in

any one category. Two states, Florida and Missouri, do not

define a prudent person standard (whether the PEPPRA or

Texas-Minnesota version), but instead rely on the definition

of trustees to impose fiduciary standards on their plan

investors. Florida, for example, specifies that the Depart-

ment of Administration (the investing arm for state retirement

funds) holds the funds "in trust' and the director 'shall

discharge his duties . . . solely in the interest of the

participants and beneficiaries for the exclusive purpose of

providing benefits to the participants and their beneficiaries

and defraying reasonable expenses of administering the plan."

Missouri's pension board members are similarly designated

trustee by state law and perform as fiduciaries in accordance

with a prudent person standard. The standard is implicit

in the definition of trustee and in the general state laws

that govern the conduct of public officials. Both Flori,!a

and Missouri limit the kinds of investments the teachers'

funds can make and Florida has a constitutional provision

defining the manner in which public pension benefits must

relate to available funding. In New York State, the teacher

pension fund trustees are bound to act as "public trustees*

and can only make certain kinds of statutorily permitted
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investments, except in regard to five percent of the fund's

investments, where the kinds of investments are not limited

but the trustees must meet a prudent person standard. All

four states prohibit self-dealing, with New York and Florida

being particularly rigorous in defining the types of trans-

actions that are prohibited.

In sum, of the twelve states considered in this re-

port, virtually all, with the possible exception of Missouri,

have statutory or constitutional mandates that meet or exceed

the PEPPRA fiduciary standards Missouri's laws are less

explicit but are interpreted in a fashion that produces

the sane result. Without exception, all twelve states exceed

PEPPRA's fiduciary standard when their investment standards

are assessed in the total context of applicable state laws,

including the laws that limit the range of permissible fund

investments, the laws that elaborate upon the prudent person

standard, the laws that establish the supervisory and report-

ing requirements for state pension plans, and the government

in the sunshine and ethics laws that apply to all state

entities.

One final comment on the fiduciary standards:

PEPPRA gives the Secretary of Labor unlimited discretion to

promulgate rules and regulations which he deems necessary

to carry out the provisions of the Act; it also gives him

broad discretion to create total or partial exemptions from

the statutorily specified prohibited transactions. These
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provisions, taken together, threaten to undermine the strin-

gent investment standards enacted in all twelve of the states

reviewed in this report (as well as the laws of the remaining

states). The authorization of a federal override of state

statutory provisions in a manner that would reduce the protec-

tions provided by those provisions is, in NCTR's view, not

only unconstitutional but bad policy.

The twelve states summarized in this report, as well

as the remaining thirty-eight states that will be covered in

NCTR's final report, are-assuming an active role in regulating

their state employee retirement funds. During the period

since the passage of ERISA, while Congress has been deliberat-

ing the question of whether or not to regulate the states, the

states have, in fact, regulated themselves. Like many other

areas of public life, the states are taking the lead and are

exceeding the federal standard in their enactments. This is

certainly true in regard to the areas covered by PEPPRA:

reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards for public

pension plans.

NCTR urges Congress to redirect its deliberations

regarding PEPPRA in two ways: the first is to look at the

current facts, rather than basing legislation on data col-

lected in the mid-1970's. The times have changed.

The second is to abandon the ERISA framework and

to recognize the differences between private benefit plans and

public retirement systems. Public employees shouldn't be
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given the same protections as private employees because the

ZRISA concepts simply don't apply. Many of the problems that

ERISA addressed, such as the lack of minimum accrual of

benefits standards and the unavailability of basic information

regarding plan performance and structure, simply don't exist

in the public plan arena. And, given the level of reporting

that occurs already at the state level, there is no need to

add to that burden./ Most importantly, to NCTR's knowledge,

although Congress is concerned about the funding problems of

public plans, and some of these are real, especially at the

municipal level, the federal government is not willing to

guarantee the performance of public plans, as it did that of

private plan through the BRISA termination insurance. In

short, Concress wants to impose strings without any benefits.

Proponents of PEPPRA have asked if, in fact, the

states are already meeting the standards estrolished by

PEPPRA, why not go along with it. That's putting the issue

backwardsl the real question is why support it? The whole

concept of federalism based on Jeffersonian principles is that

the national government should perform only those functions

that the states cannot properly perform. Where the states

have acted, the federal government should not intrude. In

this case, the states have acted at least at a level that

*/ The Employee Benefits Research Institute reports that more
than $100 million worth of reports filed by private plans
under ERISA go unread at the Departmet of Labor and are
inaccessible to independent researchers. There is no need to
duplicate that waste in regard to the public plans.
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protects the basic interests of plan participants. Going with

PCPPRA is allowing the federal foot to intrude in the doorway

of the states' business. Decades of experience with federal

expansionism make it clear that once a new area is opened to

federal regulation, that regulation is likely to be expanded

on a regular basis. Federal intrusion means waste and un-

necessary administrative burdens, often, as in the case of

PEPPRA, with no compensating benefits. As one observer has

put it, the problem with a swollen federal government "ironic-

ally enough, has not been what some professed to fear: that

it would have too such power and interfere with individual

freedoms. Rather, it becomes so unwieldly and unworkable that

it interferes mainly with itself; it falls all over its own

feet and cannot achieve its own objectives."

The following pages contain summaries of the extent

to which the twelve teacher retirement funds reviewed in this

report conform with the PEPPRA reporting, disclosure and

fiduciary requirements.

30-519 0-84- 16
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STATE TEACHERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF CALIFORNIA (STRSC)

Basic Facts:

o Number of Active Members: 260,349

o Number of Annuitants: 90,966

o Total Assets: $10 billion as of June 1983

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $59.8 million

STRSC currently retains Arthur Young & Co. as its

independent auditor and Milliman & Robertson, Inc. as its

actuary; actuarial valuations are made every two years. In

addition, the plan is subject to annual review by the State

Controller, who reviews the work of the independent auditor

and actuary and, in addition, conducts its own review. STRSC

is also subject to oversight by the Joint Legislative Retire-

ment Committee, a permanent legislative commission,V/ that

assesses public pension plan performance on a continuous

basis. The California legislature takes an active role in

regard to STRSCI during the 1981-82 year alone, it considered

35 bills affecting the system.

STRSC's nine-person board (six full members,

three ex officio) has recently acquired its own investment

*/ The responsibilities of the Commission are to: study and
review the benefits, actuarial condition, investments and
procedures of all the retirement systems covering employees
and officers of the state; study trends and developments in
the field of retirement analyze each bill affecting any
public employee retirement system and make recommendations and
reports to the legislature.
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officer*/ (a contract employee) and, in addition, relies

on private sector professional investment advice.1V

STRSC publishes a summary plan description (SPD)

that, on its own, or in conjunction with pamphlets addressed

to specific plan provisions, covers all of the items required

by f.R. 4929 except for: the name and address of the desig-

nate4 agent for service of process (not relevant), a descrip-

tion of the relevant provisions of a collective bargaining

agreement (not relevant), and the procedures to be followed

in presenting claims for benefits or for challenging a denial

of benefits (available in the state code; further, each denial

is accompanied with a statement of the relevant appeal pro-

cedures). STRSC continuously modifies the plan description

material and makes it available to participants and benefici-

aries.

In addition, STRSC publishes a comprehensive annual

report that, although it does not include all of the items in

the form specified by H.R. 4929, does include much more

*/ The board members, as specified by the State Education
Code, are: a member of the governing board of a school
district, an official of a life insurance company, an officer
of a bank or savings and loan institution, and three system
members, of which at least two must be classroom teachers,
while the third may be a retirant. The ex officio members
are: the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the State
Controller and the Director of Finance.

!/ Prior to 1983, the Teachers Retirement System relied on
the investment capabilities of the Public Employee Retirement
System.
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detailed information than that bill would require,!" includ-

ing a full print-out of all STRSC investments. The State

Controller also publishes an annual report on the financial

condition of STRSC and the other state and local retirement

systems.

By state law, all data related to the board's

operations are available to the public, except for member

records and Investment Committee proceedings; STRSC board

meetings are open to the public. STRSC also undertakes a

major public information effort that includes: workshops

for prospective retirants to guide them in preparing for

retirement (including how to complete STRSC forms); seminars

for employer groups giving information on STRSC program

benefits, current and proposed legislation and financial

status; individual consultations (5,800 in 1982), the publica-

tion of numerous pamphlets covering the most important subject

areas for both active and retired teachers and the publication

of a newsletter. STRSC members are mailed statements on their

individual benefit status on an annual basis.

_/ The annual report does not include a statement of material
commitments and contingent liabilities (there are. none), a
description of agreements with persons known to be Oparties in
interest' (against state law), a general description of any
plan provision providing for allocation of assets upon termi-
nation (no authorization to terminate) or a list of loans
in default at the end of the plan year or classified as
uncollectible (there are none). The 1982 annual report
contained 212 pages of useful information regarding the
authorizing laws, structure, operation, investments, funding,
etc. of the plan. It also included the SPD.
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In terms of investment policy, STRSC specifies

permissible investments, which are generally those permitted

state savings and loan institutions; and, in addition, imposes

requirements for diversification in investment (investments

in common stock may not exceed certain levels, nor may invest-

ments in individual companies, etc.). The California Code

uses language identical to the H.R. 4929 language to define

the fiduciary standard that governs board investment decisions
"/

and prohibits the same insider transactions.- California

also prohibits any acquisition on behalf of the plan of any

employer security or loan (H.R. 4929 would permit such acqui-

sitions if they meet certain criteria). Under recently passed

legislation, California requires public pension plans to

invest at least 25 percent of all new funds available in each

fiscal year in mortgages on California residential real

estate. Public plans can also -- as of January 1983 --

acquire employer-owned real estate.

In summary, the public accountability requirements

imposed on STRSC by its enabling law and related statutes

greatly exceed the requirements of H.R. 4929.

*/ In addition, STRSC board members are each bonded for $2.5
million and are governed by the terms of the state's Political
Reform Act. Under the latter, each public board or agency
must adopt a conflict of interest code; STRSC adopted its code
in 1978. Among other things, it requires all executive, legal
and investment staff to disclose the sources of their income.
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FLORIDA RETIREMENT SYSTEM (FRS)-I

Basic Facts:

O Number of active members: 395,000

o Number of annuitants: 73,138

o Total Assets: $6.1 billion

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $30.1 million

FRS is a part of the Division of Retirement of the

State Department of Administration. The Division is respon-

sible for administering the fund and distributing benefits;

FRS has no responsibility for investments, which are under the

State Board of Administration.-*/

The State Board of Administration is audited on

an annual basis by the State Auditor General; it retains

Tillinghast, Nelson . Warren, an independent actuary, to

perform actuarial valuations and to determine costs of pro-

posed legislative changes. Valuations are completed every

three years. Legislative oversight is performed by the House

Committee on Retirement, Personnel and Collective Bargaining

and the Senate Committee on Personnel, Retirement and Collec-

tive Bargaining. Florida is currently considering the crea-

tion of a Joint Legislative Committee on Retirement. The State

*/ In 1970, Florida merged its teacher retirement system with
the other state systems for public employees; 43.50 of its
active members are school district employees.

**/ The Board is composed of the Governor, as Chairman, the
Treasurer and the Comptroller. The Board is assisted by
a six-person Investment Advisory Council (enacted in 1983;
members not yet appointed).
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Board of Administration maintains its own substantial profes-

sional investment staff.

FRS publishes a summary plan description (SPD) that

is updated annually and distributed to all plan members. The

SPD follows the H.R. 4929 requirements.!/ In addition, FRS

publishes an annual report that includes most of the items

specified by B.R. 4929 for such a report.

Florida has a Freedom of Information Act, which

makes the records of the Department of Administration, as

well as the Board of Administration, and the State Auditor

available to the public; it also has a comprehensive sun-

shine act that applies to the meetings of all boards and

commissions. In addition, FRS conducts an active public

information program that includes the presentation of seminars

on benefits to employer agencies, numerous brochures, includ-

ing the SPD, that elaborate upon system administration and

benefits, a newsletter and other publications. FRS makes

information regarding individual retirement credits available

upon request.

!/ Among other things, Florida law specifies that: There
shall be timely written notice given to any member or bene-
ficiary whose claim for benefits under the terms of his
retirement system or plan has been denied, setting forth the
specific reasons for such denial. Unless otherwise provided
by law, the terms of the retirement system or plan shall
provide for a full and fair review in those cases when a
member or beneficiary has had his claim to benefits denied. A
special State Retirement Commission has been created to review
FRS's denials of claims for disability and special risk
benefits (firemen and law enforcement officials). Denials
of other benefits are reviewed by a state hearing officer
appointed by the Department of Administration.
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In terms of investment standards, Florida has a

comprehensive statutory scheme for insuring the soundness of

state as well as local pension plans.!/ State law specif iec,

among other things, that the entity administering the fund

holds then "in trust." Further, the fiduciary named in the

plan as having authority to control its operations Oshall

discharge his duties with respect to a plan solely in the

interest of the participants and beneficiaries for the exclu-

sive purpose of providing benefits to the participants and

their beneficiaries and defraying reasonable expenses of

administering the plan.* The State Retirement Director is

designated as the Administator-Fiduciary of the Florida

Retirement System.

In addition to these general standards, Florida

specifies the manner in which retirement funds must be

financed, sets limitations on the range of permissible invest-

ments and defines the manner in which benefits must be re-

lated to funding (See Chapter 112 and Chapter 215 Florida

Statutes and Article X, Section 14 Florida Constitution).-V

The Florida code conforms with PEPPRA in its limitations on

*/ Local plans are monitored by and subject to the super-
vision of the Department of Administration.

**/ The Florida Constitution specifies that: "A govern-
mental unit responsible for any retirement or pension system
supported in whole or in part by public funds shall not . . .
provide any increase in the benefits to the members or benefi-
ciaries of such system unless such unit has made or concur-
rently makes provision for the funding of the increase in
benefits on a sound actuarial basis.*
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the acquisition of employer securities and in the imposition

of liability for breach of fiduciary duties.-*/ Further,

the state board members and employees responsible for invest-

ing FRS's assets are subject to the state Code of Ethics and

are each bonded for $500,000.

Section 112.317 Florida Statutes provides penalties for
. . . violation of any provision of this part, including, but

not limited to, any failure to file any disclosures required
by this part or violation of any standard of conduct imposed
by this part . . .I
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TLLINOIS TEACHER RETIREMENT SYSTEM (ITRS)--

Basic Facts:

o Number of active members: 104,000

o Number of annuitants: 37,000

o Total assets: $3.4 billion as of 12/31/82

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $21 million

ITRS retains Ernst & Whinney as its independent

auditor and the A. S. Hanson Company as its actuary. Audits

are performed annually and actuarial valuations every five

years. In addition, ITRS is subject to an active legislative

oversight committee, the Illinois Pension Laws Commission

(Ill. Rev. Stat. 108 and 1/2 22.801) and to periodic review by

the Auditor General of the State of Illinois. In the past two

years, the state legislature has enacted major pension reform

legislation, including a law adopting the ERISA fiduciary

standards and a law strengthening accountability standards for

local pension funds.

ITRS has on staff its own investment manager and in

addition, retains private sector professional investment

managers (four firms for equity investments and six for fixed

income investments).

ITRS publishes a summary plan description (SPD)

of its pension program that is available to the public. The

*/ Illinois also has a State Universities Retirement System
with 41,319 active members, 10,565 annuitants, total assets of
$1.3 billion and a monthly annuity payroll of $5.7 million.
School districts in Illinois cities with populations of
500,000 or more are not covered by ITRS; Chicago is the only
city falling within this category and it has its own plan.
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SPD is updated annually via an appendix to the Annual Report

to reflect major plan modifications as they occur.

The SPD contains all of the items required by H.R;

4929 except for a description of the relevant provisions of

any collective bargaining agreement, which is not relevant.

The SPD also omits the names, titles and addresses of plan

trustees which are included in the Annual Report and other

publications. ITRS's Annual Report includes all of the items

required by B.R. 4929.

ITRS is required by law to make copies of the SPD,

the annual report, trust agreements, contracts and other

instruments under which the plan operates available to the

public it is also required to conduct open meetings (Illinois

sunshine act) and to provide participants and beneficiaries

with an annual written statement of individual benefit status.

Beyond this, ITRS has a field staff that travels continuously

around the state to advise teachers regardinS their retirement

rights it maintains a field office and it distributes a

newsletter to all members -- active and retired -- all in an

effort to keep members informed regarding their benefits.

In regard to fiduciary standards, ITRS has adopted

the ERISA standard (which is the standard adopted by H.R.

4929). In two respects, Illinois law exceeds that standard:

ITRS trustees are required to *use reasonable care to prevent

any other trustee from committing a breach of duty." (H.R.

4929 makes a fiduciary liable for the acts of a co-fiduciary
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only if he had knowledge or caused the latter's dereliction.)

Secondly, the ITRS enabling statutes do not define any circum-

stances where an exception can be created to the fiduciary

standards.

State laws governing ITRS generally prohibit the

same insider transactions as are prohibited by H.R. 4929, that

is, ITRS can only deal with interested parties if the trans-

action is for adequate consideration and is conducted at
*/

arm's length.- However, Illinois law permits ITRS to

acquire employer securities up to 10% of plan assets; H.R.

4929 establishes the limit at 5t. ITRS reports that it cannot

legally make loans to state or local government entities at

below market rates.

*/ Illinois also has an Executive Order (No. 3) establishing
a Code of Ethics that applies to individuals in the Executive
Branch of government (all Governor appointees plus staff
making salaries in excess of $20,000 per year). Further,
the state code prohibits trustees and/or employees from
self-dealing. It specifies:

Interest of Trustees or Employees - No
trustee or employee of the Board (Board of
Trustees of the Teachers Retirement System
of the State of Illinois) shall have any
interest in, any gains or profits of any
investment made by the Board, or as such
receive any pay or emollument for his
services. No trustee or employee of the
Board shall, directly or indirectly, for
himself or as an agent, in any manner use
such gains or profits except to make
current and necessary payments authorized
by the Board. No trustee or employee of
the Board shall become an endorser or
surety or in any manner an obligor for
monies loaned or borrowed from the Board."
(Chapter 108-1/2 S 16-191).
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MICHIGAN PUBLIC SCHOOL EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEM (MPSERS)

Basic facts:

o Number of active members: 272,000

o Number of annuitants: 57,986

o Total assets $5.3 billion (Oct. 1982)

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $26.6 million

MPSERS administers teachers' benefits in Michigan

but is not responsible for the investment of fund assets.

Investment decisions are made by the state Department of the

Treasury. MPSERS' performance is audited by the State Auditor

General and the system retains Gabriel, Roeder, Smith &

Company for its actuarial valuations, which are performed once

a year. The state legislature has approved the creation of a

permanent retirement oversight commission but has not yet

appropriated funds for that purpose. The legislature has its

own auditing arm that reviews the performance of MPSERS, as it

does all other public agencies in the state. In addition, the

state has a five-member Investment Advisory Committee that

supervises the Treasury Department's investments of all of

Michigan's public employee retirement systems.

MPSERS's eight-member board is appointed by the

governor.-/

/ The Board is comprised of at least the following: State
Superintendent of Education, one active teacher, one active
non-teacher, one retiree or active member from the Detroit
Public School System, one retirant and one representative from
the insurance, actuarial or investment field.
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NPSERS publishes a financial statement and a plan

description which, in combination, meet most of the require-

ments of H.R. 4929 for a summary plan description (SPD) except

for a summary of the relevant provisions of collective bar-

gaining agreements (not relevant), the circumstances that may

cause disqualification (the SPD specifies the requirements for

qualification) and the procedures for appealing a denial of

benefits. In regard to the latter, any denial is accompanied

by r written statement of the right to appeal, as required by

the state's Administrative Procedures Act.

MPSERS also publishes two annual reports, one

of which is a summary statement of plan performance mailed to

all retirees and the other is a detailed report distributed to

school employers, which is made Available to employees and

retirants upon request. Measured against the annual report

requirements set forth in H.R. 4929, the MPSERS does not

include: a description of lease commitments and other con-

tingent liabilities or a schedule of loans and leases in

default or uncollectible. These can be obtained from the

State Treasurer's office, upon request. Nor does it include a

list of transactions entered into with "parties in interest",

because such transactions are prohibited by law.

State law requires that a summary of the financial

and actuarial condition of the system be furnished the

governor, each member of the legislature, and each pension

recipient. Copies of the summary are made available to the
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active members upon request. All board meetings are publicly

announced and are open to the public. They are conducted in a -

public facility with agenda and materials available upon

request. In addition to open records and open meetings,

MPSERS conducts an active public education program that

includes pre-retirement seminars and individual counseling.

Estimates of benefits are provided to members annually upon

request.

In regard to investment standards# MPSERS is subject

to a higher degree of regulation than that proposed by H.R.

4929. Investments must be made with the care, skill, pru-

dence, and diligence under the circumstances that a prudent

person familiar with the matters would use. In addition, the

fiduciary must "act with due regard for the management, repu-

tation, and stability of the issuer and the character of the

particular investments being considered." The investment

ficudiary must also consider diversification of investments,

liquidity, and current and projected return on investments.

He is also directed to consider investments that would enhance

the general welfare of the state, *if those investments offer

the safety and rate of return comparable to other investments

permitted under this act.= Most importantly, as noted above,

MPSERS's investments are subject to the ongoing supervision of

the Investment Advisory Committee.

Besides subjecting MPSERS's investments to a

high degree of supervision and review and to high fiduciary
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standards, the Michigan code limits the kinds and amounts of

investments that can be made. Permissible investments Include

investments in stock, diversified investment companies,

annuity contracts, obligations of state and local governments

and other similar institutions, investment in real estate

mortgages or real property and investment in certain loans.

The investment authority is given a limited additional grant

of investment discretion.

The Michigan Code does not include provisions

regarding co-fiduciary liability (because investments are made

by the State Treasurer); it does prohibit self-dealing,

barring the fiduciary from benefiting from employment with

the system or from any investment made by the system.*/

Michigan law does not permit state officials to waive the

standards that govern MPSERS's investments.

*/ Michigan passed a strong Code of Ethics in 1973 (Act 196-
Public Acts of 1973) that applies to all state employees,
board members, etc. An even more rigorous Executive Order on
the same subject was issued by the Governor in 1977. MPSERS
board members and employees of the State Treasurer are all
bonded.
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MINNESOTA TEACHERS RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION (NTRA)

Basic Facts:

o Number of active members: 57,831

o Number of benefit recipients: 11,268

o Total Assets: $1.9 billion

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $4.76 million

MTRA is audited annually by the State Legislative

Auditor; an actuarial valuation is performed every year by

Robert Flott, Actuary. In addition, NTRA is subject to over-

sight by the Legislative Commission on Pensions and Retire-

ment. MTRA's board'/ does not have its own investment

staff but relies on the State Board of Investment (SBI), which

in turn, is guided by an Investment Advisory Council.-**/

MTRA publishes a summary plan description (SPD) that

is available to the public and that is updated regularly to

reflect mator modifications. The SPD includes most cf the

H.R. 4929 required items except for a description of relevant

collective bargaining agreement provisions (Minnesota exempts

retirement benefits from collective bargaining), citations to

the relevant provisions of state law and regulation (these are

available in other materials), the circumstances under which

/ The board is composed of five members elected by the
membership and three *x officio members (the Commissioners of
Education, Finance and Insurance).

!/ The State Board of Investment is composed of- the gover-
nor, state auditor, state treasurer, secretary of state and
attorney general. The Investment Advisory Council is composed
of the trustees of the various state pension funds plus ten
members experienced in general investment matters, the state
commission of finance, two public employees and a retiree.

30-519 0-84-17
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disqualification, termination, etc. occur and the procedures

for appealing a denial of benefits (these are available in

state statutesr and regulations; in addition, members whose

benefits are denied are given specific instructions at the

time of denial).

MTRA publishes an Annual Report that Includes

most of the H.R. 4929 items except for those that are not

relevant to MTRA's operations. All of the basic documents

that H.R. 4929 requires be made available to participants and

the public are available under state law.!/ Ninnesota has

a government in the sunshine law, passed in 1982, that makes

all MTRA board meetings open and an POIA law that gives the

public access to MTRA and State Board of Investment records.

In addition to these safeguards, NTRA has an extensive public

information program. it maintains 14 counseling centers

around the state; it provides speakers for -both active and

retired teacher groups; it publishes a newsletter and topical

memorandum on new developments in retirement benefits and fund

performance (which are posted in school buildings); and it

distributes annually to each teacher in the state a synopsis

of the annual report that includes a balance sheet, a revenue

statements and various statistical summaries. Finally,

individualized computer statements are furnished to each

member once a year showing retirement account activity for the

.!/ Collective bargaining agreements and trust agreements do
not exist in regard to MTRA.
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previous fiscal year (including salary service credit and

deductions) as well as total account balance, Including

benefit projections to retirement.

MTRA does not exercise investment authority itself

but relies on the State Board of Investment, which is subject

to the "prudent person' rule. The standard of care imposed on

the investor is that duty of care "under the circumstances

then prevailing, which persons of prudence, discretion and

intelligence exercise in the management of their own affairs,

not for speculation, but for investment, considering the

probable safety of their capital as well as the probable

income to be derived therefrom.*

Minnesota exceeds the standards of H.R. 4929 in that

it requires the board to establish a formula to ensure the

performance of management personnel and to measure the return

on investment. Further, the range of mTRA permissible invest-

ments is limited the bulk of its assets .800) can be invested

only in government obligations, certain qualified corporate

obligations and other types of commercial paper, and mortgage

participation certificates. Up to 201 of mTRA's assets can

be invested in certain more speculative investments, such

as venture capital, resource fund investments and real estate

ownership interests.

The Minnesota Code proscribes self-dealing for mem-

bers of the Investment Advisory Council and its employees..!/

/ Council members are also required to file an economic
Interest statement with the State Board of Ethical Practices.
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It specifies that Ono member of the Council can participate

in deliberations or vote on any matter . . . which will . . .

result in direct, measurable economic gain to the member."

In addition, Minnesota has an Ethics in Goverment statute

that applies to SBI, Investment Advisory Council and MTRA

officials. Minnesota does not authorize any state official

to waive its "tduciary standard or any of the other laws

governing SBI investments.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF MISSOURI (PSRSM)/

Basic Facts:

o Number of active members: 60,000

o Number of annuitants: 15,000

o Total assets: $2.2 billion

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $8 million

PSRSM is audited biannually by the State Auditor and

annually by the private firm of Baird, Kurtz & Dobson. The

system is also subject to oversight by the recently-estab-

lished Joint Committee on Public Employee Retirement. Studies

are currently in progress analyzing alternative investment

policies as well as ways to clarify the state retirement

status.

PSRSM's five-person board-- does not employ pro-

fessional investment staff but instead retains private sector

investment managers.

PSRSM publishes a summary plan description (SPD),

which is updated regularly to reflect major modifications

(most recent modification was 1982). The SPD includes all of

the items required by H.R. 4929 except for the name of the

person designated as agent for service of legal process

'/ PSRSM is only mandatory in those cities of less than
400,000. Kansas City and St. Louis are the only two cities
falling in this category and each has its own pension fund.

!./ The board is composed of two members elected by members
or retirees and two appointed by the state board of education.
The Commissioner of Education sits ex officio.
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and a description of the relevant provisions of any appli-

cable collective bargaining agreement -- both of which are

Irrelevant.

PSRSM also publishes an annual report that includes

all of the relevant items required by H.R. 4929. It does not

include agreements with persons who are "parties in interestO

(against the law); a description of plan termination provi-

sions (plan won't terminate unless state law is amended)l

a list vf leases in default or uncollectible (the plan is

barred by state law from owning real estate) or informa-

tion regarding insurance company provided benefits (there

are none). PSRSM also publishes a newsletter and various

handbooks and has a field staff that travels to the districts

-- all designed to keep members informed regarding the plan's

operations. All PSRSM records, as well as its meetings, are

open to the public under Missouri's recently enacted govern-

ment in the sunshine law. As a result of board policy, par-

ticipants are provided an annual statement of their individual

benefit status at least once a year.

PSRSM's board members are designated trustees by

state law and perform as fiduciaries governed by the prudent

person standard. PSRSM Is restricted in terms of the invest-

ments that it can makei these include: bonds with sufficient

security, state, county or school district bonds, accounts of

savings and loans associations, and investments generally
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permitted to life insurance companies. State law prohibits

self-dealing by members of the board or their companies and

requires the board to 'safely preserve' funds collected for

the system. The board interprets this as prohibiting below-

market loans to state and local governmental entities or

similar below-market investments. State law does not permit

the board to depart from the prudent person standard.
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TEACHERS PENSION AND ANNUITY FUND OF NEW JERSEY (TPAF-NJ)

Basic Facts:

o Number of active members: 108,451

o Number of annuitants: 28,049

o Total Assets: $6.9 billion

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $20.5 million

The New Jersey TPAF administers the benefit program

for the fund but does not have responsibility for investment

decisions. Investment decisions are made by the Division of

Investment, Department of the Treasury, which is under the

jurisdiction of the State Investment Council. The Division of

Investment is audited annually by Ernst & Whinney and by the

State Auditor in the Office of Fiscal Affairs. Actuarial

valuations are conducted annually by the George B. Buck

Company.

The ten-person State Investment Council'/ formu-

lates investment policies and procedures to be followed

by the Director of the Division of Investment and his staff.

These regulations are published in the New Jersey Register and

are on file with the Secretary of State; in addition, the

Director of the Division prepares a monthly report of all

*/ Five members of the Council are appointed by the Governor
and five are appointed by the state's five pension systems.
At least three of the Governor-appointed members must be
qualified by training and experience in the field of invest-
ment and finance. The Council nominates candidates for
the job of Director of the Investment Divisionj the state
Treasurer makes the final selection.
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transactions effected by the Division. The report, which

lists all sales, purchases, exchanges and commissions paid by

the Division for all of its transactions is provided to the

Legislature, State officials, the press and the public.

The TPAF-NJ publishes a summary plan description

(SPD) that includes most of the items required by H.R. 4929;

those items that are not included can be found in the annual

investment report, in the regulations promulgated by the State

Investment Council, or in other publications. The SPD is

updated on a regular basis to reflect major modifications to

the plan. The latest update was completed in 1983.

In addition to the monthly statement of transactions

(see above), the State Division of Investments publishes an

annual report which includes all of the relevant items

required by H.R. 4929. Not included are a description of

agreements with *parties in interest" (which are against the

law), a description of the termination plan (termination is

not authorized by state law); or a complete actuarial report.

The latter is available upon request. Virtually all plan

documents are available under New Jersey's Freedom of Infor-

mation law; in addition, the meetings of the State Investment

Council are governed by the state's sunshine act and are open

to the public. Under plan policy, participants are entitled

to an annual statement of their individual benefit status.

The State-Division of Investments makes its audited financial
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statements and the statistical supplement to those statements

available to any member of the public upon request.

The State Division of Investment's decisions are

regulated by state law and by regulations promulgated by the

Investment Council. Permissible investments include: obliga-

tions of the United States government, certain obligations of

the Canadian government, and bonds and other evidence of

indebtedness which are authorized investments for savings

banks i- New Jersey. Recently the law was amended to permit

investment in property of any nature, provided the fiduciary

(the Director of the Division of Investments) exercises that

degree of care and judgment under the circumstances then

prevailing which persons of ordinary prudence and reasonable

discretion would exercise. Current regulations of the State

Investment Council limit the investment authority of the

Director in common stock to not more than 250 of the book

value of any one pension fund; the regulations also set

criteria for investments in long-term and short-term debt

obligations. In regard to mortgages, Council regulations

require that, in almost all cases, the securities must be

directly or indirectly guaranteed by the federal government.

The New Jersey Code prohibits members from profiting from

their services on the Council; in addition, the State has a

strong conflict of interest law that applies to all govern-

mental officials, including the Director of the Division of

Investments and his staff.
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NEW YOaK STATE TEACHERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM (NYSTRS)

Basic Pacts:

o Number of active members; 184,586

o Number of retired persons: 50,760

o Total assets: $11 billion

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $43 million

NYSTRS retains Coopers & Lybrand as its independent

auditor and Albert Alazraki as its actuary; audits and actu-

arial valuations are performed annually. In addition, the

plan is subject to review the Permanent Commission on

Public Employee Pension and Retirement Systems, and is super-

vised by the New York State Insurance Department and the State

Department of Audit and Control.

NYSTRS's nine-person board'/ employs its own

professional investment staff, and retains private sector

investment managers and investment advice.

NYSTRS publishes a summary plan description (SPD)

which is updated regularly to reflect major modifications.

The SPD contains all of the items required by H.R. 4929

except those that are not relevant. The latter include: the

name of the agent designated for service of legal process

(not relevant to public entities), the names of the plan

*/ The NYSTRS board by statute must include: an executive
officer of a bank authorized to do business in New York;
members of a New York School Board who must have financial
experience; administrative officers of the New York State
School System: representatives of the System's membership; and
the state controller or his authorized agent.
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trustees (these appear on numerous other NYBTR8 documents), a

description of the relevant collective bargaining agreement

provisions (Now York, by law, prohibits the inclusion of

pension benefits in collective bargaining; further, roughly

845 employers, each of which have one or more separate agree-

ments, contribute to NYSTRS)z citations to the applicable

state laws (these are summarized but are not cited, in

addition, NYSTRS makes a compilation of the relevant laws

available to the public, the laws are also available in any

New York public library as well as in large school systems).

All records of the NYSTRS board, except those

designated confidential, are open to public inspection,

and board meetings are open to the public. NYSTRS is required

by law to furnish the state insurance department a detailed

annual report on its assets, liabilities, investments and

general performance; this report is available to the public.

In an effort to explain its operations and respond to public

inquiries, NYSTRS provides extensive additional information

services: in addition to the Albany office, it schedules

consultations for members and retirees at 26 locations

throughout the state (9,300 consultations in 1982), offers

workshops and presentations (60 during 1982) and publishes a

quarterly newsletter as well as two publications that are

distributed by school employers. In addition, NYSTRS pub-

lishes an annual report and a comprehensive list. of invest-

ments. These documents, taken together, cover all of the
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items required by H.R. 4929 for an annual report except those

that are irrelevant. These include agreements with "parties

in interest' (against the law), provisions for termination of

the plan (the plan will continue until state law terminates

it)i and information regarding insurance company provided

benefits (not applicable). By internal policy, NYSTRS makes a

statement of individual benefit status available to members on

an annual basis.

NYSTRS board members operate as trustees of the

fund assets.*/ With respect to 950 of its assets, state

law specifies the classes of investments that may be acquired,

which are generally those permitted to savings banks (includ-

ing, for example, U.S., state and certain local bonds, notes,

realty, mortgages, etc.), with certain specific limitations.

State law permits the board to act in accordance with the

prudent person standard for the remaining 5% of the System's

assets.!/

NYSTRS has vigorous restrictions on self-dealing

that apply to employees as well as board members. These

prohibit any direct or indirect gain or profit from board

investments, any borrowing or use of funds for members, their

V/ If the NYSTRS board delegates investment authority to
another investment manager or other fiduciary, strict report-
ing procedures must be followed to ensure conformance with
fiduciary standards and investment policies.

!*/ Under that standard, investments must be made I. . . in a
manner consistent with those of a reasonably prudent person
exercising care, skill and caution."
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corporations or employees, any role as surety, guarantor, or

endorser, etc. In addition, NYSTRS board and employees are

subject to the state code of ethics that applies to all public

officers in the state../

Taken together, the detailed reporting requirements,

the limitations on permissible investments, the fiduciary

standard and the bar on self-dealing that govern the NYSTRS

operations make its investment standards considerably higher

than those set forth in H.R. 4929.

/ NYSTRS is not prohibited from acquiring securities issued
by participating employers; however, it generally prefers not
to get involved in such investments.
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STATE TEACHERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF OHIO (STSO)

Basic Facts:

o Number of active members and beneficiaries: 279,465

o Number of annuitants: 54,519

o Total assets: $7.2 billion as of June 1983

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $32.9 million

STRSO is audited annually by the Auditor of the

State of Ohio; it retains the George B. Buck Company as its

actuary; the company conducts an actuarial valuation annually.

In addition, the fund is under the purview of the Ohio Retire-

ment Study Commission. The Ohio legislature takes an active

role in pension matters and in 1981 enacted legislation

broadening the investment authority of the state's retirement

systems.

STRSO's nine P,2ber board employs 12 professional

investment staff and, in addition, retains private sector

professional investment advice.!

STRSO publishes a summary plan description (SPD)

that includes all of the items required in PEPPRA except for

those that are irrelevant (i.e., the person designated as

agent for service of process and the relevant provisions of

the applicable collective bargaining agreement). Major plan

modifications are mailed to participants annually.

!/ STRSO's board is composed of five teachers who are members
of the system and one retired teacher. The Attorney General,
the State Auditor and the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction serve as ex officio members.
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STRSO publishes an annual Investment Report and an

Annual Summary of Benefits that, taken together, include all

of the relevant items required by H.R. 4929 for an Annual

Report as well as additional useful information.!/ The two

reports do not include three of the items specified in PEPPRA,

because they are irrelevant.--/ Both reports are distributed

to all employers that participate in the system (who make them

available to employees), state legislators, organizations of

retired teachers, and others.

Ohio law makes the SPD, the InVestment Report

and the Annual Summary of Benefits available to the public on

request; it also makes all of the records (as well as the

meetings) of the board open to public inspection except for

information pertaining to individual members and information

pertaining to individual investment decisions. In addition,

Ohio has a staff of ten -field counselors who travel throughout

the state on a continuous basis, giving briefings and respond-

ing to member inquiries (4,184 consultations were conducted

during 1982 at 64 locations). STRSO also publishes news-

letters directed to both active and retired teachers; and

it issues employer bulletins whenever appropriate. Each

*/ Ohio's Investment Report has recently been rated as
meeting the highest disclosure standards.

_/ Non-relevant, excluded items areas agreements and
transactions with "interested parties" (prohibited by law);
information regarding insurance company provided beneTtts
(there are none); and plan termination provisions (prohibited
by law).
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member of the STRSO system has the right, under law, to an

annual statement--of the amount credited to his individual

account, upon written request. STRSO issues such a statement

annually.-/

In terms of investment policy, STRSO goes consider-

ably beyond H.R. 4929. It requires that members of the

retirement board be bonded for acts of fraud or dishonesty in

the amount of one million dollars (the system also carries

Fiduciary Insurance and directors and officers coverage).

Further -it specifies the range of investments the board is

authorized to make, listing the permissible investments and

qualifying each of those to insure that fund assets will be

protected (H.R. 4929 only lists prohibited investments). The

STRSO fiduciary standard and the prohibitions against insider

transactions are the same as those included in H.R. 4929.-'

STRSO permits insider transactions, but only if the terms

and conditions of the transaction are those that would be

negotiated if the transaction were at arms length. Unlike

/ These statements are very comprehensive and include:
the value of the member's account, earned service credit,
purchased service credit, and free service credit, (e.g.,
military credit) as well as an estimate of retirement and
disability benefits.

/ Prohibited transactions and co-fiduciary liability are
spelled out in Section 3307.14 (C) and (D) of the Ohio Revised
Code. Section 3307.15 of the Code specifies that fiduciaries
must discharge their responsibility with respect to STRSO
funds "solely in the interest of the participants and benefi-
ciaries.3 Finally, the STRSO board has adopted a statement of
Investment Objective and Policy that prohibits fund staff from
acting or personally investing in any way that creates a
conflict of interest.

30-519 0-84- 18
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H.R. 4929, STRSO does not authorize any state official to

exempt the plan from any of the fiduciary or investment

requirements. The STRSO board is authorized to consider

"investments that enhance the general welfare of the state and

its citizens" but only if those investments offer "quality

return and safety comparable to other investments currently

available to the board." The plan administrators interpret

this to prohibit below market investments or loans, even if

such loans would benefit the state.

The Ohio Retirement Study Commission, in a soon to

be published assessment of the extent to which current Ohio

regulation of public plans meets the H.R. 4929 standards, has

concluded that STRSO meets or exceeds the reporting and

disclosure requirements of that legislation, as well as the

fiduciary standards.
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC SCHOOL
EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM (PPSERS)

Basic Facts:

o Number of active members: 205,438

o Number of annuitants: 79,168

o Total assets: $6.26 billion (June, 1983)

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $40.5 million

PPSERS retains Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. as

its independent auditor and George B. Buck as its actuary;

audits and actuarial valuations are performed annually. The

plan is also subject to oversight by the Public Employee

Retirement Study Commission (created in 1981). The Commission

has recently recommended a major legislative reform package.-

PPSERS eleven-member board- does not hire its

own investment staff but relies on private sector professional

investment managers (eight different companies).

PPSERS publishes a summary plan description (SPD),

and notices participants regarding major modifications to the

plan. The SPD contains all of the items required by H.R. 4929

except for: the name of the person designated for service of

*/ The major thrust of this legislation is to protect and
Improve the performance of municipal retirement systems.

**/ The board is composed of two members appointed by the
governor, one elected by the non-professional plan members,
one elected by annuitants, one member of a school board,
four members from the legislature and three active members
(teachers). In addition, the Secretary of Education, the
State Treasurer and the Executive Director of the Pennsylvania
School Board Association serve ex officio.
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process (not relevant); the names and backgrounds of the

plan trustees (available in many other plan publications);

relevant provisions from collective bargaining agreement (not

relevant); citations to the relevant state laws (all of the

laws are available in a separate compilation), and the date

of the end of the plan year (available in the Annual Report).

PPSERS publishes -and distributes an Annual Report

that includes all of the items required for such a report by

H.R. 4929. In addition, the records of the PPSERS board are

open to the public, as are its meetings, which are governed

by the state's sunshine law. The PPSERS enabling statute

requires the plan to furnish annually to each member a state-

ment of-his account and the service credited to his account.

PPSERS also conducts an active public information program that

includes a field staff of six officers, regular regional

retirement seminars and the publication of four newsletters

(for active members, employers, retirees and legislators) as

well as periodic news releases.

PPSERS is governed by a high fiduciary standard that

is superior to PEPPRA.-/ The Pennsylvania Code specifies

that board members are trustees, serving in a fiduciary rela-

tionship to the members of the system. In regard to invest-

ments in corporate stocks, the Code requires that investment

decisions be subject to the exercise of that degree of judg-

ment and care under the circumstances then prevailing which

*/ This standard was enacted into law in 1982.
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persons of prudence, discretion and intelligence who are

familiar with such matters exercise in the management of their

own affairs not in regard to speculation but in regard to

permanent disposition of the funds, considering the probable

income to be derived therefrom as well as the probable safety

of their capital. PPSERS is also restricted by law in regard

to the level of investment it can make in any one company (no

more than 2% of the book value of the fund's assets, and no

more than S of the outstanding stocks of that company). If

the board invests in real estate or mortgages, the board must

'promulgate regulations . . . to ensure the safety of invest-

ments . . . which regulations shall be in accordance with

generally accepted standards and investment principles of

pension funds of comparable size."*/- In addition to the

general requirement that all board records be available to the

public, the Code specifies that all instruments and records

pertaining to real estate investments must also be available

for public inspection.

PPSERS members and employers are governed by the

state Code of Ethics; board members are bonded to protect

against illegal activity. Further, PPSERS prohibits members

of the board from profiting either directly or indirectly from

the investments or disbursements of the system; in addition,

!/ PPSERS is permitted to invest a maximum of 10% of the book
value of its assets in other investments provided they conform
with the prudent person standard.
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the fiduciary standards established for members of the board

are sufficiently high to preclude, as a general proposition,

the specific transactions prohibited by H.R. 4929. PPSERS

does not authorize any state official to exempt the board or

any of its investments from the fiduciary standard.

PPSERS does -not specifically deal with below-market

loans to state and local units of government, but plan offi-

cials regard them as prohibited under- the fiduciary standards

that govern their performance.
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TEACHER RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF TEXAS (TRST)

Basic Facts:

o Number of active members: 395,397

o Number of annuitants: 81,376

o Total assets: $8 billion (March, 1983)

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $37.4 million

TRST is audited annually by the State Auditor and

receives an annual actuarial valuation from the Wyatt Company.

In addition, TRST is subject to oversight by the State Pension

Review Board,-/ which reviews the plan's actuarial reports

and other aspects of its performance and. where appropriate,

recommends corrective legislation.

TRST's seven-member board-/ employs a staff of

thirteen professional investment specialists and, in addition,

hires outside advisors.

TRST publishes a summary plan description (SPD) that

is-available to the public that includes all of the items

required by H.R. 4929 except for the name of the agent for

service of legal process and a description of any relevant

collective bargaining agreement, both of which are irrelevant,

*/ The PRB includes members with experience in actuarial
science, governmental finance and securities investments.

!*/ The governor appoints all of the members of the board:
two from a slate of three members currently employed by the
schools one front a slate of three retirees; one from a slate
of three members from higher education and three others (with
no statutory restrictions).
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and the names and titles of plan trustees and cites to enab-

ling legislation -- both of which appear in other documents../

Major plan modifications are mailed to participants on a

regular basis; the latest one was in September, 1983.

TRST also publishes an Annual Report that includes

all the relevant- items required by H.R. 4929 except for

the funding policy in effect for the year. All of the TRST

records are available to the public under an Open Records law,

as are the records of the State Pension Review Board pertain-

ing to TRST. Both boards are also required to hold open

meetings. In addition, TRST publishes a monthly newsletter, a

number of pamphlets explaining the benefits available and a

compilation of the laws and regulations that govern the

system. In Texas, each member is entitled to a statement of

the amount credited to his individual account once each

calendar year.

TRST is created by the state constitution, which

specifies that "the assets of the system are held in trust for

the benefit of the members and may not be diverted." The

*/ For example, TRST publishes a separate compilation avail-
able to the public of the state constitutional provisions,
laws and rules that govern its operation.

/Non-relevant provisions include transactions with parties
Tninterest, which 3re prohibited by law, termination pro-
visions, which don't exist, and information re leases in
default and re insurance company provided benefits, neither of
which exist. A schedule of loans in default or uncollectible
would be provided if any existed, but generally there are
none.
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constitution also requires the fund to operate on a sound

actuarial basis and specifies the investment standard govern-

ing the fund. It must exercise *the judgment and care under

the circumstances then prevailing that persons of ordinary

prudence, discretion, and intelligence exercise in the manage-

ment of their own affairs, not in regard to speculation, but

in regard to the permanent disposition of their funds, con-

sidering the probable income therefrom as well as the probable

safety of their capital.* And, state law subjects TRST's

board to general fiduciary standards by specifying that the

board "is the trustee of all assets of the retirement system.0

In addition to defining a general fiduciary standard, the

state code also includes provisions that direct the board

in regard to the way in which it manages the fund.

TRST's investment discretion is controlled by the

standards described above; the Texas Code does not specify

a list of permissible investments.- TRST is prohibited

from 'self-dealing" and its Tru. tees may not Ohave a direct

or indirect interest in the gains from investments made with

the system's assets and may not receive any compensation

for service other than designated salary and authorized

expenses.' In addition, Texas has recently enacted an

ethics in government law that applies to all state officials,

including the TRST trustees.

*/ The Texas Constitution does, however, prohibit the TRST
from taking an equity ownership position in real estate
investments.
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Because of the constitutional mandates established

for TRSTF the fund cannot make below-market loans or other

investments in state or local governmental entities, regard-

less of the social desirability of such investments. In this

respect, TRST Is in direct conflict with the provisions

of H.R. 4929 permitting the Secretary of Labor to waive

fiduciary and other standards.
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UTAH STATE RETIREMENT BOARD (USRB)

Basic Facts:

o Number of active members: 79,464

o Number of annuitants: 12,085

o Total Assets: $1.5 billion (April, 1983)

o Amount of monthly annuity payroll: $3.2 million

USRB retains Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. as its

independent auditor and Coate, Herfurth & England, Inc. as

its actuary. Audits and actuarial valuations are completed

yearly. In addition, any member of the legislature can

request the State Auditor General to do performance and

organizational audits and its performance is reviewed on a

regular basis by the Retirement Subcommittee of the State and

Local Affairs Committee.

USRB's nine-member board' hired its own profes-

sional investment staff and, in addition, retains private

sector professional investment managers and advisors (the 1982

Annual Report listed five companies as investment advisors).

USRB publishes a summary plan description (SPD) that

is updated continuously (most recent update -- 1983), with

notice to participants. The SPD contains all of the items

specified in H.R. 4929 except for descriptions of relevant

provisions of a collective bargaining agreement (not relevant)

- / Utah's board includes representatives of the investment
community, of public (non-school) and school employees and of
employing unita the 8tate Treasurer alsc sits on the board.
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and the date of the end of the plan year (availablp in other

documents).

USRB also publishes an annual financial report

that contains most of the items required by H.R. 4929 except

for those that are not relevant to Utah. The financial report

gives a detailed, item-by-item list of board investments. The

plan documents that would be made available to members and to

the public under H.R. 4929 are also available under Utah law;

the state has laws requiring that all meetings and records of

the board be open to the public. In addition to these pro-

tections, USRB conducts a public information program that

includes employer briefings, employee consultations via a

traveling field staff and newsletters, and other publica-

tions -- all designed to keep participants and beneficiaries

informed regarding their benefits and the performance of the

system.

In terms of investment standards, Utah enacted

the ERISA prudent person rule in 1983 (the same standard as is

proposed for H.R. 4929). USRB is given wide discretion in

choice of investments. The state code specifies that the

board can invest in bonds, securities, real estate mortgages,

savings deposits or certificates of deposit and similar types

of instruments. In addition, the Code permits the board to

invest in unrated securities where "such unrated securities

are found by the board to be of a quality equal to securities

rated within the three highest classifications as required
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of rated securities.' Utah law does not permit any state

official to waive or otherwise override the statutory fidu-

ciary standard.

The state code prohibits self-dealing in its public

employees Code of Ethics. This act has rigorous terms, in-

cluding a provision that voids transactions where there has

been a conflict of interest.-' USRB members are covered

by a fiduciary bond policy that provides $15 million in cover-

age for legal fees and $15 million aggregate coverage. A

fidelity bond also provides coverage for up to $1 -million.

*/ USRB members are designated by state law as trustees,
dealing as fiduciaries with trust funds. As such, they come
under the state trust laws.
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Mr; RANGI. Thank you.
Mr. Clay.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Martin, I would like first of all to commend you and agree

with you that the guidelines of the MFOA are perhaps.the best and
most comprehensive set of reporting standards around.

In that vein let me ask you, out of these 6,600 plans, how many
have received a certificate of compliance this year?

Mr. MARTIN. I am probably not the best person to answer, but
my memory would be under five that I would be personally aware
of.

Mr. CLAY. So, only about five adhere to this higher standard?
Mr. MARTIN. As you noted, it is a Cadillac standard. This is the

highest standard of reporting. Yes, only a small number have at-
tained that level of reporting.

Mr. CLAY. So, the rest of almost 6,600 fall somewhere between a
Volkswagen and a Cadillac, and Volkswagen is an imported car,
too?

Mr. MARTIN. Except those made in Western Pennsylvania.
Mr. CLAY. Oh, you mean Volkswagen? Oh, yes, yes.
Mr. Baker, does your system follow the MFOA guidelines?
Mr. BAKER. I am not sure they do exactly. I think we su')stantial-

ly comply with them.
Mr. CLAY. Have you been certified or have you applied for certifi-

cation?
Mr. BAKER. No, we have not.
Mr. CIAY. Any reason why not?
Mr. BAKER. I cannot answer that question. I will be happy to

have the executive director give you that information. There is a
charge, somebody told me.

Mr. CLAY. Do you value your assets at market rate?
Mr. BAwt. In our annual report we have two valuations. We

give them at the cost and we also have valuation at the market
rate.

I understand that even under ERISA that that approach is per-
missible.

Mr. CLAY. That is correct.
Mr. Martin, State Senator Howard from your State was reported

in the press as saying that Pennsylvania has nearly two-thirds of
the Nation's municipal pension fund systems and that half of them
are in trouble.

Are you familiar with that quote and is that an accurate state-
ment?

Mr. MARTN. I am familiar with Senator Howard. He serves on
the pension committee with whom I work.

To add emphasis to the problem that Pennsylvania is now at-
tempting to address, I think he may well have overstated the
matter a bit.

We do have in excess of 2,100 pension plans, a small number
greater than that. We have recently, in 1982, done a complete col-
lection of data on those. The report on that will be available some-
time shortly after Thanksgiving.
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Based on our best look at the data coming in for 1982, what we
would term financially distressed would be maybe 10 percent of our
local plans, maybe in the nature of 200 plans. -

Mr. CLAY. Did you also say that some had technically defaulted,
but you are not aware of any that are not paying retirees, some are
hand to mouth, having to make transfers from city revenues each
month?

Mr. MLATN. There are some plans, especially in western Penn-.
sylvania, that have great difficulty with cash flow problems and
having to make a technical default where they have been late
making pension payments.

Mr. CLAY. This is not significant enough and widespread enough
for the Federal Government to become concerned?

Mr. MAmnN. This is something that the State of Pennsylvania is
very concerned about, the primary reason for the establishment of
the Pennsylvania Commission, the mandate within 1 year of its
creation to recommend legislation to address the problems of finan-
cially distressed municipal pension systems and why we have a
substantial legislative package before the General Assembly which
they are now working on.

Mr. CiAY. It is true that there is a significant problem there with
underfunded liability?

Mr. RnN. We would view it as a substantial problem. It is in
the neighborhood of $2.5 billion of a pension deficit. Most of that
lies with the city pension plans.

At the same time we also have a problem of a very inequitable
distribution of current State aid given to local pension plans which
we are also trying to address to better use State dollars to meet the
need rather than overfunding some of the plans.

I think you will find as many overfunded pension plans in Penn-
sylvania as you will find distressed plans. What we have is a feast
and famine situation which the State of Pennsylvania is now
trying to straighten out.

Mr. CLAY. Is that unfunded liability increasing to the tune of
$150 million a year?

Mr. MALRTN. Yes.
Mr. CLAY. Do you think you are going to get everything under

control?
Mr. MAkTN. Yes, sir; with the funding standards which are

based on very extensive reporting done on a biannual basis and a
very strong legal requirement for each municipality to meet fund-
ing standards and also, for those plans which are in desperate
shape, the establishment of a $35 million annual fund which would
then provide additional assistance to 200 municipalities that have
difficulty.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you.
I have no further questions.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Pickle.
Mr. PcKLz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, ERIS legislation has been good legislation. It

was needed and it is serving a very useful purpose.
I don't think that ERISA has cured all of our problems. We have

organizations like the Teamsters Fund that is so big and so huge
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that it would take several Philadelphia lawyer firms to try to get
to the bottom of it. It is almost bigger than the Government.

But it has improved and ERISA has been helpful. Although we
passed ERISA, it has not solved all the unfunded liabilities of that
pension p am or others related to it.

Indeed, the unfunded liability of pension programs is enormous.
It must be clearly understood just because we passed ERISA, we

have not settled the unfunded liability of all these private plans,
not by any means.

The inference should not be drawn that because we have State-
reuated plans that therefore there is a huge unfunded liability.

en we passed ERISA, in my judgment, -and I have been very
active in this over the years, we attempted to set up strong require-
ments for plans, for reporting, for fiduciary standards and protec-
tion against abuse of assets. It has served well.

We have never said that we were going to cover public plans. It
was never recommended that it cover public plans, but that we
ought to have a study and examine whether they should be includ-
ed.

That is the purpose, I assume, of this hearing. I have the feeling
today that some would say we are guilty because we do not cover
public programs. Yet that has not been the recommendation of
Congress to date.

This morning quite often it was said there has been wrong doing,
laws have been broken, or the intent of the-law has been broken.

Yet we never have recommended it. We ought to look at it in an
objective manner. I would hope that that is the way we could look
at it.

I have talked to Mr. Baker and some of my State agencies. I will
take the position that every State must have a strong plan, should
have a reporting requirement, should have protection of these
assets and investments.

We ought to have a fiduciary requirement that is responsible and
all the other protections that any employee should have to be cer-
tain money is there when they get ready to retire, whether in the
government field or private field. That is what we ought to ask for.

If that is provided on a State level, then I think that is impor-
tant.

I don't think we ought to conclude the only way to do it is to
establish Federal standards. Surely there is some program under
this sun that covers this great land to which you don't have to
reach out and impose Federal standards in every instance.

If we are not doing the job and cannot do it locally, then you will
get Federal standards because the employees are entitled to that
protection.

I am not going to try to ask you a lot of questions because we
have other witnesses and we have limited time.

I want to ask you a question regarding the oversight for the
public pension plans in Texas. What protection is there for the em-
ployees in these four or five large statewide programs?

Mr. BAKER. Congressman Pickle, there is a Pension Review
Board which has been created for 5 years by the legislature mainly
composed of people outside the legislative process.
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There are two representatives--one from the State House of Rep-
resentatives and one from the State Senate--on the Board. There
are about nine total members.

So, you have representation in specific areas of people specializ-
ing in investment, in actuarial matters, and in pension administra-
tion.

Mr. PicKLz. Do they meet regularly?
Mr. BAxzR. They meet on a regular basis. They study the State

and local plans, study how the records are kept. We report to them
various financial information and also they cover legislation that is
introduced. They have to attach actuarial notes to all legislation
and amendments that will affect pension benefits.

They report basically to the legislature, but they also give re-
ports to the Governor's office, and by the way, all the State pension
systems, I believe, also submit reports to the Governor's office and
are audited by the State.

Mr. Pic=z. Have you any instances of losses or unfunded liabil-
ities that you have not been able to handle?

Mr. BAKER. Every pension system generally has an unfunded li-
ability. In fact, it is a rare actuary that would say you should have
no unfunded liability. Otherwise you impose a liability on one gen-
eration to fund all the benefits.

There are local systems that have had some problems in the
State of Texas. This is one of the reasons for the Pension Review
Board being created.

The legislature uses the Pension Review Board in fact. They
don't give benefits that they can't afford. They can point to the
Pension -Review Board and say this says it is unwise to pass these
particular benefits.

Legislators are concerned whether a proposed change is actuari-
ally sound or not.

Mr. PIcKLE. Is there any possibility that proposed Federal legisla-
tion along whatever lines it might be submitted could weaken the
present protection available to State employees?

Mr. BAKER. Mr. Pickle, I think that it could. That was really the
basis of some of the remarks that were apparently objected to by a
previous witness.

The State of Texs has constitutional protection applying to
statewide pension systems that require a prudent person standard
for investments.

It is my opinion that this prudent person standard would mean
that a system could not invest in employer securities at a lower
rate than the market rate would justify.

In my opinion, PEPPRA introduced last time would permit that
with the approval of the Secretary of Labor.

In order to do that in Texas, bail out an insolvent local govern-
ment or an insolvent State government, for that matter, it would
be necessary for a constitutional provision to get a two-thirds vote
in each house of the legislature and receive a majority vote of the
people.

It would be much easier, it seems to me, to get the Secretary of
Labor to approve such a bail-out because in the example of New
York City I believe they had approval from a Federal agency.

30-519 O--U- 19
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We just think it might be another way to go about encouri
social investing to that extent. We think that the constitute
protations we have are very strong in that regard.

Mr. PixLz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My time is up.
Mr. RANGL I should point out it was a Federal agency relating.

to New York City. It was Federal legislation, not State legislation
and city council legislation.

Mr. Batlett.
Mr. BARTazrr. Mr. Baker, we have heard testimony this morning

essentially along two lines.
One would have Federal legislation simply requiring reporting

disclosure and fiduciary obligations.
The other would add on top of that all manner of vesting and

portability standards.
I want to separate those two.
Do you believe, first of all, in your mind, are the various plans of

the State of Texas adequately providing for their employees with
regardto reporting, disclosure, and fiduciary obligations?

.BAK=. Yes, I think they are. There are provisions in the
State law requiring disclosure very similar to provisions in this leg-
islation.

Mr. B4AmRrr. So that requirement for those three areas would
have no benefit to the employees of the State of Texas?

Mr. BAmm. I don't believe that it would.
Mr. BARamwr. You are concerned that any Federal legislation, if

it were improperly drawn, could in fact have a detrimental effect,
to say nothing of the paperwork?

Mr. BAAER. That is correct.
Mr. BARTum'. On the other side of it you would be, I suppose,

even more fervent in your opposition to adding standards, Federal
standards on vesting or portability that we have been discuing
here today?

Mr. BAmR. I think the State provisions we have would provide
the benefits and I think that can be resolved at the State. level.

Mr. BARxmr. I thank you.
Mr. CLAY. We certainly want to thank you for your testimony.
Mr. BAxrm Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CLAY. The next witnesses will consist of a panel. Daniel Hal-

prn of Georgetown University Law Center, and Roy A. Schotland,
Georgetown University Law Center.

Welcome to the Committee.
Without objection, your entire statements will be entered in the

record.

STATEMENT OF ROY A. SCHOTLAND, ESQ., GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER

Mr. SCHOTLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bartlett, I would like to draw attention to two Texas voices

that I am putting into my statement.
One is the chairman of the Tdas Pension Review Board who

blasted the lack of accountability from board trustees to staff and
to the public. I am quoting from a report of his talk this past
August:
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"Few pension plans know how well or poorly they are doing "
Down to page 16, 1 quote a letter from the Executive Director

Horowitz of the Texas Pension Review Board saying that our State
systems are OK, but not our city systems.

I would be happy to work with you and Mr. Pickle looking at
some of the reports of some of the cities in Texas to establish on
the record, get out the facts, whether there are or are not severe
inadequacies in the information that is made available.

Now, what we are talking about here is pure Sergeant Friday
legislation, getting out the facts.

The reason I speak of Sergeant Friday legislation is I am trou-
bled about Mr. Rangel's talking about antidiscrimination.

I understand what he is getting at. I have written the only public
study of the congressional system. Your system is not so bad, by
the way.

I am troubled to hear talk about funding, and so forth. I am even
sorry to hear people still talking as much as we are about fiduciary
provisions, though a book which has been cited several times here
is one which I edited, on conflicts of interest in these areas.

It seems to me the route that could get us a bill and accomplish
disclosure, is to take out the cop-out provision that was snuck in a
few years ago allowing each State to say that it complies, and per-
haps have it administered with strictly disclosure either by GAO or
ACIR or by the Department of Labor or by the IRS, but there are
two candidates to administer disclosure in GAO and ACIR that can
do the job very well.

It matters what kind of disclosures we have about investments.
In the past 5 years assets have #one up 99 percent. We have $320
billion in the State and locals. Receipts have gone up 93 percent.
Investment income has gone up 250 percent. Investment income is
over half of the receipts for more and more systems. It is now over
40 percent of the income for all systems throughout the country.

This is the best kind of income because it means you are not
fighting in the budget process over how much public employees get
and how much other people get.

The management of those assets has to be kept accountable. You
can't be running $320 billion without watching what is going on.

The Ohio State teachers bring out in their excellent annual in-
vestment report that 1-percent improvement in investment return
means a 10- to 15-percent improvement in benefits or a 10- to 15-
percent reduction in taxpayers cost or, in popular words, something
or everybody.

We have practices out there that are very troublesome. We have
practices in broker-dealer allocation which is not exactly an unsen-
sitive political issue.

I am told top brokerage firms are getting over 30 cents a share in
the business from the public systems. There are major public firms
available to do that at 7 cents a share. The broker-dealer charges
should be disclosed.

Turnover should be disclosed. I note in my statement a $2 billion-
fund which ended June 1982 with half a billion dollars' worth of
stock. During the year they bought 512 million dollars' worth of
stock and sold 456 million dollars' worth of stock. They ended the
year with 900 million dollars' worth-of bonds. During the year they
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bought $1.6 billion and sold $1.4 billion. I don't know if it is churn-
ing or not. If I were in that State, I would like to know what it
was.

We had problems which were referred to earlier with the in-
State mortgage pack ges. Texas is one of the few, if not perhaps
the only State which participated in these kinds of MGIC packages
which did not descend to giveaways.

In fact, we have 31 States participating, many of whom I am
afraid are giving away taxpayers money without aid to homeown-
ers and without aid to the construction industry. Many did nothing
but take old mortgages off the shelf, allowing money to go out to
Treasury bills, not housing.

This was brought out a year and a half ago by the South Dakota
Retirement System Investment Council, a very full study which
Ms. Munnell's publication updates, usefully updates, but I think
South Dakota is entitled to some credit for this.

I also give in my statement examples of outstanding disclosure. I
think we ought to make more of that kind of thing.

I would like the record to be open, with your permision, to in-
clude the annual summary report which the Ohio State teachers
send to their several, I think it is, hundred thousand-if it is not
several hundred thousand, close to it-participants which is the
best summary report.

What they get into a little folder that goes into an envelope with
their check is astonishing in the way of actuarial information, fi-
nancial information and benefits information.

It is alsoone of the few systems in the country that is willing to
compare how benefits have fared relative to inflation. And their
new annual report on investment is a major step forward.

I have substantial excerpts at the opening of my exhibits, show-
ing the nothing-less-than-astonishing advance that "scrappy" South
Dakota has made with its latest investment report showing its re-
turns and risk assumed.

The NCTR questionnaire which will be in the record ought to be
noted as a fine questionnaire covering very important areas, but
not really getting into the nitty-gritty of the investment area with
anything like accuracy. Anything it brings out on investment infor-
mation, I am afraid, will have to be amplified by further material.

(The statement of Mr. Schotland follows:]
STATMmNT or Roy A. ScHOTAND, PaoEssoR oF LAw, GEORGWWwN UNfVERY

"NO ONE REQUIRES ANYTHING"-DISCLOSURE PRACTICE ARE "INADDQUATE AND
CONFUSED AND CLEARLY IN NEED OF REPAIR"

Last week, the National Education Association held its annual Retirement Forum
for trustees of state and local teachers' retirement systems and other persons in-
volved with retirement systems. A presentation on "Disclosure: Who Requires
What?" by Gary Findlay of a leading consulting firm, opened simply- "If my talk is
only about 'Who Requires What,' it will be short and simple. No one requires any-
thing." Findlay chaired the Municipal Finance Ofcers Association's 1980 "Iuide
lines for the Prep tion of a Public Employee Retirement System Comprehensive
Annual Financial Report," by far the best guidelines available. Despite the. '.tho-i-
tative MFOA sponsorship and the passage of 3 years, only 5 (sic) of the Ation's
6,000-plus state and local systems have received the MFOA's Certificate i'C Conform-
ance.
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Despite the efforts of the highly regarded Mr. Findlay and his colleagues, MFOA
has been able to change practices only infinitesimally mnce 1980, when MFOAs's re-
search arm concluded after a major stud 'unded by HUD, that:

"[A)vailable information indicates such [state and local pension systems'] report-
ing is today inadequate and confused and clearly in need of repair. Several factors
contribute to the lack of good disclosure about [these] pension systems. ." (John
Petersen, Public Pension System Financial Disclosure, May 1980, at 3).

Of course, as I will note below, a national norm of 'inadequate and confused
[public pension reporting. clearly in need of repair" does not mean no systems have
good reporting.

But the norm is "clearly in need of repair": for example, when I reviewed a
survey of 50 states and 3 territories by NASRA (Nat'l. Ass'n. State Retirement Ad-
ministrators), I found on one key item-"interest earnings on total investments"-
the 33 funds which answered at all reported not on the one period sought but on 10
different time periods, and not with the one figure sought but with 30 different defi-
nitions of "earnings" for the 33 repondents!

THE FEDERAL TAXPAYER'S INTEWr IN STATE AND LOCAL RETIMENT IUNDS'
OPERATION

It is a particular privilege to participate in this first Ways and Means Hearing on
PEPPRA. Having been in all four House Labor Hearings starting in 1975 and last
year's Senate Finance Hearing, I hope you agree that today it is better for me not to
repeat the analyses, constitutional considerations and evidence of abusive practices I
have set forth previously. Rather, I will try to add new factual material showing the
need for PEPPRA.

I take special pleasure in beginning by saying that I believe the crux of the entire
1,726 pages of the 1980 House Hearings was captured by Congressman Erlenborn at
the very outset of that Hearing: from the first page of the first witness testimony
(Cong. Walgren's), Congressman Erlenborn pointed to this:"We as taxpayers need to know that pension plan assets are be' invested pru-
dently with the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to the beeiciaries of the
pension plan." (1980 Hearings, at 136)

That statement points up the key need for PEPPRA:
That local taxpayers must be informed, so that local political processies can oper-

ate to assure that pension assets are well-managed, so that their governments' pen-
sion promises will be honored, without turning or aid to the pension insurer of last
resort: the Federal taxpayer.

The Federal involvement in state and local pension funds came out in House
Labor's very first Hearings, when one of the first witnesses, Pennsylvania's Secreta-
ry of Community Affairs, suggested that the Federal Government pay for a veter-
ans' benefit portion of Pennsylvania pensions (see the exchange with Cong. Erlen-
born, 1975 Hearings at 106-7).

The Federal involvement took concrete form only months after that first Hearing,
when two provisions of the Internal Revenue Code were temporarily waived by stat-
ute, to allow New York City pension funds' investments in employer securities.
Those provisions (applicable to all state and local retirement funds since such funds
are built up by deferral of current personal income taxes on the contributions) safe-
guard against diversion of these tax-favored pension assets.

The most recent Federal involvement arose in late 1981, when those same IRC
provisions were used to help defend the Detroit city pension funds from improper
terms in a $56 million dollar transaction to aid the city, for which IRS approval was
sought and secured.

Effective public disclosure about how state and local pension assets-now about
$320 billion-are being managed, is the most important first step tc-,ard protecting
the Federal interest by assuring responsibility in state and local pensions. Better
disclosure is the most appropriate Federal step for four reasons:

1. Effective disclosure activates local political processes, so that pension problems
will be worked out at home.

2. Disclosure cannot be effective unless local taxpayers and pension participants
can compare how their funds are doing, relative to other similar f,:"ds.

3. Only the Federal Government can bring us comparability of information about
pension plans.

4. Required disclosure is the least intrusive and least costly form of protection.
This makes it especially appropriate when, as here, the Federal Government must
take some steps affecting state and local governments in order to protect the Feder-
al taxpayers' vulnerability as pension insurer of last resort.
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WHY DOWs D WsUa3 mAi'rzm?

These funds involve $320 billion of-
Other people's money;,
Money relied upon for retirement security;
Public money to meet the public provision of civil servant's retirement security;,
Public money that is subject to increasing presures for diversion to uss jeopardize

ing retirement security, presures which over the 1at two years have rmltd in
widespread, measurable abuses;

Public money that in too many States and localities-indeed, probably in the sub-
stantial mority-has long been managed in ways which serve the interests of
firms servicing these pension funds than the interests of the participants and tax-pa !a;

ublic money which, if inadequate to honor the promised retirement security, will
lead to pressure on the ultimate pension insurer, the Federal taxpayer.

Opening last year's House Labor Hearing, AFSCME's President Gerald W. McEn-

"The exhaustive report of your own Task Force on Public Pension Plans,... and
the reports of numerous other Government and private studies all underscore one
essential fact. Our State and local public employee retirement systems are on the
brink of a major crisis." (Hearings at 270.)

Senator Eagleton put that point most dramatically several years ago when he re-
ferred to "time bombs ticking away in every American city." o

Few people realize how much of our solution lies in effective management of the
assets of these systems. Consider two simple facts. First, consider how the impor-
tance of asset management is soaring-

I11 192 lm (puui)

P o (milm ) ............................................................................................................... 11 b 13 11.6 to 14.5 5-10
Assets . . . ......................................................................................................... $123.5 $245 99

ToW r w s ............................................................................................................... $25.3 $48.9 93
kw tm od $ 25 ........................................................................................................... $7.7 $19 250
bwut $M kan as pa w d f a ts ...................................................................... 30 39 .....................

Good news, this rapidly rising role of investment income. It means that the fund-
ing of this largest "fringe benefit" cost will be les and less a subject of struggle in
budget decisions. But it means that how those assets are managed, is becoming a
key question.

HOW MUCH DONS IMPROVED A55N'7 MANAGKMAENT MATR

The Ohio State Teachers Retirement System, not only large but a national leader
in many ways, puts it this way:

Each 1 percent increase in investment return will finance benefit improvements
in the range of 10-15 percent, or will allow a similar reduction in contributions.
Such gain may also be used to improve the atuarial condition of the plan. (1983
Investment Report, at 22. See Exhibit 2, attached).

How can improve asset management? Three clear answers:
(1) Will Rogers' answer-"Buy low and sell high. If it don't go up, don't buy it." If

that answer can't be implemented, we go to the next one.
(2) Few questions have as many people working at them and as ,rw people coming

up with good answers. Institutional investment management may be the toughest
profession of all. In no other work can the best experts be second-guessed every day
by any fool who can say, accurately, exactly what should have been done the day
before and precisely how much those experts lost. The unusual difficulty of invest-
ment management means that certainly we should take any simple steps that will
help, one of which is our next answer.

(3) Whatever else is true about a public retirement system, how the aets are
being managed, and how well, should be clear and publicly available. Having the
full record out in the open promotes building a better record, but there is another
very important reason requiring effective disclosure: the management of these
assets must be accountable.

at
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THE NEZD FOR ACCOUNTABILITY, AND EXAMPLE= OF DISCLOSURE LUDICROUSLY FAILING
TO PROMOTER ACCOUNTABTY

The need for accountability has never been put more tellingly than by Texas Pen-
sion Review Board Chairman Charles Miller, to the National Conference of State
LUiatures this August:

Miller blasted the lack of proper accountability from the board of trustees inter-
nally to its staff and externally to the public. Few public pension plans really know
how well or poorly they are doing, he said. Many funds still are using a cost method
for valuing assets, and do not even attempt to measure performance by such stand-
ards as time-weighted rate of return." I

Ha"vin earlier noted the sad state of existing disclosure practices, brevity pre-
cludes giving typical examples proving how right Mr. Miller is, but real apprecia-
tion of the situation and wry amusement should come loud and clear from these few
examp lee: ..

(1) A state treasurer s report disclosed an endless array of balance sheet data, e.g.
month-by-month cash balances, and the number of citizens' phone calls and visits to
field office for assistance, annually and month-by-month; but no investment per-
formance data.

(2) A state retirement board report gave inconsistent performance figures on dif-
ferent pages; explained what each of its six main actuarial assumptions mean but
then omitted to reveal what were the assumed figures; and reported that the report
itself cost $27.50 per copy to produce, for a total of $19,250 publication cost

(3) A state treasurer s report disclosed only one year's equity performance, two
years' bond "performance" using only the cost values--but reported fully on the
92,137 pages and 2,084,085 lines produced by the word processing center.

(4) A state Department of Insurance (for its report of examination on public em-
ployee pension funds) reported not only aggregate dollar amounts of equity holdings
but also the ate amount of shares (e.g., 100,000 AT&T, plus 200,000 GM, plus
300,000 XYZ 0,0 shares); w 'd that the State's small funds invested
whQlY-iafixed-income securities had done we use 1979-81 was a good period
for such investments (!), and above all, which screamed about the worsening health
of the State's public funds because their unfunded liabilities had continued to rise,
but looked only at absolute dollar figures and igored the fact that the ratio of
assets to unfunded liabilities had improved from 40% to 52%.

EXEMPLARY DISCLOSURE

Better to consider examples of good disclosure. Few as they are considering that
we have over 6,000 state and local systems-or eva considering only the 50 state
systems-we do have examples worth copying.

(1) South Dakota-"scrappy" and financially innovative with impressive results,
according to the latest issue of Forbes magazine-State Investment Council has just
brought out what is by a wide margin the finest public retirement system report
ever produced on how the assets are being manage Not only 10-year data on total
returns, on equity returns and on bond returns but also state-of-the-art data on the
risks assumed to secure those returns. And on asset allocation. And on 10-year com-
parison with the results of the largest available "universes" of other state funds,
other public funds, and of all pension funds.

See Exhibit 1, attached.
(2) Ohio State Teachers has the best summary annual report to participants,

loaded with financial information, clear enough to be read, and concise enough to be
mailed out with retirement checks.

Ohio STRS also has the best reporting about benefits, including the key item
almost all systems prefer to ignore: how participants have fared vis-a-vis inflation,
for over 50 years.

I Miller's concern about whether the staff, let along the public, know how well or poorly their
own plan is doing, applies even to the trustees themselves. Anyone familiar with these plans
will know how understated it is to say that far too many trustees are not sophisticated enough
nor well enough informed.

For example, in February I shocked persons affiliated with one of the largest and finest state
systems when I pointed out that in the prior year, they had had an unrealized loss of about $1
billion in their bond portfolio. Happily, the latest annual report from that system is revised so
that no one could fail to appreciate its market as well as book values.

The need for savvy trustees grows steadily more acute. We cannot afford amateurism or inat-
tentiveness at the helm of such massive funds. Professionals seeking to service these funds are
far from inattentive. For example, at September's annual meeting of the National Confernece
on Teacher Retirement in Palm Beachabout 700 attended, of whom 312 were vendors.
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And Ohio STRS has the mo~stic-6A.ted, informative disclosure of their invest-.
ment policy, see Exhibit 2,

Also:
Colorado, Minnesota, Montana, Ohio STRS and Vi compare their returns

not only to the customary indexes, but also to comparab funds, a crucial item.
California State Teachers, Minnesota's Board of Investment, and New Jersey's In-

vestment Council give unusually full information on broker-dealer fee
California State Teachers given the best disclosure on proxy voting.
Arizona Public Safety, New Jersey and Washington State give important details

about handling of cash equivalents.
Kansas and Ohio Public Employees have exemplary fullness and clarity of actuar-

ial data.
Indiana State Teachers explain the particular importance of the ratio of accrued

service costs to active member payroll, and show this fund's 10-year trend of stead-
ily declining financial strength.

Kentucky Retirement Systems disclosed in 1981 that its outside performance eval-
uator, comparing this fund to 99 other retirement funds over the 1975-79 period,
found Kentucky second worst of the 100.

GODIVA AWARDs FOR OUJIWANDING DI8CWSURE

Just over two years ago, speaking to a consequential group of state retirement
fund officials, I gave out awards for good disciosure, and again the following year.
Now, my awards could not compete with Oscars, Tonies, etc., unless they had a good
name (and maybe not even then?). It was obvious at once that there was only one
right name for these Awards to Public Pension Plans for Outstanding Disclosure-
The Godiva.

That name, and of course more seriously the recognized importance of effective
disclosure, has drawn enough note to the Godivas that New York's Comptroller,
Edward V. Regan, sole trustee of the now420 billion Common Retirement Fund, re-

rted that Fund's Godiva as a "highlight" on page one of the Fund's Annual
see Exhibit 3, attached.

May I use this forum to announce the 1983 Godiva winner, the South Dakota In-
vestment Council's Annual Report.

FINDING NEW VOLUNTARY 177O3T

May I close this discussion of disclosure practices by noting that right now, offi-
cials of several state retirement systems--from California, Delaware, District of Co-
lumbia, New Jersey, New York, South Dakota, Virginia and Wisconsin and the Ohio
Retirement Study Commission-are working to produce models of effective disclo-
sure. We started last May; the ultimate hope is to have models on actuarial and
benefits information as well as on investments. While our first product is not yet
final (i.e., it has not yet been "signed oft" by any of those officials), this effort's first
product, an "Investment Results Summary" is Exhibit 4, attached. This summary
aims at making possible comparison among similar systems. Without such compr-
son, evaluation of results is fatally incomplete--and without evaluation of results,
accountability is fatally incomplete. The summary aims also at assuring that key
data are given, and this is not just an academic ideal of how disclosure should be
done: compare the summary and the full South Dakota Investment Council Report.

The effort undertaken by this group is the result of the dedication to responsibil-
ity and commitment to excellence of the chairman of Delaware's Board of Pension
trustees, Ernst Dannemann.

DISCWSURE NEU D BEYOND THE DOTTOM LINE

Investment results--properly considered (1) over a substantial period (certainly
not les than three years), and (2) in light of the level of risk assumed, and (3) in
comparison with similar funds--give the bottom-line answer to how the assets are
being managed. But more detailed disclosure is required (as well, of course, as infor-
mation about non-investment matters not developed here).

At the 1982 House Hearing, NEA's Linda Tarr-Whelan testified that-
"The association is aware of incursions on retirement system a ets by State and

municipal governments. Such incursions involve either a misuse of assets or the
failure to appropriate required funds to the system. Both practices result in increas-
iag accrued liabilities, which reduces the financial soundness of the system and
jeopardizes the security of teacher retirement benefits." (Hearings, at 320)
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For one example of a long-standing problem, allocation of broker-dealer business
has not lacked for political sensitivity. A few systems, as noted above, carefully dis-
close all their brokerage, and all systems should so disclose. Many, probably the vast
majority of systems, are paying far higher commissions than are needed. One au-
thority has advised me that at a number of major broker-dealer firms, state and
local systems are paying average commissions ranging from 17 cents to 33 cents per
share. Other major brokers are available to do such business at 7 cents per share
(and I am not referring to the new group of "discount" brokers).

Turnover of the portfolio should also be disclosed, although it rarely is. In 1982,
one $2.1 billion fund ended its year with $497,000,000 in stocks, having bought
during the year $512,000,000 worth and sold $456,000,000 worth. Also, it had
$900,000,000 in bonds, having bought $1,578,000,000 worth during the year and sold
$1,423,000,000. Its total rate of return for that year was disclosed (1.6 percent to 30
June 1982, not counting mortgages), and it had hired two new managers during that
year, but if you were in that State, wouldn't you want to know more'"

Troubling turnover is certainly not a norm but equally certainly is not rare
enough. Another state fund began 1982 (calendar year) with $479 million in bonds
at market value-net counting any short-term holdings-and during that year
bought $926 million of bonds and sold or redeemed $774 million; began with stocks
worth $282 million, bought $254 million and sold $221 million. That fund gave zero
information directly or indirectly explaining such turnover. But it did spend three
pages of its annual report on the 6 percent of its portfolio invested in real estate.
That fund commendably reported its total return for the year, 23.8 percent, and re-
ported that it used Becker performance evaluation, but failed to report that Beck-
er's median state fund's total return was 29.9 percent for that year. If you were in
that State, wouldn't you feel the need to know more?

Another problem, now happily vanished, at most major systems, was the practice
of leaving significant sums in interest-free checking accounts. In today's era of com-
puters and high interest rates, that gift to the banks has largely ended, but every
system should disclose how much (if any) "idle" cash it has.

Recently, we have had the first modern example of how to divert retirement-
assets away from their purpose in order to grant hidden subsidies to politically nota-
ble interests. While I am no idolator of free markets but rather a believer in the
need for governmental intervention, including certain subsidies, I know that subsi-
dies will be evaluated far more responsibly in the legislature-which is open, repre-
sentative, highly accountable-rather than in complex financial transactions at the
low-visibility retirement system investment boards. Again, I must turn to "scrappy"
South Dakota for the analysis revealing the severity of the problem.

When interest rates were alpine and mortgage money was abysmal, there were
acute pressures nationwide to draw retirement assets into mortgages. In 31 states,
these pressures were packaged as "in-state targeting," allegedly to aid local home-
owners and the construction industry. In only a handful of such States did home-
owners get better-than-market rates; in only a few States was new construction
aided. But in most of these States, instead of continuing or expanding holdings of in-
state-targeted GNMAS or similar established mortgage investments, new kinds of
packages were assembled. As the South Dakota analysis found, the new packages
were hher risk than alternatives like GNMAS; were also less liquid or completely
illiquid; and yet they .yielded les than did the established alternatives. South Dako-
ta's analysis (see Exhibit 5) is the backbone and guts 2 of a recent published update
by Alicia Munnell, who concluded that the $500 million total of such investments
are costing taxpayers and state and local retirement plan participants $10 million
per year. While these abuses are being turned around in a few places, like New
Hampshire just weeks ago, clearly all retirement systems should be required to dis-
close any investments made in non-publicly-traded securities; disclose what if any

2 Albeit without acknowledgement.
Backbone, guts and even language. Compare-South Dakota's:
"Similarly, if the security enjoys a temporary improvement in market value, the investor can

realize a profit on the sale. Market liquidity is particularly significant at the present time when
interest rates and market values are volatile and the quality of securities issuers is rapidly

m u'nnell,,:

"Similarly, if the security enjoys a temporary improvement in market value, the investor can
realize a profit. Thus, market liquidity has a significant effect on potential rates of return. It
has been particularly important in recent years when market interest rates and market values
are volatile and the quality of securities issuers is rapidly changing."

Compare also Munnell s Table 6, on state funds' holdings of GNMA's with EBRI's 1979"Should Pension Assets Be Managed For Social/Political Purposes?", pp. 166, 194-6.
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other financial institutions participated in such investments-and if none partici-
pated, then should disclose a full explanation of how the terms were set.

Those targeted mortgage programs carry a special lesson for PEPPRA. In the
States participating, laws restricting investments evidently failed to make any dis-
cernible difference on whether targetted investments were made. This is a finding
from a valuable, indeed pioneering study just released by MFOA's research arm,
Government Fir' ice Research Center ("Public Pension Investment Targetiu. A
Survey of Practices," published in September and the subject of a forthcoming arti-
cle by Werner Paul Zorn).

Long experience has taught that procrustean investment restrictions do more
harm than good, which is why ERISA and more and more States use a prudence
standard. But adding more declarations of fiduciary responsibility will do little or
nothing if a local system lacks strong professionalism and thus enables ephemeral
political pressures to deliver hidden subsidies that avoid clear illegality. Sunlight is
the best safeguard.

Last year's opposition to PEPPRA, coming mainly from Texas, was almost exclu-
sively concerned with the fiduciary provisions. Congressman de la Garza's June 8,
1982 letter to Congressman Burton and Erlenborn forwarded the Texas Teachers
Retirement System memo listing 10 objections. Their first five objections all dealt
with the bills' fiduciary proposals; the sixth dealt with costs, the lesser part of
which is disclosure; the seventh protested that the proposed authorization to let the
States certify themselves to be in compliance on disclosure, did not cover "the most
objectionable features of the legislation", i.e., the fiduciary provisions; the eighth
simply urged that a proposed disclosure provision-be aligned with ERISA's; the
ninth-and this appears a major stumbling block for the Texans-opposed having
the-fiduciary provisions litigable in federal courts; and the final objection was
merely that "it [the bill] is not needed."

The people running the Texas system are professionals. For example, Texas State
Teachers participated in the in-state targetted mortgage program-but of 31 such
States, only Texas avoided give-away. These people will not say now, "Last year
our opposition centered on the fiduciary provisions, but now that you meet us part
of the way, we still oppose the bill because we want it all our way."

May I respectfully submit that if you will reconsider the value of the fiduciary
provisions, we can expect the opponents to realize how very easy is compliance with
the disclosure provisions, and you will enact this bill. As Texas Pension Review
Board Executive Director Rita Horwitz wrote me June 4, 1981, Texas' statewide sys-
tems have adequate protection but "many of our local systems do not." 3 Effective
disclosure will help all systems and interfere with none.

May I respectfully submit that PEPPRA's promise lies in assuring effective disclo-
sure and thus activating local political processes. I hope the bills will drop the provi-
sion allowing States to declare themselves in compliance, since disclosure needs
comparability and all States-and Federal taxpayers-will benefit from that. Disclo-
sure is unburdensome, and in return the bills would drop the more burdensome fi-
duciary provisions which are too likely to give us little new protection but are
bound to cause some confusion and much lawyering.

This is my sixth hearing on this legislation. Last year was the Senate's first, this
year is the first for Ways and Means. I wouldn't keep returning if I were not stead-
ily more sure, because of my study and efforts in these areas, that the leislation is
truly necessary and has virtually no disadvantages. That is, this is as close to a free
lunch as one finds. I hope you will soon succeed in enactment, and I will be avail-
able to aid you and your staff in any way requested.

Since I testified, Ms Horwitz has pointed out to me that after her 1981 letter, Texas law
changed to improve the legal protection of local systems, which I am happy to note.

However, disclosure remains dismal. For example, the capitol city of Austin's 1982 Employee
Retirement Fund Annual Report notes in its cover letter "an extraordinary year in investment
returns"-but (1) nowhere does the report disclose the fund's total return; (2) the reader who
persists to page 31 will discover that this fund, with an average balance of $104 million, realized
net capital losses of $2,074,975 in contrast to a Iow of $39,919 the prior year and (3) the disclo-
sure of the fund's balance is by methods "not in conformity with ... generally accepted ac-
counting principles; however, the effect... is not material." (p. 32, footnote).
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Exhihits

*1 Outstanding disclosure about investment results: South
Dakota Investment Council Annual Report for fiscal 1983
(axrtsDA )

#2 Impressive disclosure about investment results and
investment policy: Ohio State Teachers Retirement System
Investment Report for fiscal 1983 (excLrLa DZ )

*3 Draft of forthcoming Model Effective Comparison of
Investment Results

#4 South Dakota Investment Council Analysis (May 1982) of 23
gin-State" Mortgage Pa.kages!Privately Placed with State and
Local Retirement Funds, Oct. 1980-March 1982 (az&LqLat
DAU)
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Outstanding Dislosure Investment aul:

South Dakota Investment Council Annual Report
for Fiscal 1983
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Ohio State Teachers Retirement System,
Investment Report for Fiscal 1983
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THE STATE TEACHERS .e

RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF OHIO ' /

279 EAST ROAD STREET * COLUMEUS 4321 1 ..

ANA COO o4 ,

Dear Member:

Benefits of the State Teachers Retirement System are funded primarily by teacher
contributions, employer contributions. and investment income. In 1970 investment
income contributed approximately 24% toward funding of benefits. By 1983 this
increased to more than 45% of the amount reserved to pay benefits. Investment
income now represents the single greatest income source for providing benefits
to 53,000 retirees and future payments to 220,000 current members. Net invest-
ment income exceeded 5670 million in fiscal year 1983.

Unlike the previous three fiscal years, in 1983 both the fixed income and mock
markets gained continued upward momentum to attain record high le'.,els. A cxieful
review of this investment report will reveal that 9ur ending mrkgt liah- -'a.f 67. 75
, billion exceeds our beinnino market value atlindto' trr r,apt nf r'ew investlble
funds, by S1.4 billion. As always, this report lists both cost and market valu far
each specific issue a-d for the aggregate portfolio.

Recent STRS equity participation in real estate continues to be a successful form
of investment diversification for the portfolio and now constitutes 14.1% of total
fund market value.

It is important to keep in mind that the investment authority for the State Teachers
Retirement System is governed by Section 3307.15 of the Ohio Revised Code.
and more specifically by the State Teachers Retirement Board's Investment
Objective and Policy statement. Neither of these items required major revision
during fiscal year 1983, although the STRS staff did implement a refined and timely
performance update for the Board to monitor performance with its established
guidelines.

Finally, in 19083 the State-- 3chers Retirement Board initiated a "three-phase plan"
to reduce its actuarial funding period from 59 years to 40 years. This will stabilize
t long-term funding deficiency created by benefit changes over the past ten years
and assure responsible funding for future benefits. Net investment income, which
increased more than -30%, is a major step toward fulfilling this obligation.

Sincerely,

'C. James Grothaus
Executive Director
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Investment Review
In fiscal 1983, more milestones were passed by The State Teachers Retirement System

/ of Ohio. Investment assets surpassed the $7 billion mark and net investment income ex-
~ ceeded $670 million. Totai assets increased from $6.3 billion to $7.2 billion at cost. while ,

theT rnarX-e-ValTt-of the portfolio rose dramatically from $5.6 billion to $7.8 billion.

The past twelve months have produced a rather dramatic turnaround in the American
economy and in its financial markets. We began our fiscal year in the depths of what was,
in many respects, the worst recession of the postwar period, but ended it with very rapid
growth in real Gross Nalonal Product in the second quarter of 1983. Some analysts even
feared that growth haa become too rapid. The transition began late in the summer of 1982
when the Federal Reserve Board eased the availability of credit and interest rates started
a drop that lasted until May of 1983. The first sector to respond to the lower interest rates
was new home construction. By December of 1982, the growth in housing had been
joined by an upturn in consumer purchases of durable goods to generate an economic
recovery. The first quarter of 1983 showed modest growth. but the second quarter shot
ahead at a 9.7% rate, carried mostly by consumer spending for durable goods. There
was good news for workers, as more than 1.7 million jobs were gained back, disposable
personal income grew at an 8.6% rate, and inflation remained very cool. Ths recovery
appears to have sufficient momentum to carry into 1984, but there are a few clouds on
the horizon. Interest rates have been rising since late in the second quarter as credit market
participants retreated in anticipation of a coming clash between private borrowers and
the huge cred-t-appetite of the U.S. Treasury. The failure of Congress and the Administra-
tion to come to grips with budget deficits in the area of S200 billion has been a major disap-
pointment. Until and unless this drain on credit is reduced significantly, the most we can
hope for is a recovery that struggles along at a very modest pace.

There has been tremendous improvement in the money and capital markets over the
course of the fiscal year just ended. Even with the retreat experienced in May and June,
prices on debt and equity securities ended the year strongly on the plus side.

Most of the decline in interest rates (which produces an increase in bond prices)
occurred in the first haif of our fiscal year. This was followed by a perioO of relative stability
until May when interest rates began to rise. In the snort-term sector, 3 month Treasury
Bills began the year at 12.50/c, fell to 7.0% by September, ano then traded between 7%
- 8% until they started a riso in May which reached 8.8% at year-end. In the long-term
sector, 20 year Treasury bond yields staned at 14.0%, fell to 10.2%. and ended at 11.0%,
while long AAA rated corporate bond yields fell from 15.3% to 10.6% before ending the
year at 11.6,b.

Improved quality and reduced market volatility continue to be major objectives of the /
STRS bond portfolio. On a scae where AAA - 1 and AA a 2, quality was improved from
1.42 to 1.17 over the course of the fiscal year just ended. Reduced volatility was achieved
reducing the average maturity, excluding cash, from 14.3 years to 11.3 years and
he urion1of the portfolio from 5.6 years to 5.2 years. Cash reserves were almost

ui"- t cagedat 7.00/o of the bond portfolio, versus 6.7% a year ago. Table III describes
our bond portfoao in summary form.

When equity investors observed these declines in interest rates in a context of slowing
inflation and improved chances of economic recovery, they were able to conclude that
stock prices were too low. This conclusion led to an explosion in equity market trading
volume and produced stock prices gains that were simply spectacular. Over the past twelve
months, the Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 50.5%, while the Slandard & Poor's 500
Index did even better, advancing 53.4%.

3
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Review of Investment Objective and Policy
You may recall that the State Teachers Retirement Board made extensive chare-s in

its Investment Oblective and Policy statement in fiscal 1982 to incorporate the increased
Investment authority granted to STRS by legislation passed that year. That revision in the
Board's eight year old Policy affected all major asset classes, but its most significant
modifications were in real estate, common stock, and verrure capital investments. In fiscal
1983 the revisions in the Policy were much more modest and they dealt amao.IX witb
reoInements in overall risk levels. reTur-n 7a-V#M71UrU7V&17nce measurement. The follow-
inparagraphs nigh g Foy tose changes in the Policy since last year. For a complete
review of the STRS guidelnes for the management of investment assets, please refer to
the liy,1Mlent Objective and Policy satement printed on page-s_2._Mrouh 31.

Since its inception, the Policy statement has prescribed overall risk limits for the total
fund and its ma:or components. The Board has always desired to have a total portfolio
that is less risky than the overall financial market. However, with the extreme fluctuations
in interest rates over the past three years, the market volatility of fixed income investments
has increased significantly. The revised policy reflects this increased volatility in all fixed
Income investments and it was supported by research from our outside investment con-
sultant. By policy, the total fund remains less volatile than the market as a whole.

An additional refinement made in fiscal 1983 was to slightly increase the total return
objective of the entire fund. In today's investment environment, it appears that a return
objective of 9-10% per year over a long time horizon is achieveable given the level of risk
acceptable for the STRS fund. This objective was increased by 1% over the previous ob-
jective mainly due to the higher returns available longer term in fixed income investments.
This long-term goal for STRS assets is monitored continually by the Board and it is changed
to reflect the overall desired risk levels of the fund.

To insure the optimum management of STRS assets, the Board Policy has always had
relative performance standards for major sec;ors of the portto!io. In the past year, the Board
reviewed those relative yardsticks and made some minor changes. In addition, the invest-
ment staff developed a monthly reporting system for the Board to keep them properly ad-
vised on the progress of the fund. This should not be interpreted to mean that performance
for an individual month takes on special meaning. Returns over extended periods remain
our principal focus. PerformAn.measuemenrlSTCmpute,3 a La.(..._

at an our normal fiscal year (June 30,i Isis becaue mnst omnarisons in the
investment universe u:ilize a December year end. The chart below is an excerpt from our
Performance Report ina ca Ti -rl"e'pe,-f'ofmncs-othe Equity Pcrtfolio. Fixed Income Port-
folio, and Total Fund relative to our yardsticks for the time periods set forth in the Policy
statement. Wh:le the details of performance can be examined by each reader. STRS port-
folios in general have matched or exceeded the respective relative targets nearly 70%
of the time.

1 Year 2 Years 3 Years
1912 7 1981-1982 1980-1982

Equities
STRS Common Stocks 23.3% 9.2% 15.1%
Criteria List 24.3% 15.4% NA
Standard & Poor's 500 21.5% 4.8% 15.1%
Dow Jones lndustria!s 27.2% 7.4% 14.4%
Becker Median Fund 21.9% 8.0% 15.4%

Fixed Income
STRS Bonds + Cash 39.5% 23.0% 12.4%
Lehman K-L Bond Index 31.1% 18.5% 13.2%

Total Fund
STRS 30.1% 14.7% 12.5%
SP SOOfLBKL Hybrid Index 26.0% 14.8% 14 2%
Intl toon 4.4% 6.6% 7.8%

1 && 4t:5/ AZZ 3/
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Pulsed As Provided For By Secion 3307 15 of the Ohio Revised Code

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE AND POLICY
T.-4 System is governed oy a .oard of nine meabrs with broad siatutory powers The investment tuctiOn

is vested in the Board as set forth in Section 3307 15 of the Ohio Revised Czde Sector 33,37.1 of the Ono*
Revised Code requires the Board to " adop in regular meeting. pok:es, objectives or cntena for the opera-
ton of the investment program Amernments and additions to the policy shlf e adopted on ;equir meeting....
These polices and regua!ins are adopted under that authority.

In addition to the investment function. Section 3307 15 of the Otio Revied Code also ets forlh the tiductery
responsibility of tie Board and other fiouciares in discharging their duties with respect to the fund. Section
3307 01 (U) of the Onio Revise< Code defines a f:duciary. a.&d Section 3307.14 of the Ohio Revised Code ka
specific items a fiduciary shall ac sha not do This objective and policy statement incorporates and is subfect
to alt ot the above mentioned secticns of me Ohio Revised Code.

LIQUIDITY NEEDS
It is antioipated that contributons to the Dension fund wll exceed disbursemets fo4 the forsiseeable future.

Therefore. there is no special need for liquidity in the portfolio. other trian that deemed nieessary for the ac-
complis.h1ment of investment objectives and traltegies.

PRESERVATION OF CAPITAL
In many if not most instances payments from the pension fund constitute the mlaor sources of income to

retires and a principle protection against tin contigencis of death and disability fOr actw* workers. Therefore.
the basic policy of the Boaro is preservati3n of the capital investment ;og~thr with realization of Sufficiel istum
to secure and facilitate payment of We statutory benefit requirements of the System to its beneficiaries. in this
connection. it is recognized that !he fund will achieve Some protection against erosion of pnncia value through
inflation, if the 7 5% interest rate assumption is achieved.

The risk level of the pension fund should be considerably less than that of e stock market U a whole but
may be somewhat more than that of the bond market by itelf Us"n voaiily as a proxy for risk. and assume
that the volatility level of the stock market (defined to be the Slandard & POO's -500 Averago) is 1.0. te bond
market a;poximately 06, and short term cash reserves zero a olality level *I aboi0 0.3 is considered acop
toale for ie fund as a whole This means that, in a downward stock market. tio total pension fund should nof
fail by more than 80% of the decline in me stock market. This should protOct tha beneficiaries frm any undue n.

In terms of the stock sector alone, reetncled by statute to 35% of the fund, a volatility level of between 1.0
and 1 15 (from equality with the stock market o a level 15% hVer) is acceptable Under normal circumstances.
tie volatlity leve of the stoc% sector should average Slightly above 1.0 The puofcly traded bond sector of the
portfolio should have a volatility level approximately that of the Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb GovermentlCor.
porate Bond Index.

TOTAL RETURN
:&Q ii. I .- .h nf.' el imprOvi'imenl$ in the ranot of i(fnt-50. or M11

.ov. aEimlALr reducttcn r conrihu ton . Such gain may ailco he used to improve trie actuarial condition ofSthe p~lan Therefore. ,nauenizateon o' "etum. both from current icome and capital ap reciation consitent with

the overall risk parameters Oescrieo above. i5 an important objective Within the Confies of StnCt adherence
to Ine satutory invesment imitaions and reslroct o s,, tLhLo i sWrj,'s set a total return O ctive of 9i-O%
per annum This is to De viewed as a long-term (ve te ten year Ob)?ctve and this total return Objectve, as
welt as other relerr obitectives, is based On an axeumut ~n-term inflation te of 7a_ The objective$ should
be pursued consistently with prudent management a at the minimal level of market reek necessary to ac.
complish it.

This lund does not have a capial return or acoma retun objective separate from the total retum objectmie.
However. it is anticipated fir me totl account that there well be income yild over a long-term period whwch
is greater than capital growth. because of the preponderance of fixed income assets.

For the pot, ly traded bond sector of me port, a total return objective of 8*,%0%, averagn d over a period
of fre to ton years. is desired. Should conditions change in the bond market so as to make this objective unal
tamable without undue risk. a will be the responsibility of the Investment Advisor to recomnend to the Board
a reveid figure Undue risks are to be avoided, particularly those of lowe-than-average qualiy (an averail
rating of between A and As Should be maintained in the Publicly traded sector of the bond portfolio, coring
U.S. Treasury and agency obligations as Aaa).

For the equity sector of the portfolio. a total return objective of 10%.12%. averaged over a period of five to
Ion years. is desred Should the Investmenl Avsor believe at attainment of this objective at anytime is not
possible without undue reel d is his resPonsibi ty to recomnitolo the Board a revised fgure. In today's market.
the Board believes that a 10%-12% objective is realistic, within the volatility guidelines expressed above. TIPe*
Board recogintizes that thee is a level of risk associaled wth a 10%-t2% total equity return objective, which
should be achieved, however, with the minimum risk acceptance necesry. That is to say. total return should
be maxinzed at e accepted level of risk. The equity portfolio should minnnize non-market risk by beig highly
diverfied.

Income to expected 1o be an important part of total return, not only for the potfloo as a whole buI for the
equity Sector Growth of income should be an important objecti. particularly in me equity sector.
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GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER
WANIGYO. D C XO000

Roy A 9CNOT40AD
P60". 4M Of LAW

Exhihit Ui £LfCiivL nMparfl o
In~*±Lwan~ £Rsu.la

NBA Retirement Forum November 1983

Investment ResultnsSummary

Attached is the first product of several State Retirement
Funds' effort to improve the availability and comparability of
information about such funds. In May, officials of state funds
from California, Delaware, District of Columbia, New Jersey, New
York, South Dakota, Virginia and Wisconsin, as well as the Ohio
Retirement Study Commission and two leading actuarial
authorities participated in beginning this. Two of these States
are already beginning to include in their annual reports such
summary information.

The attached of course will evolve and enjoy improvement.
And this is only our first product: the plan is to treat not
only investment data but also actuarial and benefits
information.

Your reactions--and supportl--would be most welcome.
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• FOOTNOTES

1/ This summary must be read in light of the full context: the
fuller investment data and the investment objectives [and
statutory limits on permissible investments). While
comparing The Fund's results to market indexes or other
funds' results can be illuminating, it can be confusing and
even misleading if the full context is not considered. Our
commitment to full disclosure rests on the belief that The
Fund will be more successful if our state officials,
taxpayers and Fund participants have the information to
understand what The Fund does and how well it does.

The Fund's investment objectives are stated elsewhere in
the annual report, along with the trustees' evaluation of the
extent to which the objectives are being met over a
meaningful period of time.

2/ Some States have only one retirement fund, others have
several funds under separate managements and reporting
separately, and many States have comon management and one
report on several funds (even including non-retirement
funds). Non-retirement assets should not be included in this
summary, but there is no single correct answer to whether a
state with several retirement funds should combine their
results into one summary or have separate summaries for each.

These returns are net after transaction costs and any
investment management fees.

Any of the fund's assets not included here (e.g., real
estate holdings for which market values are not readily
available) are noted in Item 2, Asset Allocation.

Some States deem it important to emphasize other rates of
return, such as "effective rate," 'cash return on book
value," or "contractual rate." Simple "total return" is
emphasized here because it is most comparable and commonly
readily available.

_/ Even pertinent comparisons require use with care. Thus,
comparing The Fund's results to the Consumer Price Index
shows what "real* returns have been earned; but for much of
the 1970's, inflation outpaced most financial holdings and
thus most institutional investors.

Comparison to other state retirement funds [or, at least,
public funds) is particularly pertinent for funds with
significant statutory restrictions on their investments
(e.g., "not more than 25% in equities", and/or only limited
or no holdings in companies which do not satisfy statutory
quality or size restrictions, etc., set forth elsewhere in
the report). A fund with statutory restrictions on its
equities can show how its performance is affected by those
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restrictions by disclosing an additional indexs which
includes only the securities it could hold numerous funds
already maintain such an *approve-'ITst index.'

In addition, and especially for the expanding number of
-state funds operating under a "prudent investor" standard,

comparison to non-public retirement funds should be given
but even if that comparison is to relatively large funds, it
is important to remember that state funds tend to be far
larger than all but a handful of non-public funds.

If the statutory criteria for permissible investments
have changed significantly during the last 10 years, include
footnote indicating date(s) of change(s).

4/ Investment returns are not validly compared without taking
into account the relative risk assumed. A simple analogy:
if one person held savings in an insured savings account
subject to no other risk than inflation and at interest of,
say, 6%1 and a second person held savings in gambling stocks,
new issues of high technology firms and low-quality bonds,
for a total return of say, 7t--then it should be clear that
the first person, despite a lower nominal return, secured
better results in light of the risk assumed. The second
person's portfolio would have been much more volatile and
also bore significant risk of default. Certainly it would be
misleading to compare those two investment returns with no
attention to relative riskiness.

A fund of securities less risky than the S&P 500--less
volatile in price and less likely to suffer bankruptcy,
securities like utilities--is likely to do less well than the
index in "up* markets but better in "down" markets.
Conversely, a fund invested in securities riskier than the
S&P 500--like smaller, newer firma-in newer industries--is
likely to do better than the index in Oup" markets but worse
in "down* markets.

If a fund bore less risk than the index, it should not be
expected to do as well in "up" markets, but question remains
of how well it did do, relative to the index, in light of its
lower riskiness. Conversely, a fund bearing more risk than
the market may or may not have gained enough additional
return to compensate for its additional risk.

There are various ways of evaluating risk, no one of
which captures all aspects of risk and no one of which yet
has such widespread support as to warrant imposing it on all
funds. The most common risk evaluation, albeit not
uncontroversial, is *beta" for equities: a numerical measure
of the volatility of a stock portfolio (or of a single stock)
associated with the S&P. E.g., a fund with n beta of 1.10
historically rose 10% more than a rising SsP or fell 10% more
than a falling index; a beta of 0.5 is likely to be half as

-2-
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volatile as the index. Using beta, total :eturn figures can
be adjusted to give "risk-adjusted total return=.

Also in common use for stock or bond or total funds is
the 'standard deviation,* measuring a fund's volatility of
returns (their dispersion, say, monthly, around their
average) over a substantial period. Another related method
of evaluating a stock portfolio measures its diversification
relative to the index (=R-Square"). Also used, although not
lending itself to ready comparison, is categorization of a
stock portfQlio's securities' characteristics: e.g., credit
ratings, earnings growth rates, dividend yields and growth
rates, average price-earnings and price-book value ratios,
etc.

For bonds, risk evaluation has no single method in as
common use as beta for stocks, but here too numerical
measures exist. "Duration" measures sensitivity to interest-
rate changes: it gives the percentage change In the market
price of a bond portfolio (or of a bond) which would
accompany a 1% instantaneous change in interest rates. Also
in use are portfolio characteristics relatively more compar-
able than for stocks: e.g., average coupon and yield to
maturity, weighted average maturity, diversification among
sectors (such as Government, utility, telephone, industrial),
proportions of the portfolio at each credit rating, and the
maturity profile (what proportion are original maturities of
10-and-more years, what proportion 5-10 years, etc.).

Some funds may not disclose (or even routinely keep) such
risk measures as beta and standard deviation, but there is no
difficulty in securing such data. While they may not suffice
in themselves, they add to the understanding of a fund's
relative risk level, Understanding which is crucial to
evaluating the investment results.

5/ Results from such holdings are not shown separately because
comparison with other funds would not be valid without
considerable information about the particular investments.

6/ These are equities-only returns, with no cash equivalents.
These returns are calculated as if equities were run as a
separate portfolio, so as to make possible comparison among
funds whether they have such a portfolio or have only
portfolios which also have varying proportions of cash-
equivalents, or of bonds, or of both. A fund's actual
proportion of equities or cash may be determined directly by
the fund itself, or may be the result of several outside
firms' discretionary judgments.

7/ The S&P 500, as the most frequently used broad market index,
should be included to facilitate comparative evaluation of
the Fund's own results. Some funds may add the Dow-Jones
because it is so widely known, or the Dow and others like the

-3-
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NYSE or S&P 400 to show how different classes of equities
performed. And some portfolios invest substantially enough
in issues outside the S&P 500 that they may wish to add a
broader index, e.g. the Wilshire 5000. However, the
correlation between the S&P 500 and broader weighted indexes
has been very high over the last decade.

8/ Comment in footnote 6 applies for the fixed-income returns
too.

Note should be given of how the fixed-income securities
are valued, e.g., which outside firm's figures, or what other
process, are used and what proportion are so valued. E.g.:

"Publicly traded: _ of F-1 securities
mOther bond I of F-I securities
*Mortgages: _ of ?-I securities

*The 'other' assets in Item 2-d, are valued as indicated
at p. of the report."

9/ No single bond index is as common a benchmark as the S&P 500
is for stocks, because traditional bond indexes differ from
most actual bond portfolios in such key characteristics as
average maturity, credit quality, and allocation between
corporate and government bonds.

A "common denominator' bond index, like the Lehman
Bros.-Kuhn Loeb Corporate/Government Index or Merrill Lynch
Master Bond Index, should be presented to facilitate
comparison with other funds and to evaluate The Fund's
results overall. If that first index does not reasonably
reflect The Fund's own objectives, the fund might present an
additional index better reflecting its own investment
objectives, aimed at evaluating how well it has carried out
its objectives. For example, a fund which rarely holds more
than a small proportion of its bonds in U.S. Governments, or
a fund which rarely holds a significant proportion of long-
maturity bonds, would be only crudely compared to, say, the
LBKL Corp./Govt. Index. Selection of any additional index
must reflect long-term objectives, so that there is no need
to change the index as the portfolio changes within its long-
term guidelines.

10/ Results of investments in cash-equivalents with original
maturities of one year or under, and of minimal cash
holdings. Indicate how return was calculated.

Uninvested cash (producing no income) averaged about
I of total assets.

-4-
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South Dakota Investment Council
Analysis (May, 1982) of 23
"In-State" Mortgage Packages

Privately Placed with State and Local
Retirement Funds, Oct. 1980-March 1982
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SOUTH DAKOTA INVESTMENT COUNCIL
,ecutity Building - Mezzanine 120

101 South Main
Sioux FuIs. SO 57101

ft: 051 335523

MEMORANDUM May 279 1982

Stephen R. iers Investment Officer

Scott A. Betting, Director of Operations

Analysis of the JEIC ABM Presented to South DakotaSUBJECT:

I. Introduction

In doing the analysis of the proposal mfrIC provid-
ed information concerning the twenty-four private placements done by
JEIC since October 1980. This memo analyzes the twenty-four other private
placements as if they were done with South Dakota as well as the adjust-
able balance mortgage program presented on February 19. 1982. In doing
the analysis such items as the pricing, and the liquidity and quality
characteristics uere covered. Other items also covered are the risks
and returns of today's fixed income markets, the economic benefits to
South Dakota, and a recommendation for appropriate rules governing
participation in mortgage related securities.

The reader should keep in miand that when comparing the pricing
of the MIC private placements to ac\l's, FWI)'s. and conventional
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mortgage pass-through certificates it may be difficult to draw any con-
clusions from the data. This is due to the fact that there may be dif-
ferent investment objectives in the funds hhich have purchased these
programs. South Dakota investmentt objectives require risk-adjusted
returns where3S, other public bodies nay have other objectives as a
result of asset size considerations, political direction or other public
pressures.

Ii. The Other 1GIC Private Placements

MGIC placed twenty-four private placement mortgage packages
from October 1980 to March 1932. Of the twenty-four packages twenty-
two had been priced with one having two portions being priced separately.
As a result, for purposes of analysis there were twenty-three programs
which were priced.

The analysis was done in a manner in which comparisons were
made between the pricinR and bond equivalent yields of the indiviCual
programs and C''s, FHL.Vs, and conventional mortgage pass through cer-
tificates bond equivalent yields. The coxiparative yields and price dif-
ferentials resulting fraud this analysis appear in Exhibit 1. The inform-
ation in Exhibit I shows that, on average, the 11GIC programs were priced
at 149 basis points below (ZA yields, 177 basis points below IR{ C yields,
and 196 basis points below conventional mortgage pass-through yields.

When looking at the varioUs programs and where they were
priced it was assumed that a $20 million investment was made. Exhibit
I1 shows the yearly income difference from the yield spreads of each
program. As can be seen, the average dollar giveup each year is
$298,000 versus MA's, $354,000 versus MriLC's, and $392,000 versus
conventional mortgage pass-through' s.

The average lives (maturity) for the majority of the programs
is twelve years, the same as a G MX. The programs which are second
mortgages have average lives of six to eight years. If, for the purpose
of this analysis, one were to assume an average life of twelve years
for all of the programs the total interest concession, including re-
investment income at ten percent, as compared to GlA's, FHLC's and
conventions is as follows:

- 1c NGIC MIC
Vs Vs vs

Reinvestment Rate ___ ... . C Conventional

101 $6.9 million $8.2 million $9.0 million

These numbers are the future values of the stream of interest
concessions. To get a realistic picture of the above table it is
better to calculate the present values of the above numbers.
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NGIC SCIC IGIC
VS V2 Vs

Rinvestment Rate Wi.._ R(MC Conventional

10 $2,'2 million $2.6 million $2.9 million

The reader should keep in mind that the analysis thus far has
not aidusted for the liquidity and quality differentials which exist be-
tween ?'GIC private placements and the other securities, G*,'Ls are
used as the benchmark to determine a true market rate for the NE1C programs
because COIA mortgages are guaranteed by the U.S. Government .,nd represent
the highest available quality for mortgages. Very large amounts of
these securities trade on a daily basis in the marketplace. Any mortgage
security which offers a lesser degree of quality or liquidity should
provide the investor with additional yields. According to the Salomon
Brothers "Bond Mlarket Roundup" the yield premium of high-quality publicly-
traded conventional mortgage pass-through's to (.NA's ranges from 40 to
100 basis points. To compensate for the lower quality and liquidity
present in the WIC private placements it seems appropriate to pick as a
proper yield premium the 100 basis point level. The 100 basis points is
the adjustment on average and may be generous on the issues with ratings
below ",M' or not rated. Given the 100 basis point yield premium which
should exist over WIA's. the ='IC programs were priced at levels that
were, on average. 250 basis points below C%'%s. The yearly interest
giveup on an investment of $20 million amoumts to $500,000 or $11.5
million including income on reinvested interest at 10t for a twelve year
period. The $11.S million is worth $3.7 million in today's dollars.

Il1. The MIGIC Adjustable Balance Mortgage for South Dakota
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MGIC Mortgage Marketing Corporation
& suadiM of MCJC Investment Copotaion

MGIC Mortgage Ma
Insured Conventional Mortgag

Summary to Dat;,
($358 million closed; $3

Investor D
New York Life "A*
New York Life "B"
AETNA
Texas Teachers Retirement System I
Massachusetts Public Employees
Second Home Multiple Thrift Investors
Alabama Retirement Systems I
Michigan Public Employees I
Alabama Retirement Systems 1
Kansas Public Employees I
State of South Carolina
Texas Teachers Retirement System U
City of Philadelphia
Investors Savings & Loan
Alabama Retirement Systems II
New York State Comptroller*
Milwaukee Building Trades Pension

Trust Fund and Electrical 6,"
Construction Industry Pension Plan

Texas Teachers Retirement System I
Utah State Retirement System I
Westinghouse Credit Corporation
Utah State Retirement System !1
Kansas Public Employees 0
Wyoming Treasurer
Alabama IV
Texas Teachers Retirement System IV
New York State Teachers Retirement*
Michigan Public Employees 1
(*security issued through subsidiary Investor
(*indicates Tssue had closed)

irketing Corporation
e Pass-through Securities Sold
Total $674.5 million
16.5 million committed)
ate Committed Al

7/790 $35
879e $25

8/790 $20

10/80 $21

10/800 $19

12/S0 $14

2/810 $21

3/810 $67
4/810 $23
4/810 -$15

4/810 $30 r

5/S1 $16 r
6/81 $20 r
6/510 $24

7/81 $20

$/I1 $22 Ii

9/61 $5.5

9/81

9/81

9/81

9/81

10/81

10/81

12/81

2/82

3/82

2/82

Services Corporation)

$26 n

$20 n

$29 n

$30 n

$40 n

$27 n

$36 ry

$11 a

$28 ff
$50 iv

nount
million
million

miUion
million
million
million
million
million

million
million
million
million

million

nilli.on

nillion

nillion

million

million

million

million

million

million

million

million

million

lion

illion

'Revised 2/11/82
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GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER
WASMINGTON. 0. C 20"01

Roy A. Sc NoTLano
PSOuI6i4) OV LAW

December 16, 1983

The Honorable William Clay
The HonorableCharles B. Rangel
The Honorable John N. Erlenborn
The Honorable Steve Bartlett
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Rangel:

At the Joint Hearing held by the Ways & Means Subcommittee
on Oversight and the Education L Labor Subcommittee on Labor-
Management Relations on the "PEPPRA" bill (Public Employee
Pension Plan Reporting and Accountability Act), I had the
privilege of testifying for the fifth time on this legislation,
and of cozunenting on the then-forthcoming study by the National
Council on Teacher Retirement. Now that the Council has released
its preliminary report for your hearing record, I would
appreciate the opportunity to add these comments on that report,
to that record.

The NCTR's preliminary report concludes that "Federal
regulation of state and local pension funds Is unnecessary and
inappropriate because the States are already doing the job.*
"The job" is to assure fiduciary proLections surrounding the
management of about $120 billion on behalf of over 5,000,000
active participants. Much experience indicates that meaningful
disclosure is one of the most effective and least intrusive
protections. The proposed "PEPPRA* legislation pending in
Congress provides mainly for disclosure.

How well do the state teachers' funds surveyed by NCTR
disclose what they are doing? As I testified in a PEPPRA Hearing
before the NCTR Report came out, they used

a fine questionaire covering very important.
areas; but not really getting into the nitty-
gritty'of the investment area with anything
like accuracy. Anything it brings out on
investment information, I am afraid, will have
to be amplified by further material.

One of the systems NCTR included, Ohio State Teachers, has
exemplary disclosure on its investment results and on an
exhaustive array of other matters which participants and
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The Honorable William Clay
The Honorable Charles 8. Rangel
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The Honorable Steve Bartlett
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taxpayers need to know if management of such massive sums is to
be accountable. Ohio is so fine and so unusual that I included
excerpts from its reports in iny testimony, and in 1980 awarded it
my first annual uGodiva" award for outstanding disclosure (an
award deemed significant enough that another winning system, New
York's Common Retirement Fund, featured it on page one of their
next report--this year's winner is South Dakota, for
unprecedentedly thorough investment reporting).

However, brief note of four systems covered by NCTR, and
claimed by NCTR to indicate that *nothing's broke so nothing
needs fixing,0 proves how primitive are the norms.

Start with New York's Teachers. Their annual report gives
us the results for the Dow-Jones Industrials, but not for their
own fund. (1982 Report, p. 10). Even if a "bottom line" cannot
tell all, surely it tells enough to be included. More and more
state systems are reporting their "total returns,' but NCTR
ignores this crucial and still widespread gap that reveals either
primitivism or conscious preference for avoiding accountability.

(That New York report is extraordinary in claiming without
substantiation-good investment earnings, then saying that such
results cannot lead to improved benefits because the teachers are
raising liabilities by improving their longevity! (p. 3) Has
any public entity every voiced so odd a complaint about its
constituency? Contrast the Ohio Teachers' report:

Each 1% increase in investment return will
finance benefit improvements in the range of
10%-15%, or will allow a similar reduction in
contributions. Such gain may also be used to
improve the actuarial condition of the plan.

Texas Teachers' was another major system NCTR believes has
good enough disclosure. Is it good enough to report with high
visibility that the fund's bonds are worth $4.7 billion, when
$1.1 billion of that is gone because of bond value declines,
which an indomitable reader can find down in the middle of a long
footnote, pages later? (1982 Report, pp. 5 and 9) And Texas
Teachers' is much better than many, many state systems and even
more local ones, which-do not give market values at all--see,
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e.g., Texas Public Employees.* Reporting securities only at cost
and ignoring *arket values is a practice that was itself retired
long ago by all private plans and more and more public plans.

Missouri's Public School Retirement System, not only in
NCTR's survey but also by writing its Congressional delegation
that all is well with most public pl-os, perfectly exemplifies
the primitivism of most state and local plans' disclosure. As is
too typical, MPSRS gives market values on stock holdings--but not
on the other 85% of its portfolio (1981 Report, Comparative
Financial Statement). As is too typical, they do not disclose
their total return (p. 3). But they do disclose figures that
would make any investment professional giggle or blush: they
have added up the total number of shares they hold (e.g., 10,000
shares of AT&T plus 20,000 shares of IBM plus 30,000 shares of
GM, etc., equals 60,000 shares), to reveal the nonsense fact that
they hold a total of 6,296,311 shares (*Summary of Investments").
I do not giggle, I blush and am appalled.

To see what crucially important matters are buried when
disclosure is incomplete or primitive, take Utah as an example of
what NCTR wholly ignores. Coimnendably, Utah does disclose its
total return, 23.8% (for calendar 1982), and they note that their
performance is evaluated 'y A.G. Becker- -but they fail to dis-
close that the Becker median state fund that year earned 29.9%
(1982 Report, p. 17). But that gap is minor. If you were in
Utah, wouldn't you want to know what explains this: Utah's $1.1
billion fund began 1982 with stocks worth $282 million and during
the year, bought $254 million and sold $221 million. The fund
began 1982 with bonds (long-term only) worth $479 million and
during the year, bought $926 million and sold or redeemed $774
million (1982 Report, p. 35). Churning? Better reasons? We are
told nothing. If you were a Utah participant-5"r taxpayer,
wouldn't you want to know more?

Or consider Texas' capitol city of Austin, which does
include market values but, in its 1982 Employee Retirement
Fund Annual Report, noted in its cover letter "an extraordi- -
nary year in investment returns"- -despite these facts: (1)
nowhere does the report disclose the fund's total return;
(2) the reader who persists to page 31 will discover that
this fund, with an average balance of $104 million, realized
net capital losses of $2,074,975 in contrast to a loss of
$39,919 the prior year; and (3) the disclosure of the fund's
balance is by methods "not in conformity with . . .
generally accepted accounting principles; however, the
effect . . . is not material." (p. 32, footnote)

30-519 0-84-22
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(If you were an Arizonan, you'd have even more need for
disclosure on the same problem: Their state retirement system
ended fiscal 1982 with $900 million in long-term bonds, having
bought during that year $1.6 billion and sold or redeemed $1.4
billion; ending with $497 million in stocks, they had bought $512
million and sold $456 million. Wow.)

Disclosure alone is a key protection holding pension
managers accountable and promoting better performance, which are
the direct interests of not only participants in those plans butalso taxpayers including Federal taxpayers, the ultimate pension
insurers. Disclosure practices of public plans have been shown,
so many times over so many years in so much concrete detail, to
be primitive or worse. The only question is how much longer we
will wait to use this key protection to get out the facts before
the problems get out of control. Disclosure will be effective
only 4f comparable funds' activities can be compared, and only
bills like the ones you are considering can bring us this
protection.

Sincerely,

Roy A. Schotland

RAS:lcb
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Mr. MARTNZz [presiding]. We will hear from Mr. Halperin.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL 1. HALPERIN, ESQ., GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER

Mr. HALUwN. Mr. Chairman,.jny focus is on the tax provisions.
I want to emphasize three main points.

One, as I pointed out in a short written statement, bills that
have been introduced on this subject in the past basically say that
you get the favorable tax treatment if you comply with the report-
ing and disclosure standards of the bill.

For reasons that have been discussed earlier this morning, I be-
lieve that would be a terrible mistake. Whether somebody is enti-
tled to special Federal tax treatment is a question to be decided by
Congress, not to be decided by individuals or companies that estab-
lish plans, whether they be State government or private plans.

Second, I think the major difficulty the Internal Revenue Service
has is that in the State sector as in the Federal sector the plans for
judges and for elected officials can be described as better than the
plans for other employees.

That puts the IRS in a terribly embarrassing position. They can't
very well go after employee plans on the basis that they discrimi-
nate without somebody pointing out the fact that they are not
touching the judges' plans and not touching the legislators' plans.

It is unrealistic to expect the IRS to make an announcement that
the plans for Federal and State legislators are not exempt from
Federal income tax. They are entitled to a signal from Congress as
to what Congress wants them to do about that area.

I think that the proper signal probably is to say these are specialproblems, they ought to be distinguished, they ought not to be sub-
ject to the general antidiscrimination rule.

Third, we have heard a lot of talk about the fact that the tax
sanctions won't work properly because ending tax-exempt status
will harm the employees and not anybody else.

I think what one can say about the Federal tax sanctions is that
they don't work perfectly, but they-work a lot better than anything
else we can figure out and they do work.

Employers do arrange the plan so that it does not lose the Feder-
al tax status. Penalties are not in fact imposed on employees very
often. It works to keep plans in line and it can do the job.

I think the major difficulty is to give the signal, to get the IRS
off the hook it is now on with respect to having to treat plans for
legislators and judges specially without being told they should do
so by Congress.

,[The prepared statement follows:]
STATZM NT Or DAiNL I. HALPEItN, PtoFeoR, GEoRGETOWN UNIVzRSITY LAW

CENTER
Tax benefits of qualified plans-including deferral of tax for funded vested bene-

fits, rollover or special averaging for lump-um distributions and estate tax eiclu-
sion--should depend upon meeting the standards of the Internal Revenue Code. Spe-
cial treatment for state and local government employees is unwarranted.

1. Under the Internal Revenue Code special tax benefits are provided for plans
(so-called qualified plans) that do not discriminate in favor of highly paid employees
and have limits on the amount of contributions and benefits.
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2. Legislation has been introducted which would provide these benfits to govern-
me.t plans that meet certain requirements as to disclosure, reporting and fiduciary
standards without regard to coverage of employees and perhaps without limit on the
amount of benefits for any one employee.

3. This has been described as elimination of federal government intrusion-into
areas best left to state and local discretion-setting of contributions and benefits.
Such a description is a fundamental and dangerous error.

4. The states have full freedom to set the salary of their employees and to deter-
mine how much of that salary should be paid currently and how much deferred to
retirement. But that salary is taxable. If special tax benefits are apply, it is the re-
sponsibility of the Congress to determine the conditions for such special treatment.
It does not cost local governments to dispense special federal tax treatment and
there is no reason to expect they will limit it to plans that further fundamental
goals of public policy.

5. The purpose of the special tax benefits is to encourage establishment of retire-
ment programs for rank and file employees, which together with Social Security
would permit them to continue their pre-retirement standard of living. This incen-
tive is weakened if the special benefits are available to high income employees even
if the low and moderate worker is not benefitted. Some bills would seem to provide
special treatment for plans established to benefit one individual and perhaps where
deferral is at such individual's option. Such plans do not-further public policy goals,
Further, there is no reason to permit tax deferral of excessive amounts-amounts
beyond the generous limits set by the Internal Revenue Code.

6. Because state and local governments are tax-exempt, it has been difficult to
deny the-benfits of qualified plans to unfunded arrangements. But since 1978 there
has been a limit on the amount of income that can be deferred under unfunded
plans (1457 IRC). The legislation described would totally reverse the 1978 legisla-
tion.

7. If conditions peculiar to government require modification of the normal non-
discrimination rules (perhaps to take account of the circumstances applicable of
Judges and elected officials), this can be done without gutting the entire policy. If
local government officials would indicate which provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code cause difficulty and in what circumstances, a dialogue can begin.

Mr. MARTINZ. Mr. Halperin, would you expand a little bit on
how you believe the public employees would benefit if this plan is
enacted?

Mr. HALPERzN. In terms of the disclosure, I am not an expert in
that area. I am primarily a tax lawyer. I have been in Treasury in
the past and interested motitly in the Federal tax provisions.

I think it is clear that we expect people to be able to adequately
respond to whether they are getting adequate pensions. We expect
the State voter to understand whether they are paying for some-
thing and how much they are paying for something.

I think that disclosure reporting in a way that it can be under-
stood is important.

1 think the testimony today has adequately indicated while some
people will provide adequate reporting and disclosure without Fed-
eral legislation, it will be a long time before you get it from all
plans, particularly from the ones that are most in trouble, which
would be at the municipal rather than State level.

Mr. M Twzz. Thank you.
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARzum. I have no questions.
Mr. MATiZ. That concludes the testimony today.
The meeting is adjourned.
The record will remain open until November 28.
[Whereupon, at 2:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[Submissions for the record follow:]
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rATE MNT 0 TH AmRCAN AcAwjrr or AcTuARiti

L NTDUCTON

The American Academy of Actuaries ("Academy") appreciates the opportunity to
submit comments with respect to potential legislation involving public employee
pension benefit plan& the Academy is vitally interested in such legislation, since the
large majority of actuaries performing actuarial services for state and local public
employee retirement system [PERS] are members of the Academy. Appendix A con-
tains some background information about the Academy.

While legislation has not yet been introduced on which to comment, there are sev-
eral issues which had been a part of previous legislative proposals and with respect
to which we have substantial interest. Specifically, we would like to comment here
on three isues

(1) Actuarial standards for pension disclosure;
(2) The relationship between actuaries and accountants;
(3) Pension terminology.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide input into this process. We would look

forward to the opportunity to working with the staffs of your committees as they
draft specific legislative proposals.

U. ACUARIAL STANDARDS FOE PE UNION DnICL(DSUu

Previous legislative proposals in this area have included significant disclosure re-
quirements.

There are several projects in process within the actuarial community concerning
the question of disclosure of actuarial information relation to retirement programs
public and private. For example, the Conference of Actuaries in Public Practice (one
of the founding organizations of the Academy) is in the process of developing a set
of standards in this area which focus on single employer plans in the private sector.
A copy of an exposure draft they have prepared on this subject is attached as Ap-
pendix B. We would appreciate the opprtunity of working with the Committees as
tey develop a set of disclosure prince ples for public sector plans. To the extent that
the anticipated legislative proposals will address disclosure of actuarial information
with respect to PERS, disclosure requirements which parallel professional standards
would certainly simplify the implementation of theme requirements.

M. TM REATOWNSHIP irrwwi ACTUARIES AND ACOUNTANTS

The relationship between actuaries and accountants under the Employee Retire-
ment Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA" is important background to consider, since the
general framework of any legitive proposal dealing with public employee retire-
ment systems should certainly be similar to that contained n ERISA in this area.

ERISA has given rise to an unresolved problem in the auditing area. Section 103
of ERISA provides that the accountant may rely on the correctness of any actuarial
matter certified to by an enrolled actuary, if he so states his reliance (and, converse-
ly, that actuaries may rely on the work product of qualified accountants in an anal-
ogout manner). However, this provision has never become operational in the
manner in which Congress intended. This results from audit guidelines (which pre-
date ERISA) issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
[AICPA] which state that any opinion of an auditor which expremes reliance on the
work of others becomes a "qualified opinion", with all the resulting negative conno-
tations attached to that term. The AICPA has not changed this position, despite the
statutory authority for such expression of reliance contained in ERISA.

The Academy would strongly endorse provisions in any proposed legislation deal-
ing with PERS which would mandate compulsory reliance in both directions rather
than the voluntary reliance of ERISA. We believe that such provisions would be
quite beneficial in resolving the difficulties which have arisen under ERISA, as de-
scribed earlier. Furthermore, we believe that they are quite compatible with the di-
vision of responsibilities between actuaries and accountants intended by the Con-
gress in the implementation of Section 103 of ERISA.

IV. PEMON TERMINOWOT

Over the years a variety of pension terminology has evolved in laws and regula-
tions and in the pension literature. A number of attempts have been made to devel-
op terminology which would be commonly used by all practitioners involved in the
pension field.
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The actuarial profession recently received a report from the Joint Committee on
Pension Terminology composed of representatives from various actuarial organiza-
tions. This Committee's charge was to arrive at a more uniform, consistent, and un-
ambiguous set of terminology. This report has now been formally endorsed by the
governing bodies of all United States actuarial organizations dealing with pension
matters. The report is submitted for the consideration of the Committees as Appen-
dix C. The Academy feels that any proposed legislation dealing with PERS should
contain terminology which is consistent with these generally accepted standards.
We would look forward to the opportunity to assist the staffs of the committees in
implementing such an effort.

V. SUMMARY

While the Academy has no position relative to the desirability of federal legi la-
tion regulating public employee retirement systems, it does feel strongly that such
legislation if enacted should:

(1) Be consistent with the emerging actuarial standards for pension disclosure;
(2) Clarify the relationship between the actuarial and accounting professions; and
(3) Be drawn so as to be consistent with the new pension terminology which is

gaining increased acceptance throughout the pension community.

APPENDIX A-BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON rum AuMER cN AcADEMY or ACuARIU

The American Academy of Actuaries is a professional association of actuaries
which was formed in 1965 to bring together into one organization all qualified actu-
aries in the United States and to seek accreditation and greater public recognization
for the profession. The Academy includes members of three founding organiza-
tions-the Casualty Actuarial Society, the Conference of Actuaries in Public Prac-
tice, and the Society of Actuaries.

The Academy serves the entire profession. Its main focus is the social, economic,
and public policy environment in which the actuarial profession functions. Its pri-
mary activities include liaison with federal and state governments, relations with
other professions, public information about the actuarial profession and issues that
affect it, and the development of standards of professional conduct and practice.

Over 7,400 actuaries in all areas of specialization belong to the Academy. These
members are employed by insurance companies, consulting actuarial firms, govern-
ment, academic institutions, and a growing number of industries. Actuarial science
involves the evaluation of the probabilities and financial impact that uncertain
future events--birth, marriage, sicimes, accident, retirement, and death-have on
insurance and other benefit plan&

Membership requirements can be summarized under two broad headidgs: educa-
tion and experience. At present, the education requirements can be satisfied either
by passing certain professional examinations sponsored by the Casualty Actuarial
Society or the Society of Actuaries, or by becoming an enrolled actuary under the
Employees Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 [ERISA]. The experience re-
quirement consists of three years of responsible actuarial work.
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Directive and Nakeup of Committee -

The Joint Cmmitts ON Pension Terminology was formed by the American Academy of
Actuaries, the Canadian Institute of Actuaries, the Conference of Actuaries in
Public Practice and the Society of Actuaries to develop a consensus of actuarial
terminology for pension plans that would be accepted as a standard by their
members. Committee members and the organizations they represent are as
follows$

c itte MeNbe

Thonas P. leakney
Donald L. Qoving
Richard C. Resting
Charles a. Keene
Owen A. heed
Albert C. Sinmonds, III
Nichasl J. Tierney (Chairman)
Oerald I. Wilson

Representing

American Academy of Actuaries
Canadian Institute of Actuaries
Conference of Actuaries in Public Practice
Conference of Actuaries in Public Practice
Canadian Institute of Actuaries
Amer ican Academy of Actuar ies
society of Actuaries
Society of Actuaries

Why Committee Established -

The search for standard pension terminology has bean frustrating the actuarial
profession for ome time. The mashing of coom usage and a standard set of
term has not yet been suocesful. Som term are poorly defined, while others
are misleading, producing many misudecrtandings. Previous attempts to solve
the standardization problem have not been widely accepted. Therefoce, the Joint
Committee wms appointed in 1971 to develop a consistent met of terms and
definitions that would be accepted and used by a majority of pension actuaries.

Procedures -

This report is the result of numerous Committes preliminary drafts ad comments
received after (1) publication of the Committess Oare Term Bxpoeure Draft, (2)
information hearings held in five locations throughout the United States and
Canada during 1960, (3) distribution of the Final Zaposure Draft to the members
of the sponsoring organizations in February, 1901, and (4) consultation with
members of the American Society of Pension Actuaries. Many changes were made to
the report as a result of this feedback.

endorsement -

The following organizations representing actuaries have
report of the Joint C ittee and have recommended that
terminology as outlined in this reports

Organisations

American Academy of Actuarlea
American Society of Pension Actuaries
Conference of Actuaries in Public Practice
Society of Actuaries

formally adopted this
its members use the

Soard Adoption

June 3, I96)
July 19, 1961
July 27, 1981
April 29. 1941

Oeneral Cmittee Guidelines -

The Comittee has adopted the following general guidelines,

- Preserve traditional terminology where feasible.

- N asise proper efinitions of term and methods to promote uniformity,
rather than create a neow vocabulary.
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- w s haibuity to toe g W re-toccgs cure* pretice.

- Asid dletatiag peoseisoal etusards through terminology and
delatheme.

bina.I teumlg aideimea -

- sma or 'ore term have been defined In oder to provide building
black br the desription of mehode and prOcedokee.

- A multiplee term' appioa has bees adopted, allowing the us of me.
than coe berm to dearibe a" coepSt 0 value, ss lm as the term Is
consistently applied. Uota that the refelred tem i listed first is
each mltiple term case. tbis aproah b aa been aoted to allow mm
flexibility In re-ogitim ci current practice. fths. maW practitioners
cas still use the terms they prefe, but the mea ing eociated with
thee alternate teorm will now be the m. It is hoped tbt the
preferred term will become the standard term in the coree at time.

Defined terms hav been capitalized throughout the report in ocdw to
Identify them a having special seanings, not ucesaarily thee in
general ume." It is rcecended that the name of the actuarial coeot

method be capitalised in general m, but that capitalisation of the
coe teem a" term Contained IN the Supplemental gloSOeay be left to
the dlacetim ot the practitioner.

- efinitions of term vere made as general as poesableso a to enable
their application to as any mot se as possible.

- the definition@ of actuarial cost methods Wace made ft general s
possible to allow flexibility et use. bacamie oC this flexibility,
clarifying eaplametiom are to be employed when m Actuarial ot Nethod
La Identified.

'Liability' and 'Cost' -

Previous committees addceeaIg terminology questions have avoided the use at the
oede 'liability' and, to m extent. 'eot '. Although the present mittee

accepts SW of the acgments advanced flo avoiding those vede includingg their
pre-ytion by accountants ad possible sisisnterprtation by laymn ), the
argue ents Is favr of traditional a" Intuitively de riptive t eliaology ete

- peceoeie.

The following features of the CFom ed terminology ebould be noted

- "LiabilityO io always method-dependee# thus "the liability fe vested
benefits' is not considered proper use, and should be replaod by 'the
actuarial present value ot vested benefits'.

- Tolmapsize method-dependency, the note following the definition of
Actuarial Accrood Liability cells for reference to the nfe of the mthod
as a hyphenated itm when n Actuarial Accruel Liability is presented.

- 'ost" is neve sed us a sywaym for 'liability' or 'actuarial peent
value'. tbus, one meaning ometime attached to the yhsm 'peot service
cot' is replaced by 'actuarial accrued liability', while another meaning
is replaced by 'moctisettom psymento'.

aplamator ments -

The following general remarks are Intended to &eist In the understamdlg e bow
the term nd definition s were dvelpeds

A
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- The stanid pension terminology was Oeveloped primarily for use by
actarles. Although soie clarification items were added or expanded in
order to allow understardng by the general public, the general public

s rot oNeidered the pimary user.

- sam oorme to received requested 1-ecriptions of specific applications of
methods. It tL to be eaphasised that the terminology report's purpose is
to define terms, send is not meant to be a text on specific application of
methods. Nopefully, future groups will consider specific applications of
the terilogy.

- Som cmentes requested specific dtiplication of term in BRlSA and 1i1C
Bulletin 23P while others wished to eliminate terms no matter what their
history. The Coemittee chose a middle path, adopting historic terms when
possible and modifying or changing those terms only when reasons to
change appeared mre important. Fo example, while the term 'Attained
Age Normal has much history, it wae often use to define two distinct
kinds of Actuarial Cost Methods. Therefore, the terms *Attained A9e' and
'Froaen Attained Age were proposed to eliminate this duplication.

- The Committee did not address which terms or methods are acceptable under
BIlSA, "s it was thought beyond the scope of the Committee's assignment.
Other committee or texts can address how the lexicon should be used in
context.

- Sam coments asked why term never before in common usage were adopted
either as-recamended oc alternate terms. One of the reason for this
approach was to coordinate with the work of the Canadian terminology
committee. In this manner, terms in ommon use in other areas could
still have the blessing of either report. For example, the term "ormal
Actuarial Cost* Is not used in the United States, but it is to be the
recommended term in Canada.

- The Committee decided not to try to go out of Its way to attempt to
increase the meaning of any term by adding additional words. Rather,
additional words were added only if the present term was considered
misleading. ror example, the Committee proposed the term eActuarial
Accrued Liabilityo to be preferred over 'Accrued Liability' in order to
emphasize the actuarial nature of the term.

The following comments relate to the Core Terms of Section At

- Term A-I defines Actuarial Present Value in terms of life contingencies.
This allows the use of the term 'Present Value" with relation to other
financial values, but not for values involving life contingencies.

- A definition suggested for Normal Cost (A-3) was 'cost if plan wee in
existence since each individual's date of hire and funding followed the
Actuarial Coat Method without' Actuarial Gains (Loses)'. The Committee
prefers the recommended definition in order to allow the use of the term
A-) for all Actuarial Cost Methods.

- The terms A-4 end A-6 have several alternate expressions in addition to
the preferred expressions, 'Actuarial Accrued Liability' and 'Unfunded
Actuarial Accrued Liability.' "Accrued Liability" wes chosen to provide a
link to current usage in practice and in the law. 'Actuarial
Liability* was chosen to coordinate with Canadian terminology (their
preferred term) as well as current practice in the United States.
'Actuarial Nesocve was chose to provide an expression for those who do
not wish to mee the woyd 'liability' as pbst of this tern.
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- N de aitiom a Actuarial nkin (Lose) IA-01 is broad in order to allow
flexibllity. Fe example, a definition such an 'the difference between
actual aid expected Astuarial Aoccued Liability* would have to address
shat actualy - paid toward the Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability
the evios you. gm addition, the definition leave open whether to
treat dimmoe in employee group as Actuarial Gains (Losses) or separate
Actuarial Accrued Liability increases (decreases), to allow discretion on
the pet of the practitioner.

The following onent relates to the Actuarial Cost Methods in general

- The C ittee is aware that Actuarial Cost Methods exist other than those
defined in the report. It is anticipated that a future terminology
committee might address an 'exhaustive list" Actuarial Cost Method
project. The Actuarial Cost Methods have been defined in a manner
general enough to encompass some variations from the 'primary method.'
moever, When a method is used which has not been defined, it should be

described in sufficient detail so that the method will be clearly
understood. Where the method used is similar to one which has been
defined, but involves significant variations which do not permit it to be
labeled as the defined method, a separate term should be used as a label
for that method.

T'he following comment relates to the Actuarial Cost Method *-is

- The phrase *Unit CreditO has been chosen rather than 'Accrued Denefit° to
be used in the term "Unit Credit Actuarial Cost Nothod' to avoid possible
confusion with the term 'Accrued Benefit' which has a more narrow
definition than the benefit whichh the Actuarial Cost Method usually
addresses. This choice is consistent with the Comittee objective to
permit multiple terms but to avoid multiple meanings of the same term.

The following comment relates to the Actuarial Cost Method 2-21

- with regard to Method 1-3, the word formalal' is omitted ftom the antry
Age Actuarial Cost Method name in order to help generalize the term
'Normal Cost' as well as to shorten the term.

The following moments relate to Actuarial Cost Methods 1-3, 5-S and 5-4e

- The word 'initial' was not added to the Frosen Intry Age Actuarial Cost
Nethod and the Froseon Attained Age Actuarial Cost Method in order to
avoid duplication as well as to keep the torm as short an possible.

- It was thought important to clarity the use of tfrosen' vs. 'unfroseWe
method*# therefore, separate terms were proposed and the word 'frosenO
added to all "frosn methods' in order to assist in the separation of
these methods. In addition, the word 'normal' was removed from Attained
Age Actuaria) Cost Method so as not to confuse it with the former frozen
method.

The following oonsent relates to the Actuarial Cost Method 5-gs

- 'Annual cost allocation* is used to denote the portion of the Actuarial
Present Value allocated to a particular year under the Projection
Actuarial Cost Method. The 'annual cost allocation" under this method
bas eln1mtta of a ommentiomal Normal Cost and Amoctiation Payment in a
sin that is eseentially iaqarble. Accordingly, the m of the
familiar term 'Normal Cost' for this purpose Introduces a misleading
concept for m Actuarial Cost Method.
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Sect ion A

A-i. Actuarial Preseut Value

Te value of an amount or series of amounts payable or receivable at
various times, determined as of a given date by the application of a
particular set of Actuarial Assumptions.

A-2. Actuarial Coat Method or runding method

A procedure for determining the Actuarial Present Value of pension plan
benefits and expenses and (or developing an actuarially equivalent
allocation of such value t. time periods, usually in the form of a Normal
Coat and an Actuarial Accrued Liobility.

Notes An Actuarial Cost Method is understood to be a Closed Group
Actuarial Coat Method unless otherwise stated.

A-3. Normal Coat or Normal Actuarial Coat

That portion of the Actuarial Present Value of pension plan benefits aid
expenses which is allocated to a valuation year by the Actuarial Cost
method.

Note It The presentation of Normal Cost should be accompanied by
reference to the Actuarial Coat Method used.

Note 2: Any payment in respect of an Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability
is not part of Normal Cost (see Amortisation Payment).

Note 3: For pension plan benefits which are provided in part by employee
contributions, Normal Cost refers to the total of employee
contributions and employer Normal Cost unlen otherwi,
specifically stated.

A-4. Actuarial Accrued Liabit , Actuarial Liability, Accrued Liability, or
Actuarial Reserve

That portion, as determined by a particular Actuarial Cost Method, of the
Actuarial Present Value of pension plan benefits and expenses which is not
provided for by future Normal Costs.

Note: The presentation of an Actuarial Accrued Liability should be
accompanied by reference to the Actuarial Cost Method usedl for
example, by hyphenation (°Actuarial Accrued Liability - XYZO,
where 173XJ denotes the Actuarial Cost Method) or by a footnote.

A-S. Actuarial Value of Assets or Valuation Assets

The value of cash, investments and other property belonging to a pension
plan, a used by the actuary for the purpose of an Actuarial Valuation.

Notes The statement of Actuarial Assumptioni should set forth the
particular procedures used to determine this value.

A-. Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability, Unfunded Actuarial Liability.
Unfunded A ccued I4ability, or Unfunded Actuarial Mserve

"a esmes oi the Actu al Atsued Liability over the Actuarial Value of
Asste.
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mos, te valm may be negative in whidc cas it may be expressed
a aepative tteiMd Atuarial Aocrued Liability, the excess of
the Actuarisl Vl4in of Aseta ove th Actuarial Accrued
SAabilitye ce tAo fding Maea.

A-7. Frovee Actuarial Accrued Liability or Frosem Actuarial Liabilitj

2bat portia of the Actuarial Present value of Projected benefits which is
seperated as of a valuation date ad frozen under certain Actuarial Cost
Methods. Generally this separated portion is the sum of an Initial
Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability and any increments or decrements In
the Actuarial Accrued Liability establihed subeequently a a result of
changes i pension plan benefits or Actuarial Asaumptions.

A-0. Unfunded Frozen Actuarial Acrued Liability or Unfunded Frcosen Actuarial
Liability

The portion of the Frosen Actuarial Accrued Liability remaining after the
addition of interest and the deduction of Amoctsation Payments.

A-9. Actuarial Gain (Loss) or Kapezience Gain (Losas)

A measure of the difference between actual experience and that expected
based upon a set of Actuarial Assumptiona, during the period between two
Actuarial Valuation dates, - determined in accordance with a particular
Actuarial Coat Method.

Note I: The effect on the Actuarial Accrued Liability &nd/or the Normal
coet resulting from changes in the Actuarial Assumptions, the
Actuarial Coat Method oc pension plan provisions should be
described as such, rot as an Actuarial Gain (Loe).

Note 2& The manr in which the Actuarial Gain (Loa) effects future
Normal Coat and Actuarial Accrued Liability allocations depends
upon the particular Actuarial Cost Method used.
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Sect ion 3

ATIAL COST ISTUOM

5-1. Unit Credit Actuarial Cost Method

A method under which the benefits (projected or unprojected) of each
individual included in an Actuarial Valuation are allocated by a
consistent formula to valuation years. The Actuarial Present Value of
benefits allocated to a valuation year is called the Normal Cost. The
Actuarial Present Value of benefits allocated to all periods prior to a
valuation year is called the Actuarial Accrued Liability.

Note Is The description of this method should state the procedures used,
including:

(a) how benefits are allocated to specific time periods

(b) the procedures used to project benefits, if applicable# and

(c) a description of any other method used to value a portion of
the pension plan's benefits.

Note 2: Under this method, the Actuarial Gains ([Lsses), as they occur,
generally reduce (increase) the Unfunded Actuarial Accrued
Liability.

5-2. Entry Age Actuarial Cost Method or Entry Age Normal Actuarial Cost Method

A method under which the Actuarial Present Value of the Projected Benefits
of each individual included in an Actuarial Valuation is allocated on a
level basis over the earnings or service of the individual between entry
age and assumed exit age(s). The portion of this Actuarial Present Value
allocated to a valuation year is called the Normal Cost. The portion of
this Actuarial Present Value not provided for at a valuation date by the
Actuarial Present Value of future Normal Costa is called the Actuarial
Accrued Liability.

Note 1: The description of this method should state the procedures used,
including:

(a? whether the allocation is based on earnings or services

(b) where aggregation is used in the calculation process

(c) how entry age is established

(d) what procedures are used when different benefit formulas
apply to various periods of service, and

(e) a description of any other method used to value a portion of
the pension plan's benefits.

Note 2: Under this method, the actuarial Gains (Losses), as they occur,

reduce (increase) the Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability.

0-3. Attained Age actuarial Cost Method

A method wier which the excee of the Actuarial Present Value of
Projected Befits over the Actuarial Accrued Liability in respect of each
Individual included in an Actuarial Valuation is allocated on a level
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h is ovar t emSags ar *rvice of the individual between the valuation
date MO soned eit. Te poction of this Actuarial Present Value thich
to allocated eo a valuation yew is called the momel Coot. The Actuarial
Acglusd sbility 4 determined wing the Unit Credit Actuarial Coot
Methods

t1e Is The deso ription of this method should state the procedure used,

Lacluding,

(a) whether the allocation is based on earnings or services

(b) where ogcgation is used in the calculation proesa and

(a) a description of sa other method used to value a portion of
the pension plans benefits.

mote 2, Under this method, the Actuarial Gai1s (Lose), a they occur,
reduce (increase) the Unfunded Actuarial Aocrued Liability.

mte 3o The different which regularly acse between the normal Coot
under this method and the Normal Cost under the Unit Credit
Actuarial Cost Nethod will affect the determination of future
Actuarial Gains (Loses).

5-4. Aggregate Actuarial Coot Metbod

A method under whica the excse of the Actuarial Present Value of
Projected Benefits of the group included in - Actuarial Valuation seer
the Actuarial Value of Assets Is allocated on a level basis over the
earnings or service of the group between the valuation dete and assumed
exit. this allocation is performed for the group me a whole, not m a ean
of individual allocation@. That portion of the Actuarial Present Value
allocated to a valuation yew is called the Normal Cot. The Actuartal
Accrued Liability is equal to the Actuacial Value of Assets.

Note It The description of this method should etate the procedure used,
including

(a) whether the allocation is based on earnings or service,

(b) bow aggrogation is used in the calculation pcocess: and

(c) a description of any other method ud ho value a portion of
the pension pom' benefits.

mote 2, Under this method, the Actuarial Gaes (Looses), a they occur,

reduce (incase) future Normal Costs.

11-5. Prosen bntry Ae Actuarial Cost Netbod

A method under which the encese of the Actuarial Presen- Value of
Projected Benefits of the group included in an Actuarial Valuation, over
the am of the Actuarial Value of Assets plus the Wnfunded rozen
Actuarial Accrued Liability, Is allocated on a level heass over the
earnings or service of the group between the valuation date and assumed
emit. This allocation is pecformod for the group a a whole, not a a m
of Individual allocations. The Frozen Actuarial Accrued Liability is
determined uing the Ontry Ago Actuarial Coot Netbod. The portion 01 this
Atearial Present Value allocatsd to a valuation yew is called the Normal

is te ds% ei-griptiosn of this method oldxod state the pood er sed
Including
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(a) wether the allocation is based on earnings or services

(b) how aggregation is used in the calculation process# and

(c) a description of any other method used to value a portion of
the pension plan's benefits.

Note 2e Under this method, the Actuarial Gains lossess), an they occur,
reduce (increase) future Normal Costs.

F-6. Frozen Attained Am Actuarial Cost Method

A method under which the excess of the Actuarial Present Value of
Projected Benefits of the group Lc=Jided in an Actuarial Valuation, over
the sum of the Actuarial Value of Assets plus the Ohefunded Frozen
Actuarial Accrued Liability, is allocated on a level basis over the
earnings or service of the group between the valuation date and assumed
exit. This allocation Is performed for the group a a Whole, not as a sum
of individual allocations. The Frozen Actuarial Accrued Liability is
determined using the Unit Credit Actuarial Cost Method. The portion of
this Actuarial Present Value allocated to a valuation year is called the
Normal Cost.

Note I: The description of this method should state the procedures used,
includingt

(a) whether the allocation is based on earnings or services

(b) how aggregation ia used In the calculation process: and

(o) a description of any other method used to value a portion of
the pension plan's benefits.

Note 2: Under this method, the Actuarial Gains (Losses), an they occur,
reduce (increase) future Normal Costs.

B-7. Individual Level Actuarial Cost Nethod or Individual Level Premium
Actuarial Cost Nethod

A method under which the Actuarial Present Value of each increment of an
individual's Projected Benefits Is allocated on a level basin over the
future earnings or service of the individual betwen the age at which such
increment is first recognized and the exit age(s). The portion of this
Actuarial Present Value allocated to a valuation year is called the Normal
Cost. Zsch individual's portion of the Actuarial Accrued Liability should
be determined on a consistent basis, usually as the retrospective
accumulation of the individual's prior Actuarial Accrued Liability and
prior Normal Cot, using the valuation Actuarial Assumptions.

Note 1: The description of this method should state the procedures used,
including&

(a) whether the allocation is based on earnings or service: and

(b) a-dWeariptiom of any other method used to value a portion of
the pension plan's benefits.

Note 2: Under this method, Actuarial Gains (Losses), as tbey occur,
result in amortization credits (debits) which offset (supplement)
Normal Cost. Increases (decreases) in Projected Benefits from
one valuation date to the next usually produce Normal Cost
increments (decrements) rather than Actuarial Losses Gains).
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B.-6. Individual Spread Gain Actuarial Cost Method or Individual Aggregate
Actuarial Coat Method

A method uner whicb the Actuarial Present Value of each increment of an
individual's Projected Benefits is allocated on a level basis over the
future earnings or service of the individual between the age at which such
increment is first recognized and the exit age(s). The portion of this
Actuarial Present Value allocated to a valuation year is called the Normal
Cost. Th9 Actuarial Value of Assets is deemed to he assigned to
individuals on a reasonable an consistent basil for example, each
individual's share may be the accumulation of his (her) prior Normal Costs
and any prior Actuarial Gains (Losses) allocated to the individual.
Actuarial Gains (Losses) are allocated to individuals in proportion to the
assigned Actuarial Value of Assets, or on any other reasonable and
consistent basis. The Actuarial Accrued Liability for an individual
equals the assigned portion of the Actuarial Value of Assets.

Note I: The description of this method should state the procedures used.

including,

(a) whether the allocation is based on earnings or services and

(b) a description of any other method used to value a portion of
the pension plan's benefits.

Note 2: Under this method, the Actuarial Gains (Losses), as they occur,
reduce (increase) future Normal Costs.

Note 3: This method has the effect of applying the Aggregate Actuarial
Cost Method separately for each individual.

9-9. Projection Actuarial Cost Method or Forecast Actuarial Cost Method

A method under which the excess of the Actuarial Present Value of the sum
of Projected Benefit payments for a specified period plus a funding
objective as of the end of the period over the Actuarial Value of Assets
is allocated on a level basis over the earnings or service of the group
during the specified period, including earnings or service for any future
entrants assumed. The allocation is performed for the group as a whole,
not as a sum of individual allocations. The portion of this Actuarial
Present Value allocated to a valuation year is called the 'annual cost
allocation'.

Note 1: The description of this method should

(a) explain the funding objective, and describe any anticipated
benefit increases which have been taken into accounto

(b) specify the period involved, and any scheduled changes to
that period for future valuations

(c) state the procedure used to allocate the excess and whettr
the allocation is based on earnings or service, and

(d) state the Actuarial Cost Method to be used to determine
future allocations hen the end of the specified period is
reached.

Note 2: The funding objective will usually be expressed as the Actuarial
Accrued Liability as projected to exist under another Actuarial
Cost Method at the end of the specified period.

Note 3s Under this method, Actuarial Gains (Losses), as they occur,
reduce (increase) the annual cost allocation.

Note 4. Only a Projection Actuarial Cost Method with an Open Group
assumption should be so labeled if an Open Group assumption is
used with amy other Actuarial Cost Method, the method should be
named and the Open Group assumtion described.

30-519 0-84---23
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Section C

SUWPPLAL GWSGSAR

C-1. Accrued Benefit or Accimulated Plan benefit

1he Iot of an individual's benefit- whetherr ot met vested) a of a
specified dote, determined in accocdance with the term of a pension plan
and based on compensation fif applicable) and service to that date.

C-2. Actuarial AssuMtions

Assuiptions as to the occurrence of future events affecting pension costs,
such owe mortality, withdrawal, disablement and retirement changes in
compensation and national pension benefits# rates of Investment earnings
and asset appreciation or depcociation, procedures used to determine the
Actuarial Value of Assetal characteristics of future entrents for Open
Group Actuarial Coat ethodso and other relevant ites.

C-3. Actuarial Valuation

fTe determination, as of a valuation date, of the Norml Cost, Actuarial
Acorued Liability, Actuarial Value of Assets, and related Actuarial
Present Values for a pension plan.

C-4. Actuarially Sqkuivalent

Of equal Actuarial Present Value, determined as of a given date with each
value based on the same set of Actuarial Asumptions.

C-S. Amortization Paymnt

That portion of the pension plan contribution which is designed to pay
interest on and to amortize the Unfeded Actuatri2l Accrued Liability of
the Unfunded Frozen Actuarial Accrued Liability.

C-6. One-year Term Coat

The Actuarial Present Value, as of a valuation date, of aU benefits
expected to become payable in the future a a result of an event or evento
expected to occur during a valuation year.

C-7. Oen Gcoup/Closed Group

Tern used to distinguish between two classes of Actuarial Cost Methods.
under an Open Group Actuarial Cost Method, Actuarial Present Values
associated with expected future entrants are considered# under a Closed
Group Actuarial Coat etbod, Actuarial Present Vlume associated with
future entrants are not considered.

C-8. Pay-aa-TOU-4b

A method of financing a pension plan under which the contributions to the
plan are generally mde at about the sme time and in ao, the t e
amount as banefit payments and expenses becoming due.

C-9. Projected Benefits

oes passion plan benefit mmunts which are expected to be paid at
various future time under a particular set of Actuarial Assumptions,
taking into account eab items as the effect of advancement in age and

past ad anticipated future copensation and service credit. That
portion of an individsal'e Projected Benefit allocated to mrvic. to dote,
determined n accordance with the terms of a pension plan aid beited on
future compensation as projected to retirement, is called the Credited
Projected Benefit.

C-1O. Terminal Funding

A method of funding a pension plan under which the entire Actuarial
Present Value of benefits for each individual is contributed to the plan's
fund at the time of withdcowal, retirement or bnOeflt commencement.
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Tern Recommended Term

Accumulated Plm Denefit/Level Value, Attained Age
Fized Supplement Method Actuarial Coat Method

Accumulated Plan Bonefit Method Unit Credit
Actuarial Coot Method

Actuarial Met Value Actuarial Value of Asets

Actuarial Experience Gain (Uo) Actuarial Galn (Uol)

Actuarial l valuation Effect For discussion, ace note I
(or Gain, locl) under Actuarial Gain (losa)

Actuarial Surplua lee Note to A-6

Actuarial Valuation Method Actuarial Cost method

Actuarial Value of the Fund (Aets) Actuarial Value of Assets

AggCetO Projected inecfit Aggregate Actuarial
Coat Mthod Coat method

Annual Actuarial Coat Both Normal Cost and
&moc t i cation Paymenta

Annual Actuarial Value Normal Coat

Annual Supplemental Coat Amortiation Payments

Attained Age Mocma Attained Age
Actuarial Cost Method Actuarial Cost Method

Career-Average method Unit Credit
Actuarial Coet Method

Combined Actuarial Value both Normal Coat and
Aort nation Payments

Cuccent Service Contribution Normal Coat

Current Service Coat Normal Coat

Frozen Initial Liability Froen Actuarial
Accrued Liability

Puture Setvice Coat - ormal Coat

. Gcoa Actuarial Deficiency Actuarial Accrued Liability

Group Target Method Projection Actuarial
Coat Method

Individual WIaol Value, o Initial Individual Level
Supplement method Actuarial Coat Nethod

Section Pag*

3-3 3

S-I

A-S

A-9

A-9

A-4

A-2

A-S

3-4

A-3

C-S

A-3

C-5

5-3

5-1

A-)

C-5

A-3

A-3

A-? 2

A-3 I

A-4 I

3-, 6

W-? S

3

2

2

4

S

I

S

3

3
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Term becoinnded Torm

Lavel Dollar Nemtit Method Unit Credit
Actuarial Cost Method

lave Peroentage-of-Pay Unit Credit
Ief it Method Actuarial Cost Method

Level Value, Fixed Supplement Method Prosen Uitry Age
Actuarial Coot Method

Level Value, No Uanded Aggregate Actuarial
Supplement Method Cet method

level Value, Variable O ntry Age
Supplemet Method Actuarial Coot method

modified Aggregate method Iither Aggregate
Actuarial Cost method or
Individual Spread Gain
Actuar ial Cost Method

modified Individual Level Either Aggregate
Premium Netbod Actuarial Coet method or

Individual Spread Gain
Actuarial Coot Method

not Actuarial Deficiency Actuarial Accrued Liability

Normal and Supplemental Cost method bitry Age
Actuarial Coot Method

Poet Service Contribution Amortiation Poanta

Poet service coat Rither moctistion Payments
or Actuarial Accrued
Liability

Pot Service Liability Actuarial Accrued Liability

Pemsion Coat Both Norml Coat am
/mootat ion Payments

Pension hservee The remeMded term is
"Actuarial Present Value
of Pensions'

Present Value Actuarial Preent Value

Prior Service oet Either Amotistion Poyments
or Actuarial Acrued
Liability

Prior Service Liability Actuarial Accrued Liability

Revaluation Gain (goes) The recon Nend term io
Increase (decrease) in
Actuarial Accrued Liability
ad a reaslt o... Se&W A-7

Supplemental Aftuarial Vealm Actuarial Accrued Liability

Supplemetal Liability Actuarial Accrued Liability

Section Pag

S-I 3

6-I 3

9-5 4

5-4 4

B-2 3

4

S

4

3

6S

1

S

2

5-4

11-8

0-4

s-s

A-4

*-2

C-5

C-5

A-4

A-4

A-3
C-S

A-I

C-S

A-4

A-4

A-?

A-4

A-4
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Term

Iqplememtal eteet Value

Terminal Value "ethad

Unfunded Obl igat ione

Unfunded Past Service Coat

Unfunded Past Service Liability

Unfunded Prior Service cost

Unfunded Prior Service Liability

Unfunded Supplemental Liability

Unfunded Supplemental
Present Value

Valuation

Valuation method

Mecmended Term

Actuarial Accrued Liability

Terminal Pundin

Unfunded Actuarial

Accrued Liability

Unfunded Actuarial

Accrued Liability

Unfunded Actuarial

Accrued Liability

Unfunded Actuarial

Accrued Liability

Unfunded Actuarial

Accrued Liability

Unfunded Actuarial

Accrued Liability

Unfunded Actuarial
Accrued Liability

Actuarial Valuation

Actuarial Cost method

section

A-4 I

C-1, 9

A-6 I

A-6 I

A-$ 1

A-4 I

A-S I

A-4 I

A-6

C-3

A-2

I

1
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Section 3

1 OF TOM

lrnw Sect ion Pro

Accrued amee It C-1 I

Aocrued Liability A-4 I

ocmulated Plan Denerit C-1 I

Actuoarial Accrued Liability A-4 I

Actuarial Assumpt ions C-i I

Actuarial Ooet Method A-2 I

Actuarial Gain (Loss) A-9 2

Actuarial Liability A-4 I

Actuarial Present Value A-I I

Actuarial eserwe A-4 I

Actuarial Valuation C-3 I

Actuarial Value of Assets A-S I

Actuarially lguivalent C-4 a

Aqgregate Actuarial Coot method 3-4 4

Amortization Payment C-S S

Attained Age Actuarial Cost method 3-3 3

Credited Projected benefit C-9 9

untry Age Atuarial Coot method A-2 ?

btry Age Normal Actuarial Coat Method 0-2 3

asperienc@ Gain (o0e) A-9 2

Forecast Actuarial Cst Method 3-9 6

Froase Actuarial Accrued Liability A-7 2

Frozen Actuarial Liability A-? 2

Frozen Attained Age Actuarial Coot Method S-6 S

Fromen bntry Age Actuarial Cost Method 3-5 4

Funding Zxcoes A-6 I

Funding Method A-i I
Individual Aggregate Actuarial Cost method 3-8 6

Individual Level Actuarial Cost Methood 8-7 S
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Term Aect Lon

Individual Level Premium Actuarial Cost Nethod a-? 5

Individual Spcead Gain Actucil Cost Method I-9 6

Normal Actuarial Cost A-3

Nomal Coost A-3

Owe-Year Term Cost C-6

Open GCoup/Closed Group C-7 6

Pay-ae-you-0o C-9 I

Pcojected knefits C-9 I

Pcojection Actuarial Cost Method B-9 9

Terminal Funding C-1O 9

Unfunded Ac rued Liability A-4

Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability A-$ I

Unfunded Actuarial Liability A-6 I

Unfunded Actuarial deserve A-6 I

Unfunded Fcosen Actuarial Accrued Liability A-@ I

Unfunded Frosen Actuarial Liability A-$ I

Unit Credit Actuarial Cost Method 8-1 3

Valuation Assets A-S I
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A. INTWOUXTIQN AND EXPLANATORY CDsxmrrs

Direction and Makeup of the Comittee

In late 1961, the Camittee on Pensions of the Conference of Actuaries in

Public Practice was asked to write a white Paper on an actuarial standard

for pension disclosure. It was to be a definitive statement of vhat the

actuarial profession thinks is meaningful pension disclosure. Committee

members were chosen for their background in large private plans a well as

small ones, multiemployer plans as well as public plans. The Cmmttee

members are as follows:

Pamees F. A. Biggs -Robin 0. Holloway
OJoeph H. Dittner -Daniel F. McGinn
wPaul A. Gewirts (Chairman) -Robert C. North, Jr.
vAillard A. Hart an AvLichael J. Tierney
.'David L. Hewitt wJohn P. Viskoweki

2. Why the Committee Was Established

Many actuaries feel that the setting of a standard for pension disclosure

by the actuarial profession has been deferred too long. They foel that

this has limited our profession's ability to respond ore forcefully to

those who would make radical and confining changes in pension accounting

rules when more adequate and meaningful pension disclosure might well have

satisfied the perceived needs. In its response to the rVAI, the actuarial

profession has strongly advocated additional disclosure in lieu of account-

ing changes-but, when asked for a definitive standard, the profession has

had none to show.

Mile the lack of a disclosure standard for dealing with this particular

problem was certainly a major reason for this assignment, it wasn't the

only reason, by any mans. A profession must, at some point in its

-1-
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development, codify the guLding principles that are coionly accepted

practice in that profession. uur profession has been doing this in a

number of areas for son tim now. Mny feel that a White Paper describing

a actuarial standard for pension dLaclosro is an essential part of this

process.

3. Why an Invitation to Conent at This Time

The Committee has set on nerous occasions to define the objectives of

pension disclosure, to outline the scope of the eventual White Paper, to

decide on meaningful olenents of disclosure that would be neither too much

for some nor too little for others, and to debate the usefulness of the

final product. Wile we have not yet completed the Wite Paper, we have

made sufficient progress to lot you know the direction we took and to

reveal the sample dLclosure package we developed.

At this point, we need feedback frm each of you. If there is enough

support for our general direction, then we will...

" publicize the disclosure package to possible users (FA53. etc.) to

dissipate pressure for major accounting changes and,

o use your omento to Ofisn tuae the present pack-go and prooed with

the White Paper.

4.,
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S. USEFULNESS OF TU 01SCLOSUEM PAqCIM

The Comittee views the eventual White Paper on an Actuarial Standard for

Pension Disclosure as defining a standard by which to measure disclosure content

that is sutficient to enable sophistcated ueers to understand the financial

implications of a pension plan.

For the most part, actuarial reports contain =u=h, if not all, of the disclosure

information already. The additional Itemas can usually be found In existing valua-

tion output or are readily obtainable. We don't think there will be a signifi-

cant burden for medium-ised and larger plans to supply the reoeended

information, and we do not propose that this standard be applied to smaller

plans.

The Committee is not rocomending that pension actuaries adopt this format to

replace or even standardize their oewn reports. We fully expect that actuaries

will oontinue to design their reports to fit different needs and circinstances.

Instead, we propoe that the Smary DiLcoure Statement seme as a a r of

the actuary's reports, available to the uoer by reeet through the client (mach

like various auditor's questionnaires are no handled).

?be Sumary Disclosure Statement will have standardized content and togmt, - Us

believe that this stadardised approach to disclosure--which is really all we

are suggesting--vill Improve omparability between plas without requiring major

changes in pension acomting. After all, this is the messge ow professLon

has given to the 1ASM, and this approach pr vides a structre to Implement it.

if there in enough support, we intend to publicize our disclosure standard to

various user groups who have urged better disclosure in the past. If th see a

value in it as a way of satisfying their demands for ocaprability and other

such objectives, they may wish to adopt this standard for their future Lafor-

mation requests from plan sponsors. It is our hope, of course, that the

pressure for major pensilp accounting changes will be dissipated through the

availability of more effective disclosure.
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C. OWUCTIM Or AN ACTUARIAL _VZIWAW PO PVSXO DISCWURZ

Perhaps the biggest problem in getting an adequate actuarial standard for

pension disclosure is that of information overload. What is barely sufficient

Information to a sophisticated analyst is incredibly confusing to the average

plan participant.

The Coemittee decided to solve this problem by recommending a standard disclo-

sure package consisting of a Susmary Disclosure Statement, which selectively

and concisely displays some key information for the convenience of the user,

and a Building Blocks Rxhibit containing the elemental *building blocksO of

disclosure, from which the interested user can derive a great variety of addi-

tional information. While the building Blocks Sxhibit would be Identical for

all occasions, the Sumary Disclosure Statement oould be varied for the

audience.

The Coaittee decided to use a two-part dAsclosure package after failing to

find a single Summary Disclosure Statement which would satisfy moet user

requirements-and be brief as well. lather than suggest a oremoised standard

Which might prove unsatisfactory to some users, the Committee decided that a

package which always contained the elemental building blocks would generally

satisfy the more demanding users--if they Vere advised on the proper use,.

interpretation and limitations of various indices and ratios that might be

derived. This would be provided for in the White Paper. When you review the

Disclosure Package in Section 3. please keep In mind that the explanatory

material in the White Paper, not just the numbers, will be available to a user

on rees t.

-5-
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The final disclosure package should be appropriate even for users with modest

needs-because the Smary Disclosure statemnt would be simple and the Building

Blocks Rxhibit could be ignored by the use, if so desired. novever, it wo the

needs of the more demanding users (suwh as auditors or finanial analysts) that

prompted our decision. Their needs can be mmsrisd as follows

- They are fundamentally interested in information that assists their

estimates of future corporate cash flow and viability. The fore of that

information, I.e., whether It is reported in the balance sheet or in

footnotes, Is of less importance.

- They would like information that is consistent or standardised among

companies and Lndustriest or, If it ie not consistent, they would like

enough information so that they can make their own adjustments.

-- More specifically, they wnts

The actuarial present value of the employers total pension obligation,

as well as the actuarial present value of acmulated plan benefits

with and without a salary scale.

- economic, investment, and actuarial assmptioes being used for the

pension plan.

A measure of pension .mpense as an aggregate percentage of payroll.

While reeognLaing that various method for measuring pension expense

are viable, many amlysts would like to so me narrowing in pemLtted

alternatives.

- omparison of actual plan experience with the actuarial asumptio s

that were made.

While it is not our Intention t suggest standard disclosure which satisfies

primarily the more demanding users, neither ems we ignore their special needs.

Bence, the need for the Building Blocks Inhibit as purt of the standard package.
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D. OTTLIRE OF TIE JEWFTUAL WHITE PAPrR ON

AN ACTUARIAL STANDARD FOR PENSION D1!0SUI

TABLE OF COPTIfNTI

Io IZTF4OOUCTIOIN AND INARY

III. ]AIIXNGFUL VXAV1TS or DISCWISUR3
- Items

-- Explanations
- Interpretations and Limitations

IV. APPLICABILITY AND INTERPREATION Or IZULT

1. Corporate Plans

2. fltiemployer Plans

3. S,.;pplemental Unfunded Pension Plans

4. Post-retirement elfare Plans

S. oreiqn Plans

6. Termination Indemnity Plans

7. Public Plans

APPENDIX I COWFeRENCX'S CURRENT GUIDES ON ACTUARIAL DISCLSUR

-"



3. DI 6CWMUI PACKAGE

1. SUMARY DISCLOSURE STATDDINT
M ADC COMPANY DIEFIZID-lD117T PENSW PLAN

I- ITRODUCTION

I-A. Date and basis of Valuation

The valuation ws performed as of January 1, 1982, the first day of the
Plan Year and the company's fiscal year. The valuation was based on-the
Plan provisions and benefit levels in effect on January 1, 1962, employee
data compiled by the company as of January 1, 1982, and on a "going
concern" concept. The actuarial value of assets was determined based on
information provided by the Trustee as of January 1, 1962.

1-5. enefit Synopsis

Senefit equals 2%
service, less 50%
start at age 62.
credited service.

of fidbl average 5-year salary times years of benefit
of Primary Social security benefit. Unreduced benefits
Accrued benefits became fully vested after 10 years of
Death and disability benefits are also provided.

11. FUNDING AND EXPENSING

II-A. Funding and Expense Sumary
(Amounts in 1,000's and as 0 of Pay)

1/1/82 , 1/1/1 . 1/1/80 1/l/79

KRISA Funding Limits
- Regular Minimum
- FSA alance
- SRI" Minimum
- RISA Maximum
- Method

Contribution Paid
- Method

Pension Expense
- Method

$64.0 (5.2%)
10.0CR(.6%)
S4.0 (4.4%)
74.0 (6.01)
Entry Age

$66.0 (5.3%)
Aggregate

$42.0 (3.4%)
Unit Credit

$56.0 (5.3%)
7.OCR(.6%)

51.0 (4.7%)
68.0 (6.3%)
Entry Age

$60.0 (5.5%)
Aggregate

$36.0 (3.5%)
Unit Credit

$54.0 (5.1%)
6.OCR(.6%)

48.0 (4.5%)
64.0 (6.0%)
Entry Age

$56.0 (5.3%)
Aggregate

$54.0 (5.1%)
Entry Age

$48.0 (5.0%)
3.OCR( .3%)

45.0 (4.7%)
56.0 (6.0%)
Entry Age

$46.0 (5.0%)
Entry Age

$48.0 (5.0%)
Entry Age

Values based on provisions, methods
shown.

and assumptions in effect as of date

11-. Expense Policy

Pension expense is computed by the use of the projected Unit Credit actu-
arial cost method, 7% interest, 6% salary scale, and *going concern* type
decrements, including retirement decrmmts under which the average age at
retirement is expected to be age 620 The actuarial value of assets is
based on market value. lfor 1982, the pension expense equaled the normal
cost ($22,000) plus an amortization payment ($20,000) which will mortise
the unfunded actuarial accrued liability under the Unit Credit Method

over 18.10 years.

-9-
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1i-C. Contribution Policy

It is the company'. general policy to contribktte an mmt detemined under
the Aggregate Actuarial Cost method with 7% interest, 6% salary scale, and
going concernO type docrements, Including retireh-nt decrements under which
the average age at retirement is expected to be age 62- The actuarial
value of assets is based on market value. Payment is usually made on the
date the tax return is due (Including extensions). The company is free to
vary the amount and date of contribution above or below the pension expense
mount, subject to RIAt, iiniMm and maximmin mits.

11-0. Changes in Neais Since Previous Year

- Plan Amendments-d hc Increases for prior retiree.

- Actuarial Assumptions-The Interest rate was changed from 6% to 7%.
In addition, the salary Increase asmmeption was changed from 5% to 6%
per annus.

- No changes in actuarial cost methods were made for the current valu-

ation.

Il-B. Actuarial Gain (Loss)

The actuarial gain for the year ending 1961 was $150,000. Nost of this gain
was attributable to Investment earnings in excess of what me assumed for
valuation purposes. The remainder of the gain was due to a combination of
all other experience factors, Including sa1ary increases and employee
terminatLons in exaess of -twbt was aseuned for valuation purposes.

11-F. 6becial Events

The actuarial valuatLon takes Into account the 1961 sale of the XTZ subsidiary.
Plan ssets equal to the actuarial present value of accrued benefits were
paid to the success o corporation. This transaction resulted in a $50,000
actuarial gain to the Plan durLng 1961.

1I-G. Amgegate wEding Index Trend

In order to provide an overall measure of the trend in the Plan's funding
requirements, e Aggregate Funding Index has been established and is pro-
vided below

196 1961 1960 1979

Aggrogate Funding Index 5.3 5.5 5.3 S.%

Moe Aggregate FU Index Is equal too the actuarLal present value of
projected benefits minus the actuarial value of assets, divLded by the
ctuarLal present value of projected future valuation payroll.

fte iorease In the Aggregate Funding Index in 1M60 and 1961 were caused
prLmarLly by ad hoc Improvements for prior retirees.
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IMX. IWDD STATUS

a) APV of Accumulated Plan benefits

b) Punded Status Assets

c) - funded Ra?.io (b.'a)

d) A"V of Credited Projected Benefits

e) Funded status Assets

f) - Funded Ratio (e.d)

UK-A Funded Status 2!a=
(in 1,000')

1/1/82 1/1/41 1/1/SO I/1l

$1,423 $1,206 $1,023 8 933

1,424 1,194 963

100 9 .1% 94.1%

709

76.00

4,001 3,697 3,206 3,069

1,424 1,194 963 709

35.6 32.3% 30.0% 23.1%

o AMW moans Actuarial Present value.

o Accumulated Plan Benefits are benefits earned to date.

o Credited Projected Senefits are benefits based on credited service
to date, but using expected future salary at retirement.

o Funded Status Assets mans (Specify basis of asset measurement
here.)

o Values based on provisions and actuarial assumptions in effect
as of date shown.

211-2. basis for Punded Status Summary

The actuarial present value of Accmulated Plan Benefits Is based on 7%
Interest and going concern' type decrements, Including retirement
decrements under wich the average age at retirement is expected to be
age 62. he actuarial present value of Credited Projected Benefits is
based en 7% Interest in ombinatian vith a 60 salary scale and ot~er
decrements as described above.

111-C. Changes in Funded Status Basis Since Previous Year

The interest rate we increased from 6 to 7% per annue for both calclar-
tion bases, while the salary scale was changed from SO to 6% per sun.

111-D. Jecial Events

2hs funded status measurement takes into account the 1901 sales of the XTS
subsidiary. Plan assets equal to the actuarial present value of accrued
benefits wore paid to the successor corporation.

-11-'
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IV. VNGUAPRIC TRIM

Active and retired Plan participants are smmaried below$

Actives 102 1901 1980 1979

# 163 159 154 150
Average Age 34 33 33 32
Average Service 14 13 12 12
Average Annual Pay 612,102 $11,692 $10,947 $10,263

Retired
0 24 17 13 6

Average Age 67 66 65 64
Average Annual benefit $ 040 $ 609 6 520 6 502

In addition, the Plan had 2 disabled employees receiving benefits totalling
$6,200 per year, and 11 vested terminated employees entitled to future
benefits.

V. COWTIVGWT OSLIG TIoS

So recognition was given to benefit increases which will become effective on
October 1, 193. Also, the actuarial values that would apply in the event that
the "going concern* concept becomes inapplicable in the future would differ from
those shown above. Plan provisions may be different in the event of plan ter-
mination, merger, spinoff, and the actuarial assuptions used in the above
calculations may not be applicable under these events. In the event of a plan
termination, the excess of the actuarial present value of POC insured benefits
over the market value of assets becomes a liability of the company (up to 30S
of net worth). because of procedural complexities, estimates of the contingent
liability my be wide of the mark. However, we estimate there was currently no
contingent PfC liability under this plan as of the valuation date.

VI. PINION

In preparing this etatement, we have relied on the information provided by the
Company regarding plan provisions, plan participants, plan assets, and other
materials. The actual ial present values shown have been estimated on the basis
of actuarial assunptions which, in the opinion of the undersigned, are appro-
priate for the purposes of this statement, are reasonable in the aggregate
takingg into account the experience of the Plan and reasonable expectations),
and, when applied in combination, represent a reasonable estimate of the
anticipated experience under the Plan.

(ua or rim)

(game of A ctuary and ]Professional Designations)

-12-
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2. BUILDING BLCK RUI5IT
(One for lach Tear)

A. Valuation Date and Period Over Which Items are Applicable

3. Participant smary active
Receiving v/Deferrod

Active BDnefits Donfits

1) Count
2) Payroll (or benefit mount)
3) APV of Future Pay (or person years) Ux XX

C. Actuarial Assumption and Actuarial Cost Method 9ary

D.' ienef it Sary
For For

Funding ExEansing
a. Sumary of Valuation Results

1) Actuarial Cost Method

2) AP of Projected enef its

3) APV of future Noru l Costs

4) Actuarial Accrued Liability (MAL)
a) Change in (M/L) due to,

1) Method
ii) Asumption
iii) Benefits

b) Actuarial Gain (Loss)
i) Asset Source
ii) Liability Source(s) (combined)
iii) Pon-Currant Reserve Source - xxx,

S) Asset balances:
a) Actuarial value of assets
b) Market value of assets

6) VAL

7) on-Current Reserve (Balance 8heat
Liability) XIXM

0) UPJAL (Unprovided actuarial
accrued liability) MM

9) Normal Cost

10) Amortization

11) Interest on Non-C. ront Reserves XXXX

12) Accrued interest

-13-
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F. Contribution and Expnse Items
1) Regular Ktnimn

2) ISA Balanco

3) IrISA NWniu

4) ZRISA Maximum

5) Contribution Paid

6) Booked Expense

G. Fnded Status Suoary

Categories

Actuarial
I of Pay, or Cost

Amount $ Per Participant) Method Used

AFV of
Credited

Accmoulated Projected
Plan Benefits Benefits

1) Vested participants
a) Currently Receiving Benefits
b) Utitled to deferred future benefits

2) Non-vested participants

3) Total

4) Funded-Status assets. $

*More complete smaries of these Items will be attached as appendices.

-14-
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Aum3LT or GowMzNTAL EMwwmY
Washingon, D.C, November S, 1983.

Mr. JOHN J. SALMON,
C f Counse4 Committee on Wa)w and Meana U& House of Representatives, Wash-

ington, D.C
DuA MR. SALMON: The Assembly of Governmental Employees [AVE] is a federa-

tion of public employee organizations throughout the United States. For over 30
years, AGE has viewed with great concern the preemption of state authority by the
federal government. We are especially concerned with the possible introduction of

the Public Employees Pension Plan Reporting and Accountability Act [PEPPRAJ
discussed during the hearing in the House Education and Labor Subcommittee on
Labor-Management Relations and the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on
Oversight, November 15, 1983.

As public employees, our members are keenly aware of the importance of a sound
retirement system. Recognizing the need for reform in certain areas, AGE affiliates
have supported and will continue to support pension reform efforts to insure the
dollars will be available-upon retirement. AGE supports and encourages state and
local efforts to protect the rights of public employees who rightfully e.,pect the re-
tirement system to remain sound. Many jurisdictions have undertaken such reform
and indeed have made great pr to improve many aspects of their plans. The
public employees most directly affected by public pension plans are critically aware
of this need to protect their hard-earned retirement benefits. With this desire in
mind, many have elected representatives to their retirement board and/or work
through their state aociatiois to safeguard their pension dollars.

It is our belief that such reform should be based on need as well as instigated on
the state and local level. AGE strongly opposes the preemption of state authority
over public pension systems by this legislation. It is our belief state government is
the appropriate level to deal with their pension system. With this thought in mind,
AGE delegates attending the 1983 General Assembly in Baltimore, Maryland unani-
mously pased the following resolutions:

Whereas, retirement systems are best administered by the jurisdictions whose em-
ployees are covered by the systems; and

Whereas, control o" and policy affecting a retirement system is more appropriate-
ly and effectively determined by those administering the systems; now therefore be
it

Resoued, that AGE policy include the position of opposing and encouraging its
affiliates to oppose any legislation designed to impose federal control of public em-
ployee retirement systems.

AGE affiliate organizations understand and recognize the need for safeguards and
will continue to work for those safeguards on a state and local level. As a represent-
atives of public employees whose future security is at issue, we share in our affili-
ates concern, however, we strongly oppose federal preemption on this issue.

We would appreciate your inserting our letter as part of the official record.
Sicere, LAuA M. Wn UAm, Preaident.

STATEMNT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Or COUNTIM t

The National Association of Counties is pleasd to present for the record testimo-
ny to the House Subcommittee on Oversight on certain issues regarding public em-ployees pon benefit plans. Your attention to these issues is very timely and will
provi or a better understanding of the growth, scope and financial status of State
and local governmental plans, and whether additional Federal disclosure, reporting
or fiduciary standards for such plans are appropriate.

NACo has studied the issue of public pnsion reform and in particular several
bills (H.R. 4928 and H.R 4929, the Public Employee Pension Reporting and Account-
ability Act), which were desigLed to establish additional local government adminis-

'NACo is the only national organmlon reprsen tng county gvernment in America. Its

membership includes urban, subur a ruran ti Joined tqher for the common pur-
pon od stregtbmng county owvernmet to meet the nds of aU Americans. By virtue ad a
county' embeb!p al its elected az appointed officials become paticipat. an organize-
tic. de ted to the foowing goak improving county vnment; serving a the national

Men for county government i ast- a liaison be e the nation's counties and oe
leys of government; n achieving pub e u rtanding of the role of counties in the federal
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trative and enforcement procedures aimed at more reporting, disclosure and fiduci-
ary responsibility requirements. Upon consideration of such legislative initiatives,
the National Association of Counties reaffirms its opposition to any PEPPRA legis-
lation.

We recognize that there have been and still are some problems with the struc-
tures, funding situations, and reporting and disclosure policies of some State and
local government pension programs. We believe that State and local government of-
ficials recognize these problems, have shown that they can reform their own sys-
tems, and will strengthen these reform measures in the coming years. We do not
believe that the solution is for the Federal Government to create a new Federal bu-
reaucracy to determine, regulate and enforce uniform reporting, disclosure, fiduci-
ary and administrative standards for public pension plans.

N either the decided trend tow&-d increased legislation and oversight at the State
level nor any proposed PEPPRA legislation has changed enough to warrant any
modification of our policy toward Federal regulation of State and local government
pension plans. We strongly believe that the State governments are in the best and
most appropriate position to legislate, regulate and enforce State and local govern-
ment pension policies. The National Association of Counties supports and encour-
ages improvements in reporting, disclosure and fiduciary standards at the State gov-
ernment level.

With increasing responsibility for the provision of Government services being
shifted to the States, counties and cities through block grant&, New Federalism ini-
tiatives and Federal deregulation, it strikes us as very odd that these levels of Gov-
ernment have been deemed capable in this regard, and yet would be judged incapa-
ble of regulating and administering their own basic pension systems by Congress.
On th.e one hand we are being told that local government shouldassume full respon-
sibility foe such diverse and major societal needs as welfare, food stamps, education,
transportation and social services, at the same time, that those local governments
are not equipped to handle a basic employer function-pensions.

BACKGROUND

State avid local governments should retain the basic responsibility to structure,
maintain, and reform their own pension plans. We believe that all parties involved
should encourage and work toward basic principle for their own programs such as
fu'i disclosure, reasonable reporting, sound fund, stron fiduciary standards, pru-
dent investment practices, plan consolidation where possible, increased portability,
and better integration with social security and other related systems. However, the
ultimate decisions in these and other public pension areas for their own plans must
be made by the State and local government elected officials themselves according to
their judgment of the unique realities, limitations, needs, and requirements of their
governments and in a fair and equitable manner vis-a-vis their employees and the
taxpayers.

We believe the Federal Governmeit role in the public pensions vis-a-vis State and
local governments should be one of encouragement for reform, a provider of techni-
cal assistance.- leader in operating reasonable plans for its own employees, and a cat-
alyst in the development of voluntary guidelines for use by State and local govern-
ments in reshaping their pension program.

We believe we should and can manage our employee pension plans without direct
Federal involvement, public pensions being a basic, integral function of State and
local governments. We do not believe it is necessary for the Federal Government to"save" State and local officials from themselves in the area of pensions.

Given the decided trend toward internal improvement and reform at the State
and local government level and the general Federal policy of returning more au-
thority and responsibility for Government services and programs to State and local
governments, it is neither appropriate nor wise to enact new Federal authority and
increased Federal regulation of this basic State and local government function.

NACO POLICY

The National Association of Counties has a lon-tanding policy encouraging pen-
sion reform at the State and local level. In addition, our organization hasheld nu-
merous training sessions, workshops and policy discussions on pension reform.
NACo policy as embodied in the American county platform is that public pension
plans represent an increasingly significant factor in the management of county gov-
ernments. NACo supports full disclosure and reasonable reporting of information re-
garding public pension plans, strong fiduciary standards, prudent investment prac-
tices, sound funding, and equitable vesting requirements.
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Public pension plans, their funding, benefit levels, and their management repre-
sent a series of complicated policy choices arrived at by elected public officials. The
decisions not only involved fscal considerations, but labor-management decisions as
well. Public pension plans are an integral function of county, municipal, and State
Governments. NACo opposes Federal interference with this important function be-
cause Federal regulation threatens the ability of local elected officials to carry out
mandates g*ven to them through the electoral process The National Association o0!
Counties also supports the notion that in the orderly discharge of their responsibil-
ities, State and local governments should observe the following principles:

Provide for realistic and equitable levels for retirement, survivors, and disability
benefits.

Appropriate and timely reporting of the pension system's financial conditions to
plan participants, elected officials, taxpayers, and other interested parties.

.Ftablishment of a financing plan to assure adequate funding of future benefit ob-
liqations as they are earned and accrued and to amortize accrued unfunded liabil-
ities.

MAJO gaUze

We submit the following facts and conditions which we believe argue overwhelm-
ingly against Commisionthe need for and desirability of Federal PEPPRA legisla-
tion:

1. State and local government pensions are part of the basic and integral person-
nel and compensation functions of those levels of Government and thus should be
rented by those levels of Government.

. Over ninety percent of State and local government employees are covered by
pension programs and the vast marity of these are members of large or statewide
pension systems which are generally well administered and funded.

3. State legislatures have taken giant strides in the past few years to set up pen-
sion committees and task forces and to reform and consolidate pension systems in
their States.

4. A major impetus for ERISA legislation, private sector bankruptcies and de-
faults, simply does not exist in the public sector. To date, there have been no de-
faults on State and local pension obligations of which we are aware.

5. State governments, not the Federal Government, have the ultimate responsibil-
ity for pension obligations of their public plans and those of their jurisdictions.
Therefore, they are the most appropriate level of Government to regulate State and
local government pensions.

6. Each State has diverse and unique conditions and retirement systems which
warrant flexibility and control at the State Government level rather than one uni-
form set of national standards.

7. Even limited Federal PEPPRA legislation would, over time, result in increas-
ingly strict, pervasive and inflexible regulations and Federal bureaucratic policies.

8.In addition to State legislation and oversight, there are "free market' forces
such as bond rating review qand accounting standard certifications which effectively
reinforce sound funding ration.

9. We fear that Federal regulation of State and local government pensions would
inevitably be influenced by ERISA provisions and principles which would blur the
real differences between public and private pension programs and their administra-
tion.

10. The proposed legislation would add a plethora of new regulations, require-
ments and paperwork mandates which would increase the cOsts, burdens and com-
plexity of pension administration for State and local governments.

11. Any proposed legislation ma be unconstitutional based on the National
League of Cities v. Usery Supreme Court Decision. Such legislation clearly violates
the spirit of that decision.

12. There is no compelling national interest or national crisis which warrants
Federal intervention in the State and local government oversight, regulation and
administration of their pension plans.

TM MDRAL ROLE

We suggest that the Federal role in the area of public pensions should be to assist
and encourage State and local governments in better structuring and managing
their own pension programs. We believe that role could best and most constructive.

Sbe Upshed by the et ishment of some voluntary elines to be used by
te local gornments in reviewing and reforming thir own pension plans.
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The method used in the workers' compensation area is a possible approach to such
an endeavor.

Whatever method or forum is used should involve state and local government offi-
cials and should embody an advisory philosophy in reaching a national consensus on
the basic principles of sound public pension plan structure and administration. Even
within this context, any recommendations must be voluntary and recognize the di-
verse requirements, structures and needs of State and local governments and their
pension systems.

The approach embodied in past legislative attempts has in our judgment, been the
wrong way to affect reform in State and local government pension plans. We believe
it would create more problem than it solves and min the mark as to the real prob-
lems of some plans, penalize the majority of plans which are well administered, and
overstep Federal intergovernmental relationship authority. Additionally, we believe
that other attempts to legislate pension reform would have only served to:

1. Override existing State constitutional protections for members and annuitants.
2. Increase the cost of administering retirement systems, and divert funds which

could otherwise be used for benefit increases.
3. Open confidential individual accounts to public disclosure.

THE WTATE AND OCAL GOVERNMENT EXPERINCZ

State and local government officials have shown increasing awareness of and will-
ingness to deal with problems in their pension systems. Much progress has been
made in the past few years to reform and revise public pension programs. Indeed, it
is very much in the best interest of public officials to assure that their pension pro-
grams are well administered and soundly financed. Very few State and local govern-
ment employees are now covered by "pay as you go"' pension plans, whereas most
Federal Government employees are covered by such plans. State and local govern-
ments have the increased incentive of bond rating companies, which increasingly
scrutinize pension benefits and funding in determining their ratings.

Another trend in public pensions is the non-contributory pension program. Public
employers are increasingiy paying the full share of their employees' pension bene-
fits. It is difficult to argue that public employees are being treated unfairly in this

rel reporting and disclosure by plan administrators has become the rule without
Federal Government requirement. These procedures may not always meet full
ERISA requirements, but there has been a dramatic improvement in recent year
It is unrealistic and unnecessary for diverse systems in different States to comply
with one national standard which is designed for another sector of the work place
altogether.

In the funding area, it is particularly inappropriate to measure public plans by
ERISA standards because State and local governments do not go out of business.
Even pension experts do not agree on one model, percentage or number of years of
amortization which should be required in the public sector. We can probably all
agree that "pay a you go" systems like those in the Federal sector are not desirable.
However, complete funding of benefits which is required in private sector is prob-
ably too conservative for many public plans because it ties up too much of current
taxpayers' funds for future benefit&

The major issues of public pension plans-level and structure of benefits, basis for
funding, probability of benefits, and social investments--should not be addressed in
any legislation. These issues should be decided by the State and local governments
themselves through their appropriate processes. What has been provided for in past
congressional initiatives are a potentially complex set of regulations which would .
interfere with State and local government decision-making, blur the real distinc-
tions between public and private plans, cost the taxpayers and State and local gov-
ernments considerable expense, and standardize reporting, disclosure and fiduciary
procedures based on Federal Government bureaucratic decisions.

We do not a!e with specific provisions of any previous bill on their own merits.
In fact, most of the provisions make good sense in their own context. We disagree
with the fundamental approach that the Federal Government should regulate, over-
see and preempt State and local government decisions in this fundamental area. We
are frankly very concerned about creeping Federal Government expansion of au-
thority and regulation should a PEPPRA bill become law. Based on years of previ-
ous experience in a variety of Federal programs, we do not believe that Federal
rulemakers will limit themselves to the letter of the law nor be able to keep the
ERISA and PEPPRA requirements completely separate.
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While we appreciate some of the revisions which included many of the previous
versions of PEPPRA, we can not support any future versions for the reasons out-
lined above. Much progress has been made in State and local pension plans over the
past few years, and more will follow. Additionally, we belove that States should
continue to have the primary authority to legislate and regulate, and that local gov-
ernments should have the obligation to administer and fund their prgrm sound-
ly. The Federal Government should act as an example of how to fund and operate
model programs for their own employees and provide assistance and encouragement
to State and local governments for reforming their programs.

STATEmEN or DAvD L KArTuo, Exacurwn Vics Pauwmwr, NATMNAL TAxPAY
UNION

The National Taxpayers Union, representing 120,000 members in all 50 states,
commends the Subcommittem for holding joint hearings on state and local public
em piloyee pension plans.

Tody there are over 6,000 state and local government public employee retire-
ment systems. Many state and local governments now rely heavily on federal grant
funds and revenue sharing to help meet pension costs. In this context, it should be
apparent that the federal taxpayer has a considerable interest and stake in who's
gingto pay for state and local government pension benefits, outlays and actuarial

Of particular interest to taxpayers are requirements for disclosure of the financial
status and benefits of public employee pension plans. We supported the disclosure
and reporting requirements contained in the proposed Public Employee Pension
Plan Reporting and Accountability Act of 1982 (H. 4928 and HR. 4929, 96th Con-
gre)

The General Accounting Office (GAO) conducted a study, "Funding of State-and
Local Government Pension Systems: A National Problem,' in August of 1979. The
study reviewed 72 of the major pension plans and found that these plans alone had
accumulated unfunded actuarial liabilities of approximately $29 billion. The GAO
also pointed out that about 56 percent of the plans were not being actuarially
funded. In a 1980 analysis of these plans, the GAO found that 53 of the 72 plans
could not meet the funding standards imposed by the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 on private pension plans.

Many public employee retirement systems have serious problems. State and local
governments that already have excellent funding and disclosure standards have
nothing to fear from disclosure requirements Only the plans that are poorly
funded, poorly run, and a poor deal for taxpayers or beneficiaries have anything to
worry about.

We agree with Professor Roy Schotland of Georegtown University Law School
who f-stified before the Subcommittee on Savings, Pension and Investment Policy of
the senate Finance Committee on March 29, 1982 and said:

(1) Effective disclosure activates local political processes, so that pension problems
are more likely to be worked out at home.

(2) Disclosure cannot be effective unless local taxpayers and pension participants
can compare how their funds are doing, relative to other similar funds.

(3) Only the federal government can asure comparability of information about
pension plans.

(4) Required disclosure is that least intrusive and least costly form of regulation.
This makes it especially appropriate when, as here, the federal government mast
take some steps affecting state and local government in order to protect the federal
taxpayers' vulnerability as pension insurer of last resort.

Legislation requiring adequate disclosure of state and local public employee pen-
sion plans is long overdue. It's time that the poorly run pension plans and their un-
funded liabilities receive the visibility they deserve.

ORzoN Pusuc EmwLorn Rxnzmwr Smm,
Portland, Oreg., November 16, 1 IJ

Quz B. RANomL,
Chairman, Ways and Means, Subcommittee on Oversight, Longworth House OfficeBuilding Washington D.C

D R RzMRENTATV RANO= It is our desire that this statement in oppmition
to the reintroduction of the Public Employee Pension Plan Reporting and Account-
ability Act be included in the printed record of related hearings.

W
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Enclosed is the National Council on Teacher Retirement Resolution, with which
we concur, in strong opposition to enactment of any Public Plan Reporting Act. It
sets forth the continuing stance of our membership in resisting the tampering with
the present adequately controlled funding status of public sector trust&

As very succinctly stated in the correspondence from many other public trusts,
the majority of public funds, as Oregon's, is excellently fund has never been vul-
nerable to manipulation and in- no instance have employs been threatened with
loss of benefits.

Oregon's system covers over 150,000 swate and political subdivisions, general serv-
ice employee, teachers and police and fire personnel actuarily evalued and exam-
ined, on an average of every three years. Itis a joint contributory trust with its
retired reserves fully funded and its minimal active life unfunded liability (less than
10 percent) amortized statutorily over a 30-year actuarial period. It was created by
the Oregon legislature in 1946, and never has been subject to termination at the
paticipant's expense. There are over 700 contributing public entities who monthly
forward required contributions to maintain the stability of its operation. Its actuan-
ally sound, joint contributory portfolio of over four billion dollars has, through our
last annual audit December, 1982, (for five years ending), returned a compounded
15.6 percent on equity (35 percent of fund) and over 11 percent on fixed income. It
has outperformed the S&P in almost every marked period.

Our legislature, our political subdivisions and our courts have rallied in their con-
tinuing support of the public employee' pension interests and rights. The single for-
mula benefit is based on unisex factors and is a fair and equal benefit trust.

We maintain a well-diversified equity, fixed income investment portfolio with the
advice and assistance of 14 money managers and six consultants. The statutory"reasonable prudent person rule" is our singular and optimum guideline.

As our NCTR executive secretary's Texas colleagues so well stated ". .. state and
local government plans are already subject to oversight by employe organizations,
the media, state legislatures (school boards) and executive agencies. Federal regula-
tion will not improve upon and may, in fact, impair pension services, security and
benefits provided under existing state laws....

We seek your strong leadership in opposition to the Public Employee Pension
Plan Reporting and Accountability Act concept.

Sincerely,
JAEm L. McGonuu, Director.

Enclosure: The NCTR Resolution appears elsewhere.

THz PUBLIC SCHOOL RrnRxzuwT SYsTEM or Mmsouaz,
November Ai', 18.

Mr. JOHN J. SALOMON,
-Chief Counse, Committee on, Wave and Meana Longworth House Office Buildin&

Washington, D.C.
DzAR MR. SALOMON" The Board of Trustees of The Public School Retirement

System of Missouri, which is responsible for the administration of retirement sys-
tems covering more than 80,000 active public school employees and 20,000 benefit
recipients, wishes to present this statement concerning federal regulation of public
retirement systems.

The Board is aware of the recent joint hearings by the Subcommittee on Over-
sight and the Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations in this area, and that
legislation which would establish federal regulation of public retirement systems
will likely be introduced early next year. It is the belief of the Board 3f Trustees
that most of the concerns voiced by proponents of so-called PEPPRA legislation
either are non-existent or grossly exaggerated, and that most public systems cover-
ing the vast majority of state and local workers presently meet or exceed proposed
PEPPRA requirements. In that vein, we wish to set forth some of the safeguards
and protections afforded to members of Missouri school retirement plans, as follows:

1. Our systems are created by and operate under Missouri statutes. Those statutes
require the Board of Trustees to be bonded and to serve under oath without compen-
sation, and forbid any investment transaction by any firm in which any board
member has an interest.

2. Chapter 610, Revised Statutes of Missouri, popularly known as the "sunshine
law," requires open meetings and open records by all public bodies in this state.
Hence, all meetings of the Board and records of its proceedings are open to the
public.
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3. Chapter 105, Revised Statutes of Missouri, establishes conflict-of-interat prohi-

bitions for all public boards and commiions within the state.
4. The retirement law requires the Board of Trustees to formulate and adopt rules

and regulations for administration of the retirement systems. Board regulations pro-
vide a procem for appeal by individual members or employers included within thesystems.

5. The Missouri general assembly has established, by law, a standing committee to
monitor the operations of all public pension and retirement plans in the state. The
committee, named the "Joint Committee on Public Employee Retirement", is a bi-
partisan body made up of members from both houses of the general assembly.

6. The law requires the Board of Trustees to establish individual member ac-
counts, and to issue annual financial and actuarial reports. It further requires an
annual review by an actuary, and tarantee that the cost of benefits cannot exceed
the resources necessary to pay the nefits

7. The Missouri state auditor is required, by law, to audit the retirement systems
at least every two years. In addition, the Board requires annual audits by private
auditors.

8. The law expressly prohibits any commingling of retirement funds with state
funds; the retirement systems are, by law, corporate bodies separate and apart from
any branch of state government. Any funds deposited with a financial institution
must be secured by appropriate collateral. The law limits the types of securities for
investment of retirement system finds to specific instruments and categories.

9. The Board publishes a handbook for the members explaining the retirement
programs, which is updated as the law changes or the benefits are improved. A
newsletter, sealing with retirement matters or leglation of topical interest, is pub-
lished and mailed on a quarterly basis. An individual account statement is sent to
members each year showing service, financial, beneficiary, and other data. The
Board publishes an annual financial statement, and makes public annual reports of
the actuary and the auditors. The staff schedules regular regional informational
meetings, accepts all requests for meetings with member groups, and works closely
with educational associations and retired teacher associations in the dissemination
of information.

In summary, we believe the Missouri school retirement programs adequately meet
the needs and concerns which some have said should be addressed at the federal
level. We fail to see how federal laws or regulation could improve upon the situa-
tion; rather, we think such regulation would represent unnecessary intrusion by the
federal government into matters better left to the states, matters which in fact are
now properly addressed by the states. We hope the Committee, and the Congress,
will give these thoughts serious consideration if, and when, PEPPRA legislation is
introduced in the future.

If there should be additional information this office could furnish to the Commit-
tee, we should be glad to do so.

Yours very truly,
DAVID W. Musroz, Executive Secretary.

PuSLIC SCHOOL TEACHER' PENSION AND RETuEME FUND Of CmcAoo

BOARD RPOLTION REGARDING PERISA

Whereas, Congress is considering PERISA legislation, to include HR 655 or simi-
lar legislation, which would create a federal agency called the Employee Benefit Ad-
ministration to regulate public and private pension systems, and

Whereas, the new Employee Benefit Administration agency would have the au-
thority to create and enforce regulations regarding public pension programs, and

Whereas, PERISA legislation would require additional actuarial reports to be per-
formed and informational reports to be submitted to the Employee Benefit Adminis-
tration which would incur considerable additional and u cost to public re-
tirement systems, and

Whereas, passage of PERISA legislation would in effect transfer jurisdiction of
public employee retirement systems to the federal government, now, therefore, be it

Reolved, that the Board of Trustees of the Public School Teachers' Pension and
Retirement Fund of Chicago is strongly opposed to HR 6626 and other PERISA leg-
islation, and

Be it further resolved that The Board of Trustees of the Public School Teachers'
--Prnul and Retirement Fund of Chicago does hereby expris its strong opinion
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that state, county, and municipal retirement systems are and should remain the ju-
risdiction of existing state and local units-

Be it further resolve4 that a copy o? this resolution be provided to President
Ronald Reagan, members of Congress, the National Conference of State Legisla-
tures, the National Council on Teacher Retirement, the National Conference of
Public Employee Retirement Systems, and other parties at interest in this impor-
tant national issue.

STATz or TzNNISE, Tasuav DEPaRmMNT,
CONsoLATED RETmmMNT SYmm,

Nashville, Tenn., November S, 1983.
Mr. JOHN J. SALOMON,
Chief Counse4 Committee on Ways and Means, Longworth House Office Building,

Wash ington, D.C
D&AR Ma. SALOMON: We are writing to make known for the record our concern

about proposed federal legislation which is designed to regulate retirement plans of
state and local employees.

We are proud of the current status of the Tennessee Consolidated Retirement
System andvigorously oppose federal interference with our plan.

The T.C.R.S. covers allstate employees in Tennessee-the Governor, judges, legis-
lators, attorneys, highway employees, university employees, etc.; all public school
teachers; and local government employees if the local government chooses to offer
our plan. We are qualified under Internal Revenue Code Section 401(a).

We are governed by state law. Our plan may be changed by legislative action;
however, the courts in Tennessee have adopted the "Pennsylvania Rule" and, there-
fore, member's benefits cannot be detrimentally affected once a member has vested.
(See Blackwell v. Quarterly Court of Shelby Co., 622 S.W. 2d 535 (Tenn. 1981).

The retirement plan is found in T.C.A., Title 8, Chapters 34 through 37. Our plan
is a defined benefit plan managed by a Board of Trustees composed of state officials
and elected employee representatives. All funds of the retirement system are man-
aged "in house" by state employees. Investment policy is recommended by an In-
vestment Advisory Council, composed of experts from' private industry. The policy is
then approved by the Board of Trustees.

Permissible investments are determined by the same provisions which govern do-
mestic life insurance companies (T.C.A. 56-3-303, 304). In addition, state law pre-
scribes fiduciary standards for all trustees (T.C.A. 37-301 et seq.) which apply to re-
sponsible individuals in the T.C.R.S.

The assets of the retirement system are valued for actuarial purposes on a cur-
rent basis-equities are valued on a five-year moving market average and bonds are
shown at their amortized book value.

By law, the State Treasurer must file an annual financial disclosure statement
with the Secretary of State (T.C.A. 8-50-501 et seq.). In addition, the Board of Trust-
ees' Investment Policy requires all portfolio managers and stock and bond traders to
file disclosure statements on the same basis.

As mentioned previously, the provisions governing the T.C.R.S. are entirely statu-
to ry. In 1971, the legislature enacted a statute creating a joint legislative committee
which was responsible for overseeing all pension legislation. This committee is com-
posed of senators and representatives who also serve on the finance ways and means
committees in the legislature. This committee reviews all pension legislation ard
the fiscal impact of each bill. The committee is reluctant to approve bills which are
costly. They recognize a strong responsibility to fund the pension plan as it current-
ly exists.

Tennessee has adopted a forty year plan for funding retirement costs and we are
in the eighth year of that process. Pension plan contributions have never been used
as a tool for balancing the state budget.

All records of the retirement system are open for public inspection pursuant to
state law (T.C.A. 10-7-503).

The retirement system is subject to the provisions of the State Uniform Adminis-
trative Procedures Act (T.C.A. 4-5-101) which permits parties which are aggrieved
b a decision which we make to appeal that decision at an administrative level to
the Board of Trustees.

We feel that our retirement-system had made tremendous strides in the past ten
years.

We recognize a responsibility to our members, our retirees, participating employ-
ers and the taxpayers. We are enclosing some examples of publications which have
been distributed to our members.

We feel that regulation of pension plans for state and local employees should be a
state function for legal reasons and policy reasons. Tennessee has acted responsibly
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in administering our plan and our state laws provide adequate protection for plan
members.

We are attaching a copy of a letter sent to the Tennessee Congressional Delega-
tion last Juiy which further explains our concerns with the proposed legislation.

Thank you for this opportunity to communicate our thoughts on this important
isue.

Sincerely, S D- rector, IYR.

Attachments.
SENATE CHAMP,

STATz oF TENNESOE,
Naahvill Tenn., July 16, 198*.

Hon. BuaL BONR,
Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C

DEA CONGRESSMAN BONEL We are writing to call your attention to two pieces of
legislation which are currently pending before Congress and to urge that you vote to
defeat these.

Both pieces of legislation are known as the Public Employee Pension Plan Report-
ing and Accountability Act of 1982 or PEPPRA. H.R. 4929 is being sponsored by
Representative Phillip Burton a"d H.& 4928 is being sponsored by Representative
Erlenborn. Both are being sponsored by Senator John Chafes in the Senate.

Our objection to this legislation is twofold. First of all, we concur in the policy
statement by the National Conference of State Legislators which opposes this bill as
an unwarranted interference by the Federal government in the area of state pen-
sions. We have attached a copy of their statement for your review. Tennessee has
been very active in the pension area and has a joint legislative council which re-
views all pension legislation prior to its paqe. In addition, every amendment to
the state pension law must include funding for its provisions. Tennessee has been on
a program to amortize the cost for pensions over a 40-year period and we are now in
the seventh year of that program. We feel that we have acted responsibly and pru-
dently in providing equitable pensions for the employees of the state of Tennessee
as well as avoiding windfalls to various employee groups at the expense of the tax-
payer. We are proud of the course which Tennessee has followed in the pension area
and will be happy to sit down with you at anytime to review the current status of
our plan. We would respectfully suggest that the state of Tennessee has dealt re-
sponsibly and prudently with its pension programs and its experience and track
record far exceed and overshadow the unfortunate position of that of the federal
government in this area.

We feel that there are constitutional problems involved with the federal govern-
ment regulating the area of state and local pensions. We especially call your atten-
tion to the Supreme Court case of the National League of Cities vs. Usery, 96 S. Ct.
2465 (1976) which prohibited application of the federal minimum wage and maxi-
mum hour provisions to employees of states and local governments.

Our second obj on to the PEPPRA legislation concerns the bill itself. We have
estimated that the cost of complying with the provisions of this bill in Tennessee
would be In excess of $200,000 a year. On its face, the bill requires the reporting of
information to plan participants in the form of a summary plan description as well
as an annual financial report. We currently provide both items to plan participants.
In addition, this bill imposes fiduciary responsibilities on trustees and imposes the
" prudent man rule". Again, this is currently the law in Tenneswee and our fiduci-
aries have been expected to meet or exceed this standard. Part of the cost which we
foresee in complying with PEPPRA is due to the requirement that our records be
audited by an independent qualified public accountant prior to preparation of our
annual report. Currently, our records are audited by the State Comptroller's office
in addition to being open to all members of the plan. Cost to the system will also
result from the information which is required to be included in the annual report
identifying the name and social security number and estimated benefit of all plan
participants who have terminated from the plan. This information is not currently
compiled nor is it published in any state document but is available upon request.
The cost of complying with this requirement as weibed against the benefit is un-
necesarily high. The PEPPRA legislation subjects the retirement plan maintained
in Tennesee or Tennessee state employees to the jurisdiction of federal courts. In
addition, it makes it subject to federal regulation. As we stated earlier, prior to the
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passage of any legislation in Tennessee a fiscal note is prepared so that we can accu-
rately estimate the potential cost of this legislation on an annual basis and over a
20-year period. Such a requirement would not be necessary in the federal regulatory
atmosphere and, therefore, regulations could be imposed on our plan which would
substantially increase-the cost to taxpayers in Tennessee without any direct input
by the taxpayers or their representatives.

Again, we urge you to vote against this legislation. It is our understanding that
support for this legislation has come from a number of employee groups which we
feel are probably not familiar with the possibly adverse impact that this legislation
may have on their retirement benefits. Funds which must o toward meeting feder-
al regulatory requirements must come from some source. The more money that is
spent on filing paperwork with Washington, the less money that can be spent for
pensions for the employees of Tennessee.

It is our understanding that one of these bills will come to a vote soon on the floor
and we urge you to carefully consider state employees and the citizens of Tennessee
prior to your vote.

Thank you for your careful consideration of this issue.
Yours very truly, LEONARD C. DUNAVANTr,

Chairman, Council on Pensions and Retirement.

STAT MT or Brrr PyLz, PREwNT, TExAs CLASSROOM Tacias AssocuTiON

I am Betty Pyle, State President of the Texas Classroom Teachers Association. Ac-
companying me is Tommy Duck, our Executive Director. The Texas Classroom
Teachers Association is a professional organization representing approximately
25,000 members who are employed as classroom teachers throughout the state of
Texas. We appreciate the opportunity to present our association's views as they
relate the regulation of public employees' pension benefit plans. We commend the
work of these two subcommittees in reviewing alternatives before the Congress on
key public retirement issues.

The Texas Classroom Teachers Association is on record as opposing any federal
legislation that would endanger the integrity and/or stability of the Teacher Retire-
ment System of Texas. In our opinion, PEPPRA legislation, such as that which was
proposed during the last session, may create more problems than it solves. Although
such legislation was undoubtedly well-intentioned, in our opinion the proposals we
have seen have serious flaws which could potentially cost retirees benefits, burden
plans with excessive paperwork, and violate the individual's right to privacy. We
are also concerned that the PEPPRA legislation as it has previously been proposed
is an unwarranted intrusion of federal regulation in an area which should properly
be reserved to the states.

Many states have already taken substantial steps to assure well managed state
and local government pension systems. For example, Texas has a State Pension
Review Board which examines and reports on the funding of all public plans (other
than federal) within the state. Texas laws also require information concerning their
plans to be regularly and individually provided to public employees. The major state
and municipal plans in Texas are well-operated, actuarially sound, and efficiently
managed.

The conditions which justified federal regulation of private pensions (ERISA) do
not exist in the public sector. The assets and administration of public pension plans
are subject to much more intense public scrutiny than most private plans. State
laws and courts have historically responded to protect the pension interests and
rights of public employees. In our opinion there is no compelling need for the enact-
ment of legislation to provide for federal regulation of public pension plans. We are
aware of no situation in which a state or local employment pension benefit has been
lost because of inadequate funding. Public pension systems are ongoing institutions
not subject to sudden termination at the participants' expense. It is imperative that
if Con plans to interject the federal government into the process of administer-
ing public pensions and retirement plans, it must do so with only the most careful
deliberation and consideration.

Another concern of our association is the ultimate cost of such federal regulation
to the consumer. Will such legislation impose burdensome procedures and costs on
state and local governments, thereby reducing the benefits payable to the plan par-
ticipants? Increased paperwork, regulatory control over the type of investments a
plan may make, and the possibility that rules could permit broadened investment
policies which might be detrimental to the interests of public pension plan partici-
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pants, all contribute to our belief that federal regulation could actually diminish,
rather than increase, protection for our members.

Proponents of lat session's version of PEPPRA have stated that Texas will be
"automatically exempted" from the Act. This assertion does not, however, seem to-
tally accurate for several reasons. First, the exemption contained in the bill pro.
posed last session would apply primarily to th#4 disclosure and reporting sections of
the Act, and not to the provisions which would preempt the Texas constitutional;
protection for public retirement funds. Secondly, since the detailed re rting and
disclosure requirement. would be established later by the Secretary of Lbor, there
is no way to know now whether Texas would in fact be exempt, even though our
disclosure practices are generally superior to those proposed last session. Thirdly, if
the bill requires disclosures of personal information on plan participant., Texa
would not be exempt. Our state laws currently make this type of information confi-
dential, but federal legislation could supersede the privacy now available to Texas
participants in public pension plans.

We understand and appreciate the position of some proponents of federal regula-
tion of public pension plans that, in times of financial need at the state govenment
level, political leaders sometimes attempt to solve budget problems by reducing
state contributions to public employee pension plans. This potential problem should,
however, be resolved at the state level and not be the imposition of federally man-
dated minimum standards.

In conclusion, the Texas Classroom Teachers Association strongly opposes any ef-
forts by the Congress of the United States in establishing a set of regulatory stand-
ards to govern existing state and Ial pension plans. We maintain that public and
private pension plans are inheretitly different and should not be regulated or ad-
ministered in the same manner. Given the importance of this issue to our nation's
public employees and the massive amounts of money involved in the various public
pension plans across the country, we urge you to carefully consider whether there is
truly a need for such legislation and what its impact might be on the public sector
employees.

Thank you again for the opportunity for the Texas Classroom Teachers Associa-
tion to express its views. We would be glad to answer any questions you may have.
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